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Summary

New global challenges led to the gradual contestation of the traditional
perceptions around the term of “Security.” Even if the political-military perception has
not been contested at its core, new insights attempted to transfer the focus from the state
to the human. Within this framework, the concept of “human security” appeared in
academic discourse. One of its basic directions is “environmental security” which has
been established along with the continuous rise of environmental issues and in particular
the importance of water resources, on the international political agenda. The definition of
“environmental security” differs according to the angle from which one approaches it.
However, there are two main conceptual categorizations. The first understands
“environmental security” in terms of environmental protection (ecological security) that
needs collective action to be accomplished. The second one considers it as a traditional
state-centric term, referring to the importance of protecting the environmental, wealthproducing resources that help maintain a state’s security and that of its citizens.
Within this discussion lies the management of transboundary freshwater
resources. The multifaceted importance of water (energy, irrigation, etc.) placed it at the
center of the discussion on the environment. At a global level, various initiatives led to
the adoption of rules in an attempt to delimit the framework within which states sharing
freshwater resources can utilize them. In the beginning, these rules and norms focused
mostly on the utilization instead of collective action for protection, clearly underlining the
understanding of “environmental security” within state-centric terms. Gradually,
however, initiatives and actions moved from utilization towards the protection of
freshwater resources and to the need to adopt common principles. Yet, the lack of a
recognized institution of global reach empowered to impose on states the necessary
v

policies remains an obstacle for the promotion of integrated collaboration among states
sharing freshwater resources. At a European level, progress is more obvious since the
adoption of the 2000/60 Water Framework Directive, promoting cooperation with the
goal of protecting transboundary freshwater resources.
Greece is a riparian state of five Balkan rivers of which only one (the Aoos/Vjose)
springs from her territory. Despite the fact that these rivers are of significant importance
in environmental and political-economic terms, the level of cooperation between Greece
and the neighboring countries as far as their management is concerned remains low, with
a slight exception of a relative improvement taking place during the last years.
Three out of five rivers come from Bulgaria (the Evros/Meric/Maritza, the
Nestos/Mesta and the Strymonas/Struma). Of these, the Evros River also includes a third
riparian state, Turkey, making its management even more complicated compared to the
other two (the River is also a natural border line between Greece and Turkey). All three
rivers are of great importance not only for the local economies but also in environmental
terms. Attempts for cooperation have begun from the 1960s. Yet, these took place within
the framework of the dominant international customary law, meaning under the basic
principles of utilization of the water. The basic elements of the agreements until the early
21st century were the principles of “limited sovereignty” and of “equal utilization”
treating water as a commercial good. The only exception was the 1995 agreement for the
Nestos River that included confronting environmental challenges through the sustainable
management of the river. However, even in this case, greater attention during the
negotiations was paid to the quantity of the water instead of the configuration of an
integrated plan of environmental management, while with the increase of rainfall the
agreement remained for the most part inactive. Since 2002 due to the WFD that gradually
began to be implemented there was a radical change. Nevertheless the developments
remained quite slow for a number of reasons.
West of the Strymonas lies the Axios (Vardar) River which is shared by FYROM
and Greece. Its management remains fragmented with the two riparians following their
own policies. The chances of finding an integrated solution are limited mostly because of
the problematic political relations between the two neighboring countries. Thus, the
Axios remains a river that receives important environmental pressures due to the lack of
an integrated management plan.
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The last transboundary river lying to the West of Greece is the Aoos (Vjose). The
Aoos is the only transboundary river coming from Greece. The river crosses Greece and
Albania and despite, once more, the lack of an integrated management plan and a stable
cooperation scheme, it has a generally good environmental status mostly because of the
limited utilization of its waters. The Aoos River is one more case of a transboundary river
where the political relationship of the two riparian states is limiting the achievement of
successful cooperation.
Yet, problematic political relations are not the only hindrance to creation of
integrated transboundary management planned in the aforementioned case studies. The
national bureaucratic models and the decision-making process related to environmental
issues of the riparian states have also contributed negatively. With Greece not excluded,
there is a great complexity in the jurisdictions among the different agencies and
ministries, which makes coordination extremely difficult and transboundary cooperation
almost impossible.
The only case of successful transboundary cooperation at the moment is the
Prespa Lakes. The reasons behind the progress so far are three. The first one is related to
Greece and the fact that she, as a regional power, considered the promotion of trilateral
cooperation to be a step toward regional stability. The second reason lies in the great
environmental importance of the lake, which attracted the interest of national and
international NGOs and institutions. International Organizations, governmental or not,
participating in the management of the lake are the connecting ring which moved beyond
the various problems existing in the case studies of the aforementioned rivers. Finally, the
third reason is that the Prespa Lakes have less significance as a wealth producing
resource, compared to the rivers.
This research, by using a multidisciplinary approach stemming from the great
complexity of the subject itself, proceeds on the one had to present the current situation as
it has evolved throughout the past decades and on the other to describe and analyze the
reasons for developments up to the present. By questioning the topic from different
angles, such as legal, historical relations, public administration and so on, the research
identifies the main reasons behind the current situation, categorizing them into those
related to the bilateral context and those to the national context, thus contributing to the
possibility of future progress that will leave the existing fragmented management behind.
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Περίληψη
Οι νέες παγκόσµιες προκλήσεις επέφεραν σταδιακά την αµφισβήτηση του
ορισµού της «ασφάλειας» έτσι όπως είχε διαµορφωθεί από τις κρατούσες παραδοσιακές
αντιλήψεις. Έτσι, αν και ο πολιτικο-στρατιωτικός της πυρήνας δεν αµφισβητήθηκε,
ωστόσο νέες θεωρήσεις επιδίωξαν τη µεταφορά του κέντρου βάρους από το κράτος στον
άνθρωπο. Στα πλαίσια της ακαδηµαϊκής συζήτησης η «ανθρώπινη ασφάλεια» άρχισε να
κερδίζει έδαφος. Βασικό συστατικό της εν λόγω θεώρησης αποτελεί η «περιβαλλοντική
ασφάλεια», η εδραίωση της οποίας στη διεθνή πολιτική σκηνή οφείλεται στην ανάδειξη
περιβαλλοντικών ζητηµάτων ιδίως αναφορικά µε τη διαχείριση των φυσικών πόρων,
όπως το νερό. Ο όρος «περιβαλλοντική ασφάλεια» γίνεται αντιληπτός µε ποικίλους
τρόπους υπό διαφορετικό κάθε φορά πρίσµα. Ωστόσο, δύο είναι οι βασικές εννοιολογικές
κατηγοριοποιήσεις. Η µία εξ αυτών αποδίδει την «περιβαλλοντική ασφάλεια» µε όρους
προστασίας του περιβάλλοντος σε παγκόσµιο επίπεδο. Πρόκειται για τη λεγόµενη
οικολογική ασφάλεια για την επίτευξη της οποίας απαιτείται συλλογική κινητοποίηση σε
παγκόσµιο επίπεδο. Από την άλλη πλευρά, σύµφωνα µε την παραδοσιακή κρατικοκεντρική εννοιολογική προσέγγιση, ο όρος της περιβαλλοντικής ασφάλειας αναφέρεται
στη

σηµασία

που

έχει

η

προστασία

και

διαφύλαξη

των

περιβαλλοντικών

πλουτοπαραγωγικών πηγών για τη διατήρηση της ασφάλειας του κράτους και των
πολιτών.
Στο πλαίσιο αυτής της συζήτησης εµπίπτει και η διαχείριση των φυσικών
διασυνοριακών υδατικών πόρων. Η πολυδιάστατη σηµασία του νερού (ενέργεια, γεωργία
κτλ.) το τοποθετεί στο επίκεντρο της συζήτησης για το περιβάλλον. Σε παγκόσµιο
επίπεδο, διάφορες πρωτοβουλίες οδήγησαν στην υιοθέτηση κανόνων προκειµένου να
θεσµοθετηθεί η εκµετάλλευση των υδατικών πόρων από τα κράτη που τους µοιράζονται..
Στην αρχή οι κανόνες και οι νόρµες επικεντρώνονταν περισσότερο στην εκµετάλλευση
παρά στην κοινή δράση για προστασία,

δίνοντας έµφαση στη θεώρηση της
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«περιβαλλοντικής ασφάλειας» µε όρους κρατο-κεντρικούς. Σταδιακά, όµως, οι
πρωτοβουλίες και οι δράσεις µετατοπίστηκαν από την εκµετάλλευση στην προστασία
των υδάτινων πόρων και στην ανάγκη για υιοθέτηση συλλογικών κανόνων. Εντούτοις, η
έλλειψη ενός ισχυρού θεσµού παγκόσµιας εµβέλειας που να επιβάλλει στα κράτη τις
κατάλληλες πολιτικές παραµένει ένα µεγάλο αγκάθι στην προώθηση ολοκληρωµένων
συνεργασιών µεταξύ των κρατών που µοιράζονται χερσαίους υδατικούς πόρους. Σε
ευρωπαϊκό επίπεδο, παρατηρείται µεγαλύτερη πρόοδος µε την υιοθέτηση της οδηγίας
πλαίσιο 2000/60 για το νερό, η οποία υιοθετεί την λογική της αειφορίας και προάγει την
συνεργασία µε σκοπό την προστασία των διασυνοριακών υδατικών πόρων.
Η Ελλάδα αποτελεί κράτος παρόχθιο σε πέντε βαλκανικούς ποταµούς εκ των
οποίων µόνον ο ένας (Αώος) πηγάζει από την ίδια. Παρόλο που η σηµασία των ποταµών
αυτών είναι µεγάλη, τόσο από περιβαλλοντικής όσο κι από πολιτικο-οικονοµικής
απόψεως, το επίπεδο συνεργασίας της Ελλάδος µε τις γειτονικές χώρες ως προς τη
διαχείριση τους –παρά τη σχετική βελτίωση που παρατηρείται τα τελευταία χρόνια- σε
γενικές γραµµές παραµένει χαµηλό.
Τρεις από τους πέντε ποταµούς προέρχονται από τη Βουλγαρία (Έβρος, Νέστος
και Στρυµόνας). Εξ αυτών ο Έβρος περιλαµβάνει και τρίτο παρόχθιο κράτος, την
Τουρκία, κάτι που καθιστά τη διαχείριση του πιο πολύπλοκη (έχοντας ως δεδοµένο ότι ο
ποταµός λειτουργεί και ως φυσική συνοριακή γραµµή ανάµεσα σε Ελλάδα και Τουρκία).
Και οι τρεις ποταµοί έχουν µεγάλη σηµασία για τις τοπικές οικονοµίες ενώ και µε
περιβαλλοντικούς όρους, η σηµασία τους είναι εξίσου µεγάλη. Προσπάθειες έχουν ήδη
ξεκινήσει από τη δεκαετία του 1960. Ωστόσο αυτές έλαβαν χώρα υπό το πρίσµα του
κυρίαρχου τότε διεθνούς εθιµικού δικαίου, δηλαδή στα πλαίσια βασικών κανόνων
εκµετάλλευσης των υδάτων. Τα βασικά στοιχεία που διείπαν τις συµφωνίες
αντιµετωπίζοντας το νερό ως εµπορικό αγαθό έως τις αρχές του 21ου αιώνα ήταν οι αρχές
της «περιορισµένης κυριαρχίας» και της «δίκαιης χρήσης». Μοναδική εξαίρεση
αποτέλεσε η συµφωνία του 1995 για τον Νέστο η οποία περιελάµβανε και την
αντιµετώπιση περιβαλλοντικών προκλήσεων µέσω της βιώσιµης διαχείρισης του
ποταµού. Ωστόσο, και σ’ αυτή την περίπτωση, µεγαλύτερη έµφαση κατά τη
διαπραγµάτευση δόθηκε στην ποσότητα των υδάτων παρά στη διαµόρφωση ενός
ολοκληρωµένου σχεδίου περιβαλλοντικής διαχείρισης, ενώ µε την αύξηση των
βροχοπτώσεων η συµφωνία παρέµεινε σε µεγάλο βαθµό ανενεργή. Όµως, από το 2002,
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και µετά υπήρξε ριζική αλλαγή και λόγω της σταδιακής εφαρµογής της ευρωπαϊκής
οδηγίας 2000/60. Παρόλα αυτά, για πληθώρα λόγων, οι εξελίξεις παρέµειναν ιδιαίτερα
αργές.
∆υτικά του Στρυµόνα υπάρχει ο ποταµός Αξιός, τον οποίο µοιράζονται η ΠΓ∆Μ
και η Ελλάδα. Η διαχείριση του ποταµού παραµένει αποσπασµατική, µε κάθε χώρα να
ακολουθεί τη δική της πολιτική. Οι δυνατότητες εξεύρεσης µιας ολοκληρωµένης λύσης
είναι περιορισµένες λόγω των προβληµατικών πολιτικών σχέσεων ανάµεσα στις δύο
γείτονες χώρες. Έτσι ο Αξιός παραµένει ένας ποταµός που δέχεται ισχυρές
περιβαλλοντικές πιέσεις λόγω της έλλειψης ενός ολοκληρωµένου σχεδίου διαχείρισης.
Ο διασυνοριακός ποταµός που βρίσκεται δυτικότερα από τους άλλους είναι ο
Αώος. Πρόκειται για τον µοναδικό διασυνοριακό ποταµό που πηγάζει από την Ελλάδα. Ο
ποταµός διασχίζει την Ελλάδα και την Αλβανία και παρά την έλλειψη, και σε αυτή την
περίπτωση, ενός ολοκληρωµένου σχεδίου διαχείρισης και µιας σταθερής συνεργασίας,
χαίρει σχετικά καλής περιβαλλοντικής κατάστασης, κυρίως λόγω της περιορισµένης
εκµετάλλευσης των υδάτων του. Ο Αώος, αποτελεί άλλη µια περίπτωση διασυνοριακού
ποταµού όπου οι πολιτικές σχέσεις των δύο χωρών αποτελούν τροχοπέδη για την
επίτευξη µιας επιτυχηµένης συνεργασίας.
Πάντως, πέρα από τις προβληµατικές διµερείς σχέσεις που επηρεάζουν την
κατάρτιση

ολοκληρωµένων

διασυνοριακών

σχεδίων

διαχείρισης

στους

πέντε

προαναφερθέντες ποταµούς, µεγάλη αρνητική συµβολή έχουν τα γραφειοκρατικά
µοντέλα όπως και η διαδικασία λήψης αποφάσεων που αφορούν το περιβάλλον σε κάθε
µία από τις εν λόγω χώρες. Μη εξαιρουµένης της Ελλάδος, παρατηρείται ένας
κατακερµατισµός αρµοδιοτήτων που εκ των πραγµάτων καθιστά το συντονισµό
εξαιρετικά δυσχερή και την διακρατική συνεργασία σχεδόν αδύνατη.
Η µοναδική περίπτωση επιτυχηµένης διασυνοριακής διαχείρισης αποτελεί προς το
παρόν η λίµνη Πρέσπα. Οι λόγοι που έχει καταγραφεί πρόοδος στην περίπτωση αυτή
είναι τρεις. Ο πρώτος είναι ότι η Ελλάδα, ως περιφερειακή δύναµη, θεώρησε πώς η
προώθηση µιας τριµερούς συνεργασίας θα ήταν προς το συµφέρον της και προς το
συµφέρον της σταθερότητας στην περιοχή. Ο δεύτερος λόγος έγκειται στην µεγάλη
περιβαλλοντική σηµασία της λίµνης που κέντρισε το ενδιαφέρον ΜΚΟ αλλά και
ιδρυµάτων από την Ελλάδα και κυρίως από το εξωτερικό. Οι διεθνείς οργανώσεις και οι
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οργανισµοί – κυβερνητικοί και µη κυβερνητικοί - που συµµετέχουν στη διαχείριση
αποτελούν το συνδετικό κρίκο που βάζει σε δεύτερη µοίρα τα διάφορα προβλήµατα που
υπάρχουν στις αντίστοιχες περιπτώσεις των διασυνοριακών ποταµών. Τέλος, ο τρίτος
λόγος είναι ότι η Πρέσπα αποτελεί λίµνη και όχι ποταµό και άρα η δυναµική της ως
φυσικός πλουτοπαραγωγικός πόρος και η σηµασία της δεν φτάνει εκείνη ποταµών όπως
ο Νέστος ή ο Έβρος.
Η παρούσα µελέτη χρησιµοποιώντας µια διεπιστηµονική προσέγγιση που
απορρέει από την πολυπλοκότητα του ίδιου του υπό εξέταση θέµατος, επιδιώκει από τη
µία πλευρά να παρουσιάσει την παρούσα κατάσταση όπως αυτή εξελίχθηκε µέσα από τις
προηγούµενες δεκαετίες και από την άλλη να περιγράψει και να αναλύσει του λόγους
που οδήγησαν στις παρούσες συνθήκες. Προσεγγίζοντας το θέµα µέσα από διάφορες
οπτικές γωνίες, όπως νοµικές, ιστορικές, µε όρους δηµόσιας διοίκησης και ούτω καθεξής,
η µελέτη προσδιορίζει τους βασικούς λόγους που κρύβονται πίσω από την παρούσα
κατάσταση κατηγοριοποιώντας τους σε διµερές επίπεδο και στα επιµέρους εθνικά
επίπεδα, συνεισφέροντας µε αυτό τον τρόπο σε µια πιθανή µελλοντική πρόοδο που θα
αφήσει στις καλένδες την υπάρχουσα κατακερµατισµένη διαχείριση των διασυνοριακών
υδατικών πόρων.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The beginning of the 21st century has seen environmental issues take on an
unprecedented significance on the international agenda. More and more policymakers
now take environmental hazards into serious consideration as a threat to populations and
to humanity in general. But why is the environment and, water in particular, receiving so
much attention? It can be claimed that the cornerstone for this shift was the 1972
publication of a book entitled the Limits to Growth.1 According to this book, post-war
economic expansion along with the demographic boost contributed to a radical loss of
natural resources, like freshwater, and to environmental degradation in general, while at
the same time poverty and malnutrition were increasing across the globe.2 In fact, during
the last hundred years the global population has tripled, while water demand has
increased seven times. But still, an answer is required as to why water and particularly
freshwater is so important, and has attracted the interest of the international community
for at least the last 30 years.
The first and profound reason is that water is an essential element for every living
being on earth and has been designated by the United Nations as a key environmental
resource for social security, economic growth and prosperity. Almost 2/3 of the planet is
covered by water. However, only 2.7% of this is potable and most of it can be found in
the form of ice in the poles and on the top of mountains. 73% of freshwater goes to
agricultural use due to increasing needs for production that follow the earth’s growing
population.3 This is the first major reason why freshwater is considered a security issue.
The second and also widely known explanation is that according to many studies almost
40 percent of the world’s population lives within the basins of international rivers, and, as
Sadoff and Grey wrote, over 90% of the world’s population lives within countries that
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share these basins.4 According to existing data there are 263 transboundary lake and river
basins that cover almost one half of the Earth’s land surface. These basins represent
approximately 60% of the global freshwater flow, while 145 states include territory
within those basins and 30 countries lie entirely within them. In addition, water stress is
unequally distributed on a global scale. Practically, this means that huge populations do
not have access to water, while numerically smaller populations consume vast quantities.
The common characteristic is that all seek to increase their social and economic benefits
from a limited resource base.
These reasons point to the growing international importance of freshwater
resources, warning of a potential water crisis in the near future, which due to water’s
essentiality, will affect a great range of sectors from health and human rights to
environment, economy and eventually global politics. Annex I of the UN report (January
1998) of the Expert Group Meeting on Strategic Approaches to Freshwater Management,
confirms this opinion underlining that the world faces growing demands for water
supplies as a product of the population increase and sectoral pressures.5 This
unprecedented demand includes ‘agriculture (particularly irrigation and drainage), the
provision of domestic water supply and sanitation, industry, energy production,
environment/amenity (including tourism)/ecosystems, changes in patterns of consumption
as a result of industrialisation, rural/urban shifts, migration, and unaccounted for water’.6
Numerous reports and studies have tried to underline the significance of
sustainable water management especially in those cases where collaboration is needed
between states that share water resources. Sustainable water resource development and
management are major challenges for both the immediate and long-term future. The
number of states facing permanent water stress is rapiply increasing, while competition
over shared river and lake management has created tension. Besides, in historical terms it
has been recorded that many longstanding water related disputes still remain unsettled.
The lack of mechanisms and internationally accepted institutions with the jurisdiction to
manage disputes over water resources compounds this challenge. Yet, the vital nature of
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freshwater has provided a powerful natural incentive for cooperation, which demonstrates
positive dynamics in transboundary freshwater management, at least up to the present.
In the past, a war over water could be considered pure fiction, but is it becoming
a contemporary reality? One of the most striking examples is the problem of management
of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. Turkey’s announcement concerning the
implementation of the G.A.P project dating back in the 70s (Güneydoğu Anadolu Projesi/
Southeastern Anatolia Project) made Iraq and Syria react and threaten military action
against Turkey in order to destroy the dams to be built in the valleys of the Taurus
mountains. Due to its military supremacy, Turkey did manage to complete the network of
dams, reaching an agreement with the other two countries providing them with a regular
flow of water. However, the threat of war had been articulated. Iraq and Syria, dependent
on the water of the Tigris and Euphrates, have strongly expressed their opposition and
their intention to protect their own survival and national interests, even against a stronger
country such as Turkey.7
Within the preceding pages lies the initial motive for the writing of this thesis:
“The elevation of trans-boundary freshwater resource management into an issue of global
attention”. The principal research question is: Do the challenges for the management of
trans-boundary freshwater resources where Greece is a riparian state promote cooperation
or conflict?

1.1 Methodology
This thesis uses the case study design. As it will be presented in the following
pages, this work wants to study the impact that different variables have on the
management of transboundary freshwater resources. Therefore, given that the geographic
area has been limited to those cases that Greece participates in, it was convenient to pick
a small number of examples to study in detail within their own context, assessing them
and comparing them, finally reaching specific conclusions. Focusing and investigating
specific cases using both inductive and deductive reasoning helps to test theory.
Moreover, the fact that there are some different characteristics from one case study to
another allows for a comparative approach by following the same steps in the analysis.
7
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The use of model case studies, such as the Prespa Lakes, an “exemplifying” case study
since there is a distinct difference in the level of international cooperation achieved,
provides a basis for reaching specific answers and finally answering the basic research
question. The selection of case study design is the most appropriate choice also due to the
options it provides regarding the different kind of methods that can be used, such as
quantitative or qualitative, as well as the multiple methods of data collection that can also
be applied.
The uniqueness of this particular thesis and the new contribution that it attempts to
bring to the academic discussion are based on two fundamental and combined purposes.
The first is relevant to the multidisciplinary approach that is used throughout the text and
in each case study. More specifically, as it becomes obvious from the very first chapters,
this thesis intends to combine theories of International Relations and Securitization with
Balkan history, EU and national legislation, public administration and water management.
The text has been constructed in a unique way beginning with the theoretical debate on
“Security” as it has been applied to the most well-known IR school of thoughts.
Identifying the environment as a security concern is the first big step towards examining
this notion in the specific context of transboundary freshwater resource management.
In terms of methodology, this research does not follow either purely quantitative
or qualitative techniques. This is due to the nature of the research, which requires a
combination of these two. As is well-known, quantitative techniques, as Walliman argues,
are mostly based upon the collection of data ‘…numerically based and amenable to such
analytical methods as statistical correlations’.8 On the contrary, qualitative techniques
focus mostly on language and its interpretation, with data collection methods tending to
involve close human participation leading to theory development rather than testing.9 Of
course, many, like Bryman, see this distinction as outdated and to some extent dogmatic.
According to him, quantitative methods are quite often used in qualitative research and
vice versa.10
The first thing that needs to be done is to define the objectives of this research.
Initially, this research attempts to illustrate the relation between environmental security
8
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and transboundary freshwater resource management. Thus, the very first objective is to be
descriptive. This is achieved by examining situations to establish what the norm is. On a
second level, the objective moves to explaining and evaluating the contextual elements
that, combined, have led to the norm. The third and particularly important objective is to
compare different case studies in order to highlight differences and similarities among
them. Comparative research is a famous method for the proponents of quantitative as well
as qualitative research. Its application to cross-national and cross-cultural contexts,
revealing concepts that can later on be used for theory building, is its largest strength.
However, comparability issues should always be taken into serious consideration because
they can lead to false conclusions in the end.11
Leaving behind the identification of the research objectives, the next important
step was the formulation of the research design in order to meet these objectives. In this
particular research, a cross-sectional design has been applied. This kind of study can use
various methods of data collection, such as observation, official records and content
analysis. Another well-known design adopted in this research is the so-called “case
study” design. Intensive investigation of few cases using a combination of inductive and
deductive reasoning is considered the most sufficient approach for testing theory and
theoretical analysis in general.12
However, in order to go back to the beginning of the methodology section, this
thesis, due to the nature and the type of the research, is principally based upon qualitative
methodology, using, however, components from the quantitative method whenever
necessary. More precisely, the thesis follows the qualitative steps as described in Alan
Bryman’s work Social Research Methods13:
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Figure 1.1 The steps of qualitative research

Source: Alan Bryman (2012)

According to this Figure (1.1), the first step is the identification of a research
problem. Booth et al. summarized the process required to focus on the formulation of the
research problem as follows:
i)

Find an interest in a broad subject area (problem area)

ii)

Narrow the interest to a plausible topic

iii)

Question the topic from several points of view

iv)

Define a rationale for the project.14

14
Wayne C. Booth, Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. William, The Craft of Research, Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1995, p. 36.
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The broader interest of the current thesis is the global importance of transboundary
freshwater resources and the impact that these have on the relations between the countries
sharing them. There is an extended bibliography on this fascinating subject identifying
the current trends as well as making projections for potential scenarios in the future. As
has already been said, up to now the most common approach is cooperation. Yet, the
continuous population pressures and the predicted increase in water scarcity in the future
might change things dramatically.
Moving from the general research interest to a more plausible topic, this thesis
wants to emphasize the specific case of Greece as a riparian country, identifying the past
and present of the management of transboundary rivers. The definitive aim of the current
research is on one hand to present the current situation as it has evolved throughout the
past decades and on the other to describe and analyze the reasons for developments up to
the present. The approach that is adopted is a multidisciplinary one, deriving from the
complexity of the examined field. Therefore, the author questions the topic from different
angles, such as legal, historical relations, public administration and so on, while in order
to provide the readers with a more comprehensive understanding on the issues at stake in
every case examined, the geographic and economic context is described in detail. The
different angles that are examined and the complexity of the subject itself dictate the
selective use of Foreign Policy Analysis (FPA) as a tool for explaining the developments
that have shaped the current situation around the management of these resources, as well
as making predictions for future progress. FPA is a tool that comprises multilevel and
multicausal explanations, synthesizing information from various social science disciplines
simultaneously.15 Moreover, the analysis of the case studies will develop mainly on three
levels, as Breuning suggests: the individual, the state and the system.16 The individual
level of analysis pays attention to the leaders and decision makers as the principal actors
whose decisions drive the course of events. It focuses on their personalities or on their
perceptions. The state level of analysis, on the other hand, attempts to identify factors
internal to the state that push states to engage in specific foreign policy behaviors. Such
analyses include the institutional framework of the state (such as the relationships
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between the executive and legislative branches of government, the organization of the
government bureaucracy, etc.), domestic constituencies (such as interest groups, or public
opinion more generally, etc.), economic conditions, and also the state’s national history
and culture. Lastly, the system level of analysis examines the interactions between states
focusing on the relative power of states. Based upon the assumption that the international
system is a set of states whose relations and interactions are greatly influenced by their
relative capabilities, this analysis suggests that from time to time the changes in relative
capabilities of states may create opportunities, as well as increase the constraints on
states.17 The analysis of the case studies included in this thesis will focus mainly on the
second level of analysis and particularly on what is known as organizational process and
bureaucratic politics, as described in Hudson & Vore’s work. This, however, does not
necessary exclude other parameters related to the other two levels to be analysed, such as
the psycho-cultural environment, individual characteristics as well as the changes in the
distribution of power among the states involved.
Moving forward, the next step was the collection of all the data needed to
implement the current research. Data, as in every other case, are divided into primary and
secondary. Primary data refer to the collection of those sources as near to the truth and the
facts as they can be. These may include interviews of witnesses of the various incidents
described in this thesis and participants in negotiations, official records and agreements as
well as reports published by credible institutions. Secondary data, on the other hand, like
press articles (electronic or printed) as well as journal articles, academic books and so on
are used as a means of understanding the examined subject, moving from the general
situation to specific case studies. The credibility of the secondary data collected to
support this research is secured by the careful assessment that led the writer to use
refereed journals, papers and books vetted by leading experts in the subject.
Given the complex nature of the examined subject, both qualitative and
quantitative data were used. Quantitative data refers to features that can be measured
more or less exactly. These include economic data and scientific measurements, to name
a few. To this end, as the reader will eventually find out, scientific data related to
environmental issues are used across the entire thesis. For instance, in every case study
examined, environmental data describing the status of the river, its importance as an
17
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ecosystem as well as the different kind of pressures it receives and its impact are
presented.
On the other hand, qualitative data are used more often. This kind of data cannot
be accurately measured and counted. Therefore their character is more descriptive, yet
their importance is undeniable. The most well-known examples of qualitative data are
literary texts, minutes of meetings, interviews, historical records and so on. Some of these
types include records taken very close to the events examined. Yet, as with any data,
judgments regarding their reliability are needed.
Qualitative data are extensively used in this thesis. In many case studies examined
in the main part of this research, official historical records from the library of the Greek
Ministry for Foreign Affairs are used. Moreover, interviews have been conducted to
examine the two major case studies, the Evros and the Nestos. The interviews had a
flexible format and were based on a question guide that allowed for insights into the
attitudes of the interviewee. Face-to-face interviews were used to question experts (either
diplomats or politicians and academics) or specific segments of the local societies, such
as local farmers or members of local agricultural associations. All the cases were one-off
interviews, since due to the nature of the issues discussed there was no need to reaffirm
their opinions.

1.2. The Chapters
The first chapters aim at identifying and underlining the unambiguous link
between freshwater resource management and environmental and human security. More
specifically, Chapter One is divided into two major parts. The first intends to present in
an analytic manner the way that the classical schools of International Relations
understand the term “Security”. Following that, this thesis will attempt to present the
departure of the traditional “Security” concerns discussing the evolution of the “Security”
debate through the introduction of new threads by the two most well-known modern
schools of thought, the Copenhagen School and the Critical Security School. The second
part focuses on the gradual attention that the environment has received in the political
discussion. This section acts as a bridge between the previous part and the one to follow.
9

Human security is closely linked with environmental protection, socio-economic stability
and sustainable development.18 Historically, water resources, lakes or rivers, were always
perceived at an international level as transnational issues of high importance and priority.
Lakes and rivers are still used as national borders, such as the Rhine in the case of France
and Germany or the Rio Grande between Mexico and the United States. The problem
becomes more complex when one of the countries has the spring of the river in its own
territory, which consequently means that it can control the water flow according to its
needs. It is also a common truth that the upstream countries use their supremacy
concerning the management of the river.
The second chapter focuses on the conflict-cooperation debate as it has been
developed for the past 50 years. Connecting this debate to the major contending IR
theories, realism-neorealism and liberalism-neoliberal institutionalism as well as
constructivism and using it as a framework, this chapter will focus on the principal debate
explaining which is the most likely scenario for the management of transboundary
freshwater. There are two basic parameters capable of influencing states’ behaviours
when it comes to transboundary freshwater disputes: the absence of a central international
authority charged with the power to set binding rules and states’ security interest via the
claim of sovereignty rights. Yet, as this chapter develops it appears that despite the
existence of this negative parameter and the extreme importance of freshwater resources
the “conflict” scenario is so far unrealised. Of course, as the literature has shown, political
conflicts of low escalation have emerged over the years, and will almost certainly
continue in the future, yet it seems that “water wars” on a great scale are not the status
quo for transboundary water management. Besides, going to war does not necessarily
mean that there will be an unambiguous and definite winner. Therefore, in most cases,
transboundary freshwater resources attract the interested parties to the discussion table.
To this end, this chapter refers to different examples and techniques of conflict resolution
applied to transboundary freshwater resources. From problem-solving workshops to third
party engagement, the chapter uses well-known examples that have been described in
detail in the international literature and builds up the framework within which the
cooperation scenario prevails. Yet, another important parameter is described as a cause
18
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for a potential failure of an integrated management of transboundary freshwater
resources: the unequal institutional and administrative developments. Indeed, the chapter
reaches the conclusion that the impact of this parameter can easily be identified by
comparing the number of treaties seen in Europe (a region generally enjoying high levels
of institutionalization) and to a lesser degree in the Americas, versus the small number of
treaties in Africa. In any case, however, the chapter concludes with the general rule of the
absence of direct and extended conflict between riparian (and littoral) states, up to now.
The significance of freshwater for the security of populations and states, instead of acting
as an accelerating factor for disputes, works mostly as a tool of cooperation. Of course,
the complexity of transboundary freshwater resource management makes it difficult in
many cases for the riparians to cooperate effectively, yet, interested parties usually take
decisions to achieve mutual benefit, expressing their needs at the negotiation table.
Therefore, in most cases, riparian states proceed to multilateral negotiations, based on the
general principles provided by international water law, in order to avoid a possible
conflict. These negotiations find support via the involvement of international institutions,
such as the World Bank and the United Nations.
The third chapter deals with the evolution of “international water law.” As was
previously described, the major characteristic of transboundary freshwater resources,
particularly rivers, is their capacity to traverse political and jurisdictional lines, creating a
complexity in their management. This reality, coupled with the development of
heterogeneous and sometimes conflicting national laws, makes things even more
challenging. This chapter makes a historical analysis of the construction of generally
accepted international principles concerning transboundary water uses.

It starts by

presenting the wider concept and ends with a particular focus on the EU Water
Framework Directive 2000/60 (WFD). The aim is to present the international trends on
international river management. The findings of this chapter will provide the proper basis
for examining the particular case studies to be described later on. The common
component of all the international legal texts presented in this chapter is the spirit of
collaboration. The first three legal texts analyzed in this chapter are suffused with basic
principles such as collaboration, negotiation in good faith, the obligation to avoid causing
damage, the principle of informing neighboring countries and the principle of the
equitable use of common water. However, it is only in the EU framework and particularly
11

directive 2000/60 that more attention is paid to the protection of the ecosystems, focusing
mostly on quality issues and the prevention of pollution.
The chapter also underlines some problems concerning the implementation of
international water law. The most notable is the fact that due to the uniqueness of each
basin it is quite difficult to adjust these general principles to specific water conflicts. The
second problem that has been mentioned already is the disadvantage that international
water law is not binding. The situation becomes more complicated due to the lack of
specialized institutions for international law making, interpretation or enforcement.
Another vague point is that international law only concerns itself with the rights and
responsibilities of states, and so, some political entities such as the Palestinians or the
Kurds who might claim water rights would not be represented.19 Once more, the issue of
“vagueness” of international law appears. The chapter concludes, as far as this matter is
concerned, with the assumption that as soon as water scarcity increases the importance of
water resources for the states, the states, in order to protect their welfare, perceive water
resources as an integral part of their sovereignty rights.
Putting aside the discussion regarding international water law, this part of the
thesis brings the comparative advantages of the EU WFD into the spotlight. Indeed, in
contrast to the non-binding character of international water law, European water law is
obligatory. The EU requires the submission of regular reports from all parties concerning
the results of the implementation of the directive and if there are inaccuracies in the
implementation, then the EU imposes fines. European integration is described as the great
motivator for a more effective sustainable management of transboundary freshwater
resources. Furthermore, this chapter reaches the conclusion that the WFD and the Flood
Directive provide the proper and effective approach for international water management
between two or more EU members and third countries as well. Of course, the slow
implementation of the directive by some EU member states and the deficiencies in the
harmonization of national legislations, the set-up of administrative structures and so on,
have not been neglected.20 Yet, emphasis is given to the innovative character of the
19
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directive, which foresees an increase of public participation in the water resource
management process.21
Chapter 4 chooses to present the evolution of the management of one of the most
well-known tranboundary rivers in the world and the second longest river in Europe, the
Danube. The choice was made for four reasons: 1. The Danube is a very complex system.
It affects almost 83 million people in nineteen countries. Therefore, the needs that the
river has to cover for this population are huge and differ from one riparian country to
another, resulting in a great variation of how these countries use it. 2. The geographical
setting of the river, which lies within the European continent, as well as the different
status of the riparian states (not all of them are EU Member states). 3. The incomplete
level of integration and cooperation. 4. The progress and the level of cooperation can be
explained through the use of FPA while at the same time the outcome of the diachronic
developments can be examined under the approaches adopted by the Maryland School
mentioned in previous chapters. The analysis of the case of the Danube will evolve in
parallel with the discussion of two different factors that play an important role, either
positive or negative, as far as formation of water regimes is concerned. These are: i)
Regional context; and ii) power asymmetries. Regional context includes historical
developments regarding the relations of the riparian states, explaining through the Danube
example how a high level of economic and political integration contributed to increased
confidence and communication between parties, and can also augment the ability to
overcome competing interests.22 Power asymmetries have been proven to be catalytic as a
driving force towards the formation of international water regimes. Therefore, whenever a
dominant power that is also a riparian state sees benefits through regional cooperation in
water utilization, it will take the lead in creating, tailoring and maintaining a regime. This
assumption is examined in the particular case of the Danube’s river management where,
as the analysis concludes, the interests of regional hegemons were the driving forces
behind cooperation schemes. The analysis of the Danube’s management starts with the
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geographical setting, providing the reader with a comprehensible portrait of the
complexity of the system and setting the context for the historical overview to follow.
The following pages are devoted to historical developments that took place along the
Danube and either were affected by its importance or affected the management of the
Danube. The Danube has played in the past and still plays today an important role as a
cultural and historical center of political, social and economic development in Europe.
Historically, the importance of the Danube has always been exceptional, not only on the
basis of ecological beauty, but also in terms of its strategic role as a crucial Central
European waterway. Beginning in the 19th century, numerous initiatives for multilateral
cooperation on the river took place, with some successes and some disappointments. In
any case, all the attempts described in this chapter demonstrate two things. On the one
hand, states’ willingness to reach an agreement and set the framework for the River’s
usage clearly shows the great importance that the River has enjoyed throughout the past
decades. On the other, the fact that these attempts have not always been successful, and
that there are still open issues regarding the integrated management of the river, is also
evidence of states’ ambition to gain as much as they can from an agreement without
losing sovereignty.
Yet, international cooperation over the Danube’s management has reached a
satisfactory level. The most recent transnational programme regarding the River’s
management, known as the “Environmental Program for the Danube River”, brought
innovation by actively encouraging civil society’s participation throughout the planning
process, something which, as many experts argue, could help preclude future conflicts
both internally and internationally.23 On 29 June 1994 in Sofia, the Convention on
Cooperation for the Protection and Sustainable Use of the Danube River (also known as
‘The Danube River Protection Convention’) was signed between the River’s basin
countries and the EU, while the International Commission for the Protection of the
Danube River (ICPDR) was also established. The conventions presented the agreement of
the riparian states on a series of actions needed to achieve goals such as those of
sustainable and equitable water management, including conservation. An important goal
was also the improvement of rational use of surface waters and groundwater, and the
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cooperation on fundamental water management issues by taking all necessary legal,
administrative and technical measures.
Henceforth, the thesis will focus on the peculiar nature of transboundary rivers
that traverse Greek territory. Chapter 5 deals with perhaps the most complicated of all the
case studies examined in this thesis: The Evros-Meric-Maritza River. This part begins
with the history of the river and a geomorphologic description of the basin, explaining its
importance and uniqueness. The Evros is the second longest river in the Balkans and it is
also a river with extended managerial problems. The oddest feature of the Evros case is
the status of the riparian states sharing the river as well as their relations. The River is
shared by three states, two of which are EU members (Greece and Bulgaria) while the
third one (Turkey) has repeatedly expressed interest in joining the EU. As far as their
relations are concerned, the problematic relationship between Greece and Turkey is very
well-known, while the historical burdens that exist regarding the Greece-Bulgaria
relationship also influence the level of cooperation between them.
The major problems of this case study are explained in detail throughout the pages
to follow. The most important is the flooding incidents that have been a constant
phenomenon up to today. The two downstream countries, Turkey and Greece, are
receiving excessive quantities of water several times each year, resulting in extensive
floods in agricultural areas as well as in small cities and villages. This is a product of
mismanagement which is practically caused by three reasons described in detail in this
chapter: 1) the historically problematic relations of the three riparians; 2) the lack of an
official trilateral agreement; and 3) the complicated decision making process at a national
level. As far as the first cause is concerned, Greece and Bulgaria have been in different
camps in many crucial occasions in the past, such as the Balkan Wars, World War I and
World War II. On the other hand, the relations between Greece and Turkey are still quite
complicated, fraught with many difficulties and permeated with mistrust. The second
cause, the lack of an official trilateral agreement on integrated management of the river, is
derived from the previous cause to some extent. Yet, as will be discussed, attempts at
cooperation have taken place in the past, especially between Greece and Turkey, without
however securing the smooth management of the river. Bulgaria and Turkey have also
moved towards the signing of numerous agreements while the same applies in the
Greece-Bulgaria case. Yet, what is being deduced from the research is that all these
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bilateral agreements signed have not translated into a binding trilateral agreement that
could work as the focal point for the management of the basin. The third cause refers to
the numerous public authorities and institutions engaged in the management of water
resources that work only as a hindrance for integrated water management and fruitful
cooperation with the authorities of the other riparian states. Combining the opinions of
local farmers and official representatives of local authorities, this part reveals the
multifaceted decision-making mechanism on the Greek side. The research also expands
on the decision making process in the other two riparians, providing the reader with a
clear picture of existing deficiencies that hinder cooperation. Finally, since two out of
three riparians are EU members, the WFD is described as a positive framework for more
successful cooperation, without however neglecting to underscore the directive’s
deficiencies as well. The chapter concludes using SWOT analysis so as to present positive
or negative perspectives regarding trilateral cooperation in the future.
Chapter 6 is dedicated to the Nestos/Mesta River. The Nestos is shared between
Bulgaria and Greece, with the latter the downstream riparian. The chapter also begins
with a presentation of the River’s profile and its importance as described by various
references throughout history. Following that, the geomorphology of the river is
described, showing its complexity and its unique importance for the maintenance of
biodiversity in the region. The Nestos’ waters are being used for different purposes by the
two riparian states. From agricultural usage to production of hydroelectric power, the
river is very important for the local and national economies. The great deviation of uses
also inflicts damage to the quality of the water. The following part of this chapter
illustrates the most important problems caused by the overuse of the River by both
riparian countries. The chapter carries on examining the level of cooperation between the
two countries. Focusing on the fact that the Nestos is the only transboundary river
crossing the Greek territory with a specific and in effect bilateral agreement since 1995,
the author proceeds towards a historical retrospection of the negotiations that preceded
the current binding legal framework. The 1995 agreement is explained in detail and the
chapter presents both the positive and negative perceptions of it. Attention is paid to the
discussion over the level of harmonization of the agreement with the WFD and the UN
convention mentioned in the previous chapter. The chapter ends with the use of the wellknown SWOT tool of analysis, categorizing and examining the current status of the river
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management and the possibilities for the future as well. The last part of the chapter
evaluates the current situation, addressing the causes for the remaining problems as far as
the management of the river are concerned. The most interesting conclusion is that it is
perhaps the 1995 agreement itself that causes discrepancies. Although the agreement
contains principles such as willingness for co-operation, exchange of data and creation of
cross-border commissions that were introduced by international organizations like the EU
or the UN, it still remains inactive.24 The critique that has been presented previously has
also revealed the faulty foundations that this agreement has been constructed on. The fact
that especially the Greek side decided to pay significant attention only to the amount of
water flowing into her territory has left many other issues untouched or treated vaguely.
Chapter 7 is about the Vardar/Axios River. The structure followed in this chapter
resembles the previous ones. The Axios River is shared between Greece and FYROM.
Thus, the chapter begins by describing the profile of the River in terms of geomorphology
and history. The analysis continues by mapping the attempts at bilateral cooperation
between the riparian countries. Running in parallel with the historical developments in the
region, the analysis starts with the attempts made by the former united Yugoslavia and
follows with the more recent ones between Greece and FYROM. Attention is paid to the
“shaky” relations between the two neighbors, beginning with FYROM’s independence in
the early 1990s. This non-constructive relationship is believed to be a crucial reason for
the absence of an integrated plan for the management of the River. Moving forward, with
the multifarious Greek decision making context already analyzed, this chapter spends
almost ten pages studying the legal and administrative framework in FYROM, attempting
to pinpoint other sources for the absence of successful cooperation among the two
neighboring states. Again, following the practice of the previous chapters, this one also
concludes by using SWOT analysis to present prospects for future cooperation, if any.
The chapter reaches the conclusion that despite the great importance of the river for the
two countries, there are many obstacles limiting the potential cooperation on an integrated
management plan. Some have their roots in historical setbacks between the two countries
and unresolved disputes. Others have to do with structural deficiencies and diffuse
regulatory and administrative frameworks in both countries that make cooperation and
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coordination almost impossible. This lack of coordination of various actions required for
the improvement of the river might also mean conflicts of interest and definitely no
exchange of information between different institutions. Therefore, integrated water
resources management remains incomplete and ineffective in both countries.
In the chapter’s last part, SWOT analysis is used once more. This widely used
method provides, in a nutshell, the positive and negative dynamics for the future
regarding the prospects of an advanced bilateral (non)negotiation over the Vardar River.
Chapter 8 is dedicated to the Aoos River, the one and only transboundary river
that crosses Greek territory in which Greece is the upstream riparian. Again the structure
of the chapter follows the previous model. It begins with the geographical description of
the basin, presenting at the same time the historical importance of the river for the region.
The third part refers to the pressures on the river due to exploitation. The major pressure
sources are related to agricultural activities, animal production and aquaculture. The level
of cooperation is discussed in the next pages. Research has shown that transboundary
cooperation is disproportionate in terms of the river’s size and importance for the two
countries and the local population in particular. Indeed, there has been no approach from
one of the two riparians towards the other to set up a framework of cooperation before the
early 2000s. Since then, some attempts have taken place but the progress can only be
described as slow. This reality is examined in the next part so as to identify possible
sources for this setback. Special attention is paid to the historical evolution of the GreeceAlbania relationship. With the changes in the political environment in Albania as a
baseline, this part follows the historical fluctuations of relations between the two states.
Perhaps the most interesting issue that this chapter analyzes is the status of
Albania’s national environmental legislation as a potential reason for the deficiencies in
the implementation of an integrated management plan for the river. As the analysis
shows, Albania enjoys a wide legal framework for the protection of the environment and
water resources. Sustainable development has been secured by the laws-frameworks
8093/1996 for the waters and 8934/2002 for environmental protection, while the majority
of the legislation that has been examined is considered well-written and understandable.
The first impression is that the regulatory framework fits the WFD standards. Yet, taking
a closer look it is undeniable that there is still room for improvement. For instance there is
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a lack of consistency in the legislation’s reference scope. Despite the fact that all the laws
contain definitions, principles, rules of monitoring etc., in all the legislation that has been
examined there is no reference to the existing international regulatory framework and this
disrupts inclusive normative coherence. Another disadvantage of the environmental
normative framework is the lack of technical specifications and standards for the
accomplishment of rational environmental management.
Again the chapter ends with the use of SWOT analysis where the positives and
negatives are presented as concluding remarks, providing the reader with the future
prospective for more successful bilateral cooperation between the two neighboring
countries over the Aoos’ river management.
The last chapter is dedicated to a case considered to be a success story in the
history of transboundary freshwater resource management: The Prespa Lakes. This lake
complex is very famous in a regional context and is situated between Albania, Greece and
FYROM. The chapter’s structure does not depart from the logic adopted in the previous
ones. It begins with the geographical setting of the lake complex and continues with the
presentation of the national legislation that has been adopted by each littoral state,
showing that each have acknowledged the importance of the lake in environmental terms.
Then, the history of the numerous attempts made by the littoral states to establish
trilateral cooperation is developed - this history does not go especially deep into the past
since attempts only began in the early 21st century. Within the pages that follow, the
chapter differs slightly from the preceding ones. Special focus is given to the role of third
parties and particularly to international donors and NGOs that have a catalytic impact in
boosting trilateral cooperation.
Common benefits from the implementation of projects under the aegis of the EU
were a strong motivation for the establishment of cooperation channels among the three
littoral states. To this end, one of the major instruments for achieving cross-border
cooperation was the “Interreg” programme. In 1991, the European Commission
recognized that border regions were disadvantaged, and “Interreg” programmes became
an instrument for development combined with job creation. Throughout these years of
implementation of cross-border programmes, it became clear that closer cross-border
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contacts inspired trust building, particularly when important joint conservation works
took place.25
The concluding remarks for this chapter are also made through the use of SWOT
analysis. The Prespa Lake is a case where, despite the weaknesses in the relationship
among the three littoral states and different institutional as well as developmental
positions in each state, the final outcome of collaboration is relatively impressive. Again,
however, threats do exist and are strongly linked to the European path of Greece’s
neighbouring countries that have not yet become EU members.
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Chapter 2
The Security Debate

Introduction
This introductory chapter is separated into three parts. The first part will provide
the reader with the theoretical underpinning of the term “Security” as it has been
gradually constructed through historical developments. It will be devoted to the way that
“Security” has been placed within the International Relations narrative. It is composed of
two sections. The first one entitled “classical perceptions on Security” reveals what will
follow. More specifically, the fundamental notion of the very first part of this chapter is to
give a concise but at the same time analytic depiction of the way that the classic IR
schools of thought understand the term “Security”. Moving forward, right after a
presentation of the discussion within the strict classical framework, the reader will be
introduced in depth to what here is called “the modern approaches to Security”. In
particular, the author will analyze the two major modern approaches to security studies:
the Copenhagen School, and the Critical Security approach. These newly-born conceptual
frameworks have expanded the term “Security” from the classical meaning that
traditionalists have incarcerated it in. “Security” has departed from the strict politicomilitary framework incorporating more threats and actors beyond the state.
The second part speaks about the introduction of environment into politics. It
begins with the definition of “environment” as a term and then moves into a thorough
analysis of what is widely known as environmental politics. This chapter digs into history
bringing to the reader’s attention the evolution of environment as a policy issue.
The third and last part of this chapter focuses entirely on the interconnection of the
environment with “Security.” Using the title “Discussing environmental Security”, the
author attempts to unveil the place that “environment” occupies in contemporary politics.
Indeed, using the assumption constructed in the previous part that international politics in
the form of the UN and UN conferences seemed to identify environment as needing to be
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securitized, this chapter analyzes the six principal approaches to environmental security
that can be discerned from the literature.

2.1Security and International Relations

2.1.1The Classical perceptions of Security
As Nicholson wrote, ‘…the preservation or creation of security is at the heart of what
many social scientists in all branches study.’26 Human beings invented ways to fight
against violence and achieve their security. Unfortunately, the tools that were invented
and used were the weapons that led to the continuation of violence throughout history.27
This condition led to a vicious circle, since the weapons created violence and thus
insecurity. Consequently, security studies focused mostly on the security of people
against violence and a variety of forms of insecurity. Indeed, even if we try to delimit the
origin of thinking about International Relations, we will notice that the three major
suggested starting dates for the discipline, the Peloponnesian War, the Thirty Years War
and the First World War, are associated with the nature of, and conclusion to a war.28
In International Relations the debate on the term security was and still is on the front
page. Indeed, reaching consensus on this essentially contested idea has remained elusive,
something which is largely reflective of a, as many experts argue, gradually more wellestablished schism along the so-called traditional versus non-traditional line. On the one
hand traditionalists supported the continuation of the Cold War notion of security defined in military and state-centric terms – while on the other hand, the nontraditionalists were in favour of broadening and deepening the meaning. These nontraditionalists argue that other issues, such as economic, environmental and social threats,
jeopardize the lives of individuals rather than strictly the survival of states. Thus the
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debate’s main focus should be on the individual, national or international level.29 As Job
characteristically puts it: ‘in principle, four or more distinct securities may be at issue
simultaneously: the security of the individual citizen, the security of the nation, the
security of the regime, and the security of the state. For a society composed of communal
groups, with distinctive ethnic or religious identifications, their perceived securities may
also be at stake, making the interplay and competition among the various players even
more complex and unresolvable’.30
Consequently, it is rather tricky to place at the centre of attention the two most wellknown International Relation theories, realism and institutional liberalism, in order to
examine the evolution of the term “security”. However, contrary to the previous division
of traditional and non-traditional approaches to security, it could be a good idea to divide
the security debate into classical and modern thoughts. This division might be especially
accurate bearing in mind that even in the areas of the most famous and for many experts
prominent International Relation theory, realism, there were voices such as Buzan
underling the importance of a radical shift of the old perception of security. Thus, in the
forthcoming pages, this chapter will try to analyze the distinction between the old and the
new, the classical and the modern approach to security.
To begin with, the concept of security since the end of World War II and during the
entire period of the Cold War was mainly linked with politico-military terms, which
follows from the belief mentioned earlier of weapons’ use as a means for achieving
security. The main threat to security was mostly organized violence which is a traditional
prerogative of nation states, as Weber claimed, being ‘...both a domestic monopoly and a
tool of foreign policy’.31 Thus, the state-centric approach to security was the dominant
one. Setting the primary framework of the leading theory of realism, we could conclude
three basic principles which unify all theorists. First, the state has sustained all the
changes that took place over several centuries and developed into the principal unit of
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political organization of the world’s population.32 Second, and as mentioned earlier, the
Hobbesian thinking of a state enjoying the monopoly of legitimate violence, has been
adopted. And third, the body of international law that has arisen through the centuries
which recognizes the legal and moral authority of the state ‘to perform its internal and
external security function’.33 Thus, conflict is inevitable in an anarchic international
environment as described by the realists. Characteristically, Hobbes argued: ‘that in the
nature of man, we find three principal causes of quarrel. First, competition; secondly,
diffidence; thirdly, glory. The first, makes man invade for gain; the second, for safety;
and the third, for reputation…Hereby it is manifest, that during the time men live without
a common power to keep them all in awe, they are in that condition which is called war;
and such a war, as is of every man, against every man’.34 To realists, power is conceived
as the hidden capability to do physical harm to others, whilst insecurity is defined mainly
as being susceptible to being seriously harmed by others’ premeditated use of force.35 In
essence, for realists the causes of war are extraordinary multifaceted and they can be
clustered into three main categories: the nature of human kind; the nature of the state; and
the nature of the international system.36
Nevertheless, consent among the realists ends with these principles. Initially we have
the differentiation between classical realism and neorealism. So, for classical realists,
power is the key factor driving state behavior. The principal form of this power is the
military capacity of a state. Moreover, the strongest assumption of the classical realists is
that the changing and unequal distribution of military power depicts the skeletal structure
of the world order. In the world of the classical realists, every state is striving to
maximize its power. They assume this behavior as a “rational” choice. Characteristically,
Morgenthau ‘assumes that statesmen think and act in terms of interest defined as power,
and the evidence of history bears that assumption out.’37 Additionally, as Kolodziej
writes, for the realists ‘the striving for a balance of power is a fundamental and permanent
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property of the state system.’38 Furthermore and in absolute correlation with this
continuous pursuit of power, realists argue that even possible ideological sympathies and
treaty commitments will always be ultimately sacrificed on the altar of power. Another
contemporary realist Stephen Walt, in his attempt to define security studies wrote that
security itself may be defined as ‘the study of the threat, use and control of military
force.’39
Neorealists on the other hand accept the principal statements of classical realism.
However, in their attempt to better explain the conception of states’ power seeking they
argue for the system of states as the major determinant of state behavior. The anarchy of
the system forces states to seek power to ensure their survival. Each state is dependent on
its own resources. Neorealists introduce the term of self-help in order to describe that no
state can ever fully trust another to come to its aid when its own vital interests, security
and survival are in peril.40 Kenneth Waltz, the most famous representative of the
neorealist school, introduces the theory of structural realism. According to this theory, the
structure of the international system is a key determinant of actor behavior.
There are two main differences between classical realism and neorealism. The first lies
in how neorealists identify the security and survival of the state. For neorealists, the
survival of a state is not power per se. Whereas classical realists such as Hans
Morgenthau believe in a wide range of possible ways to increase state power and to strike
bargains and compromises with other states, neorealists stress the crucial significance of
insurmountable systemic anarchy and the prerequisite of the state’s military capabilities
to ensure its security. Thus, for neorealists conflict is endemic to state interrelations and
because of that all forms of power eventually rest on the state’s success in achieving a
competitive position in the never-ending struggle of states to survive and to prevent any
state or group of states from challenging their security interests.41 A second difference
has to do with how each views the way states react to the condition of anarchy. For
realists, anarchy is a condition of the system and states react to it according to their size,
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location and other contextual factors. On the other hand, neorealists believe that anarchy
defines the system. States are functionally similar units, meaning that they all face the
same constraints presented by anarchy and try hard to maintain their position in the
system. Nevertheless, there is a big difference between the states which rests on their
power capabilities.42
Obviously, both of these expressions of realism, despite their differences, represent an
offensive-pessimistic approach to states’ interaction. States are in quest of absolute or, as
John Mearsheimer argues, relative power in order to pursue security policies that weaken
their potential enemies. According to Mearsheimer, ‘the structure of the international
system forces states which seek only to be secure nonetheless to act aggressively toward
each other’. He argues that even ‘great powers that have no reason to fight each other—
that are merely concerned with their own survival—nevertheless have little choice but to
pursue power and to seek to dominate the other states in the system’, being in a
continuous quest for more power in order to maximize their likelihood of survival; thus,
consequently, their strategy is offensive against other states even though their decisive
motive is merely to survive.’43
In contrast, another group of optimistic-defensive realists view states as rational, selfinterested actors. According to them, it is possible that rivals can learn to cooperate for
mutual advantage and hold back their conflicting intentions. This analysis is obviously
rooted in the logic of game theory. According to defensive realists such as Jervis and
Snyder, most leaders understand that the costs of war clearly outweigh the benefits.44
Indeed, cooperation by rivals in the field of arms control and disarmament was and still is
not necessarily inconsistent with realist principles. On the contrary, as experts argue, if
rivals manage to cooperate even in a field of low importance, through the process of
dissemination the cooperation will be spread to other areas of interaction as well.
Moreover, another well known group of optimistic realists, the English school, with its
most famous representative, Hedley Bull, suggests that states have relaxed the discordant
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effects of anarchy and partially overcome this malfunctioning order. They have succeeded
in mounting a limited order or governance of their interdependent relations.45
Bull and the English school supporters argue that progressively there will be a society
of states in which states will not only calculate how to use their power to shape the
behavior of other states in favorable ways but also act on the expectations of shared
interests and values. Apparently, this belief is very near to the Wilsonian-Kantian idea of
collective security which actually led to the foundation of the League of Nations by
Woodrow Wilson in 1922. Undoubtedly, optimistic realists can easily be confused with
neo-liberals. Although they have some sympathy with them as far as the belief that war
can be avoided by creating security institutions is concerned, nevertheless they do not see
institutions as the most efficient way to prevent all wars.46 They argue that a collection of
states satisfied with the status quo is less preoccupied with gaining power and less
worried about security, allowing more chances for collaboration on security and other
matters.47
The other very famous international relations theory is, as already mentioned,
institutional liberalism or neo-liberalism. This neo-liberal thinking is derived from
commercial and republican liberalism. The foundations can be traced to the functional
integration academic work of the 1950s and 1960s and the multifaceted interdependence
and international studies literature of the 1970s and 1980s.48 For liberal institutionalists
the state remains the central actor. However, in their attempt to widen the scope of state
interests in order to explain state behavior they include in their circle of theoretical
concern transnational actors such as multinational corporations, intergovernmental and
non-governmental organizations, and domestic regimes and actors such as interest groups,
media, and political parties. Hence, institutionalists devote greater attention to how states
and other actors interact and how they make decisions and behave. Like the English
school of realism mentioned above, institutionalists argue that states have a wide range of
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choices over different policy domains, whether to cooperate or defect. They explain states
behavior with what game theorists call a “Prisoner’s Dilemma game”.49
Moreover, as Kolodziej characteristically wrote, ‘institutionalists supported the idea
that the informational and coordinating limitations of state interactions can be relaxed and
even surmounted by institutions, created for mutual, if differentially, valued benefits by
states’.50 They attempt to develop a theory of international relations and state behavior,
still working within a systemic perspective, by limiting their observations to the
exogenous or exterior relations of states and to key non-state actors.51 For neo-liberals,
anarchy inhibits cooperation among states because it offers incentives to cheat; thus, if
institutions can ameliorate this problem, cooperation can flourish.52 Neo-liberals such as
Keohane and Nye, introduce the idea of complex interdependence in order to differentiate
from the realists. These authors identify transgovernmental and transnational levels of
analysis.53 Moreover, neoliberals argue that institutions can mitigate concerns about
cheating in a number of ways. Initially, rules are capable of increasing the amount of
information available to states engaged in cooperation, helping states more easily monitor
what other states are doing. This discourages cheaters to act and furnishes victims with
early warning, enabling them to take protective measures. Additionally, institutionalized
rules facilitate linking together interactions between states in different issue areas, thus
enhancing the level of interdependence.54
Nevertheless, to sum up, in the IR debate the terms ‘neo-liberal’ and ‘realist’ can be
misleading. There is no way that this is an answer to the first historical debate on
international relations theory between idealism and realism which flourished in the 1930s
and 1940s. In reality, neo-realism and neo-liberalism do not offer an inter-paradigm
debate. Indeed, as Caporaso argues, realism/neorealism and neo-liberal institutionalism,
share a rationalist approach, viewing states as ‘conscious goal-seeking agents pursuing
their interests within an external environment characterized by anarchy and the power of
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other states. The paradigmatic question is how they pursue their goals given the
constraints under which they operate’.55
For the leading International Relations theory, realism and neo-realism, “security”
was highly linked with the state. For the realists, the most important entity of an anarchic
system, the most important organized institution, is the state and consequently every state
is in quest for security against other states. The means for achieving the highest level of
safety is power. On the other hand, liberal institutionalists, in their attempt to broaden the
‘explanatory lens of state behaviour, included the impact of non-state actors and noncoercive incentives and policy options on the state and on the state system’.56 However,
even this theory adopts the belief of the state’s core role on the international chessboard.
Undoubtedly, the state is the “prince” and the realm of International Relations is its
kingdom, thus security can be described as the courtyard of the prince. Especially within
the context of the Cold War period where the continuous struggle for military equipment
underlined in the most prominent way the quest for power as the panacea for any possible
aggressive expansion. In other words, during the Cold War period, security was perceived
under the strict state-centric approach, with the doctrines of the two super-powers
focusing mostly on militaristic goals.
Realists/neo-realists and neo-liberal institutionalists seem to agree on the importance
of the state within the international arena. They even agree on the condition of anarchy,
which is diffuse. Nevertheless, they also disagree in a number of main issue areas: on the
nature and consequences of anarchy; the ease and possibility of international
collaboration; the importance of relative versus absolute gains; the priority of state goals;
the relative importance of intentions versus capabilities; and finally, whether international
institutions mitigate the constraining effects of anarchy.57 Moreover, realists agree that
states may attempt to cooperate when they have common interests and that may work for
sometime. However, at the same time they note that we should not overlook that
cooperation still remains difficult and potentially perilous for a state because it can be
counter-productive to its interests and survival, and hence it is hard if not impossible to
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sustain. On the other hand, neo-liberals claim that cooperation can be achieved if states
can benefit from it. So institutions can establish focal points for coordination.58
Indeed, realists and neo-realists do offer what seems to be a convincing
rationalization of the global struggle for power after World War II. The global
superpower struggle for hegemony increased military capabilities on both sides to
unprecedented historical levels.59 This was the case during the Cold War. Liberal
institutionalists concentrated on explaining interstate cooperation through bargaining and
negotiation between rational actors who would perceive the benefits of voluntarily
coordinating their policies to preserve a stable balance. By focusing on their shared
interests and not just on survival, these theorists introduced a wider range of security
concerns into the calculus of states and their leadership that is obtainable by strict
adherence to a neo-realist conception of international relations.60
Yet within the following pages the debate on the concept of “security” will be
expanded by presenting two modern schools of thought. While even traditionalists have
left aside their strict definitions of security, there remained room for new theorists to
make a breakthrough and include more threats, redefining the conceptual framework of
the term.

2.1.2 Modern approaches to security
For someone who wants to be critical towards the classical perceptions of “security”
and to examine the new challenges that the term has to deal with since the end of Cold
War, the traditional approaches seem quite anachronistic. This scholar has to turn himself
to modern schools of thought. For a critical understanding of classical perceptions of
“security” and to fully examine the new challenges that the idea of “security” has come to
address since the end of the Cold War, traditional approaches seem anachronistic. Modern
schools of thought have attempted to move beyond this impasse.
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Yet, even if the work of scholars who seem to belong to the same school of thought,
such as Stephen Walt, and Barry Buzan, are carefully examined, crucial differences can
be observed. For example, while Stephen Walt continues to emphasize his traditional
preoccupation with military threats, Barry Buzan agrees that a broader definition of
“security” is necessary.
The two major modern approaches to security studies are the Copenhagen School, and
the Critical Security approach.

The Copenhagen School
The Copenhagen school was named for a group of researchers who were working in
the Copenhagen Peace and Research Institute (COPRI) in the 1990s.61 This School did
not entirely deny the realists’ assumptions of the term “security.” On the contrary, all the
traditional rhetoric on the connection of security to militaristic threats against states was
accepted by the founders of the Copenhagen School. In fact, the Copenhagen researchers
creatively combined elements of the neo-realism of Barry Buzan, the post-constructivism
of Ole Waever and the classical realism of Carl Schmitt.62 To this end, Barry Buzan in
his work People States and Fear refers to the departure from the traditional perception of
security. He underlines characteristically, the need for a new approach to security that
would be based on political, economic, societal, environmental, as well as military
aspects.63
According to many scholars, the Copenhagen School of thought produces a
constructivist approach to security especially as concerns the way that security matters are
perceived. Indeed, for the Copenhagen School, language plays the most crucial role in
transforming various issues to security threats. Language is the factor that defines
particular actors or issues as existential threats for a political community, enabling in that
way the “securitization.” Thus, in the name of containing existential threats, for example,
a government may seek to legitimize the use of force or to take special measures (such as
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general recruitment).64 Waever, for instance, has located the concept of securitization
itself in language theory, and particularly Austin’s articulation of the “speech act”. In this
framework, language itself becomes security, with no possibility of separating the
performative role of securitization from the scope or content of security in particular
contexts.65 To this end, as McDonald argues, ‘interviews and interventions in
parliamentary debate as well as publications and written press releases can all potentially
be viewed as securitizing moves- as speech acts that enable certain issues to move (and to
be moved) from the realm of (normal) politics to that of security.’66
In the securitization framework, the study of security, as already mentioned, is
ultimately the study of the designation of threat. For Tzifakis, the researchers of CORPI
perceive that every public issue takes place on an analytical spectrum where nonpoliticized issues are placed on one side, in the middle lay the policy issues and security
issues are placed on the other end.67 The placement of every issue in this spectrum is not
an a priori process. On the contrary, it depends on the variable of every single political
community which may evaluate a specific threat differently and under particular
conditions. From this point of view it is becoming clear that the Copenhagen School has a
negative stance as far as the term security is concerned, due to its depiction of an
extraordinary reaction beyond the classical and normal political actions.
Traditional security discourses clearly set limits to the number of actors deemed
important in security terms. Indeed, the explicit focus on the state as traditional
international relations theories suggest, remains secondary for the Copenhagen School
proponents who suggest that actors other than state political leaders can be
important ‘securitizers.’
Moreover, it is important to state that for those who are interested in the construction
of security, attention should be given to the particular social, political and historical
factors that constitute the context in which particular discourses of security begin.
Additionally, it is also of great importance that as far as the relationship between
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securitization and security practices is concerned, it can be claimed that in fact the
designation of threats justifies the use of extraordinary measures to handle them.68 In
many cases, this invocation of security has been the key to legitimizing the use of force.
This easily constructed “security” is the main reason why, for example, Buzan
suggests the reintroduction of many issues into the sphere of everyday politics calling for
a desecuritization.69 Thus, the Copenhagen School does not support the invocation of
security for the resolution of policy problems and argues that researchers should be more
careful and stay uninvolved in the “securitization” process.

Critical Security Studies
The other modern approach to security derives from critical IR theory. Despite,
however, the previous school, critical theory cannot be categorized with a specific
position on the spectrum of its own thought, since it includes work influenced by Marx
and Gramsci, among others, post-modernist and post-structuralist thinkers. In other
words, the critical approach has not produced a united theoretical framework and it
mainly refers to a common stance of a group of scholars who are critical of the traditional
approach of the term ‘security.’ This common rejection of the mainstream international
relations theory is guided, as Karlsson argues, ‘by a critique of the positivist epistemology
of the mainstream, the aim to direct attention to global social and political processes,’70
and also as Laferrière and Stoett say, ‘the dedication to turn IR theory into an instrument
of social change’.71 Indeed, critical security studies can be characterized as a selfconsciously new and heterodox approach to theorizing about security issues that emerged
in the 1990s.
CSS on the one hand rejects the mainly (neo-)realist and statist approach of Cold
War-era security studies, and on the other aims at re-conceptualizing what “security”
68
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theoretically is, as well as investigating empirically of whether conservative securityenhancing practices truly deliver. Additionally, CSS has served an important purpose by
expanding the scope of the debate within security studies via the introduction of postpositivist perspectives (feminist, postcolonial, neo-Marxist, constructivist, sociological,
and postmodernist, amongst others).
Scholars who place themselves on the spectrum of this school of thought tend to
introduce their work as a caustic attack on orthodox approaches to security. Such an
“attack” can be seen in the work of Michael Williams, who blames the realistic
perception of security that intentionally overlooks the ideational dimension of
international security and disregards the crucial role of communal identities, norms and
cultures in shaping international politics.72
For Critical Security Studies, Aberystwyth and the famous Welsh school is placed in
a prominent position. This school introduced the concept of “emancipation,” attempting
to shape the way that IR scholars understand security. “Emancipation” is thought of as the
removal of structural barriers that either impede certain groups from total political
participation or create situations of insecurity for individuals. CSS argues that researchers
should avoid seeing the world through the eyes of the state as implied by using the
concept of “national security” as key category. The state is often the problem as much as
the solution, and the aim of research has to be defined in relation to human beings, not an
institution. Thus, the best way to conceptualise security in a way that ties it in with people
instead of the state is to define it in terms of “emancipation.” Booth’s 1991 article
“Security and emancipation” was a landmark text which argued for “a holistic and nonstatic” approach to security that does not emphasize the use or threat of force, and that
would involve: ‘the freeing of people (as individuals and groups) from the physical and
human constraints which stop them carrying out what they would freely choose to do.
War and the threat of war is one of those constraints, together with poverty, poor
education, [and] political oppression’.73 According to Burke, Booth links his approach to
‘cosmopolitan ideals with an argument that the concept of emancipation shapes strategies
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and tactics of resistance, offers a theory of progress for society, and gives a politics of
hope for a common humanity’.74
By implication, as Weaver argues, ‘the concept of security becomes used in a rather
classical sense, but on a different referent object: it is about ‘real threats,’ only the realreal ones against real people and not the allegedly real ones voiced by the state.’ At this
point, Critical Security Studies sometimes sounds rather objectivist in its concept of
threats and security, and its political agenda resembles to the classical “critical peace
research” of the 1970s Galtung-Senghaas brand that used to be famous in Northern
Europe (Scandinavia and Germany).75
Indeed, the arguments of Booth, Jones, Krause and Williams seem to have strong
affinities with the idea of Human Security which was expressed by the UNDP in 1994. As
Burke points out, ‘the referent object of security has shifted from the state to the human
being, and in Booth’s view requires that the state simply be a means not an end of
security.’76
Moreover, the proponents of CSS support the insistence on understanding insecurity
and achieving security as complex, holistic processes that require not merely the
satisfaction of particular needs, or the protection of humans against discrete threats
contained by time and place, but also ongoing structural transformations based on ideas of
emancipation, social justice and human progress. Characteristically, Booth, influenced by
Ghandi’s work, argues that security must be a means for emancipation, while Jones
argues that ‘even if a more emancipated order is brought into existence, the process of
emancipation remains incomplete. There is always room for improvement…’77
To sum up, Critical Security Studies, as Booth argues, means recognizing that ‘the
sources of human (in)security are far wider than those traditionally in the purview of
strategists. Whose interests are being served by keeping the other issues off the agenda?
...broadening and deepening-the task of a critical security studies-will reveal Cold War
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security studies as an Anglo-American, statist, masculinist and militarized ideology.’78 In
other words, if people are made insecure by a complex concoction of threats, practices
and processes, such as civil conflict, corruption, human rights abuse, environmental
degradation, etc., securing them requires actions at all these levels including ‘...the most
systemic and apparently immovable.’79 Thus, ‘critical Security Studies seek to identify
the victims of social exclusion and to evaluate strategies for their emancipation.’80

Conclusion
As a conclusion I will try to illustrate “security” combining heterodox as well as
historical approaches. In essence, as McSweeney writes, ‘Security…is an elusive term.
Like peace, honour, justice, it denotes a quality of relationship which resists definition. It
has an active verbal form which seems to take it out of the realm of the abstruse, and a
hard tangibility in its nominal form which promises something solid and measurable’.81
The modern approach to “security” as an attribute of the state, ensured by military and
diplomatic means, came into political usage at the end of the eighteenth century, aided by
reasoning about the nature of the social contract, which likened the state to the individual.
For McSweeney, the theory of the social contract was understood by Rousseau, as it was
also by Locke and Montesquieu, ‘as the product of individual desire for security and
liberty’: ‘this is the fundamental problem to which the institution of the state provides the
solution’.82 Rothschild concludes: ‘It was in the military period of the French Revolution,
above all, that the security of individuals was subsumed, as a political epigram, in the
security of the nation’.83
Indeed, for many experts, “national security” was the construction of a doctrine
designed to bridge the traditional division between the interests of the state abroad and
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those of the state at home, and to fill the gap amid everyday life and the defence of the
national interest. “Security” in the Cold War has been criticized for belonging primarily
to the state; people, like the armed forces, were its instruments, and also, potentially, its
enemies. McSweeney characteristically argues that the content of ‘national interest’ ‘had
changed, from one of welfare in the early years of the New Deal,’ to one ‘practically
synonymous with the formula of national security’ a decade later, as Wolfers has pointed
out.84 ‘The state had become an organism, appropriating to itself the capacity for cura and
its derivatives.’85
Indeed, during the Cold War security was linked with politico-military terms, and had
been constructed in people’s minds as a national prerogative which could safeguard their
welfare and prosperity as a society. The major International Relations theories of this
period, realism and neo-realism, and liberalism as well, supported this idea, and despite
their differences, based mostly on the state as the most important political unit that has
sustained all the changes that took place over several centuries.
The non-traditional approaches that have emerged brought ‘security’ into discussion.
The Copenhagen School with the securitization approach focuses mostly on linguistic
patterns used to create “security issues.” Critical Security Studies on the other hand
introduce the concept of emancipation as the panacea for the delineation of every possible
threat that people may face. Non-traditional approaches tried to deepen and widen the
“security” debate.
Nevertheless, how can we define “security”? Baldwin argued that if someone wants to
clarify the term, he has to focus on a series of questions such as security for whom,
security for which values, how much security, security from what threats, and security by
what means.86 By adding questions such as how much security, from what threats and by
what means, an analyst can proceed to a further understanding of the contemporary
meaning of “security”.
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Probably one of the most famous and also accurate definitions of “security” is that of
Soroos who defines security as ‘the assurance people have that they will continue to enjoy
those things that are most important to their survival and well-being.’87 Thus, as Baylis
and Smith write, there is a consensus concerning the concept of security in that it implies
freedom from threats to core values; nevertheless, there is a strong disagreement about
whether the main focus should be on the individual, national or international level.88
However, the most imperative unit remains the state in the spectrum of international
relations, and so it seems unorthodox to leave it aside. The state is probably the only
organization which has the structure and the capacity to ensure people’s welfare. Thus,
national security should be linked with human security, and environmental security
should be examined also within the framework of natural security with the ultimate goal
tο guarantee people’s existence and wellbeing.
Nevertheless, before entering into the core of this chapter’s goal, the definition of
environmental security, it is worth examining the way that ‘environment’ has been
introduced into the political discussion and in the development of policies. The next
section will explore the rise of environmental politics with a historical flashback to the
end of the 19th century.

2.2 The rise of Environmental Politics
As it was stated in the previous chapter, security concerns should widen to include
environmental issues. This belief has derived from the evolution of environmental
politics. However, before looking into the history of the bond between politics and the
environment, it would be wise to define what is meant by “environment” in the following
lines.
As a word, environment has received a very broad common-sense definition as a
concept that depicts and constitutes our surroundings. Nevertheless, I would try to impose
a limitation by focusing on the “natural” dimension of environment, in order to underline
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further environmental politics as a study of the human impact on the natural
environment.89
The most common phrase for characterizing environmental politics has been the term
“Green Politics” which can be traced back to the 1950s. This term has gradually become a
“political fashion” and used to be linked mostly with the ‘radical ideas and policies of
Green political parties’.90 But, why and under which circumstances has the environment
become a political issue?
The linkage of environment and politics is not something new. On the contrary,
searching back in history we can trace striking evidence of environmental movements
which are considered the ancestors of what is now called environmental politics. More
specifically, according to Dalton, it was the period from 1880 to 1910 which brought into
the limelight the ‘first major wave of environmental action in Western Europe. Citizens in
several nations formed new voluntary groups to protect wildlife, preserve natural areas of
national significance, and conserve nature’.91 The consequences of the Industrial
Revolution, and particularly urbanization and industrialization had transformed
landscapes and the harmful effects of these processes created an obvious climate for the
evolution of environmental movements.92 The shift in the cultural environment of the
upper class in most European societies which introduced a challenge to the belief in
rationalism and progress that was identified with the Enlightenment was catalytic,
creating at the same time a trend that flourished and presented an idealized view of
nature.
The conservation (of the environment) movement grew in the early 1900s and until
World War I. By the 1910s as Dalton argues, ‘there were organizations aimed at the
preservation of historical landmarks and the natural environment in most northern
European nations.’93 Nevertheless, World War I clearly caused an interruption to this
movement by shifting public attention towards other issues related mostly to post-conflict
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reconstruction. The economic difficulties of the interwar years concentrated the interests
of the people on other, more immediate economic-related issues.
After World War II the conservation movement began to reestablish itself. In Britain
for example, the need for agricultural products during the war had temporarily
transformed the country’s rural landscape. On an international level, the Swiss League for
the Protection of Nature sponsored a conference in 1946 which helped reestablish old
networks of international support and cooperation.
In the late 1960s, the Green movement again began to bloom. A major factor for this
development was the expanding scientific and educational network. To begin with, it
should be noted that environmental hazards had never been an exclusive field of policy
makers and political science. On the contrary, there is undoubtedly a crucially important
technical core to the study of the environment, providing a key role for engineers,
scientists and technicians. A striking example is Rachel Carson’s best selling Silent
Spring of 1962, which documented the effects of pesticide use on the countryside,
bringing the problem of “human-generated environmental degradation” to the attention of
the world.94 The Limits of Growth report of 1972 was another important contribution,
modelling the consequences of a rapidly growing world population and finite resource
supplies,95 arguing that ‘the post-war rate of economic expansion and population growth
cannot be sustained without exhaustion of global natural resources, irreparable
environmental damage and an increase in poverty and malnutrition.’96
This shift towards environmental issues entered the international community though
the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment that was held in Stockholm
from 5 to 16 June 1972. As Connelly and Smith argue, this event provided the ‘first major
international opportunity for the South to highlight the links between the prevailing
international economic system, environmental degradation and poverty.’97 The Stockholm
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conference assembled officials from 114 nations, scientific experts and an exceptionally
large number of conservationists and environmentalists. Almost 1,200 delegates
participated but only two heads of government were there, Olaf Palme from the host
government and Prime Minister Indira Gandhi of India.98 The most crucial outcome was
that specific proposals for governmental action in the form of the United Nations
Environmental Programme (UNEP) were produced. The General Assembly anticipated a
new framework capable of providing ‘…a comprehensive consideration within the United
Nations of the problems of the human environment….focusing the attention of
governments and public opinion on the importance and urgency of this question.’99
Specifically, the major accomplishment and contribution of the conference was that ‘it
legitimized environmental policy as a universal concern among nations, and so created a
place for environmental issues on many national agendas where they had been previously
unrecognized.’100 Significant also was the formal NGO conference and an informal
People’s Forum which together set a precedent for what is now a standard feature of UN
thematic diplomacy.
In addition to the UN Conference there was also a mobilization of many European
governments during the same period. For instance, in 1970, Georges Pompidou
introduced a host of measures in response to the growing demand for environmental
protection in France. This led to the creation of the Ministry of the Environment in
January 1971.101 Reform of environmental legislation was also undertaken by West
German government initiatives during 1972, when the Basic Law was revised to grant the
federal government jurisdiction on environmental matters.102
NGOs made their presence more felt during that period, thus during this second wave
of environmental mobilization we can trace the evolution of two quite important
international NGOs. In 1969, David Brower, a renowned American naturalist, established
the first “Friend of the Earth” organization in San Francisco. The main goal was ‘…to
address with an assertive political style the new environmental problems of advanced
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industrial societies and the social structures that gave rise to these problems’.103 In
essence, FoE illustrated a new model of citizen action on environmental issues,
attempting to politicize environmentalism through accelerating discussions on issues that
government officials and established conservation groups ignored, such as nuclear power,
industrial pollution and quality of life issues. Friends of the Earth activists cannot only be
described as environmentalists. They were more than that. They were social critics, who
developed a new action repertoire, using tactics that combined confrontation with the
authorities and events that would spark the public’s interest.104
In the early 1970s another important NGO was formed, the famous “Greenpeace”.
This was a significant international network of ecological groups which was formed in
Canada as a protest against a planned nuclear test on the Aleutian island of Amchitka.105
Affiliates quickly spread across Northern Europe during the 1970s and 1980s and
progressively became the most notable paradigm of NGOs action against natural disasters
and nuclear use.
In the aftermath of the Stockholm conference scientific knowledge had been
expanded and the activities of environmental NGOs had increased, prominently
underlining the greater recognition that environmental problems required, which was not
only scientific and technical, but also required a variety of social, economic and political
responses due to their unambiguous complex nature.106 A number of conferences and
publications set the tone of this wave of environmentalism. For instance, in 1980, UNEP
and the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) launched the World
Conservation Strategy (WCS) and in 1982 the UN General Assembly adopted a World
Charter for nature focusing on the conservation and use of living natural resources.
In 1983, and in total contrast with the general sense concerning the growing interest in
international security and the Cold War, the UN Secretary General, Gro Harlem
Brundtland, former Prime Minister of Norway, set up and chaired an independent
commission to assess and address environment and development pressures. The famous
Brundtland report, with the title Our Common Future, which was presented to the UN
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General Assembly by the World Commission on Environment and Development,
introduced

the

concept

of

sustainable

development

into

common

usage.

Characteristically, the report set sustainable development as ‘the development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.’107 The Commission’s final meeting in Tokyo, in February 1987,
concluded eight main recommendations:
•

Revive growth;

•

Change the quality of growth;

•

Conserve and enhance the resource base;

•

Ensure a sustainable level of population;

•

Reorient technology and manage risk;

•

Integrate environment and economics in decision making;

•

Reform international economic relations;

•

Strengthen international cooperation.108

Brundtland’s report main innovation was that it managed to support and combine
economic growth, social development and environmental protection within the
framework of sustainable development thus preparing the ground for further multilateral
cooperation on future economic practices.109 Nevertheless, as many have criticized, the
message of this report has been somewhat corrupted because it seemed that economic
growth was given more attention. However, it would be a mistake to underestimate the
importance of this report since it managed to introduce the environment and sustainable
development in to international politics.
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This idea of sustainable development introduced by the Brundtland report galvanized
international support and led to the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED) in 1989. Resolution 44/228 of the UN General Assembly
expressed concern at the ‘continuing deterioration of the state of the environment and the
serious degradation of the global life-support systems.’110 It identified a number of major
environmental problems, such as protection of the atmosphere, fresh water resources,
waste management and issues related to urban settlements and poverty.111 Moreover,
what can be deduced from the proceedings of the Conference is that it recognized the
global character of environmental problems and identified unsustainable models of
production and consumption predominantly in industrialized countries as the source of
much of that deterioration. Nevertheless, and despite the pleiad of the committees and
conferences, the debate appeared to stay steadfastly focused on the theme of the
Stockholm conference of 1972. As Connelly and Smith argue, ‘the industrialized nations
of the North were looking to focus on environmental degradation as a short-term,
technically solvable issue; in response, the South argued that such an approach only
tackled the symptoms of the crisis and avoided the background issues which they
believed desperately needed tackling, namely unfair trading rules, debt, SAPs, the role of
TNCs, and financial and technical transfers.’112
The UNCED was finally held in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil from 3 to 14 June 1992. With
significant media and public attention, 178 national delegations attended, as did over
1,400 officially accredited NGOs. At the same time a parallel event was running, the
Global Forum, which attracted some 30,000 NGO representatives from all over the world.
It seemed that environment had gained another important place on the agenda of political
decisions.
Evaluating Rio’s importance we could say that there were three characteristics that
dominated. Initially, as Imber pointed out, ‘UNCED addressed a complex agenda with no
clear ranking or hierarchy of the issues.’113 Secondly, the Conference required numerous
actors other than governments to be involved, such as regional organizations,
transnational corporations, etc. Moreover, UNCED recognized the nearly irrelevant role
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of military force as a credible bargaining tool or sanction for non-compliance with
environmental agreements.114 Five agreements were signed at this Conference: 1) the Rio
Declaration on Environment and Development, 2) Agenda 21, 3) the Declaration on
Forest Principles, 4) the Convention on Climate Change and 5) the Convention on
Biological Diversity.
The first two were the most important of these agreements. The Rio Declaration set
out guiding principles for national and international environmental behaviour.
Specifically, the declaration endorses the polluter pays principle (PPP) and the
precautionary principle as well as the need for access to environmental information,
increased public participation, and environmental impact assessment of development
schemes. States’ responsibilities were also stressed via the declaration’s Principle 7:
‘States have common but differentiated responsibilities. The developed countries
acknowledge the responsibility that they bear in the international pursuit of sustainable
development in view of the pressures their societies place on the global environment and
of the technologies and financial resources they command.’ It could be claimed that this
particular principle attempted to link poverty and environmental degradation with the
different responsibilities that states may have.115
Agenda 21 is the other important agreement. It consisted of 4 sections:
1) Social and economic dimensions: revealing the interconnectedness of
environmental problems with poverty, health, trade and population.
2) Conservation and management of resources for development: emphasizing the
need for physical resources management, such as land and energy.
3) Strengthening the role of major social groups: stressing the need for wider
population engagement.
4) Means of implementation: discussing the role of governments and nongovernmental agencies in funding and technical transfer.
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Yet, it should be noted that the final outcome was rather contradictory because of the
need to find compromises acceptable to the different interests of state and non-state
actors. Here also lies the critique that has emerged of the Earth Conference. As some
negatively pointed out, most of the text celebrated free-market ideals, highlighting the
continuous international domination of the North and the Bretton Woods institutions.
Questions also remain over the issue of funding and financial assistance for the South. A
striking example is that despite the UN estimation that around $600 billion per annum
would be needed for developing countries to accelerate the process of moving towards a
more sustainable future, during the event only 1 per cent of that total was forthcoming
from UNCED with the largest pledges coming from Japan.116 Critiques of the USA stance
were also raised during the Conference. For example, Porter and Brown wrote that ‘the
Bush administration’s strategy for UNCED negotiations, based on the assumption that
UNCED represented a potential threat to US interests, was aimed at averting any
initiatives that would limit US freedom of economic action worldwide. The United States
was prepared to veto any initiative that could be viewed as redistributing economic power
at the global level, that would create new institutions, or that would require additional
budgetary resources, technology transfers, or changes in domestic US policies.’117
Leaving aside the critique, we can clearly argue that UNCED mobilized UN member
states towards multilateral activities. After Rio, another important meeting was held in
1997 in New York. It was a United Nations General Assembly Special Session
(UNGASS) also known as Rio+5. In Johannesburg from 26 August to 4 September 2002,
the World Summit on Sustainable Development was held, which was the largest
gathering of people at a UN meeting in history.
In conclusion, the sources of environmentalism can be traced back to the 19th century.
Scientists of all faculties followed the conservatism movement en masse. It was not
accidental that the contemporary interaction of environment with politics is believed to be
derived from Carson’s reference to the effects of pesticide use on the countryside
bringing the problem of human-generated environmental degradation to public attention.
Since then, international society has been “forced” to take environmental issues into
116
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consideration. Numerous environmental conferences have been held since then. The
United Nations brought environmentalism to the forefront of international discussion.
Nevertheless, the outcomes from these initiatives still remain ambiguous. This is mostly
because environmental resources (renewable or not) are perceived as wealth-producing,
giving new substance to the debate.
Following this discussion, one conclusion is that environment and particularly
environmental resources are closely linked with the security of a state. The following
chapter will exclusively deal with the definition and aspects of environmental security.

2.3 Dicussing Environmental Security
Attempting to unveil the position of environment in contemporary politics, we should
ask ourselves what the term “environmental security” actually refers to. From the
environmental movement that has clearly evolved it seems that international politics in
the form of the UN and UN conferences imply that environment needed to be securitized;
thus, the term environmental security should be changed to the security of the
environment. Nevertheless, this is only one way to define environmental security. This
chapter will try to analyze all the aspects of the debate on environmental security.
According to Barnett, there are six principal approaches to environmental security that
can be discerned from the literature.118 The first approach can be clearly linked with what
was analyzed in the previous chapter. Specifically, environmental security can be seen as
the protection of the environment from the impact of human activities. This approach has
been called ‘ecological security,’ in that it implies that ecosystems and ecological
processes should be secured from their principal threat which is human activity.119
According to Barnett, ‘this view draws on both Green philosophy and ecological theory,
where
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sustainability are key themes’.120 This approach suggests that people and states should
change their interest oriented political decisions to a concern for the overall welfare of the
entire social-ecological system of the planet, because, as it seems, humans are secured
only in so far as they are part of the environment.121
The second approach, which is quite closely related to the previous one, suggests a
collective action to counter environmental problems. In particular, this belief lies on the
basis that the causes and impacts of some environmental problems are not confined to the
borders of nation-states. For instance, problems such as ozone depletion and climate
change are global in nature since they are caused by cumulative emissions of gases from
many countries, and later affecting many countries. It should be noted, however, that this
does not mean every country is equally responsible for those problems, or that each
country is equally at risk from them. Nevertheless, since environmental problems are
‘global’ in their effect, groups of countries with similar negative effects from them should
combine their own national security interests in order to deal effectively and collectively
with those problems. As it can easily be understood, this rationale lies behind the
multitude of meetings and treaties on environment that were discussed in the previous
chapter. The problem, though, is the fact that many countries refuse to give up their
sovereign interests in order to deal effectively with environmental challenges.
The third approach connects environmental change and violent conflict. Borrowing
much of its argument from the paradigm of realism, supporters of this approach focus
mostly on resource scarcity and conflict between states. In 1991, Gleick argued that
resources could be strategic goals and strategic tools; thus there is a clear connection
between environmental degradation and violence since resource inequalities could be a
source of inter and intrastate conflict.122
Moreover, scholars also tried to highlight the significance of population growth as an
accelerating factor
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degradation.123 This relationship was systematically explored by Toronto University in
1994 through the Project on Environment, Population and Security, whose key figure was
Thomas Homer-Dixon. Influenced by an English political economist and demographer,
Thomas Robert Malthus, who between 1798 and 1826 published six editions of his
famous treatise, An Essay on the Principle of Population, trying to link human population
with poverty, the Toronto project carried out numerous case studies to investigate the
links among population growth, renewable resource scarcities, migration and conflict.124
According to Homer-Dixon, during coming decades, environmental scarcity could
plausibly produce five general types of violent conflict. These are:
•

‘Disputes arising directly from local environmental degradation caused, for
instance, by factory emissions, logging, or dam construction.

•

Ethnic clashes arising from population migration and deepened social cleavages
due to environmental scarcity.

•

Civil strife (including insurgency, banditry, and coups d’état) caused by
environmental scarcity that affects economic productivity and, in turn, people’s
livelihoods, the behaviour of elite groups, and the ability of states to meet these
changing demands.

•

Scarcity-induced interstate war over, for example, water.

•

North-South conflicts (i.e. conflicts between the developed and developing
worlds) over mitigation of, adaptation to, and compensation for global
environmental problems like global warming, ozone depletion, threats to
biodiversity, and decreases in fish stocks’.125

The Toronto project made some very interesting conclusions. The most important was
the link between unequal consumption of scarce resources with social stresses which then
can lead to direct conflict. This structural scarcity drives people to become aggressive
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when they feel threatened by relative deprivation of the desirable.126 Moreover, HomerDixon ascertained from his study that violent conflicts where environmental scarcity is a
factor are more likely in low-income resource-dependent societies, and that also
population pressure can indirectly be a contributing factor to violent conflict.127 What he
also found was that environmental change is by no means an immediate cause of conflict,
but sometimes it could work as an accelerant towards this eventuality. Additionally, from
the case studies examined by the Toronto group there was another important conclusion
that came up. This was the observation that environmental change is unlikely to be a
cause of war between countries.128 In the aftermath of this project, however, other,
contradictory approaches emerged. One of them suggested that “strong states” tend to be
less prone to internal conflicts while unstable states facing problems in economic and
political level are relatively more prone to internal violent conflict.129 Moreover, Collier
argued that upon closer examination, most of these conflicts come not from the scarcity
but from the abundance of natural resources.130 Le Billon gave another dimension to
environmental conflicts. Trying to identify the roots of resource conflicts, Le Billon
reached the conclusion that ‘contemporary resource-linked conflicts are rooted in the
history of ‘resource’ extraction successively translated by mercantilism, colonial
capitalism, and state kleptocracy. The availability in nature of any resource is thus not in
itself a predictive indicator of conflict. Rather, the desires sparked by this availability as
well as people’s needs (or greed), and the practices shaping the political economy of any
resource can prove conflictual, with violence becoming the decisive means of
arbitration’.131 In other words, the greed of the consumers caused by marketing practises
can lead to resource conflicts (for example diamonds).
Furthermore, the fourth approach to environmental security is an interconnection of
national security with environmental problems. It should be mentioned that this was one
of the early approaches to environmental security, but an important one. To be more
126
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specific, supporters of this idea argue that environmental change can weaken the
economic base of a state, which determines military capacity. In order to support their
theory, these scholars argue that in some developed countries, and in most developing
countries, natural resources and environmental services are important to economic growth
and development. For instance, income from agriculture or fishing and mining could be
adversely affected by environmental change; thus for these states ‘if the natural capital
base of an economy erodes, then so does the long-term capacity of its armed forces.’132
Nevertheless, this attempt to link national security with environmental hazards
received strong critique. Deudney, for example, believes that linking environmental
issues to national security is misleading. This is because military threats are differing
from the environmental ones since they are intentionally imposed and the cause of the
threat can be easily identified, whereas environmental threats are accidental (see for
example Chernobyl) and their causes are often uncertain.133 In other words this can be
described as a fear of “militarizing” environmental issues, since environmental problems
are so different in nature from the threats to traditional security ‘it would be a ‘risky’
business in itself to start using the concept of environmental security’.134 Additionally,
Deudney also underlined that this linkage will not necessarily mobilize more attention
and action on environmental problems. On the contrary, this may serve to strengthen
existing security logic and institutions.135
The fifth approach is derived from the last two that have already been referred to. This
approach tries to link environment and armed conflicts. According to this approach,
warfare almost always results in environmental degradation. It can also involve denial of
territory to opponents, sometimes with associated environmental impact. Moreover, as
Barnett argues, ‘war also affects economic development in ways that impact indirectly on
the environment. Money spent on weapons, for example, is money that could have been
spent on social and environmental activities.’136 Thus, the negative impact of war on
economic, social and environmental levels can affect people’s access to the kinds of
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resources they need to develop themselves in ecologically sustainable ways. But even in
times of peace, militaries still remain one of the major dangers of environmental
degradation, something which can lead to the conclusion that linking environment with
security issues is misleading because it is quite ambiguous to claim that militaries can
play a positive role in environmental protection and recovery.
The last approach to environmental security attempts to portray environmental change
as a human security issue. According to this approach, the nature of environmental
problems is global; thus, even though the focus of human security is on the individual, the
processes that undermine or strengthen human security are often extra-local. Similarly,
then, as proponents of this approach argue, the solution to human environmental
insecurity ‘rests not just with local people, but also with larger scale institutions such as
states, the international system, the private sector, civil society, and consumers in
developed countries;’137 thus, even an approach to environmental security that focuses on
human security cannot avoid taking into account nation-states and their security policies.
To conclude, attempting to categorize the approaches to environmental security, it
could be said that we have two major definitions. On the one hand, we are dealing with an
approach focusing mostly on the protection of the environment, an “ecologic” security
which requires collective action on the ground that environmental problems are universal.
This is mostly the direction that the United Nations would like to follow, defining
environmental security as the quest for relative stability of the earth’s ecosystems in the
face of human actions (ex. global environmental change, greenhouse gases, etc.). On the
other hand, environmental security has the meaning of securing the environment and
environmental resources (renewable or non-renewable) in order to maintain the security
of the state and of its citizens and its institutions. This definition points out the belief that
environment should be taken into consideration along with the security of the state; thus
nation-states should be involved in the study of environmental security.
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Chapter 3
The Conflict-Cooperation debate and the management of
international water regimes

Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to examine the debate over transboundary water
management. In the first part, the major IR schools of thought will provide the main
framework of what will follow. In fact, the Conflict-Cooperation debate is rooted in the
famous contending theories of international relations. Realism-neorealism and liberalismneoliberal institutionalism are probably the most capable of explaining the discussion
over the status of transboundary water resources. Finally, constructivism gives us another
kind of explanation for this debate.
In the second part, this chapter will focus on the debate itself. In particular, there
will be a thorough review of the literature concerning the two mainstream beliefs, conflict
and cooperation, in order to evaluate which of these two is the prevailing one.

3.1Theoretical foundation
A number of theoretical approaches to international relations help explain conflict
and cooperation among nations, and can therefore also explain conflict and cooperation
over shared freshwater resources.
Realism, Neorealism, Liberalism, and Neoliberal Institutionalism
The “conflict or cooperation” debate that will be examined thoroughly in this
chapter has its roots in the famous contending theories of international relations.
In essence, according to the realist and neorealist schools, conflict is the norm
while cooperation is the exception within an anarchic and antagonistic international
53

environment. Each of the independent sovereign states considers itself to possess the
absolute authority in the territory it controls rejecting to recognize a higher power above
itself.138 Moreover, while realists pay considerable attention to power as the core goal of
states in order to secure their survival, neorealists put emphasis on the anarchical nature
of the international system and a state’s concern with survival, self-help, and relative
gains. In fact, neorealists put another piece in the puzzle by underlining that states are not
only preoccupied with their survival, but are also interested in achieving more gains that
could make them stronger relative to their rivals.
Within this context, water is undoubtedly a strategic resource since it is an
essential element of growth; thus, riparians remain cautious of each other because none of
them wants the other side to gain a relatively stronger position vis-à-vis their shared water
resources. Moreover, as neorealists have argued, this motivation for maximizing
individual benefits drives states to exploit resources unilaterally. Accordingly, as
contending nations try to enhance their own security, their actions are seen as threatening
by others.
For instance, in the case of the Nile, Egypt, which is the furthest downstream
riparian, perceives any efforts by the upstream nations to modify the status quo of water
allocation as a aggressive movement that threatens its security. On the other hand,
upstream states consider the status quo prearranged by Egypt over their use of the Nile
waters as threatening their own security. Arab countries also felt threatened during the
1950s when Israel attempted to divert water from the Jordan River, and conversely, the
same happened for Israel when the Arabs attempted to divert water from the river.
On the other hand, liberalists and neoliberal institutionalists are more optimistic
regarding the possibility of cooperative scenarios. According to liberals, individuals are
rational and do not have to resort to conflict to achieve certain goals.139 Liberal thought is
embodied in the belief that a stronger cooperation among states is not inevitable, but as
institutionalists argue, requires improved understanding and the development of
international institutions capable of harmonizing international interests, and so getting rid
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of the possibility of war.140 Neoliberals explain the durability of institutions despite
significant changes in context. According to them, institutions exert a causal force on
international relations, shaping state preferences and locking them into cooperative
arrangements.141
Nevertheless, neoliberals do not take for granted that international agreements are
easy to reach and are always successful. Rather, they argue that the capacity of states to
communicate and collaborate depends on constructed institutions. The establishment of
rules, norms and conventions plays a key role in the process of harmonization among
states relations. Keohane, for instance, has underlined that for neoliberal institutionalism
the main tenet is ‘...that state actions depend on prevailing institutional arrangements that
prescribe behavioral roles, constrain activity, and shape expectations’.142 Oye also seems
to agree, arguing that the ‘emergence of cooperation among parties is possible when
compliance problems and mistrust, both functions of anarchy in international relations,
are mitigated with the assistance of institutions that generate information, lower
transaction costs, increase transparency, and reduce uncertainty.’143
Proponents of this school of international relations seem to understand the
difficulties of cooperation, but are convinced that by removing “clouds” of mistrust and
enhancing transparency, cooperation is feasible in the long run. Thus, as Dinar argues,
‘the main condition for the operation of a neoliberal institutionalist approach is the
realization by states that mutual interest can be gained from their cooperation’.144
Neoliberal institutionalists argue that the emergence of institutions is a matter of
supply and demand.145 The demand for cooperation creates institutional supply. They try,
however, to explain the emergence of cooperation and institution building via the concept
140
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of hegemonic stability theory. As Keohane notes, ‘cooperation, defined as mutual
adjustment of national policies to one another, also depends on the perpetuation of
hegemony.’146 In other words, within a regional context, the hegemonic state uses its
strength in order to foster cooperation by creating a set of political and economic
structures with the end goal to bring stability to the system. States combine forces when
cooperation serves the interests of a dominant power, which takes the lead in creating
cooperative arrangements and enforces acquiescence with the corresponding rules.
If we take the example of the Nile Basin again, neoliberals would argue that in
order to achieve serious and successful cooperation between the riparian states, the
involvement of Egypt (the regional economic and military hegemon) is required.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that Egypt enjoys a relatively powerful position vis-à-vis
the Nile, so it was interested in cooperating mostly over issues such as finding new
sources of water, collecting data and trading technology, rather than cooperating to
allocate the water of the Nile.147
The history of hydropolitics seems to confirm the thoughts of institutionalists. The
establishment of institutions is quite popular in the international relations literature.
Plenty of examples support the idea of regime building. For instance, the 1996 Ganges
Treaty set up a Joint Committee to oversee water-sharing arrangements between India and
Bangladesh.148 In the case of the Aral Sea, there was an agreement signed between the
Central Asian Republics which established five regional institutions with the specific role
of reinforcing interstate cooperation and dealing with various and complex problems.
Mekong also was another striking example. The Mekong River Committee (MRC),
established as a result of the negotiations over the Mekong River between the four lower
basin riparian states—Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia—consisted of three
permanent bodies. The first one provided technical and administrative support; the
second, a sub-body of representatives from each country, was charged with technical
decision making; and the third, a sub-body consisting of representatives from each state
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was empowered to make policy decisions on behalf of each participating government.
The MRC is charged with formulating the basin development plan and the rules for water
usage, including flow requirements and notification procedures.149
Yet, if we go back to what realists and neorealists claim, these institutions are
nothing more than a reflection of power distribution and serve as arenas to act out power
relationships.150 In particular, according to structural realists, the distribution of power in
the international system is the key independent variable to understanding vital
international outcomes such as war and peace, alliance politics, and the balance of
power.151 The competition among states and the quest for more gains is diffuse in the
international system. So for instance, in the case of the Euphrates-Tigris basin, it was
Turkey (the regional power) that proposed the formation of the Joint Technical
Committee (JTC) in 1965 in order to endorse a needs-based allocation system.152
In the case of the Mekong River Agreement, as Dinar characteristically points out
‘the absence of a time frame for implementing key provisions is a product of Thailand’s
disincentive to formulate water utilization rules.’153 The case of the Joint Water
Committee (JWC) between Israelis and Palestinians is another example of
institutionalised cooperation. Nevertheless, as realists and neorealists would argue, the
JWC, which was formed as a result of the 1995 Taba Agreement that began the process of
institutionalizing the cooperative efforts between the two parties over the underground
Mountain Aquifer they share, was mainly tipped in favour of Israel which was the
stronger party. They argue that despite the fact that both the parties had the power of veto
over the implementation of possible water projects, Israel was one step ahead since it had
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developed its water resources long before the peace agreement with the Palestinians, thus,
it had more freedom to veto Palestinian projects.154
Constructivism
Apart from the diachronic debate of realism versus liberalism, another theory,
constructivism, deals with this issue. Constructivists give another idea of how relations
between states should be interpreted. The core of their thought is founded on the belief
that the primary bases of international politics are social rather than firmly material and
that these structures form actors’ identities and interests, rather than just their
behaviour.155 They believe that the dynamic relationship between ideas and material
forces works as a consequence of how actors interpret their material reality, and they are
particularly interested in how agents produce structures and how structures produce
agents.156
Constructivists pay significant attention to the impact of what they call “epistemic
communities” and the role that these communities play in the promotion of
cooperation.157 According to Dinar, ‘these communities share certain beliefs and, through
their authority, may affect policy and play a role in creating norms, social realities, and
perceptions among the public and among policymakers that favor cooperation among
states.’158
According to Nishat and Faisal, epistemic communities played a crucial role in the
negotiations of India and Bangladesh for the management of the Ganges River.159 The
same could be argued in the case of Israel and Palestine. There, the epistemic “water”
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community has forged a compromise on the future content of a final Israeli-Palestinian
water agreement. Both Israeli and Palestinian academics have agreed that a future accord
between the two sides will contain some sort of joint management over the disputed
Mountain Aquifer. This was driven by a joint Israeli-Palestinian task force lead by Eran
Feitelson and Marwan Haddad. While the political echelon on both sides publicly opt for
their maximalist positions, a final agreement will inevitably include some sort of a
settlement, which will focus more closely on the ideas put forward by the epistemic
community.160
A striking example of third party intervention in the negotiation process is
undoubtedly the case of the Mekong River, where the United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) led Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam and Thailand to realize that they could
abandon their conflicting positions for a more cooperative one.161

Conclusion
While it seems that the two major schools of IR, realism-neorealism and
liberalism and neoliberalism, agree that states are rational actors, and that cooperation is
not impossible, there are nevertheless strong differences as far as the true background of
cooperative scenarios is concerned. Both liberal institutionalists and realists acknowledge
that international regimes162 are an important feature of the international system.
However, as Little argues that due to divergent conceptions of power between the two
schools, ‘for liberal institutionalists, power may be used by a hegemon to pressure other
states to collaborate and conform a regime. But it is also acknowledged that states can
establish and maintain regimes in the absence of hegemonic power.’ While for realists,
‘power is seen to play a crucial role, not as a threat to discipline states caught defecting
160
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from a collaborative agreement, but in the bargaining process-to determine the shape of a
regime around which all states will coordinate their actions.’163
Constructivists support the idea that epistemic communities play a crucial role in
the promotion of cooperation. NGOs, third parties and civil society itself can be
accelerating factors in the promotion of multilateral agreements.
Apart from the different approaches concerning the function of the international
system explained by the contending theories mentioned above, it is also of great
importance to take into consideration another important factor that could be crucial for
the possibility of achieving strong cooperation among states on water issues.
This important factor, or rather variable, is the dynamic of domestic politics.
According to Putnam, ‘the politics of many international negotiations can usefully be
conceived of as a two-level game. At the national level domestic groups pursue their
interest by pressuring the government to adopt favorable policies and politicians seek
power by constructing coalitions among those groups. At the international level, national
governments seek to maximize their own ability to satisfy domestic pressures, while
minimizing the adverse consequences of foreign developments’.164
Indeed, national politics can be motivated by domestic politics, structures and
even the temperament of the people which might be formulated by contemporary
interpretations of the historical past. This means that there are different interpretations of
what constitutes the national interest.165
For instance, according to Dinar, ‘one major barrier in domestic acceptance of
negotiated agreements is nationalism. Ethnonational communities may be driven by
concerns for security against physical and economic threats from states with rival
ethnonational communities. People’s perception of a threat may be a reaction to their own
government’s actions, especially when government authorities appear to be jeopardizing
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the national interest by compromising or cooperating with a state that is perceived as a
rival’.166
Within the following pages there will be an analytic review of the literature
concerning the debate over conflict and cooperation around international river basins. It
will become obvious that the status of cooperation is more well-known and can be found
in many different cases. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of international water regimes
and the role of international water law will also be examined.

3.2Water resources and inter-state conflicts. (Instrument of war,
strategic target or a scarce resource at the root of the dispute?)

This part of the thesis will focus on the background of interstate conflicts for the
use and management of transboundary water resources. A thorough review of the
literature concerning “water wars” will be attempted in order to reveal the true incentives
and motives of the, as some experts argue, escalating hostility around international rivers.
As the title of the chapter makes clear, the main goal will be to answer the question
whether water works as an instrument of war and a strategic target or as a scarce resource
causing disruption between states.
To begin with, this initiative has a high level of complexity on the ground, since
the sources of disputes over international river basins include considerations from fields
as diverse as ecology, geopolitics, economics and political psychology. This means that
tensions around international rivers can appear for a variety of different reasons related to
how the riparian states perceive water. For instance, it can be a border issue, or even a
scarce resource matter.
In fact, since the end of the Cold War and the decline of ideological conflict,
scholars like Klare have argued that new antagonisms and competition in the international
arena will focus on access to vital resources.167 Other scholars such as Vasquez and Huth
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have also underlined this shift by declaring that most conflicts are over scarce resources
of one kind or another, at least if territory is counted as a resource.168 Paying more
attention to water resources, Klare emphasized the danger of escalation of international
competition for adequate water resources. He claimed that by 2050 increased demand for
water could produce ‘intense competition for this essential substance in all but a few wellwatered areas of the planet’.169
Water scarcity was for many scholars a catalytic factor of an increase in
international conflicts. In fact, scarcity compounded by the complex interdependence
ascribed to river riparians places parties in a very uncertain and potentially unpredictable
situation.170 According to neorealists, interdependence not only highlights the sensitivities
between countries, but also their reciprocal vulnerabilities. This tends to make
cooperation thorny and tensions more likely as states attempt to reduce their dependence
on other countries.171 A well-known example, as Wolf and Hammer argued, was the 1975
crisis on the Euphrates River, which could have devolved into a military showdown
between Iraq and Syria. It had been a particularly low flow year and Iraq had accused
Syria of appropriating too much water upstream.172
Mandel, for instance, in an article published in 1992, has created an intellectual
theoretical model in order to deal with the sources of conflict. According to his study a
three-stage explanatory process should be adopted involving a non-cooperative setting,
environmental imbalance and power asymmetry.173 The second stage, environmental
imbalance, dealt with scarcity issues, which are at the core of the problem, according to
the author. Characteristically, Mandel wrote that ‘on the supply side, the contamination of
168
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river water may be growing- and thus the amount of usable water contracting-due to
exposure to increasing amounts of both human/animal (organic) waste and industrial
(largely inorganic) waste; and decreasing ecological diversity in the water system as a
consequence of the waste and over-exploitation. On the demand side, the use of river
water may be growing due to increasing human population, generated internally or
externally through migration; and increasing urbanization, industrialization (including the
use of hydroelectric power), and agriculture. General studies of the link between resource
scarcity and conflict emphasize that frustration may emerge as a result of such scarcity
when expectations from the past exceed current achievements’.174
Neo-Malthusian writers have also foreseen an increase in competition around
water resources due to growing and increasingly serious water scarcities in a number of
countries. Characteristically, Gleick wrote that ‘where water is scarce, competition for
limited supplies can lead nations to see access to water as a matter of national security,
and an increasingly salient element of interstate politics, including violent conflict.175
Moreover, Toset, Gleditsch & Hegre agreed that water scarcity is also associated with
conflict, claiming that the upstream-downstream relationship appears to be the form of
shared river most commonly associated with conflict.176
Neo-Malthusians also linked water scarcity with the issue of population growth.
According to them population pressure plays a major role in increasing resource
scarcity.177 In 1998, Tir and Diehl summarized the literature on this crucial issue focusing
on population pressure and interstate conflict. They tested the relationship between
conflict and population density and growth over the period 1930-89. They reached the
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conclusion that while population growth did appear to be moderately related to interstate
conflict, population density did not have the same effect.178
Moreover, as Frey and Naff argued the scarcity of water ‘is always a zero-sum
security issue and thus creates a constant potential for conflict’.179 In the same tone,
Quigg claimed that when opposition for limited water exists under scarcity, a harmful
conflict-enhancing process occurs as ‘users outdo one another in consumption in order to
sustain their claim into the future.’180
In addition, Barnet has pointed out that ‘the global maldistribution of water is
even more pronounced than the maldistribution of energy or food and that the
“enormous” escalation of water use in developed nation along with recurring drought
conditions in the developing world increase the potential for tension and resentment’.181
LeMarquand also argues that ‘the uneven distribution of positive and negative impacts
from the use of resources and differing demands among the basin countries for the water
obscure a basin-wide perspective and frustrate cooperative action to manage and develop
the resource efficiently.’182
In order to support this alarming potentiality of water conflict due to scarcity,
proponents of this approach focus on the generality that many countries are highly
dependent on water that originates outside their border. Gleick, for instance, uses the
examples of Egypt, Hungary and Mauritania where over 90% of water comes from
outside the borders.183 Falkenmark, among others, claims that there is a serious risk of
international conflict, particularly in the Middle East and Africa, between upstream and
downstream countries.184 Indeed, as Furlong and Gleditsch have shown with their
research, ‘everything else being equal, a river sharing dyad in which at least one member
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suffers from water scarcity has a 41% higher risk of experiencing an outbreak of a
militarized dispute with at least one fatality’.185 However, they have also pointed out that
such disputes are low-probability events and cannot be taken as “water wars”.186
Many authors have pointed to the Middle East as a particularly likely location for
a ‘water war,’ making this region the most well known example. They claim that water
played a significant role when Israel in March, May, and August 1965, as well as in July
1966, attacked the water diversion works of Syria, Jordan, and Lebanon with tanks and
aircraft. This project, named the Headwater Diversion Plan, intended to channel two of
the sources of the Jordan River, the Hasbani River in Lebanon and Banias River in Syria,
around Lake Tiberias through Syria to the Yarmouk River where the water would have
been regulated by a Jordanian dam at Mukheib.187 It has also been argued that these
trends towards competitive utilization of the water in the Jordan River system played a
key role in the Six-Day War in 1967. This hypothesis was supported by a statement by
the Prime Minister Levi Eshkol in 1967 and just before the Six-Day War between Israel
and its Arab neighbours, saying that ‘water is a question of survival for Israel,’ and
therefore ‘Israel will use all means necessary to secure that the water continues to
flow.’188 According to an analysis based on Naff’s and Matson’s writings, in that war
Israel destroyed a Jordanian dam on the Yarmouk, the most important tributary to the
Jordan River. Regardless of the role of the water, Israel, by conquering the West Bank
and the Golan Heights from Syria, improved its hydrostrategic position through control of
the Upper Jordan River. The occupation of the Golan Heights had a great impact for the
Arab states since it made it impossible for them to divert the Jordan headwaters. Indeed,
as Naff and Matson argued, the 1969 ceasefire found Israel with control of half the length
of the Yarmouk River, compared to 10 km before the war.189 One of the most striking
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examples also is the problem of management of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. Turkey’s
announcement concerning the implementation of the G.A.P (Güneydoğu Anadolu
Projesi/Southeastern Anatolia project) made Iraq and Syria react and warn against
undertaking military action against Turkey in order to destroy the dams to be built in the
valleys of Taurus mountains. Finally, based on its military supremacy, Turkey managed
to complete the net of the dams reaching an agreement with the other two countries
providing them with a regular flow of water. However, a military escalation seemed
possible. Iraq and Syria, which largely depend on the water of the Tigris and Euphrates,
have expressed their strong opposition and their intention to protect their own national
interests against a more powerful country such as Turkey.190
Yet, as Gleick has shown, water was used and manipulated as an instrument of
war, but not essentially as the main cause for engaging in actual conflict for control of
natural resources.191 According to Toset et al., ‘although such conflicts over shared water
resources appear to be zero sum games, it seems far-fetched to argue that water is the
main or even a very important general reason for war in the Middle East’. Issues such as
nationalism and control of land territory seem to be more important factors in most of the
disputes in the Middle East. Wolf says categorically that ‘the only problem with these
theories is a complete lack of evidence’ and that ‘water was neither a cause nor a goal of
any Arab–Israeli warfare’.192
Furthermore, there is a strong critique over this linkage between water scarcity
and water conflict. For instance, while Homer-Dixon concludes that ‘environmental
scarcity has often spurred violence in the past’193 and that ‘in coming decades the world
will probably see a steady increase in the incidence of violent conflict caused, at least in
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part, by environmental scarcity’,194 he at the same time made it clear that at this stage he
cannot identify any clear “causal effect,” and that his work is limited to establishing
“causal mechanisms.”195
Additionally, even Gleick’s examples, one of the greatest proponents of this
belief, who wrote that ‘history is replete with examples of competition and disputes over
shared water resources’, arguing that he will ‘describe ways in which water resources
have historically been the objective of interstate politics, including violent conflict,196 at
the end he finally fails to present empirical evidences beyond reasonable doubts that
conflicts over scarce water resources have resulted in the outbreak of the war. He rather
presents only verbal conflicts between states, threats of violence, and water related
violence in ongoing wars instead. In a more recent publication, Gleick identifies in detail
54 historical and ongoing disputes and conflicts over freshwater resources.197 In most of
these disputes, water is an instrument of war or a strategic target, rather than a scarce
resource at the root of the dispute.
Others gave another dimension of interstate conflicts. Characteristically, Mandel
in his three-stage model mentioned earlier, apart from environmental imbalance, paid
great attention to issues of historic antagonism between riparian states. According to him,
the first stage, a non-cooperative setting, is a key background irritant nurturing conflict
because this condition induces a disposition ‘to perceive the river basin predicament and
other riparian states’ motivations in a hostile way and thus to impede resolution of
contentious issues.’198
Indeed, a river itself can serve as a border between two states, splitting key ethnic
groups, or even religious groups geographically, and functioning as a line that separates
different lifestyles of these groups. The transnational political relations of the riparian
states also are a significant point that requires attention. For instance, if there is a
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diachronic antagonism between them deriving from concerns over geopolitical spheres of
influence, this can trigger issues of sovereignty and territorial integrity. In other words, as
Mandel argued, ‘if there is a combination of pre-existing hostility and a defeatist attitude
about the likely success of any river management structure, tensions would seem to
escalate’.199 Vlachos has also pointed out that ‘religion, culture, politics and tradition
greatly complicate what at best would be a difficult multinational resource-management
problem’.200 Additionally, Vlachos in another publication confirms the significance of
these concerns when he notes the frequent propensity of differences in the historical and
cultural practices of riparian nations to generate problems for international river
management.201
Moreover, Postel also underlined the importance of ‘contentious political relations
and religious and ethnic tensions in international water management issues.’202 In
addition, LeMarquand argued that ‘a history of mistrust and ill will exacerbate river
management issues’.203
Gleditsch et al in their study went further, creating a distinction between two types
of border situations. According to them there are two type of river sharing: Rivers that run
mainly across a boundary and rivers that run along a boundary. The first type deals with
upstream-downstream situations and rising resource scarcity related conflict scenarios.
The second type refers to cases where the river forms the boundary.204 In this situation, as
Gleditsch et al argued, ‘countries sharing large amounts of river boundary are not fighting
over the direct control of the resource per se, but rather over the political boundary.
Rivers are notoriously fickle boundaries.205 They continue underlying that for
opportunistic reasons, two countries could come out in favour of two different legal
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principles for determining the position of the border’.206 The problem in those cases is
that even after the border has been fixed, erosion can change the banks, the median, or the
Thalweg (the deepest channel in the river), to the detriment of one country and the benefit
of another.
According to Lewis, a striking example of a conflict scenario based on fuzzy
boundaries is the Sino-Soviet border dispute of 1969.207 In this situation, the dispute
began over the boundary line crudely demarcated by the Ussuri river, and particularly
over the ownership of Chenpao island, and led to intense fighting over a period of several
months, killing three thousand Soviet and Chinese troops.208
Nevertheless, this is not the absolute scenario. Bercovitsh and Jackson have
pointed out the case of Mauritania and Senegal where the Senegal River was serving as a
border but was contested primarily because it is a water resource. Therefore, the 1989 war
between the two states that caused serious interethnic violence, leading to partial border
clashes between them, was eventually over water resources: ‘The trouble began … over
competing claims to farming rights on the common border, the Senegal river, where
irrigation projects had increased the value of land and made the Mauritanians,
traditionally herdsmen, less inclined to allow Senegalese to cultivate both sides of the
border’.209
The third stage of Mandel’s model, power asymmetry, works as an accelerating
factor to the two previous ones (water scarcity-environmental imbalance and historic
antagonism). This stage describes states’ relations and power, and examines the
conditions when a riparian state feels unrestrained confidence to initiate projects
concerning the management of a river basin that could trigger other riparian states into
action and finally drive an interstate conflict. While the first two elements explain the
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motives and intentions of conflict-prone riparian states, this last element emphasizes the
facilitating or limiting impact of national capabilities.210
In fact, what is clear from these points is that water management issues seem to be
more risky when there is a historic background of interstate antagonism that works as an
accelerating influence towards an outburst of tension among the riparian states. In other
words, inconsistencies in international river basins seem to be only the tip of the iceberg
and not the real cause for potential conflicts.
Several historic examples from international literature support this conclusion. For
instance, the Euphrates river management problem is an issue of pre-existing
antagonisms. According to Naff and Matson, ‘the spring 1975 crisis was prompted by
long-standing Syrian-Iraqi tensions and by rising Syrian fears of Iraqi subversion in
Syria.’211 Nevertheless, while the majority of scholars agree that we have not faced a
serious water war, with great human loses, but rather small scale disputes around river
basins, there are many arguing that this is something that might occur in the near future.
Attempting to summarize possible accelerating factors of future water conflicts we
could conclude the following:
•

Sovereignty issues can take various forms that could trigger a potential water conflict.
This is becoming even more likely considering the international community’s
“unwillingness” to establish a global institution for integrated watershed management.
Accordingly, the variety of reasons for a potential water conflict springing from the
sovereignty debate can extend from development projects to water quality issues. To
begin with, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, water’s importance along with its
scarcity could lead one of the riparians to implement a project that impacts the others.
Examples are easily found, especially in those cases where a project of such kind is
implemented by a regional power. For instance, Egypt’s plans for a high dam on the
Nile River, or Indian diversions of the Ganges River to protect the port of Calcutta,
and, as mentioned earlier. Turkey’s GAP project on the Euphrates River to meet the
needs of a new agricultural policy.
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•

Water quantity is another significant factor that is highly connected with the projects
mentioned above. As experts argue, ‘simply extrapolating water supply and demand
curves will give an indication of when a conflict may occur, as the two curves
approach each other.’212 For instance, in the mid-1960s, conflicts in the Jordan River
basin were inevitable following the increasing demand in comparison with the supply
in both Israel and Jordan.213 This discrepancy between demand and supply can
become even worse due to a myriad of other factors such as global change, or new
agricultural policies or even from movement of refugees and immigrants. Water
quantity is highly linked to different uses of water by the riparians. For instance a dam
might be used for different purposes such as storage of irrigation water, power
generation or a combination of these. Examples from river management have shown
that when the needs of riparians conflict, disputes are likely. A striking example is the
case of the Mekong River. There, China’s significant increase in energy consumption
following its rapid economic growth has accelerated a strategy of creating numerous
hydropower plants across the Chinese part of the river.214 This, along with Thai plans
for irrigation diversions would have an impact on Vietnamese needs for both
irrigation and better drainage in the Mekong river delta.215

•

Third, another important factor seems to be the geopolitical setting in accordance with
states’ power and relations. To be more specific, when a regional power (like China in
the Mekong case), is also an upstream riparian, then this state has a more
advantageous position to implement projects. In contrast, when the upstream country
is not the regional power, then its development plans may be held in check by the
regional power which has the position of the downstream country. For instance, the
case of the Nile management, with Ethiopia as an upstream country and Egypt as a
regional power and downstream country; thus, states’ relations is also an important
factor which can lead to cooperation or to conflicting situations between the upstream
and downstream riparians. However, as Furlong and Gleditsch argued, ‘conflict only
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seems likely where there is no power imbalance or where it favors the downstream
riparian. When the more powerful party resides upstream, a militarized dispute is
unlikely to occur, at least not without the intervention of a third party’.216
•

Lastly, water quality issues also could be perceived as factors for a potential water
conflict. Indeed, ‘any new source of point or nonpoint pollution, or any new extensive
agricultural development resulting in saline return flow to the system, can indicate
water conflict’.217
To conclude, as history has shown it is very hard to find examples of “water wars”. In

fact, the only examples that could be traced had to do with water disputes of low
escalation. Fresh water is likely to stimulate future inter-state wars. Nevertheless, there
have been no particular cases in which fresh water directly provoked inter-state conflict,
but at the same time, it is the renewable resource most commonly cited as a possible
source of acute conflict. More specifically, these potential conflicts can emerge in those
cases where we have to deal with trans-boundary water management and international
rivers. Global statistical studies show that a small probability of low-level militarized
conflict with a minimum of one battle death, is approximately doubled if two countries
share a river basin, everything else being equal.218 In fact, as Homer-Dixon argues, wars
over river water between upstream and downstream countries can emerge under four
circumstances:
•

‘The downstream country must be highly dependent on the water for its
national well being

•

The upstream country must be threatening to restrict substantially the
river’s flow

•

There must be a history of antagonism between the two countries
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•

The downstream countries must believe that they are military stronger than
the upstream countries.’ 219

Moreover, even such interstate disputes have been examined by many scholars who
were trying to clarify the true incentives of these disputes and whether water was actually
the source, or just an instrument of war.
Several studies tried to identify the linkage of interstate disputes and water scarcity.
Neo-malthusians, for instance, linked water scarcity and population growth with an
escalation of interstate water disputes. Scholars such as Gleick, LeMarquand, HomerDixon and Quigg paid great attention to scarcity issues. Nevertheless, it seems that they
failed to spot actual examples of their beliefs, so far. However, for some neo-malthusians,
there is a tendency to shift the empirical evidence to the future. Gleick, for instance
argues that in the future there will be an increase in water conflicts due to increasing
water scarcity. Proponents of this belief argue that water scarcity is a spreading
phenomenon that will be exacerbated by climate change, increasing population pressure
and so on. In the same context, the Spanish hydrologist Llamas has argued that
‘catastrophe is always in the future.’220
Other scholars gave another dimension to interstate water disputes. Studies such
as those of Toset et al, and Furlong et al, tried to create possible conflict scenarios using a
variety of control variables. For instance, they tried to examine what they called a “fuzzy
boundaries” scenario in order to link water disputes with border situations. Moreover,
according to Furlong et al, the end of the Cold War changed the shape of the world.
Characteristically they argued that ‘it is not only the outlook for fresh water resource
supply and demand that has changed in the post-Cold War period. A number of new
countries have emerged because the end of the balance of terror led to a more permissive
environment for secession. As a result, there are many boundary changes’.221 Another
study by Gleditsch et al came to overturn the fuzzy boundary scenario presented by the
two studies mentioned earlier since none of these two studies seem to provide an
important explanation for increased conflicts. Gleditsch et al changed the focus of interest
219
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from the number of rivers and the role that they played (as borders, etc) to the overall
importance of a basin. In this study Gleditsch et al concluded that neo-malthusian
concerns seem to be closer to their findings, on the grounds that the presence of a shared
basin does indeed have a significant relation to potential conflict. However, ‘the number
of river crossings, length of border as river, and percentage of border as river are not
significantly related to conflict’.222
Yet, the absence of strict international rules, accepted by all countries, leaves
space for the so-called Hydrology versus Chronology debate, especially found in cases of
upstream-downstream tensions. Hydrology is mostly referred to as the origins of a river
or aquifer and the area of a state’s territory that is covered. This approach is supported
mostly by the ‘doctrine of absolute sovereignty.’ This doctrine, as the title suggests,
supports the idea that the states are the absolute possessors of their territory and the
natural resources that are included, having all the rights to act according to their own will.
It is a totally interest-based approach focusing on realists’ assumptions such as power and
territorial integrity. A striking example of a situation with these characteristics is the
dispute over the Rio Grande between the United States and Mexico. The “Harmon
Doctrine”, so named by the US attorney-general who suggested it in 1895, argues that a
state has absolute rights to water flowing through its territory.223
Chronology, on the other hand, focuses mostly on who has been using the water
the longest. This is based on the doctrine of “absolute riverain integrity”, which suggests
that every riparian is entitled to the natural flow of a river system crossing its borders.
The cornerstone of this approach is the idea that most of the time and especially in arid
and exotic watersheds, the down-stream riparian often has older water infrastructure
being translated as ‘historic rights’ on the ground that the exploitation of the river is older
than the up-stream country’s. In other words, first in time, first in use.224 For instance,
down-stream riparians, such as Iraq and Egypt, because of the reduced rainfall that they
receive in contrast with their up-stream neighbors, have depended on river-water for
much longer historically (chronologically). In general, it seems that the debate has to do
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with state’s being in favor of one or another theory depending on their position as upstream or down-stream.
Yet, as the bibliography suggests, it is very difficult to support the idea of wars
related to water management. More successfully, we should talk about water disputes of a
low escalation with very few losses. It is also quite difficult to identify the reasons for
these conflicts. The variety of uses for water definitely plays a catalytic role in the
increase of interstate tensions. For some scarcity is the reason, while other scholars trace
signs of historic antagonism and border conflicts. Both of these reasons seemed to unveil
a neo-realistic perception of water management, since every state that proclaims its
interest over a basin desires to gain more power by using the river. In the end shared
resources make rivers flashpoints for conflict Nevertheless, it would be wrong to exclude
the potentiality of cooperation between riparian states. Indeed, low-level conflict may be
an important incentive for more cooperation.
Within this milieu, Dinar argued that it is more certain that freshwater can be a
serious object of contention. The “water” factor, however, is not always a trigger by
exacerbating already tense relations between riparian countries, but rather it can constitute
the major grievance between them. So, it is very common that political conflict impedes
progress on the water issue. A striking example is again the Arab-Israeli conflict over the
Jordan River Basin, or the case of the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna (GBM) Basin where
the conflict over water exacerbates the lingering political conflict between India and
Bangladesh, thus making particular solutions to water issues even harder. Of course there
are examples of making water work as a catalyst towards the establishment of
cooperation, as in the mid-1950s, when the United States tried to forge a water agreement
of mutual trust between Israel and its Arab neighbors. However, given the overall
political conflict that existed among the parties, the U.S. attempt failed. This diplomatic
exercise demonstrated that any appraisal of water as a contributing factor to conflict must
therefore identify the social and economic structures within which water use is
embedded.225 That said, while water is not the exclusive cause of instability, an attempt to
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deal with political conflict without resolving a water conflict will result in failure on the
political front.226

3.3Cooperation over water resources. Can National agendas come
closer?

In the preceding section we only saw one side of the story. The other has to do
with the possibilities of bilateral or multilateral cooperation over water resources. It
should be noted that these two chapters are part of an extensive debate in the academic
world between those supporting the conflict scenario and the proponents of the
cooperative scenario. This chapter will try to clarify the thoughts of those supporting the
second scenario.
To begin with, according to many studies, almost 40 percent of the world’s
population lives within the basins of international rivers, and, as Sadoff and Grey wrote,
over 90% of the world’s population lives within the countries that share these basins.227
Here lies the first strong argument of those arguing that cooperation is a more probable
scenario as far as the management of trans-boundary water resources is concerned.
Judging from the percentages of world population that are affected by and dependent on
water not only as far as their daily needs are concerned but also in terms of production
and economic growth, it is becoming more than apparent that a possible conflict scenario
could be devastating for them; thus, it seems cooperation is the prevailing “doctrine” for
the management of transboundary fresh water resources. In fact, as Nicol argues ‘the
history of conflicts or disputes over water is somewhat threadbare-instances of
cooperation and agreement far outstrips those of dispute and conflict’.228
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Even realists and neorealists, who are basically supporters of the conflict scenario
over the management of transboundary river basins, believe that cooperation is possible.
However, they argue that the cooperation that emerges between states is either the
outcome of collaborative arrangements that favor each of them with balanced and
equitable gains or is just a reflection of the distribution of power between the parties.229
Lowi, the main supporter of this hegemonic contention, argues that cooperation is most
probable if the hegemon is located in a strategically inferior position—downstream—and
if the hegemon is in actual need of the water resource.230 This could lead to the
establishment of a cooperative regime compelled and enforced by the downstream
hegemon, following the realist and neorealist line of thinking. On the contrary,
cooperation is deterred if the hegemon is upstream, given its economic and military
prowess and strategic geographical position. Lowi has used this variant of hegemonic
stability theory to explain the 1959 Nile River Agreement between downstream Egypt
and upstream Sudan and the absence of a comprehensive agreement among upstream
Turkey, midstream Syria, and downstream Iraq.231
Many scholars believe water to be a pathway to peace. They argue that a situation
where there is aggressive pursuit of a water peacemaking strategy can provide dividends
beyond water for stakeholders. It can build trust and serve as an avenue for dialogue even
in those cases where parties are stalemated on other issues. Moreover, according to the
proponents of this belief, a very positive scenario points out that a water peacemaking
strategy can create shared regional identities and institutionalize cooperation on a broader
range of issues. A characteristic example is the dynamic institutionalized environmental
cooperation around the Baltic Sea during the Cold War (Helsinki Commission) and the
cooperation in post-apartheid Southern Africa through the Southern African Development
Community (SADC).232 In the Mekong Basin, for example, the concerned parties—
Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia—regarded water as an instrument of peace and
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development in the region; India and Pakistan were also able to set aside historical issues
of religion and territory to reach an agreement dividing the waters of the Indus.233
Indeed, while as mentioned in the previous chapter, conflict is believed to be quite
probable by the school of realism, in contrast, liberal institutionalists consider cooperation
to be more feasible. Even though some of the claims of the realist and neorealist schools
attempt to explain some situations of cooperation, nonetheless, the institutionalist
perspective is better able to explain the cooperative history of hydropolitics illustrated by
a considerable number of recorded agreements. As Dinar explains, ‘evidence for this
claim includes agreements that govern basins comprising of symmetric riparians (e.g.
1961 Columbia River Agreement) and agreements that involve a more powerful upstream
state (e.g. 1973 Colorado River Agreement—IBWC 1973). Agreements among political
adversaries also challenge realist thinking with regards to cooperation (e.g. 1960 Indus
Water Agreement).234
Wolf, in his ambitious effort to record water crises and treaties around the world,
argued that water has brought about much more interstate cooperation than conflict. He
analyzed 412 crises among riparian states between 1918 and 1994 and identified only
seven cases where water issues contributed to the dispute.235 Beaumont from his side
argued that states facing water scarcity cooperate in order to solve their problems, simply
because that is the most rational thing to do.236
Within the same framework, Dokken writes that for the same reasons that scarcity
may initiate interstate conflict, it can likewise initiate cooperation.237 Brock also
underlines

that

environmental

disparities

change

the

meaning
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interdependence whereby states will struggle to seek alliances as they attempt to escape
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these imbalances.238 Boserup, in her attempt to explain the history of societal
development and ingenuity argued that scarcity can actually motivate innovation. She
claimed that an environment of abundance does not work as a step for inspiration on
issues of innovation and initiatives as well, since there is no pressing need to alleviate
scarcity.239
According to Deudney, resource scarcity based on environmental degradation
tends to encourage joint efforts and exploitation to halt such degradation and contributes
to a network of common interests.240 As Ostrom has added, ‘Users who depend on a
resource for a major portion of their livelihood . . . are more likely than others to perceive
benefits from their own restrictions’.241
Dinar, in an article published in February 2009, concluded that ‘at low levels of
scarcity, cooperation, measured as an international water agreement, is less likely since
the resource in question is available in relative abundance.’242 Consequently, any need for
cooperation is limited. Dinar continued by arguing that in an opposite case where scarcity
levels begin to rise the potential benefits from cooperation increase. Nevertheless, this is
not a predefined outcome. On the contrary, Dinar found that ‘as scarcity levels continue
to rise, however, a turning point is reached at which the benefit from cooperation begins
to decrease and the probability of an agreement between the parties approaches zero. The
resource is so scarce that there is very little to benefit from and divide among the
parties.’243
In order to support his findings, Dinar introduced an inverted U-shaped curve,
which in short portrays the increased probability of cooperation, within the framework of
international water agreements, when scarcity is moderate, rather than very low or very
high.244
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Figure 3.1 Scarcity and Cooperation

Source: Dinar, 2009: 121

Rawls has conjectured that when natural and other resources are abundant,
schemes of cooperation become superfluous. On the other hand, when conditions are
particularly harsh, fruitful ventures break down. A condition of relative scarcity,
therefore, can be perceived as a positive momentum for action between parties.245
Similarly, Ostrom has argued that for cooperation to occur, ‘resource conditions must not
have deteriorated to such an extent that the resource is useless, nor can the resource be so
little used that few advantages result from organizing’.246 In other words, if waters were
abundant, a treaty dividing the waters may be pointless. On the contrary, cases of very
high scarcity would also discourage collaboration. If water were extremely limited, the
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parties would have very little to divide amongst themselves, nor could they allocate any
of the benefits that could be thereby derived.247
Institutionalists pay a lot of attention to the role of outside agents able to
encourage cooperation and enhance the relations of the riparian states. International
institutions or regional powers can play a catalytic role especially in those cases where
scarcity is very high. Even in those cases, however, as Dinar argues, ‘the likelihood of
cooperation is expected to increase when both parties are experiencing moderate scarcity.
It is in this context that voluntary cooperation, in the form of an international agreement,
is most likely to arise in order to ameliorate the scarcity’.248
Apart from the variable of scarcity, other scholars tend to underline the
significance of other issues such as navigation and fisheries. They claim, for instance, that
growing needs for unrestricted freedom of navigation, mostly for developed countries,
and water deficits in navigable rivers enhance interdependence among the riparians that
can lead to both conflict and cooperation.249
Even in the difficult scenario of upstream-downstream relations mentioned in the
previous part, and the debate of “hydrology versus chronology”, the possibilities seemed
to lead to a more moderate solution as states, in reality, abandon these two absolute
doctrines accepting in most of the cases some limitations to both their own sovereignty
and to the river’s absolute integrity. According to Aaron Woolf, this is due to the
transformation from a rights-based to a needs-based approach. Both of the states that
share a water resource seem to accept the idea that every riparian needs, one way or
another, to use part of the water.
Within this framework negotiations between the involved states have evolved.
These kinds of negotiations move, as Rothman argues, along three stages: from the
adversary, to reflectivity and finally to the integrative stage. Each negotiator proceeds in
good faith perceiving the other side as equal; that is, requiring the same amount of water
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for the same use with the same methods as oneself.250 Many examples reveal that river
allocations are based on the requirements of the down-stream riparians, for instance, the
cases of the Rio Grande, and Colorado between Mexico and the USA which are based on
Mexican irrigation requirements, and also the case of the Ganges where Bangladeshi
requirements determined the allocations of the river.
In essence, in order to avoid tensions in international river basins, states move to
bilateral or multilateral agreements between them, under negotiations based on the rights
and needs debate.
Others go even further suggesting ways of mitigation between the riparian states.
Characteristically, Sadoff and Grey suggested ways of enhancing interstate cooperation.
Moreover, they recommend an expansion of the range and extent of potential benefits that
could derive from a possible cooperation. At the same time there should be an
examination of the possible benefit-sharing opportunities in order to be perceived as fair
by all parties, while, alternative modes of cooperation need to be recognized and
appropriate types of cooperation identified to secure the greatest net benefits.251
Nevertheless, how governments can reach a cooperative agenda is a matter of ongoing examination. For instance, the type of benefits that should be aimed for is a matter
of discussion. For example, what is most attractive: a cooperation that enhances the
management, existence and preservation of the ecosystems, providing benefits to the
river, and underpinning all other possible benefits or a cooperative management and
development of shared rivers focusing mostly on benefits such as energy production
instead?252 Similarly, another question could include the reduction of the river’s
management cost for the benefit of the riparians. In this case will any potential tensions
between riparian states that inevitably exist over a shared river be subordinated by
cooperation in management resulting in the lessening of tensions and costs at the same
time? Should the benefits beyond the river which cover the positive results that
cooperation over a shared river can have in terms of spillover effects such as increased
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economic integration between two or more countries take precedence?253 Cooperation
between states sharing a river is in some cases substantial, while in other cases not so
noteworthy. The perception of potential benefits as well as their materialization as a result
of water cooperation seem vital to better management of the world’s rivers as well as to
relations among the riparians sharing a watercourse.

Water Regimes
By accepting that the cooperative scenario is the most common in the history of
shared river management, other important questions emerge. The most obvious one is
within what exact formula this cooperation emerges. The answer that most scholars from
the liberal camp give is the creation of water regimes. The most commonly used
definition of an international regime is that of Krasner:
‘Implicit principles, norms, rules, and decision-making procedures around which actors’
expectations converge in a given area of international relations. Principles are beliefs of
fact, causation, and rectitude. Norms are standards of behaviour defined in terms of rights
and obligations. Rules are specific prescriptions or proscriptions for action. Decisionmaking procedures are prevailing practices for making and implementing collective
choice’.254
Keohane underlines the usefulness that regimes have by saying that:
‘Far from being threats…they permit governments to attain objectives that would
otherwise be unattainable. Regimes facilitate agreements by raising the anticipated costs
of violating others’ property rights, by altering transaction costs through the clustering of
issues, and by providing reliable information to members. Regimes are relatively efficient
institutions that thrive when states have common as well as conflicting interests.’255
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According to Jägerskog, ‘one might see regimes as an intermediary between the
power structures of the international system and the political bargaining which takes place
within it. In fact, regimes can become embedded in a normative framework for action and
thereby increase the political salience of certain issues’.256 To be more concrete,
proponents of the regime theory claim that during the process of formatting such an
institution and within it as well, the social interactions that occur lead towards a
convergence in value orientation and in that way create incentives for a further
institutionalization of cooperation. As Wendt argues, ‘the process by which egoists learn
to cooperate is at the same time a process of reconstructing their interests in terms of
shared commitments to social norms. Over time this will tend to transform a positive
interdependence of outcomes into a positive interdependence of utilities or collective
interest organized around the norm in question’.257
What can be deduced from the above is that there is a strong behavioral
component in the international regime theory. While an international treaty is a legal text
stipulating rights and obligations, a regime is something more, that includes the behavior
of the actors participating in it.258
In particular, as far as water regimes are concerned there are plenty of examples
around the globe. Nevertheless, before referring to the most important ones it is crucial to
identify the routes of their creation. As Haftendorn has argued, ‘when the affected states
observe a set of rules designed to reduce conflict caused by use, pollution or division of a
water resource or the reduction of the standing costs and the observance over time of
these rules’ then we can consider these to be water regimes.259
However, Haftendorn suggests a classification of regimes. He distinguishes
between general water regimes and specific ones which are focused on a particular
conflict.260 So, we have on the one hand general conventions such as the 1997 United
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Nations Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International
Watercourses establishing general principles and on the other, for example, the Rhine
Convention which is more specific and aims for an agreement on chemicals and chlorine.
Accepting that water regimes are widespread around the world does not solve all
problems. In fact, it is crucial to evaluate the effectiveness of these regimes using a caseby-case approach. Yet it might be difficult to measure the outcome of a regime. For
instance, as Dombrowsky argues, ‘there may be a time lag between certain activities and
changes in the environment. In this case, an initial approximation towards measuring
effectiveness is to measure compliance, i.e. whether the respective actors adhered to the
rules they set up and delivered the promised action.’261

The Maryland School
The Maryland School has contributed the most to the discussion on cooperation in
transboundary freshwater basins. Conca and his colleagues attempted, by examining
basin-specific treaties, to identify whether cooperation on the management of water is
emerging as an international approach. By using a two-way approach, according to
Jacobs, Conca’s team ‘attempted to examine the relationship between basin-specific
politics and global principled developments,’ identifying whether global norms of
transboundary cooperation (like those presented in the next chapter – ‘International Water
Law’) have been diffused at the basin level.262 This attempt was made by analysing 150
basin-specific treaties in order to examine whether they have incorporated principles
(‘protonorms’ as Conca calls them) that are well-known internationally and exist in the
basic texts of International Water Law.263
According to Jacobs, in order to reach specific conclusions the Maryland School
tested two main claims on norm convergence: the top-down dissemination of norms (from
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international to specific basin treaties) and the bottom-up aggregation of norms (transfer
of accumulated practices from specific basin treaties to the global framework). There
were two main findings of this research.264 On the one hand, the top-down dissemination
theory was practically abandoned, since after close examination of an important number
of basin-treaties it became clear that the impact of the ILC process and the UN
Watercourses Convention, to be analysed in the following chapter, was not so direct and
tangible. More specifically, from the great number of principles that these two sources of
international law propose, only one principle, that of consultation, has been gradually
adopted through the creation of specific mechanisms like basin commissions.265
On the other hand, regarding the bottom-up claim, what was also deduced from
this thorough research was that cooperation on international river basins is most likely to
emerge if a prior history of cooperation exists.266 Moreover, the data analysis has shown
that even in this case the norms that have been created have not diffused farther.
Another conclusion that the Maryland School has reached, which was highly
contested by other researchers, was that the majority of the agreements examined did not
include all the interested parties.267 To be more specific, of the sixty-two agreements that
the Maryland School examined, forty-six are bilateral and only sixteen included three or
more parties. This, according to Conca and his team, indicates that two thirds of the
bilateral agreements have been signed in basins where more than three riparian states
exist, which means that some riparian states have been excluded from a particular
agreement. In other words, according to Conca, it is very usual, in international basins
where more than two riparian states exist, for one or more of them to be excluded.
Therefore, it is more common to encounter bilateral regimes within multilateral basins.268
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Integrated Water Resource Management
The IWRM concept is perhaps the most famous one in contemporary global
discussion when it comes to water management. According to Kipping, ‘IWRM
developed in response to the traditional ‘engineering’, supply-side approach to water
management: Traditional water policies mostly focused on technical solutions for
increasing quantitative water supply (i.e. by building barrages), without caring much
about social aspects, efficiency or environmental concerns. IWRM instead pursues a
holistic, integrated approach to water management’.269
The most cited definition of IWRM is that of The Global Water Partnership which
defines it as:
‘a process which promotes the coordination of water, land, and related resources
in order to maximize the resultant economic and social welfare in an equitable
manner without compromising the sustainability of vital eco-systems’.
Nevertheless, it is true that the concept of IWRM still remains quite vague. In fact,
there is still much debate about the practical value of IWRM. Beyond that, it is also true
that the IWRM concept has become a global trend travelling across nations and gaining
place in the international discourse.
Historically, according to Rahaman and Varis, we can discover predecessors of
the present IWRM paradigm by goind back centuries to the past. Many examples from
the past indicate that water management has been institutionalized in an advanced way in
many countries over centuries. Striking example is Valencia, Spain, where
multistakeholder, participatory water tribunals have operated at least since the tenth
century.270 Embid writes that Spain was most likely the first country to systematize water
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management on the basis of river basins, as it adopted the system of “confederaciones
hidrográficas” in 1926.271
Attempting to trace the IWRM concept back through history, we could say that
IWRM was the recommended approach to incorporate the multiple competing uses of
water resources at the United Nations Conference on Water in the Mar del Plata in 1977.
However, for some, the ideas presented by IWRM are rather old, dating back to the
multiple purpose river development practices in the USA in the 1930s and at the global
level to the UN document titled “Integrated River Basin Development: Report by a Panel
of Experts” from 1958 which recognized IWRM as the generally advisable practice. In
the 1990s water returned to the forefront of the political agenda and stayed there due to
the contribution of international conferences such as the International Conference on
Water and Environment in 1992, the Second World Water Forum in 2000, the
International Conference on Freshwater in 2001, the World Summit on Sustainable
Development in 2002 and the Third World Water Forum in 2003. According to Rahaman
and Varis, these conferences collectively led to breakthroughs that thrust IWRM onto the
political agenda.272
According to Al Radif, ‘Integrated water resource management (IWRM) key
elements, under which all water issues and relevant parties and their particular
socioeconomic and environmental concerns can be brought together, are sustainability of
water resources, water policy and integrated management, and management of the
resource.’273 Accordingly, the main focus is the expansion of sustainable development via
the establishment of multi-disciplinary teams at various levels (local, regional, national
and international) able to foster communication over different perspectives on water
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resources, building consensus on the conservation of water resources and the maintenance
of ecosystem functioning.274
Kipping, following the understanding of IWRM mentioned earlier, suggests that
IWRM requires three-fold integration: ecological, sectoral and regulatory integration:
‘Ecological integration demands that water management adopts an eco-system approach,
systematically taking into consideration ecological interdependencies. In consequence,
water should be managed according to hydrological boundaries, i.e. within catchment and
sub-catchment areas, not along artificial administrative delimitations’.275 The concept is
that by managing hydrological units as a whole eases the internalization of positive and
negative externalities arising downstream, such as reduced water flow, pollution, but also
flood protection by upstream dams.
‘Sectoral integration, reframing the objectives of water management, signifies that
ecological, economic and social externalities of water use are internalized in order to
maximize the overall, societal benefit of water use.’ A striking example is the periods of
water scarcity in which minimum ecological flows should be guaranteed in order to
sustain vital functions of the ecosystem. In relation to the economic sphere, according to
Kipping again, ‘sectoral integration demands that the benefits of water use be weighted
against the costs of water supply and sewage treatment.’276 For Aegawal et al, this
principle enhances overall economic efficiency and reduces public financial burdens, thus
guaranteeing financial sustainability of water services.277 Regulatory integration
concentrates on the managerial aspects of water governance. In contrast to the
conventional top-down, centralized approach to water management, IWRM states that
decision- making structures should be organized according to the principle of subsidiarity.
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Decisions should thus be taken at the lowest appropriate level (Argawal et al. 1999: 15 –
17).278
Being more concrete, however, about the progress of IWRM projects, there are
voices arguing that IWRM cannot provide a detailed blueprint of ideal water
management, as the broad framework of IWRM always needs to be operationalized to
function in the affected society’s specific preferences and conditions. However, the
concept offers a whole set of broadly applicable tools for improving water management.
Hence, it can assist societies with overcoming second-order – or “structurally induced” –
water scarcity. Moreover, the World Summit on Sustainable Development [WSSD] in
2002 called for all countries to draft IWRM and water efficiency strategies by the end of
2005. However, the results until the deadline were not so successful since only 20 of 95
countries surveyed by the Global Water Partnership produced or at least notably
progressed towards such plans.
A strong critique also points out that the concept of IWRM has a technical rather
than a social focus. Thus, the primary criticism of IWRM converges on its dubious record
of implementation, and not only since 1992 when it became globalized, but since the
1930s when the multipurpose comprehensive plans could not be effectively realized in
practice. IWRM was also criticized for negligence of the local conditions and the “one
size fits all” approach. It was also suggested that IWRM principles contradict democratic
principles, in that the IWRM ideals ‘carry the seeds of centralization and gigantism, fail
to incorporate adequately the elements of decentralized, local, community-led planning
and management’.279

3.4Conclusion
At the international level, the management of transboundary rivers has always
been a source of tension and negotiation between states. This “dialogue” was expressed
on a multiplicity of levels, due to the non-existence of a central international authority
charged with the power to set binding. This lack of a valid international institution should
278
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be taken into consideration along with states’ interests for security via the pledge of
sovereignty rights.
In conclusion, the above discussion reveals the undoubted defeat of the “conflict”
scenario. Indeed, while political conflicts of low escalation have emerged in past years,
and will almost certainly continue in the future, it seems that ‘water wars’ of great scale
are not the basic line of transboundary water management.
Nevertheless, if that is the case how can states put aside their conflicting interests
to find acceptable solutions? The relevant literature gives many examples on conflict
resolution. Problem-solving workshops as negotiating techniques over natural resources
are very common. Bingham for example, defined such methods as ‘voluntary processes
that involve some form of consensus building, joint problem solving, or negotiation.’280
According to Beach (et. al) these techniques were involved in at least 160 cases. In about
132, the parties were willing to find a solution. The percentage of the successful ones that
finally produced an agreement was 78%. Within this extensive list, only 10% were cases
that involved water resources, including water supply, water quality, flood protection and
the thermal effects of water plants.281
Hayton, in an article published in the Natural Resources Journal in 1993, tried to
examine the status of the cooperative agreements for the development of water resources
shared by two or more countries. The author reached the conclusion that such agreements
can vary from a single exchange of data to the implementation of major projects and
formal resolution of disputes. Nevertheless, he went further, expressing his deep belief
that while there is a growing concern with the management of shared water resources, this
concern is not followed by an equivalent anxiety over the use and protection of these
resources, underlying the urgency of institutionalized engagement.282
The degree of institutionalized engagement can be boosted by the engagement of
third parties. In the bibliography there is a large number of descriptions of this kind
engagement. For instance, Fano mentions the role of third parties in the particular cases of
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developing countries and water scarcity.283 An international institution that could play
such a role is undoubtedly the World Bank. Several in-house publications of the Bank
stressed its role as a crucial contributor towards the solution of international waterways
disputes. A striking example is the Indus Water Treaty, where the Bank was involved in a
limited way. Another important example was the case of the Mekong River. There, the
UN demonstrated the significant attention that they give to the issue of international water
management. It could be claimed that the starting point for experimenting with realsistic
forms of international institutions devoted to developmental management of international
water resources was the formation of the Mekong Committee. As early as 1957, under the
supervision of the UN, the states of Laos, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam (the Lower
Mekong basin states) agreed to create the Mekong Committee, a regional organization
tasked with the endorsement and coordination of water resource development projects in
the lower area of the flow of Mekong. China was not invited to join as it was not a
member of the UN and Burma (Myanmar) did not state any interest in participating.
Moreover, any attempt to coordinate with these two countries was minimized by the Cold
War climate which gradually conditioned the workings of the Mekong Committee. China
would treat this regional body as another American initiative to interfere in Indochina.284
The Mekong Committee worked intensely towards the creation of a common data
gathering and exchanging system regarding the volume of Mekong’s flow and the
planning of national developmental projects such as hydropower plants and irrigation
systems. Funding came mainly from the UN as the Committee was part of the United
Nations’ Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE) as well as from
USA.285
Nevertheless, even the involvement of international institutions cannot work as a
substitute for states’ willingness to give up some of their sovereignty privileges, and even
if that happens there are some other problems that could work as an obstacle. In other
words, even if a third party manages to push for hydrologic cooperation of a River’s
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basin, there could be other problems such as administrative ones. For instance, Hofius
mentioned the case of the Rhine basin countries stressing the administrative problems
associated with implementing cooperation of several states bordering a large river
basin.286 Furthermore, cooperation also depends on the institutional capacities of the
concerned states. Water agreements are negotiated with the hypothesis that states will
honor the agreement. Some water agreements also call on some or all of the concerned
states to carry out a sizable project, such as constructing a dam. Such a project often
requires a relatively high level of institutional capability so that the large investment is
safeguarded. This may also explain the large number of treaties that are exhibited in
Europe (a region generally boasting high levels of institutionalization) and to a lesser
degree in the Americas, versus the small number of treaties demonstrated in Africa.
To conclude, transboundary water management is an unambiguously complicated
matter. To a great extent it is affected by states’ relations and states’ comparative
advantages in terms of power. Water’s importance itself is a great factor for tension.
Accelerating factors, such as multiple water uses, quantity issues, as well as quality ones,
can trigger a potential conflict. This likelihood can be even more sigifniciant considering
that the international community has neither the resources nor the time to help establish a
basin-wide institution for integrated watershed management.
Nevertheless, despite numerous tensions concerning the management of
transboundary river basins, there are no examples of direct and extended conflict. This is
due to the change of perceptions with which states approach negotiations. It is a common
belief that states proceed to negotiations with the needs not only of themselves but also of
their neighbors in mind. States take into consideration the actual needs of their neighbors
and also consider how a nation “feels” about its water resources. This last parameter,
known as water ethos,287 as experts argue, can help determine how much it “cares” about
a water conflict.288
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So, in most cases, riparian states proceed to multilateral negotiations, based on the
general principles provided by international water law, in order to avoid a possible
conflict. These negotiations find support via the involvement of international institutions,
such as the World Bank and the United Nations.
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Chapter 4
The current international and regional legal framework on
transboundary water management.

The complex nature of transboundary rivers that have the capacity to traverse
political and jurisdictional lines, along with the development of heterogeneous and
sometimes conflicting national laws, makes their management quite challenging.
Consequently, the need for international guidelines or specific agreements between
riparian states becomes crucial. In this context, transboundary water agreements typically
take two forms: 1. General principles of international behavior and law and 2. Specific
bilateral or multilateral treaties negotiated for particular river basins.289 This chapter will
present a historical retrospective of the construction of generally accepted international
principles concerning transboundary water uses. This analysis will start with a wide
conceptual discussion and will end particularly focusing on the EU water framework
directive 2000/60. Such an approach will help to understand international trends in
international river management on the one hand and on the other to compare them with
possible bilateral or multilateral treaties where Greece is engaged with its neighbors and
will be examined in the following chapters, and even to reach suggestions for prospective
negotiations.

4.1 Introduction
At the turn of the nineteenth century the Attorney General of the United States,
Justice Judson Harmon, expressed his opinion on the uses of the Rio Grande river which
is shared by the US and Mexico. The famous Harmon doctrine suggested that a state is
‘free to dispose of the waters of an international river that are within its own territory in
any manner it deems fit, without concern for the harm or adverse impact that such use
289
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may cause to other riparian states’.290 This absolute belief received strong critique and
finally was rejected by subsequent legal decisions.
Yet, going back in history, traces of water law can be easily identified. Over the
centuries many different civilizations have dealt with the issue of water allocation. As
Hildering has said, ‘the rise and fall of early hydraulic civilizations, such as the Egyptian,
Mesopotamian, Hindu, Hebrew, and Meso-American civilizations seem to have been
closely linked with their development and maintenance of water control systems’.291
According to Caponera, traces of water law can be found during the high point of
the Roman Empire (753 BC to the fall of the Western Empire in 476 AD). For example,
Emperor Justinian’s Corpus Iuris Civilis encloses classical and post-classical systems of
Roman water law.292 Major issues covered by those rules had to do with the public supply
of water, fishing, transportation, irrigation, prevention of overflow, etc.293
Nevertheless, for the contemporary world, international water law is practically
part of the international environmental law. Particularly, the evolution of international
water law was a way to mitigate the possibility of conflicts around transboundary river
basins. It is estimated that since the Middle Ages almost 3600 agreements have been
signed concerning water, most of which related to navigation issues.294 Since 1814, a
great number of approximately 300 treaties have been negotiated related to the use of
international basins, dealing with various rivers’ uses such as non-navigational
management, flood control or hydropower projects, or allocations for consumptive or
non-consumptive purposes.295
So, since then, several legal bodies and international tribunals have changed the
route of transboundary water management. Indeed, the formation of what is known as
contemporary international water law can be traced to immediately after World War I.296
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At that point, various international law bodies tried to provide a comprehensive
framework of general principles applicable to the world’s watersheds. This corps of
general principles developed by advisory bodies is characterized as “soft law” since it is
more a formula rather than a package of binding rules.
As already mentioned in the first chapter, the United Nations definition
concerning environmental security focuses mostly on universal social values and the
protection of Earth’s ecosystems. Obviously, water is a high priority with universal value,
important for every type of life on Earth. Accordingly, international and European norms
have been created in order to set the proper legal framework concerning water
management and especially in international river basins.
Yet it is interesting to identify a specific focus in the content of the legal texts.
Indeed, the multi-dimensional uses of international rivers require innovative approaches.
Within this context, Salman proposes a classification of legal rules to navigational and
non-navigational ones.297
According to Caflisch, ‘the issue of free navigation first rose to prominence in
Europe after the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars’.298 Indeed, according to
historical records, it was the Final Act of the Vienna Congress of 9 June 1815, that ended
those wars, and ‘contained a number of provisions towards the direction of opening the
international rivers of the Contracting Parties to the commercial navigation of ships
carrying their flag.’299 This treaty has established the principle of freedom of navigation
for all riparian states on the rivers they share, based on equality, as well as its priority
over other uses.300
Rules concerning navigational uses have emerged as a natural consequence of the
boost in trade caused by the industrial revolution. This massive movement of goods and
materials, as well as people, across the continent led governments and industries to use
rivers as the main type of transportation since other means were still at early stages of
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development. Thus, at the beginning of the 19th century navigation was the single largest
use of European rivers. Using Salman’s words it virtually turned rivers into international
highways.301 This extensive use and the importance that rivers gained through trade led
the major European powers to set some forms of regulation.
The continuous expansion of industrial activities increased the need for other uses
of rivers, such as hydropower. In addition, steady population growth also created other
demands, such as domestic and irrigation. Within this context, the Barcelona Convention
(Convention and Statute on the Regime of Navigable Waterways of International
Concern) in 1921 tried to widen the list of uses of international rivers. Two years later in
1923, the Geneva Convention (General Convention Relating to the Development of
Hydraulic Power Affecting More than One State) was a further step initiating the
departure from the prevailing navigation issues ofthe 19th century. As Salman wrote, ‘the
Convention dealt with the right of any riparian state to carry out on its territory any
operations for development of hydraulic power that it may consider desirable, subject to
“the limits of international law’.302
The shift in use of international rivers has continued gradually since the end of the
Second World War. Europe’s division into two camps had negative effects on the
freedom of navigation since the latter was restricted only to the riparian states of the
particular shared river.
The continuous reconstruction and development of Europe, along with the steady
population growth that followed the end of World War II, also led to a further decline in
the primacy and freedom of navigation. Rivers were becoming more important for other
purposes apart from navigation. Yet, this trend, as Salman has pointed out, ‘was not
accompanied by the adoption of any official rules to regulate such non-navigational
uses’.303
The transfer of interest from navigational to non-navigational uses of international
rivers required the attention of policymakers and scholars. During the Cold War, in a
divided Europe the development of multilateral legal regimes through multilateral
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conventions applicable to environmental protection in Europe was initiated ‘under the
aegis of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe - CSCE and the UN
Economic Commission for Europe – UNECE. Those treaties are part of the acquis
communautaire’.304
During these years and the period since the end of Cold War as well, the most
important attempts to enhance international water law were made through specific
initiatives such as the Helsinki Rules in 1966, the Convention on the Protection and
Utilization of Transfrontier Rivers and International Lakes in Europe in 1992, and with
the Berlin Rules on Water Resources in 2004.

Multiple examples of tensions and

disputes around international river basins during the post-1945 period, such as the case of
the Indus river (between India and Pakistan), the Nile river (between Egypt and Sudan),
the Jordan river (between Israel and its neighbours) or the Columbia river (between the
USA and Canada), made clear that bilateral or multilateral agreements are important to
avoid escalation. The outcome was that all these disputes, with the exception of the
Jordan River, were resolved through the signature of water treaties. It is also worth
mentioning the crucial role of the World Bank, which actively assisted the riparian states
in a kind of shuttle – diplomacy.305
At this point it is important to mention the role of two scholarly non-governmental
bodies in the formation of what is known as “international water law” - The Institute of
International Law and the International Law Association. Both established in 1873, they
deal with various fields of international law. The difference between them is that the IIL
is a smaller organization whose membership is by election and invitation. The ILA, on the
other hand, is larger and its membership is open to all international lawyers by
recommendation. Nevertheless, what both institutions have in common is that they adopt
resolutions and rules which aim to codify international law as it exists.306
The nature of the rules and resolutions that these bodies approve are not legally
binding per se. Yet, their importance as a reflection of the established customary
principles of international water law, along with the well known level of expertise of their
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members and their respectability in academia establish them as significant “players” in
the discussion.
Discrimination between the two is related to the subject matter of their
resolutions. The IIL’s resolutions emphasize the obligation not to cause significant harm
to other riparian states. For instance, its first resolution, known as the Madrid Declaration
and back in 1911, has established complete prohibition against activities that may injure
other riparian states. As scholars have correctly pointed out, this Declaration stood in
opposition to the Harmon Doctrine. In 1961, the Salzburg Resolution adopted by the IIL
clarified the obligation of states to avoid causing harm to other states, but subjected the
right of that state to use the waters of the shared river to the right of use by other states. In
other words, this resolution worked to relax the absolute prohibition of the Madrid
Declaration. The resolutions that followed, in 1979 and 1997, mostly dealt with the
environment by setting prohibitions for any acts that might cause pollution to shared
watercourses or harm other riparian states.307
On the other hand, the ILA’s resolutions put emphasis on the norm of reasonable
and equitable utilization of shared watercourses. For instance, the 1956 resolution, known
as the Dubrovnik Statement, while initially confirming the sovereign control of each state
on international rivers within its own boundaries, at the same time necessitated that states
implement this control considering its effects on other riparian states. The New York
resolution that followed in 1958 refined the previous statement by affirming the
obligation of each co-riparian to a rational and just share in the beneficial uses of the
waters of the basin. The ILA continued working towards identifying laws (customary,
conventional, and municipal) to apply to the multifaceted issue of shared waters.308 The
outcome was the Helsinki meeting in 1966 and the introduction of the principle of
reasonable and equitable utilization of water in international drainage basins.
In Europe and particularly in the South-East region which is being examined in
this thesis, a wave of significant water treaties were implemented during the 1950s and
1960s. A major player was the socialist – unified Yugoslavia, which, as Bogdanovic
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argued, ‘tried to establish a long-term co-operation with its neighbours with regard to
different issues related to trans-boundary waters.’309
The main subject of the treaties signed during the 1970s and 1980s had to do with
research issues, flood control, drainage improvement, dams’ construction and exploitation
of hydro – electric power production facilities, navigation and fisheries. Pollution issues
were also on the agenda. Yet, to some extent, these treaties were the forerunners of the
establishment of mixed commissions empowered to implement them. Unfortunately,
history has shown that the outcome of the work of those commissions was a dispersed
issue deserving further investigation.
The fact that the Balkans are geographically within the European continent and
also that some of the states in the region are EU members while others are willing to join
the EU underlines the importance of regional legislative initiatives. EU legislation
requires a change in the existing national systems of legal norms on water management
issues. All the countries in SEE are integrated in, or committed to integrate into, the EU,
so they must transpose, implement and enforce EU legislation (i.e. the entire acquis
communautaire). In this context, the impact of the EU not only as a regional body but
also as a legislator is very important.
Within the next pages this chapter will start by describing the basic international
instruments for transboundary water management and will end with an analysis of the EU
directive on water policy. This analysis will help to compare the current status of
agreements, if any, in the five case studies that will be examined in the next chapters with
the directive in order to come up with important findings concerning their success or
failure as well.
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4.2International Water Law

The Helsinki Rules (Annex 1)
In 1966 the International Law Association compiled the most famous report of
customary law on trans-boundary water resources.310 The outcome of this attempt is
known as the Helsinki Rules on the Uses of the Waters of International Rivers. These
rules represented the first attempt made by an international organization to encode the
entire legal framework of the international rivers. In fact it represents the first attempt
ever from an international legal organization to include and combine rules concerning
navigational and non – navigational uses of international rivers. This also was the first
time that the concept of a “drainage basin” was accepted.311 In particular, article I notes
that the Rules are applicable to the use of the waters of an “international drainage basin”.
The latter is translated as “a geographical area extending over two or more States
determined by the watershed limits of the system of waters, including surface and
underground waters, flowing into a common terminus”. Yet, while initially the Rules
have left aside issues such as environmental problems and the status of groundwater, later
on they were completed by various additional texts enclosing these issues.312 For instance,
following the new challenges that were arising from the growing use of international
rivers, the Association responded initially in 1972 by issuing its articles on flood control
and by adopting in 1976 the Rules on Administration of International Watercourses. The
evolution continued in 1980 during the Belgrade Conference where the Association
adopted two sets of rules. The first one was about the regulation of the flow of water in
international watercourses, while the other focused on the relationship of international
water resources to other natural resources’ environmental elements. During the Montreal
Conference that followed in 1982, new Articles regarding pollution of waters in
international drainage basins were introduced, while in 1986 during the Seoul conference,
the ILA adopted the “Complementary Rules Applicable to International Water
Resources” in order to address specific issues regarding the application of the Helsinki
310
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Rules. According to Salman, these Complementary Rules dealt with three issues:
‘substantial injury to co-basin states, the installation of works or the use of water
resources in the territory of co-basin states, and notification procedures, all of which were
addressed in a general way under the Helsinki Rules’.313 Moreover, in the text of the
Seoul Rules another significant evolution is included. It is the first time that
transboundary groundwater is addressed by any international legal instrument. In
particular, the Rules extend the application of the Helsinki Rules to transboundary
aquifers that do not supply water to, or collect water from, surface waters of an
international drainage basin. They also urge the riparian states to consider the integrated
management of their international groundwater along with their surface waters.314
The Helsinki Rules outlined principles related to the “equitable utilization” of
shared watercourses and the commitment not to cause “substantial injury” to co-riparian
states. In particular, Article IV sets out the rule of equitable and reasonable
apportionment, while Article V lists no fewer than eleven factors defining what is
reasonable and equitable.315 Probably, the breakthrough of the Helsinki Rules was, as
Housen-Couriel argued, the fact that they address the right to beneficial use of water,
rather than to water per se.316 Articles VI, VII and VIII are supporting the two previous
ones by stressing that there is no discrimination between uses and that no
state may reserve future uses for itself underlying also that existing activities may be
deemed rational, unless the riparian state challenging them establishes their
inequitableness.317
One important point that characterizes the content of these rules is the decrease of
international interest over the navigational uses of international watercourses. This
departure from the monopoly of the discussion over navigational uses of international
watercourses is obvious in Article VI where the text states that a use or a category of uses
is not entitled to any inherent preference over any other use or category of uses, equating
313
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in that way all uses of international drainage basins. While Salman argues that the Rules
incorporate the customary international law principle that gives the right of free
navigation on the entire course of the river to each riparian state on a reciprocal basis, on
the other hand, according to Caflisch, ‘despite the provisions on navigation it contains,
the Helsinki text's main interest lies in its rules on the non-navigational uses of
international drainage basins’.318
Of course, the rules have no formal standing or legally binding effect per se.
However, since the adoption of the UN Convention thirty years later, this set of rules has
remained the most quoted set of rules for regulating the use and protection of
international watercourses. Indeed reference to these rules or even adoption of parts of
them took place by many organizations and countries such as the Asian-African Legal
Consultative Committee, Sub-Committee on International Rivers, where through its 1973
meeting in New Delhi the norm of reasonable and equitable share, alongside with the
causes cited in Article V of the Helsinki Rules defining such share, were incorporated. In
addition, the 1995 Protocol on Shared Watercourse Systems in the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) was grounded primarily on the Helsinki Rules,
making detailed references to those Rules. The same happened in cases where bilateral
treaties have been negotiated. A striking example is the 1992 Agreement between
Namibia and South Africa concerning the establishment of a Permanent Water
Commission, or the dispute between India and Bangladesh over the Ganges River which
the two countries addressed to the United Nations in 1975, both using as argumentation
the Helsinki Rules.319
Nevertheless, from a quick retrospection throughout the history of transboundary
water management, the Helsinki Rules have explicitly been used only once, in the case of
Mekong River.320 There the Mekong Committee used the framework of “reasonable and
equitable use” provided by the Helsinki Rules in order to create the Declaration of
Principles for the Mekong River in 1975.
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The non-binding character of the rules, however, led some states, according to
Biswas, to object to the whole idea of the drainage basin approach, arguing that it could
be interpreted as a violation of a nation’s sovereignty (Brazil, Belgium, China, and
France).321 Others, such as Finland and the Netherlands, supported the idea that a
watershed was the most rational and scientific unit to be managed, while others argued
that given the complexities and uniqueness of each watershed, an attempt to codify some
general principles could be quite risky.322
Within this general climate of disagreement, the United Nations General
Assembly created its own legal advisory body, the International Law Commission, on
December 8 1970, in an attempt to effectively deal with the codification of the Law on
Water Courses for Purposes other than Navigation.

UN Convention on the Law of the Non-navigational Uses of International Watercourses,
May 1997
The ILC, which was asked to study issues relating to international watercourses, is
a UN body with legal experts nominated by states, elected by the United Nations General
Assembly. The commission started by working the first draft of the Convention in 1971,
and finally completed its work by adopting a set of 32 draft articles in 1994.323 After three
years of continuous official and unofficial deliberations by the Sixth UN Committee and
by the General Assembly, the Convention was finally adopted on 21 May 1997. A total of
103 countries voted for the Convention, with 3 against (Burundi, China and Turkey), and
there were 27 abstentions, while 52 countries did not participate in the voting. There was
ongoing and vehement debate on important issues mentioned in the treaty, such as the
degree to which the Convention affected past and future treaties, and the relationship
between “reasonable and equitable use” and the “obligation not to commit harm”.324 This
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kind of debate had a serious impact on the ratification of the convention. Indeed, since
2002 only 12 countries have ratified it.325
The work of the ILC was from its creation very difficult, in the sense that it had to
unite legal and hydrological intricacies. Under those circumstances even an attempt for
codification during the UN Water Conference at Mar de Plata in 1977 was unsuccessful.
A quick review of the obstacles to this attempt reveals two important incidents. There
were, first of all, political and hydrological problems concerning the definition of the term
“international watercourse” that dramatically slowed down the negotiations. So, as
Wescoat has pointed out, in a 1974 questionnaire submitted to member states, about half
the respondents (only 32 of 147 nations responded by 1982) were in favor of the concept
of a drainage basin (eg. Argentina, Finland and the Netherlands), while half were
intensely against it (eg. Austria, Brazil and Spain) or hesitant.326 Within this crucial
ambiguity, the ILC adopted a definition of the term “international watercourse” in 1984,
ten years after the beginning of the discussion.327 The question is, why all this delay? The
answer is quite simple: defining a watercourse system and including in this definition
untouched border line issues such as glaciers and confined aquifers is a challenge, as
some states could have claimed important sovereignty issues.328
The Convention was opened for signature on 21 May 1997, and remained open for
three years until 20 May 2000. By that time only 16 states had signed the Convention.
Although signatures closed on 20 May 2000, states can still become parties to the
Convention by acceding to it. This means that they can have the Convention approved or
accepted through their legislative process without having it signed. The Convention needs
35 instruments of ratification or accession to enter into force. In 2007, 10 years after its
adoption, the Convention has only been ratified or acceded to by 16 states still pending to
enter into force. .
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Seven parts and 37 articles consists of the Convention addressing important issues
such as the definition of the term “watercourse”; watercourses agreements; equitable and
reasonable utilization and the obligation not to cause harm; planned measures; protection,
preservation and management; and dispute settlement. It also includes an Annex on
arbitration.
Focusing on the content of the Convention itself, it is more than obvious that the
concept and the language are quite similar to the Helsinki Rules. In fact, it refers to
measures that have to do with the maintenance, management and protection of water
resources. Characteristically, according to the Convention, the parties have to proceed to
the utilization of an international watercourse in an equitable and reasonable manner,
within the definition of Article 5 that requires taking into consideration all relevant
factors and conditions, containing geographic, hydrographic, hydrological, climatic,
ecological and other issues of a natural character along with the current and prospective
uses of the watercourse. Quality considerations were also addressed in this article by
noting that the optimal use of the watercourse must be ‘sustainable and consistent with
the adequate protection of the watercourse;’ nevertheless, as in the Helsinki rules, there is
no prioritizations of these factors, suggesting only in Article 6 that, ‘the weight to be
given to each factor is to be determined by its importance’ and that ‘a conclusion must be
reached on the basis of the whole,’ while Article 10 says both that ‘in the absence of
agreement or custom to the contrary, no use…enjoys inherent priority over other uses,’
and that, ‘in the event of a conflict between uses…(resolution should be given) with
special regard being given to the requirements of vital human needs.’329
At the same time, a noteworthy part of the convention is being dedicated on
indicating the philosophy that watercourse states shall have by taking all necessary
measures to avoid causing significant harm to other watercourse states when they ittend
to utilize and international watercourse in their territories. According to Cooley et al,
several articles of the Convention, ‘are designed to reduce the risks of disputes over
shared rivers’.330 For instance, Article 7 obliges states to take all appropriate measures to
prevent harm to other states from their use of water, while Article 33 offers insights of
potential dispute resolution techiniques for peacefull resolution such as conciliation,
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negotiation, arbitration, or appeal to the International Court of Justice.331 Watercourse
states shall also work together on the basis of sovereign impartiality, territorial integrity,
mutual profit and good faith in order to attain optimal utilization and adequate protection
of an international watercourse. According to Article 8.2, a technique of improving the
potentiality of such cooperation is the establishment of joint mechanisms or commissions
from the watercourse states, whenever they believe is necessary in order to expedite
cooperation on relevant measures and procedures in the light of best practices in existing
joint mechanisms and commissions in various regions. Following Article 8, Article 9.1
underlines the significance of information exchange in a regular basis relevant to the
condition

of

the

watercourse

andin

particular

hydrological,

meteorological,

hydrogeological and ecological data and figures related to the water quality as well as
related projections.
Moreover, Articles 12 and 13 provide details on the procedure that should be
followed in cases where a new use of a watercourse is being proposed. So, in cases where
a state needs to undertake measures that would affect a shared watercourse, it has to
notify the affected state and to wait for six months for a response to its notification.
During this six-month period, the notifying state is not permitted to carry out the planned
measure without the permission of the affected state.
Yet a strong critique has emerged concerning the effectiveness of the convention.
Experts have argued that there is confusion in the interpretation of the obligation not to
cause significant harm. According to Louka, ‘the obligation not to cause significant harm
is implied in the principle of reasonable and equitable utilization and that adding the no
significant harm obligation, as a separate principle, only fuels confusion and undermines
the normative character of the convention.’332
Moreover, related to the convention’s attempt to establish the protection of
groundwater, more work needs to be done. To be more specific, as mentioned earlier the
treaty establishes the fortification of groundwater based on the idea that groundwater is
connected to surface water. In this context, confined groundwater remains unregulated.
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In addition, according to Louka, the 1997 UN Watercourses Convention, ‘has
been derided, particularly, for failing to provide simple and effective criteria for the
allocation of water sources and uses.’333 Consequently the requirement of reasonable and
equitable utilization is generally not adopted, with states preferring to move towards ad
hoc arrangements according to their specific situations.

The Berlin Rules
The well-known Berlin Rules are actually a revision of the Helsinki Rules. They
attempt to compose a clear, rational and coherent summary of the relevant customary
international law, taking into account the development of important bodies of
international environmental law, international human rights law, and humanitarian law
relating to war and armed conflict, as well as the adoption by the General Assembly of
the UN Convention. Historically speaking at its meeting in Edinburgh in January 1996,
the ILA’s water resources law committee voted to compile and review the entire body of
its work. This revision started in 1997, the same year as the adoption of the UN
Convention by the Water Resources Committee of the ILA. The first discussion was
made in London in 2000 during the ILA conference and continued in 2002 during the
New Delhi Conference where the Committee presented its third report. Participants
agreed to set a goal of completing the project by 2004. Accordingly, in March 2004
during a meeting of the ILA’s Water Committee in Ghent, the 11 members who attended
(out of 22 members total) finalized the revision and voted unanimously to present the new
set of rules to the ILA. As a result, the 71st Conference of the ILA that was held in Berlin
in August 2004 became the birthplace for “The Berlin Rules on Water Resources.”
This set of rules consists of 73 articles, divided into 14 chapters. The preface of
the text underlines that, ‘these Rules incorporate the experience of the nearly four decades
since the Helsinki Rules were adopted, taking into account the development of important
bodies of international environmental law, international human rights law, and the
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humanitarian law relating to the war and armed conflict, as well as the adoption by the
General Assembly of the United Nations of the UN Convention.’334
As far as the content of the legal text is concerned, Chapter 2 demonstrates the
general principles applicable to all waters: the right of public participation, the obligation
to use best efforts to achieve both conjunctive and integrated management of waters, and
the responsibility to achieve sustainability and the minimization of environmental harm.
Chapter 3 analyses the basic principles applicable solely to international waters. In
particular, Article 12 states that, ‘Basin states shall in their respective territories manage
the waters of an international drainage basin in an equitable and reasonable manner
having due regard for the obligation not to cause significant harm to other basin states’.335
Great attention is also given to the protection of the environment. For example,
Chapter 5 includes the obligation to protect the ecological integrity of the aquatic
environment, the obligation to apply a precautionary approach and the duty to prevent,
eliminate, reduce or control pollution as appropriate. In addition, Chapter 6 addresses the
obligation to commence the evaluation of environmental impacts of programs, projects,
or activities relating to all waters—national and international, while Chapter 7 sets forth
obligations for mutual and separate responses to severe situations, including extremely
polluting accidents, floods, and droughts.
Contrasting the Berlin Rules to their predecessors, the Helsinki Rules and the UN
Watercourses Convention, reveals some relevant conclusions. As experts have argued,
closely studying and interpreting the new set of rules, there are two main features that
distinguish them from previous rules. Initially, a number of the Berlin Rules apply to both
national as well as international waters. This is an apparent departure from previous
instruments of international water law which were strictly occupied with shared waters.
Secondly, their difference lies on the principle of equitable and reasonable utilization. As
Salman has written, the Berlin Rules, ‘have downgraded the established and cardinal
principle of international water law of equitable and reasonable utilization, and have
equated it with the obligation not to cause significant harm’.336 This means that the Berlin
Rules contrast with both the Helsinki Rules and the UN Watercourses Convention on the
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grounds that while these two actually accept “harm” as one of the vital factors for
determining equitable and reasonable utilization and thus subordinate the commitment not
to cause harm, the Berlin Rules in fact equate harm with the principle of equitable and
reasonable utilization.

UNECE Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and
International Lakes.
On 17 March 1992, during the UNECE meeting, the Convention on the Protection
and Use of Trans-boundary Watercourses and International Lakes in Europe was
adapted.337 This convention, ratified by the EU and twenty-two other European countries,
forecasted the deterrence, the control and the reduction of water pollution from dangerous
substances whenever they come from.338 The countries that participated also agreed to
build stronger bonds of trust among themselves in order to avoid any potential conflicts
that could be caused from such activities.
As already mentioned, this convention was ratified not only by the countries of the
European Economic Community (EEC), but also by the connected members and some
other countries as well, ultimately numbering thirty-two countries.
By signing the Convention, the states decided that, ‘the protection and use of
transboundary watercourses and international lakes are important and urgent tasks,
agreeing also that the effective accomplishment of their protection can only be ensured by
enhanced cooperation.’
Accordingly, in order for the parties to achieve these goals they would have to take all
appropriate measures described as follows:
to prevent, control and reduce pollution of waters;
to ensure that trans-boundary waters are used with the aim of ecologically sound
and rational water management, conservation of water resources and
environmental protection;
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to ensure conservation and, where necessary, restoration of ecosystems.

Cooperation among the riparian parties through the formation of bilateral and
multilateral agreements shall be based upon the principles of impartiality and reciprocity.
In this way, it would be easier for the parties to develop an ingegrated framework of
cooperation by developing harmonized policies, programmes and strategies covering the
relevant catchment areas, or parts of it and thus achieving the control and reduction of
trans-boundary impact aiming at the fortification of the environment of trans-boundary
waters or the environment influenced by such waters, including the marine environment.
Additionally, to prevent, control and reduce trans-boundary impact, the Parties shall
develop, adopt, implement and, when needed, render compatible relevant legal,
administrative, economic, financial and technical measures, in order to ensure, inter alia,
that:
The emission of pollutants is prevented, controlled and reduced at the source
through
the application of, inter alia, low- and non-waste technology;
Trans-boundary waters are protected against pollution from point sources through
the prior licensing of waste-water discharges by the competent national
authorities, and that the authorized discharges are monitored and controlled;
Limits for waste-water discharges stated in permits are based on the best available
technology for discharges of hazardous substances;

Appropriate measures and best environmental practices are developed and
implemented to reduce the input of nutrients and hazardous substances from diffuse
sources, especially where the main sources are from agriculture. At the same time
suggestions were made for further collaboration and the realisation of common research
that could lead to new methods for the prevention of any type of pollution.
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To sum up, while this convention is not as popular as preceding ones, its
significance is unquestionable. It aims on the one hand to prevent, control and reduce
pollution and on the other to promote the integrated management of transboundary
waters. It also has a strong ecological character since it focuses on the conservation and
restoration of ecosystems. In order to achieve its objectives, the convention sets three
basic principles: The precautionary principle; the polluter – pays principle; and the
principle of sustainable water management. At the same time, it sets specific provisions to
prevent, control and reduce trans-boundary impacts especially focusing on riparian states
by arguing their obligation to conclude specific bilateral or multilateral agreements that
would lead to the establishment of joint bodies.

4.3 EU Legislation: The Directive 2000/60/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2000 establishing a
framework for Community action in the field of water policy and the
Directive 2007/60/EC of the European Parliament and Council on the
assessment and management of flood.
According to scholars, the legislation in Europe concerning water resources began
in 1975 and since then has been modified in order to respond to economic, political and
social changes which are affected by water management.339 The most precise rule that has
been produced during the European Integration process was the directive 2000/60
(hereafter referred to as WFD). The WFD establishes a new institutional framework,
giving directions for the common approach, the common objectives, principles,
definitions and measures for the management of waters in Europe. Nevertheless, it has
been said that the WFD apart from a new innovative approach to river management which
will be discussed later on, has actually taken the United Nations convention on the
protection and use of transboundary watercourses and international lakes into serious
account.340 The main philosophy of the WFD lies on the grounds that the member states
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should move towards cooperation among themselves and with non-member states as well
concerning the management of international rivers. In particular as Kallioras et al have
pointed, Articles 3, 5, 11 and 13 pay significant attention to the coordination of
administrative arrangements within river basin districts, the characteristics of the river
basin districts, the programme of measures and the river basin management plan.341
The WFD sets the legal framework for the equitable management of water
resources and the protection of the ecosystems that are dependent on them. The key point
of the directive concerns the use of inland surface waters, transitional waters, coastal
waters and groundwater. Moreover, it establishes specific measures and settles on the
required strategies needed to achieve the specific goals that were set. At the same time, it
mandates that all the parties submit regular reports on the results from the implementation
of the directive.342
According to Kolokytha, it is widely accepted that through the WFD the EU
policy has moved from the fortification, ‘of particular waters of special interest (such as
drinking water, a nature area, coastal waters, etc.) to protection and use, based on an
overall approach and extended to all waters, both surface and groundwater.’343 In
particular, the directive sets an objective that all European water bodies should reach a
good water status by 2015, provided that they are not under one of the derogation regimes
that allow this deadline to be extended. This ambitious objective applies to all soft water
bodies, including continental surface water and groundwater.344 In order to ensure
success, the WFD provides the states with a step-by-step approach, with fixed deadlines
for each step, requesting at the same time the designation of national entities to be in
charge of its implementation.345 In particular, the directive sets three management cycles:
2009-2015, 2015-2021 and 2021-2027. The idea is to allow continuous improvement
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while urging the member states to adopt a common process, with the same objectives, the
same methods and tools.346
The main principle on which the directive has been constructed is that water
resources as a patrimony should be used in a balanced and equitable way and preserved
for future generations. A breakthrough on river management was the shift to approaching
them as physical rather than administrative boundaries. According to the directive,
managing the river basin as a whole is the best way to ensure the integrity of the
ecosystem. Article 2 and in particular Paragraphs 13 and 15 describe the meaning of a
river basin and give a more precise idea of how it should be approached:
13. “River basin” means the area of land from which all surface run-off
flows through a sequence of streams, rivers and, possibly, lakes into the sea at a
single river mouth, estuary or delta.

15. “River basin district” means the area of land and sea, made up of one
or more neighbouring river basins together with their associated groundwaters and
coastal waters, which is identified under Article 3(1) as the main unit for
management of river basins.

The WFD introduces the “water body” concept as a management unit that is
defined by each member state according to water resources management criteria.
Moreover, the directive requires member states to thoroughly characterize and monitor
water resources establishing programmes of measurement to decrease levels of
contamination and to improve water quality when necessary. The directive provides
explicit means to do so. So, Article 5 imposes a review of the environmental impact
assessment, while Article 6 requests the establishment of a register or registers, ‘of all
areas lying within each river basin district which have been designated as requiring
special protection under specific Community legislation for the protection of their surface
water and groundwater or for the conservation of habitats and species directly depending
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on water.’347 In addition, Article 8 requests that member states establish appropriate
programmes to monitor water status, while Article 16 urges that specific measures be
taken against pollution, ‘of water by individual pollutants or groups of pollutants
presenting a significant risk to or via the aquatic environment, including such risks to
waters used for the abstraction of drinking water.’348 In general, the issue of water quality
is diffused across the whole directive. Many articles deal with this issue, such as Article 4
which deals with environmental objectives, Article 5 which stresses the environmental
impact of human activities and Article 8 which is dedicated to monitoring the status of
both surface and groundwater status.
National treaties and agreements are also taken into serious account by the WFD.
Indeed, through the directive the Commission calls the member states to consider the
national treaties, while in case of failed negotiations that could lead to coordination
between adjacent countries, both of them 349 can request the Commission to act in order to
facilitate the establishment of the measurement programs.350
In 2007 another supplementary directive came into force. The EU Directive
2007/60 also known as “the Flood Directive”, responded to a major need for protection
against the catastrophic floods of the recent European past. From 1998 until 2004, Europe
suffered significant economic and human loss. During that period more than 100 major
floods occurred, and the largest scale were those on the Danube and Elbe rivers in
summer 2002. In 2005 Europe faced more severe floods that reinforced the need for flood
protection measures. Indeed, according to estimations and data, since 1998 floods in
Europe have caused some 700 deaths, the displacement of about half a million people and
almost €25 billion in insured economic losses.351 Between 2003 and 2007, the trend
continued, and the number of large scale flooding incidents across Europe slightly
increased, surpassing 120 and causing some 345 fatalities and an estimated economic loss
of at least €12 billion.352 In 2005 a report published by the European Commission
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predicted that the scale and frequency of floods will increase in the future mostly due to
the effects of climate change, improper river management and ill-advised infrastructure
expansion in flood prone areas.353
The EU decided to change its strategy towards the flooding incidents by adopting
Directive 2007/60/EC of the European Parliament and Council on the assessment and
management of flood354 risks of 23 October 2007 which entered into force on 26
November 2007. The main focus of the directive was to develop and establish a
framework for assessment and management of flood risks in order to combat and prevent
negative consequences for human health, the environment, cultural heritage and economic
activities associated with floods.355 It contains three basic requirements for EU Member
states. Initially, it requires them to identify whether they have areas adjacent to their water
courses and coast lines which are at risk from flooding. Secondly, it requires them to map
the extent of flooding, and the assets and populations at risk within these areas and thirdly
to take sufficient and coordinated measures to minimize flood risk.356
Due to the differentiation of flood typologies (river floods, flash floods or
progressive, coastal floods etc.), the risk varies across the countries and regions of the
EU, and the same goes for the consequences of flooding. Consequently, the directive, in
order to reach the highest level of protection, suggests floods be defined at the
local/regional level with coordination between the neighbor riparian states (upstream and
downstream).357 Additionally, as Tsakiris et al underlined, the new directive includes the
recommendation to, ‘base cooperation, planning and acting on flood problems on river
basins or sub-basins as the coordination and management unit while coastal areas at risk
should be assigned to the nearest or most appropriate river basin.’358 The directive does
not exclude non-member states. On the contrary, member states shall furthermore
organize their flood risk management practices in shared river basins with third counties
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and shall in solidarity not commence measures that would amplify the flood risk in
neighboring countries.
The timetable that the directive places in order for the requirements to be met
suggests that by 2011 the member states should have carried out a preliminary assessment
to identify the river basins and associated coastal areas at risk of flooding. By 2013,
member states should have drawn up flood risk maps in those identified areas. By 2015,
member states are bound to establish flood risk management plans focusing on
prevention, protection and preparedness.359
Yet, it is significant to underline that this directive also reinforces the rights of the
public to have access to related information and to actively participate in the planning
process, in the same way as the WFD.360 Indeed, all assessments, maps and plans
prepared shall be made open to the public. Moreover, the implementation of the two
directives cannot be taken as a separate procedure. On the contrary, the flood directive
must be carried out in synchronization with the WFD. In particular, the above-mentioned
steps to fulfill the requirements of the flood directive shall be reviewed every six years in
a cycle coordinated and harmonized with the implementation cycle of the WFD.361

4.4 Conclusions
Comparing these basic rules that actually represent the legal basis of
transboundary water management both at the international and European level, it is clear
that both legal texts have spread the spirit of collaboration. To begin with, as far as the
first three legal texts are concerned, we are dealing with some basic principles such as
collaboration, negotiation in good faith, the obligation to avoid causing damage, the
principle of informing neighboring countries and the principle of the equivalent use of
common water. At the EU level, the directive 2000/60 pays more attention to the
protection of ecosystems, focusing mostly on quality issues and preventing pollution.
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Nevertheless, there are some problems concerning the implementation of
international water law. First of all, it is a common belief that it is very difficult to adapt
these general principles to specific situations of water conflict, something which derives
from the uniqueness of each basin. Thus, these rules have to be and in reality are, quite
general in order to address most of the cases. Another significant disadvantage of
international water law is that it is actually non-binding. In fact, the whole thing as Wolf
argues, ‘is further complicated in the rare cases of formal litigation or arbitration.’362 This
is due to the lack of specialized institutions for international law making, interpretion or
enforcement. We should also add that international law only concerns itself with the
rights and responsibilities of states, and so, some non-state political entities such as the
Palestinians or the Kurds who might claim water rights would not be represented.363
However, contrary to the non-binding character of international water law, European
water law has an obligatory character. Therefore, it requires that all parties submit reports
on a regular basis on the results of the directive’s implementation and if there are
inaccuracies in the implementation, then the EU imposes fines.
But why is international water law so vague? The answer is simple. Water scarcity
increases the importance of water resources for states; thus, in order to protect their
welfare, states perceive water resources as an integral part of their sovereign rights.
Within this framework, a long-lasting debate has emerged, at the centre of which are
sovereignty discussions that have already been presented in a previous chapter of this
thesis.
Nevertheless, the mostly likely answer for sustainable water management,
especially in Europe, is regional integration through the EU and EU legislation. The
management of shared water resources in Europe faces both the difficulties deriving from
geographic setting and the different national legislations and the void of international
legislation on trans-boundary waters, which resulted in cooperation focused on specific
water issues rather than in promotion of integrated approaches. Nevertheless, the EU
directives gave a boost to integrated water management plans.
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Indeed, the WFD and the Flood Directive provide the proper and most effective
approach to international water management between two or more EU members and third
countries as well. In particular, the WFD aims at protecting all waters in the EU, such as
rivers, lakes, coastal waters and groundwater, setting as an objective to achieve and
maintain good status of all waters by 2015. This will be possible through extensive
cooperation following data and information exchange towards the formulation and
implementation of common management plans in European basins.
Nevertheless, recent official reports have shown that the progress of the
implementation of WFD in the member states is quite slow, while major deficiencies exist
in the harmonization of national legislations, the set up of administrative structures and
the economic analyses of river basin districts as well.364 Of course there are also positive
aspects mentioned in the reports, especially regarding the monitoring of water status
where, in general terms, there is progress with the exception of Greece and Malta, which
did not report on their monitoring status until 2010.365 Moreover, according to
Mylopoulos et al, the innovative character of the WFD lies in the increase of public
participation in the water resource management process.366
However, there is also criticism of the WFD. For instance, as Tsakiris et al argue,
‘no further directions, guidelines or recommendations were given at the EU level about
specific ways to support and intensify the international cooperation.’367 These directions
should focus mainly on the construction of the proper administrative structures of the
riparian states, and should also more specifically define the role of the community in the
decision-making process.
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Chapter 5
Analyzing cases of International Rivers in Europe.
The Danube River

5.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to present and analyze a significant case of international river
management in Europe. While it has become clear from the previous chapter that
cooperation is the prevailing norm concerning transboundary water management, it is also
important to understand the basic driving factors in some key case studies. Within this
framework, this chapter will provide an in-depth analysis of a major European river, the
Danube.
The decision to focus on a river within Europe rather than on other cases around the
world (such as the Mekong River, the Nile, etc.) was taken for different reasons. The
Danube, as will be discussed in detail later on, is a very complex system. It is the second
longest river in Europe after the Volga, affecting almost 83 million people in nineteen
countries. Consequently, the river has to meet the wide and diverse needs of this
population, which differ from one riparian country to another resulting in a great variation
of how these countries use the river. Moreover, the geographical setting of the river
within Europe, as well as the different status of the riparian states (not all of them are EU
member states) are also reasons to focus on this particular case study since it resembles,
to some extent, the focal case studies to follow where Greece is engaged as a riparian
state. Besides, as in the Danube case, in the Greek cases the uses of the rivers in the case
studies are different and will be examined in the forthcoming chapters. It is also important
to mention that in the Danube case, although there is cooperation and to certain extent
integration, it is still not an ideal case since many issues are still under discussion. Lastly,
the choice of the Danube is related to the interest that this river has attracted, since it is
one of the most studied cases in the international literature
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Nevertheless, before analyzing this case study we must categorize two different
factors which play an important role, either positive or negative, as far as the formation of
water regimes is concerned. These are: i) Regional context; and ii) power asymmetries.
Regional Context
One of the most crucial aspects to be examined is under which political
circumstances the interactions over water resources are taking place, meaning the
historical context that has shaped the relations of the states involved.368 The significance
of such an approach lies on the grounds that wider regional or bilateral conflicts can in
fact strain the relationship between states and thus affect the interaction over shared
waters.369 In contrast, a high level of economic and political integration in the region can
contribute to increased confidence and communication between parties and can also
augment the potential to overcome competing interests.370 In the case of the Danube
River, the history of European integration is to a large extent related to the integration of
its management.
Power Asymmetry
It is very common throughout the literature on transboundary water governance to
see multiple variations on the theory of hegemonic stability. Specifically, the idea that
international water regimes are the result of determined actions from powerful states that
impose institutional solutions on weaker states is widespread.371 Turton, for example,
referring to South Africa, argues that water regimes there, ‘originated as a result of
national security threats to the hegemonic riparian. This means that the water regimes are
in fact a form of security regime with the preference structure having been defined by
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South Africa as the hegemonic state.’372

In other words, South Africa‘s relative

dominance in southern African basins serves as an accelerating factor behind the
formation of water agreements in the region. Spector underlines the important role that
inequality plays as a, “seed for cooperation.”373
Moreover, Lowi states that water regime formation is most likely in those cases
where there is a downstream hegemon with an interest in securing its water supply and
the power resources to compensate for its geographic position.374 On the contrary, there
are also supporters of ‘hydro-hegemony’ who posit that power asymmetry within
transboundary basins is an essential driver of both conflict and cooperation between
riparian states.375 Nevertheless, the basic assumption is that a powerful actor’s interest in
a particular basin creates the crucial framework that can accelerate the discussion for a
solution concerning the management of an international river basin. Thus, if the dominant
power in the basin understands that it will benefit from regional cooperation in water
utilization, it will take the lead in creating, customizing and maintaining a regime. Indeed,
this conclusion can easily be adapted to the case of the Danube River, since
diachronically the boost for cooperation was in the interest of a regional hegemon.
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5.2The Case of the Danube River

Figure 5.1. The Danube River

5.2.1 Profile of the River
The Danube’s name has its origin in the Indo-European word danu, which means
stream or river. In German the river is known as the Donau, in Hungarian Duna, and in
Bulgarian Dunav.376 The beauty of the Danube was memorialized in the Blue Danube
Waltz by Johann Strauss and also by a circle of landscape painters in the 16th century
known as The Danube School’.377
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The Danube River lies at the heart of Central Europe. It is Europe’s second largest
river after the Volga (it ranks 21st in the world) with a total length of 2780 km, flowing
from the Black Forest to the Black Sea and draining 817000 km2.378 According to
estimations, almost 83 million people in nineteen countries call the basin their home.
Nine riparian countries and five national capitals share the Danube itself, with half a
million to 2.5 million inhabitants contributing to wide water use and pollution. Drinking
water production from river reservoir filtrates and the supply of water for domestic,
agricultural and industrial use are of major significance in all of these countries.
Moreover, the Danube is an important international transportation route and recreation
area.379
Near its source, the Danube is a mountain river flowing through Germany and
Austria (passing Regensburg and Vienna) into Slovakia, where at Bratislava it forms the
border between Slovakia and Hungary. Flowing south through the Great Hungarian Plain
(passing Budapest), it turns eastward into Former Yugoslavia (passing Belgrade) and later
forms the border between Serbia and Romania. The lower section of the river serves
again as a geographic boundary between Romania and Bulgaria, where shortly before the
Black Sea it separates Romania and the Former Soviet Union (currently Moldova), and
empties into a stunning delta.380 Over 300 tributaries flow into the Danube. The tributary
with the largest basin (in terms of area) is the Tisza River, which drains parts of Hungary,
Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, and the Ukraine. The Tisza is also the longest tributary (966
kilometers). In terms of river flow, however, the largest tributary to the Danube River is
the Sava River, which drains part of Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro,
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Serbia and Slovenia. The Sava River merges with the main stem of the Danube River in
Belgrade, Serbia.381
From the above it is quite impressive how many riparian countries this basin
includes. Specifically, the basin area includes all of Hungary, nearly all parts of Austria,
Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia, Serbia and Montenegro; significant parts of BosniaHerzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Moldova and small parts of
Germany and Ukraine. Very small areas can be found in Switzerland, Italy, Poland, the
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Albania. As mentioned earlier the Danube
discharges into the Black Sea through a delta that is the second largest wetland area in
Europe.
There is a great variation in how riparian countries use the river. Indeed, as
Linnerooth et al. argue, downstream from Slovakia, the river is used mainly for drinking
water in all the countries except Bulgaria being a very important source in Austria and
Slovakia, while in the Hungarian plain the river is also used extensively for irrigation.
Measurements calculate that the Danube River is the source of drinking water for 10
million people. Within the lower areas of the basin, fisheries are also a key food source
and source of income as well.382
According to Linnerooth et al, the Danube’s importance also lies in its capacity
for hydroelectric energy production. Indeed, from a geomorphologic point of view the
mountainous character of the Danube at its upper location, combined with the large
number of tributaries further downstream, make it a significant potential energy
producing river. There are over 40 hydropower stations on the upper Danube, which are
matched in energy output by the two enormous stations between Serbia-Montenegro and
Romania. It also is worth pointing out the significance of the Danube for industrial
cooling and waste disposal. There are also a large number of dikes, navigation locks and
other hydraulic structures to aid navigation.383 Indeed, small- and medium sized oceangoing vessels can travel from the mouth of the river at the Black Sea upstream 105 miles
(169 kilometers) to Braila, Romania, while smaller ships can cross the river all the way to
381
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Germany. Many of the Danube’s tributaries are also traversable for barges and shallow
boat traffic.384
In Germany, the Danube River is connected by the Main-Danube Canal with the
Rhine River. The importance of this connection is quite big since it allows commercial
barge traffic to travel between the North Sea and the Black Sea. The canal, completed in
1992, is 106 miles (171 kilometers) long. Other important canals in the Danube River
basin are the Danube-Tisza-Danube Canal System, located in Serbia, and the DanubeBlack Sea Canal in Romania.385
The ecological importance of the Danube also is unquestionable. Indeed, the
Danube River and its tributaries combine to make up an internationally recognized and, in
many ways, unique aquatic ecosystem. The catchment area, which is comprised of
floodplain areas, meadow forests and wetlands, connects the three distinct biogeographical regions of Central Europe, the Mediterranean and Eurasia. Despite extensive
development, the broad environmental diversity supports important species and genetic
variety. Some original floodplain ecosystems still survive, providing habitat for endemic
and endangered species such as the white-tailed eagle, black stork, black kite and night
heron. The Danube Delta is the second-largest, natural wetland area in Europe, providing
habitat for many diverse and sometimes endangered plants, fish (at least 100 species of
fish out of 227 found in all of Europe), birds and mammals.
Table 5.1. Riparian States of the Danube
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Country

% of the Basin

Albania

<1

Austria

10.0

Bosnia and Herzegovina

4.6

Bulgaria

5.9
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Croatia

4.4

Czech Republic

2.9

Germany

7.0

Hungary

11.6

Italy

<1

Macedonia

<1

Moldova

1.6

Poland

<1

Romania

29.0

Serbia-Montenegro

11.1

Slovak Republic

5.9

Slovenia

2.0

Switzerland

.2

Ukraine

3.8

TOTAL

100.0

5.2.2 Historical Background
The Danube River Basin is not only the geographical catchment area of the
second largest river in Europe, but it has also played in the past and still plays today an
important role as a cultural and historical center of political, social and economic
development in Europe. Historically, the importance of the Danube has always been
exceptional, not only on the basis of ecology, but also in terms of its strategic role as a
crucial Central European waterway. Moreover, this significance was made clear by the
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early attempts during the 19th and 20th centuries to establish multilateral cooperation
along the Danube, usually as Linnerooth et al argued, in the form of federalism.386
However, according to experts, these attempts remained unsuccessful due to nationalistic
tendencies and because the international powers of that time were suspicious of Danubian
unity.387 Indeed, as Khrebiel has written at the beginning of the 20th century, since 1829
and until the Crimean War, the commerce of the Lower Danube was greatly hampered by
Russia and the regulations that she imposed by establishing a series of quarantine stations
at the river’s mouths.388 Yet, the defeat of Russia at the end of the Crimean War brought
important developments regarding the international regime of the Danube. The
“forgotten” principles of river law that were embodied in the Final Act of the Congress of
Vienna in 1815 were revived with the Treaty of Paris in 1856 and applied to the Danube,
putting the river under an international regime. Another breakthrough was the
establishment of two commissions: a riparian Commission which was to be permanent
but the Statute of which never entered into force, and a European Commission, intended
as a temporary technical body but the mandate of which was extended and widened by
later treaties.
The European Commission established with Article 16 was originally composed
of representatives of Austria, France, Great Britain, Prussia, Russia, Sardinia and the
Ottoman Empire. The latter was the territorial sovereign of the mouths and lower reaches
of the river. The Commission was responsible for administration of the Danube River.389
The primary consideration at the time was navigation, and the Commission was
successful in establishing free navigation along the Danube for all European countries.390
The Commission first met on 4 November 1856. The headquarters were set at
Galatz, while the members appointed Charles Hartley as chief engineer. The Ottoman
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Empire had agreed exclusively to provide funds for the works of the commission, limiting
the participation of another nation. As far as its power in the decision making process, it
had been agreed that the commission should not form an opinion on the best way to solve
the river problem. Its main concern, however, would have been the opening of the river’s
stream within a period of two years.391
The creation of the Commission was continuously postponed. As such, the Treaty
of Berlin of 1878 granted a seat on the Commission to Romania, now independent, and at
the same time extended to Galatz, in Romanian territory, the powers of the Commission.
The following Treaty of London of 1883 extended this jurisdiction to Braila, also in
Romanian territory.392
The history of the river is inextricably linked to regional and geo-political
developments. Therefore, given the changes in the geo-political scene within the Danube
basin, coupled with the extraordinary complexity of this river system, the management
history of the river becomes very interesting. On the eve of World War I, the major basin
power was the Austro-Hungarian Empire, but with the end of the War, things changed
dramatically with the dissolution of the empire. A reshuffle of membership occured after
World War I, through the 1919 Versailles Treaty. Under the Treaty of Versailles, the
Danube was declared an international river (from Ulm to the sea). The powers of the
European Commission were confirmed as had been agreed before the war. Yet, a
“provisional measure” included in the Treaty related to the Commission’s composition
indicated that it would have been made up of only representatives of Great Britain,
France, Italy and Romania. The Definitive Statute of the Treaty, in accordance with
Article 349, was finally signed on July 23rd 1921 during an international conference that
took place in Paris. The relevant articles of this Statute are as follows:
Article 5. The European Commission retains the powers which it possessed before the
war. No alteration is made in the rights, prerogatives and privileges which it possesses in
virtue of the treaties, conventions, international acts and agreements relative to the
Danube and its mouths.
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Article 6. The authority of the European Commission extends, under the same conditions
as before, and without any modification of its existing limits, over the maritime Danube,
that is to say, from the mouths of the river to the point where the authority of the
International Commission commences.
Moreover, with Article 9 of the Statute, an International Commission was
established with the same members mainly focusing on issues of inland shipping with a
jurisdiction from Ulm to Braila. The agreement achieved through the Treaty of Versailles
lasted until the summer of 1940 when the outbreak of World War II halted the work of
the Commission 393
During World War II there was an undercurrent of discussion on the international
development of the Danube. These suggestions were brought to light right after the end of
the war. For instance, Julian Huxley, the first director of UNESCO, wrote “(a) ‘DVA’
(Danube Valley Authority, VCL) would have to be fitted in to the framework of a
European economic organization and political control.”394 In the aftermath of the Second
World War, the East-West division also was reproduced among the riparian states. In
particular, most of the riparian states became part of the Soviet Bloc and only West
Germany joined the Western Bloc, while Austria remained politically neutral, Yugoslavia
was non-aligned and Albania decided to remain independent later on.395 Nonetheless, the
hegemony of the Soviet Union over Central Europe dominated the politics of the Danube
River during the Cold War period.
World War II created new political alliances for the riparians, resulting in a new
management approach. At the 1945 Potsdam Conference, Washington and Moscow
clashed over the administration of the Danube. The reason was the disagreement on the
Interwar arrangements that the West accepted as valid, while the Soviet Union did not.
The conference of 1948 in Belgrade proved to be the theater for the collision between the
two camps. There, Washington demanded a Danube running from Ulm all the way to the
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Black Sea. The target was to achieve representation on the board since at that time the
Western occupational zones in Germany and Austria were part of the river’s course. On
the contrary Moscow interpreted the American attempt to gain influence on the European
Danube Commission as an effort to increase its political and economic influence in the
Balkans. Momentum favored the Soviet Union since the East Bloc riparians made up the
majority of delegates. It was at this conference where the dominant role of the Soviet
Union, concerning the management of the basin, was established. The USSR, its satellite
riparian countries, as well as France, Great Britain, and the U.S attended the conference.
At this conference, as Linnerooth argues, ‘western interests were overruled by the
majority in the East,’ and the resulting Belgrade Convention substituted the notion of free
navigation with navigation under the exclusive control of the participating countries
which included all eight riparian countries existing at that time, with the exception,
however, of the Federal Republic of Germany. The Belgrade Convention also set up a
river commission. Although a Danube Commission existed before the Belgrade
Convention, the convention changed the commission's structure by giving it quasilegislative powers, but limiting its mandate to river navigation and river inspection. On
the other hand, a river management commission was also created by the West and named
the “Rome Commission”. It however had little influence on the river. According to the
Belgrade Convention, the Danube Commission’s composition included one representative
from each of the riparian countries; however, the Federal Republic of Germany had only
observer status in the Commission and neutral Austria joined in 1960. The Convention
was set up so that it did not allow for membership outside of the contracting countries.396
The end of Cold War brought radical changes inside the European Continent. The
collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the separatist movements in the former socialist
countries radically transformed the geopolitics of the Danube basin and switched
alliances westward.397 Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union were split up,
resulting in a total of eighteen basin countries. This new scenario makes the Danube basin
the most international basin in the world (see table). Additionally, the European
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integration process introduced a new variable, since several basin countries have already
joined the EU, while the remaining ones hope to do the same.398
As already mentioned, the history of agreements concerning the management of
the Danube, began with the Treaty of Paris and the creation of the European Commission
of the Danube, giving priority to navigation issues. Later on with the end of World War I,
this treaty was complemented by the Trianon Peace Treaty of 1919, which established the
Permanent Technical Hydraulic System Commission of the Water Regime. The novelty
of this treaty lies in the creation of a legal framework of detailed regulation which had to
be agreed upon bilaterally between the different new states. According to Bruhàcs, this
system managed to ensure, among other things, a faultless functioning of the water level
and an effective flood warning service.399
Following the end of World War II, the Paris Peace Treaties of 1947 did not bring
any innovations concerning the management of the Danube, with the exception of some
provisions concerning its navigational use. The two former Danube Commissions were
merged into one.400 The Belgrade Convention signed in 1948 was another multilateral
treaty. There the East Bloc riparians were the majority of the delegates and managed to
shift navigation over to the exclusive control of each riparian.401 In 1952, Austria,
Germany and its state of Bavaria signed an agreement authorizing the construction of a
large hydroelectric project on the river at Jochenstein, east of Passau, in southeast
Germany.402 In 1958 another convention was signed, only by the Eastern bloc countries,
concerning fishing.403
The use of the water for the production of hydroelectric power was also a matter
of great concern. This was addressed through the formation of another body focusing on
exploiting the river economically and included developing the hydroelectric potential of
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the river and its tributaries. The planning for these actions was placed within the
framework of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA, 1949). This body
counters the USSR’s efforts to control the development of Central and Eastern Europe.
To this end, in 1956 the CMEA began discussing the construction of links to promote the
delivery of power to the German Democratic Republic and Poland, with a possible
extension to Czechoslovakia. The reason for the implementation of such an ambitious
project was the utilization of the River. Electricity was thought to be at that time the
cornerstone of economic growth,404 and so the task was begun under the supervision of
the Standing Commission for the Exchange of Electricity and the Complex Utilization of
the Waterpower of the Danube. 405 The project divided the river into seven parts. For each
part, one or two riparian states were made responsible for studying the possibilities for
harnessing water power. Yet, apart from the generation of electricity, the CMEA report of
1956 underlined the role of the Danube as an important European waterway artery and a
significant irrigation system.406
Under these circumstances and conclusions, the CMEA countries built more
cross-border transmission lines and initiated an electricity pool. According to Antoshin, in
1957 the first outlines of the Danube exploitation scheme, with the creation of eleven
dams, were put on the agenda for discussion.407 The decision included not only the
creation of several storage dams capable of regulating water levels and thus preventing
flooding and improving navigation, but also the construction of a series of dams to
generate electricity. In addition, studies were made on land reclamation and irrigation
projects. Austria’s strong interest in participating in the development process of the
Danube was also important.
In general, it could be claimed that the development of the Danube moved into the
background, and was left to the CMEA members. Bilateral agreements were signed, such
as those between Bulgaria and Romania on 29th November 1955, and between Hungary
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and Czechoslovakia on 16 April 1954 focusing on arranging inland shipping and building
water power plants as well. Additionally, the largest potential for hydroelectric power
between Yugoslavia and Romania was at the so-called ‘Iron Gates,’ a gorge in the river
Danube bordering Yugoslavia and Romania. Nevertheless, it was only in 1964 that the
construction of a dam there began.408
During the 1980s issues other than navigation came to the surface. These new
concerns had to do with water quality. This was an unsurprising problem, since the river
passes by numerous large cities, including four national capitals (Vienna, Bratislava,
Budapest, and Belgrade), receiving the attendant waste of millions of individuals and
their agriculture and industry.409 Additionally, thirty important tributaries have been
identified as “highly polluted.” The recognition of the significance of the problem along
with the increasing tendencies of water quality degradation led the eight riparians (at the
time) in 1985 to sign the “Declaration of the Danube Countries to Cooperate on Questions
Concerning the Water Management of the Danube,” also known as the Bucharest
Declaration.410 The main contribution of the Declaration was that it actually underlined
the theory that the environmental quality of the river depends on the environment of the
basin as a whole, and assigned the riparians a regional and integrated approach to water
basin management, beginning with the founding of a basin-wide unified monitoring
network.411 In 1986, following the same concerns for water pollution, another five-party
convention was signed for the protection of the river Tisza, a major tributary of the
Danube.412
The situation in Europe changed dramatically with the end of the Cold War and
the collapse of the USSR. Indeed, as experts argue, ‘the breakup of the USSR has also
contributed to water quality deterioration, with nascent economies finding few resources
for environmental problems, and national management issues being internationalized with
redrawn borders.’413
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For others, however, the collapse of communism brought new opportunities for
the management of the Danube River. In February 1991, the basin states agreed to
strengthen collaboration on the management of Danube by developing a Convention on
the Protection and Management of the River. During the meetings in September 1991 in
Sofia, the riparians elaborated a plan for protecting the water quality of the Danube.414 At
that meeting, the countries and interested international institutions met to draw up a plan
to support and underpin national actions for the restoration and protection of the
Danube.415 In particular, with the financial support of donors such as the European Union,
UNEP, the World Bank and USAID, the initiative called “Environmental Program for the
Danube River Basin” was implemented through a Programme Coordination Unit that
played the role of a task force, while there were ongoing negotiations for an agreement on
a convention to steer the programme.416
The core issue for the Environmental Program and the Coordination Unit was the
so-called principle of “participation.” Within this framework the riparian countries were
trying to build a system for coordinating activities within the basin. So, initially, each
riparian country was responsible for naming two individuals: the first, called “country
coordinator”, usually a senior official, would act as liaison between the work of the
programme and the country’s political hierarchy, while the second one (called the ‘focal
point’) would be in charge of coordinating the actual implemention of the work plan.
Progress was rapid and in July 1992 in Brussels, a workshop took place organized by the
Coordination Unit (task force) to facilitate communication between the coordinators, the
focal points, and the donor institutions. Every riparian state at the time (11 riparians), and
15 donor and non-governmental organizations attended the workshop.417
The most important outcome of the workshop was the design of a plan on how the
riparians would react to a crucial issue. For instance, an issue that came up during the
meeting was to establish an agreement dealing with the production of national reviews on
data availability and priority issues within each country. The goal was that this
information could be used by prefeasibility teams funded by donors in order to identify
414
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priority investments in the basin. So, during the workshop, participants developed the
criteria needed for the national reviews and reached an agreement on a schedule for their
completion.418
In October 1993 in Bratislava, the third task force meeting took place, following
the ones in Sofia (1991) and Brussels (1992). The main issue of discussion was, once
more, the principle of participation. During the meeting the task force agreed to prepare a
“Strategic Action Plan” (SAP) for the Danube basin on the condition of strengthening
consultation procedures. This was the most crucial outcome obtained from the discussion
since it was the first time ever that public participation was set as a requirement for the
development of an international management plan. As Wolf et al argued, ‘this concept
rejects the principle that internal politics within nations ought to be treated as a
geopolitical “black box”, whose workings are of little relevance to international
agreements, and instead embraces the vital need for input at all levels in order to ensure
that the plan has the support of the people who will affect, and be affected by, its
implementation.’419
The progress concerning the management of the Danube went even further when
on 29 June 1994 in Sofia, the Danube river basin countries and the European Union
signed the Convention on Cooperation for the Protection and Sustainable Use of the
Danube River (also known as “The Danube River Protection Convention”), and also
formed the International Commission for the Protection of the Danube River (ICPDR).
The core of the convention was that the riparians expressed their concerns ‘over the
occurrence and threats of adverse effects, in the short or long term, of changes in
conditions of watercourses within the Danube River Basin on the environment,
economies, and well-being of the Danubian States.’420
The conventions included the agreement of the riparian states on a series of
actions needed in order to achieve goals such as those of sustainable and equitable water
management including conservation. Another important goal was the improvement of the
rational use of surface waters and groundwater, and the cooperation on fundamental water
418
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management issues by taking all necessary legal, administrative and technical measures
as well. As Beach et al argued, the focal point of concern for the convention was that the
riparian states, ‘at least maintain and improve the current environmental and water quality
conditions of the Danube River and of the waters in its catchment area and to prevent and
reduce as far as possible adverse impacts and changes occurring or likely to occur.’421
The Yugoslav wars delayed Serbia and Montenegro, and Bosnia-Herzegovina
from acceding to the Convention, which finally occured only in 2002 and 2004
respectively. Nevertheless, the significance of the Danube Convention, as a vital legal
continuation of a 140-year tradition of regional management, cannot be questioned.
Indeed, as a political document, it provides a legal framework for integrated watershed
management and environmental protection along a waterway which, as Beach et al argue,
always had tremendous potential for conflict due to the large, ‘and ever growing number
of riparian states that for decades were allied with hostile political blocs.’422
The riparian states took the progress around the managerial status of the basin still
further, especially in recent years, with the deepening of the principle of integrated
management and the establishment of a programme for the basin-wide control of water
quality. The innovation of the Environmental Program for the Danube River lies on the
fact that it is the first basin-wide international body that actively supports and promotes
public and NGO participation throughout the planning process, something which, as
many experts argue, could help prevent potential conflicts both internally at a national
level, and internationally as well.423 Yet, things are not exactly ideal, as to reach this
international management a number of obstacles must be overcome.
Perhaps one of the most profound issues was and still is the inconsistencies in the
social and economic situation among the riparian states. Therefore, before moving to the
analysis of the ICPDR’s structure and effectiveness, it is perhaps of some importance to
present and analyze the different social and economic statuses of the riparians in order to
understand the inequalities concerning the different level of integration between the
riparian states. Indeed as Bendow argued, ‘an in-depth analysis of the social and
economic context of the different countries in the Danube River Basin is necessary to
421
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understand the problems of cooperation and the efforts to be undertaken to achieve
common regional and global goals.’424
The following diagram shows the economic disparities between the riparians. The
sharp differences in GDP per capita between the upstream countries like Germany and
Austria, with about $28,000 US in 2002 and the downstream countries of which the
Ukraine accounts for less than $5,000 US per capita, undoubtedly can lead to the
conclusion that this difference works as an deterrent factor for the promotion of an
equitable integrated water management.

Figure 5.2.

GDP per Capita 2002

Source: ICPDR
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Additionally, the situation since 2006 has not changed dramatically, and while the
GDP of downstream states such as Ukraine rose, the distance between upstream and
downstream states remained unchanged.
Figure 5.3. GDP per Capita 2006

Source: ICPDR

A study undertaken on behalf of the Ministry of Finance and Economics BadenWuerttemberg and presented at the 3rd annual forum of the EU Strategy for the Danube
Region in Vienna, in June 2014 also depicted the aforementioned gap through a
comparison between the past and the present.
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Figure 5.4. GPD per Capita, PPP adjusted (2005 USD)

Source: Ministry of Finance and Economic Baden-Wuerttemberg (2014) 425

Bendow also paid attention to the variation of the population connected to public
water supply. In particular, studies have shown that out of the 83 million living in the
Danube River Basin about 57% are living in urban areas. However, the share of
population connected to public water supply varies from 29% in Moldova to 98% in
Germany.426
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Figure 5.5. Population link to water supply and central sewerage systems

Source: Ministry of Finance and Economic Baden-Wuerrtemberg (2014).

Moreover, according to Bendow again, the share of population linked to the public
sewer system varies from 14% in Moldova to 89% in Germany.
Nevertheless, leaving behind all the existing differences between the riparian
states, the final part of this chapter will focus on the most tangible outcome of the
initiatives for cooperation regarding the River’s management, the ICIPDR.

5.2.3 The ICPDR
Twenty-four countries, the GEF/UNDP, EC and NGOs met in Sofia, Bulgaria in
September 1991 to plan their next steps. This meeting led the formation of the
‘Environmental Programme for the Danube River Basin (EPDRB)’, a framework
initiative for regional cooperation on water management that would increase priority
studies and actions supporting the establishment of the DRPC. The funding of EPDRB
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was mainly from the EU Phare Multi-Country Programme for Environment, the UNDP,
and the emerging Global Environment Facility (GEF).
The UNECE Convention on the Protection of Transboundary Rivers and Lakes,
signed in Helsinki in March 1992, was also a driving factor for the DRPC since the
Danube countries became parties. The Helsinki Convention included all the obligations
that parties should fulfill in order to prevent transboundary impact on watercourses by
encouraging them to cooperate through river basin management agreements. In effect, the
‘Helsinki Convention’ was characterized as the basis for the DRPC.
The next episode occurred on June 29, 1994 in Sofia, where, eleven Danube
countries (Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Moldova,
Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia and Ukraine) and the EC signed the DRPC. It became the
overall legal framework for protecting and sustainably using water and other shared
ecological resources. However, the DRPC came into force no earlier than October 22,
1998, and after a few days the International Commission for the Protection of the Danube
River (ICPDR) and its Permanent Secretariat were established and based in Vienna.
Within the first two years of its existence the ICPDR worked closely with the GEF/UNDP
and the EC in implementing the EPDRB. The goals of the ICPDR are to safeguard the
Danube’s water resources, decrease the risk from toxic chemicals, and reduce hazards
from floods and other natural accidents.
Since its creation, the ICPDR has established clean-up priorities and strategies for
the Danube River and its tributaries. The year 2000 could be considered a milestone
concerning the management of the Danube. It was then that the EPDRB officially stopped
passing management from donors to the ICPDR and the Danube countries themselves,
with the support, however, of the GEF/UNDP. Additionally, the ICPDR Heads of
National Delegations agreed to prioritize the implementation of the EU’s Water
Framework Directive (WFD), gaining also the assurance of the Ministers from all of the
Danube countries to back their decision, including not only members of the EU, but also
prospective members and non-members as well.
The parties decided also to develop a single, basin-wide Danube River Basin
Management Plan (DRBMP) with the support of the GEF/UNDP in order to strengthen
cooperation between Danube countries. A second key focus was on reducing nutrient
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pollution in the Danube Basin and thereby the ecologically fragile Black Sea. The DRP
and significant involvement of the GEF/UNDP in Danube Basin management ended in
2007.
Nonetheless, internal conflicts between some of the former nations of Yugoslavia
worked as an obstacle preventing their formal participation in either the DRPC or ICPDR
processes. Since the wars ended Serbia and Montenegro became parties to the DRPC in
2003, and Bosnia-Herzegovina in 2005. By 2005, all of the Danube Basin’s 13 biggest
countries had become parties to the DRPC.427
The structure of the ICPDR
The ICPDR is made up of 15 contracting parties (Austria, Bosnia- Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Moldova, Montenegro,
Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine and the European Union) who have
committed themselves to implementing the Danube River Protection Convention. The
ICPDR operates as a forum for coordination and collaboration on basic water
management issues and takes all appropriate legal, administrative and technical measures
to preserve and improve the quality of the Danube River Basin and its tributaries.428
As far as its structure is concerned, the ICPDR is organized into an Ordinary
Meeting Group, which deals with policy planning and strategy, and a Standing Working
Group that provides guidance and prepares decisions. In addition, representatives of
stakeholder groups, in accordance with Technical Expert Groups, provide scientific and
technical advice for the implementation of ICPDR’s work. Indeed, according to the
ICPDR Annual Report, ‘expert groups are a vital part of the structure of the ICPDR, and
because of that significant role they meet the requirements specified under the
Convention, but also in relation to the implementation of the Water Framework Directive
and the Flood Action Programme.’429 Expert groups include the River Basin Management
Expert Group, the Monitoring and Assessment Expert Group, the Pressures and Measures
Expert Group, the Flood Protection Expert Group, the Information Management-GIS
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Expert Group, and the Public Participation Expert Group. The Strategic Expert Group is
an ad-hoc expert group formed for specific tasks.
Additional task groups are established under the responsibility of the permanent
expert groups, with delegates from existing expert bodies or additional experts. Task
groups include professionals specifically needed for a particular task. Several task groups
dealing with hydromorphology, economics, accident prevention, accident warning
systems, groundwater management, and nutrients have been formed.

5.3 Conclusions
The Danube River, the most international river in the world, is one of the greatest
examples of successful cooperation between riparians. However, its history also reveals
the driving factors shaping its management diachronically. Indeed, the Danube’s history
is closely connected with the political history of Europe. The theory of a hegemon
imposing its will on other states is seen even in the case of the Danube’s management in
the past. Its importance as an economic resource and hydroelectric power resource as well
placed the Danube on the agenda of every regional power that wanted to take advantage
of it.
In particular, during the Cold War period, the East-West division was also visible
in the Danube River management. In those years, the main focus was the use of the
river’s hydroelectric power capabilities.
Things have changed dramatically since the end of Cold War. The involvement of
international donors such as the UN and later on the EU with the WFD, and of course the
cooperation among the majority of EU states via the process of European integration,
gave a boost to the creation of Danubian Unity. However, the war in Yugoslavia and the
differences between the riparian states in terms of economic development, worked as an
obstacle to an absolute integrated management of the Danube. In other words, problems
of pollution are present and despite the measures and the initiatives taken by the riparians,
these differences are still preventing the ICPDR from continuing its work.
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In essence, despite the significant role of ICPDR and its attempts to establish
mechanisms for the control of the Danube, such as a trans-national monitoring network
which analyzes changes in water quality in the basin, problems still exist.430 According to
reports, unresolved environmental problems in the Danube River Basin include industrial
contamination, loss of wetlands, and agricultural runoff. A characteristic example is the
case of a cyanide spill from a gold mine in northern Romania which severely damaged
portions of the Tisza River and prompted calls for increased environmental controls.
Another source of tension is the case of the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project between
Slovakia and Hungary, which once was envisioned as a cooperative venture to control
flooding and produce power. The two states have still not reached an agreement and so
the project is a continuous source of frustration between the two nations, who have yet to
resolve their claims after a 1997 International Court of Justice opinion.431
International support seems to be needed in order to improve the conditions of the
Danube’s management. As Beach et al argued, the international community has
responsibilities to ‘respond to regional and global concerns of environmental protection,
with particular attention to: Restructuring and modernizing the legal and institutional
framework and administrative systems; Establishing development policies and
programmes as well as funding mechanisms in compliance with international standards of
modern market economies; Initiating privatisation and establishing new links for
international economic cooperation; Further harmonizing of national legislation with EU
directives and standards.’432
Besides attempting to make a projection for the future, it is anticipated that the
population living in the Danube River Basin will by the year 2020 remain at its present
level. However, the variation between the riparians works as an obstacle for progress on
its management. The middle and downstream Danube countries are still in transition,
facing serious economic and financial problems, being unable thus to meet the objectives
of the DRPC by implementing the appropriate and required measures for pollution
reduction and for environmental protection for accession to the EU.
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Chapter 6
The Maritza-Evros-Meric River.

In this chapter we focus on the River Evros. The Maritsa/Evros/Meriç is a
characteristic case where collaboration between riparian countries on issues related to
water and land resources usage patterns is essential to assuage adverse effects such as
flooding, the modification of the geomorphology of the delta areas and salt water
intrusion, as well as corrosion of soil, degradation of water quality and, to a certain
extent, the decline of ecosystems.
The first part of this chapter will be dedicated to the geographical location and
profile of this international river. A presentation of the catchment area of the basin is
crucial for understanding the importance and the complexity of its management. The
second part will focus on the major causes of mismanagement of the Evros. It will begin
with the major problems, followed by an in-depth analysis of them. In particular there
will be an examination of the history of relations between Greece, Bulgaria and Turkey.
Unveiling the nature of the relations among the riparian states is essential for
understanding the status of collaboration or mismanagement of the river. Moreover, and
in continuation of the previous chapter there will be a thorough analysis of different
factors playing a decisive role, positive or negative, in the management status of the
basin, such as the lack of a trilateral agreement, and the complicated decision-making
framework in each country.
In the third part, S.W.O.T. analysis will be applied to the current situation of the
river in order to identify and categorize the basic problems concerning its management,
and possible future opportunities as well.
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6.1The profile of the River.

The history and the name of the Evros River are totally contingent on the history
and name of the Greek region of western Thrace and the region of East-MacedoniaThrace (part of which is the Prefecture of Evros). Digging into ancient Greek history, the
first references to the river can be found in the writings of Plutarch in which the river was
named Romvos. According to this story, the name Evros has its origins in the name of the
son of an ancient Thracian king called Kassandros. As Hypolytos wrote, Romvos (Evros)
was slandered by his stepmother, Damasipi, because he refused her love. His father
chased him to the river because he believed Damasipi and Romvos, full of
disappointment, jumped into the river. Since then, the river carries his name.433
Geographically, the Evros, the second longest river in the Balkans after the
Danube at 430km (the whole sub-basin including Arda, Tundja and Ergene tributaries has
a total length of 550 km and a total catchment area of 39,000 km²), has its sources in the
Skomio mountains close to Sofia in Bulgaria. Flowing downstream and southeast, the
river enters Greece, and forms a natural border between Greece and Bulgaria, from the
village Ormenio to the village Dilofon. From there and until the village Marasia, where
the river enters Turkey, and from the village Nea Vissa until the river’s outfall, it forms
the natural borderline between Greece and Turkey.434 The river Evros flows into the
Aegean Sea and, in the northeastern corner of Greece nearly 20km from Alexandroupolis,
at the crossroad between East and West, North and South, the river forms an ecosystem of
international importance, protected by the Ramsar convention435 and the Bonn
Convention, known as the Evros Delta. The delta covers 188.000 m2, of which 150.000
m2 belong to Greece, and it is considered one of the most significant hydrotopes
worldwide.
6% of the river belongs to Greece, while 66% and 28% to Bulgaria and Turkey
respectively. Specifically, 218km of the river is located in Greece, with 203 km of the
river forming the borderline with Turkey. As mentioned earlier, the Evros has two major
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tributaries with their own sub-catchments, the Arda and the Tundja. The Arda River flows
eastward from the Eastern Rhodope Mountains (240 km and 5,200 km² in south-eastern
Bulgaria; only 30 km and 345 km² in Greece) passing through Kardjali (60,000
inhabitants) and includes various big reservoirs. The Tundja river has a total length of 350
km, and the main cities in its path are Sliven (136,000 inhabitants) and Yambol
(110,000).436
Apart from the river’s ecological importance, it is significant in terms of economic
development of the local communities in all three countries. To be more specific, for
Bulgaria and Greece, the River serves as a water source for agricultural use. Particularly
for Greece the land close to the delta is used for agriculture (about 150 km²), where
cotton, medick, sugar beet, sunflower, tomatoes and asparagus are grown. Hunting and
commercial fisheries are also part of river’s usage.
For Turkey, half of the area is used for irrigational and dry farming. The area is
also one of the most developed parts of Turkey which saw an important increase in
industrial facilities during the 1990s due to the geography of the area: very near EU
borders on one side and very close to the economic capital of Turkey on the other.437

6.2Existing problems of Evros Management

The complexity of management of this particular river is mainly due to politicohistorical factors. At first glance, the Evros is not as complicated a case as other
international rivers on the basis of the number of riparian states involved (e.g. the
Mekong River, the Nile, the Rhine etc.). Nevertheless, the historically poor relations
between the riparian countries have led to a non-cooperative approach. Specifically,
almost 208km of the river constitutes a borderline between Greece and Turkey; thus, both
the Evros and its tributary the Ardas (shared by Greece and Bulgaria) are located in a
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military-controlled area. Special permits must be requested from military authorities for
any scientific monitoring or other activity on the river and its banks. Additionally, the
historically poor relations between Turkey and Greece can easily lead to the conclusion
that cooperation on the river is almost impossible.
Another important differentiation can be identified among the riparian countries in
the case of the Evros River. Bulgaria, the upstream state, is a new EU member in a
transition period and with many institutional reforms streamlined under the pressure of
conforming to the European acquis (including the WFD 2000/60). Greece, one of the two
downstream states, is an EU member with high dependence on upstream transboundary
waters while Turkey, the other downstream state, has began negotiations for joining the
EU. Therefore, Turkey is not actually obliged to comply with the Water Framework
Directive. At the same time, the implementation of the WFD by both Greece and Bulgaria
is very slow and the progress of cooperation between the two states rather sluggish,
reflecting an underlying unwillingness for cooperation, especially from the upstream
country. Paradoxically, according to Bulgarian experts, national legislation of their
country, adopted since 1999, has been fully harmonised with the acquis communautaire
in the field of Water Resources Management. But at the same time the Bulgarian
administration seems to paraphrase the WFD regarding crucial issues438, such as mutual
cooperation and the exchange of information between the riparian states. 439
The great importance of the Evros River for Bulgaria constitutes a major
explanatory factor for the political tension between the three riparian states. Bulgaria uses
the River for electric power generation through three major hydroelectric dams (and as
many as 722 reservoirs), with the dam of Ivaelogrand the largest and most recent. In order
to safeguard its energy needs, Bulgaria keeps the level of water in the dams high, a fact
which, in periods of extended rainfalls, translates into unavoidable overflow and leads to
extended floods in the Greek and Turkish part of the River, especially during winter.
The situation is completely different, albeit equally adverse, in the summer
months when the water discharge drops to 4.9 m3/sec. The significant decrease has
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serious adverse impacts on the river mouth, the delta’s morphology and its ecology.440 In
general, these problems stem from the absence of a common cooperative framework. This
difficulty is also translated into lack of scientific, technical and institutional infrastructure,
especially in the field of monitoring. Consequently, extended and possibly severe
pollution is almost unavoidable, causing significant destruction of protected areas such as
the Delta of the river and its biodiversity.441
The unwillingness or indifference of the riparian states to collaborate efficiently,
creating a common plan for the management of the River, has been quite costly for
Greece’s economy. In parliamentary discussions in 2011, the flood problems that affect
the region around Evros River, were mentioned by the local MP Mrs. Rentari-Tente. She
referred to the catastrophic consequences that these incidents have had for the region.
Every year thousands of acres of rural property are destroyed, villages and roads are
devastated and the reaction is almost always the same: monitoring of the losses, payment
of compensation to the victims and repair of the dykes.442
According to recent data collected by the Region of Eastern Macedonia-Thrace, in
2010 the cost for flood prevention works was €1.609.430,00. In previous years, the cost
was €4.720.000,00 in 2006 and €2.540.000,00 in 2007. These amounts were mainly for
the restoration of old dykes and the construction of new ones. Substantial sums were also
spent on compensation for the 3.263 farmers of the Evros region for the destructions of
their product (during the floods in 2010), estimated at €7.140.306,64.443 Nevertheless,
there are also losses in terms of population density. Practically, the rural population is
decreasing since extensive flooding in previous years caused significant economic losses
for local farmers, leading to an increase in urbanization, especially for younger people
who do not see their future in agricultural production.
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6.3 The causes of Mis-management
As already mentioned, the Maritza/Evros/Meric River, shared by Greece, Bulgaria
and Turkey, is the second longest river in the Balkans after the Danube, and it is also a
very complex case, especially where its management is concerned. This is due to three
main reasons:
•

The historically problematic relationship of the three riparian states.

•

The Status of cooperation

•

The complicated decision-making framework and the positive impact of
the WFD.

One of the most obvious causes of mistrust between the riparian states is bad
politico-military relationships. Indeed, not-so-distant history provides copious examples
of the level of hostility that existed between the three countries. To be more specific,
within the following lines there will be an attempt to examine Greece’s relations firstly
with Bulgaria, the upstream riparian, and secondly with Turkey, the other downstream
country.

6.3.1 The Politico-military past.

•

The Greek-Bulgarian past.

Greece and Bulgaria historically share some common characteristics. Both
countries were conquered by the Ottoman Empire and with the outbreak of the First
Balkan War, they became allies in the common battle against the Ottomans. Problems
between the two began, as historians claim, with the capture of Thessalonika by the
Greeks a few hours before Bulgaria’s troops reached the city on 9 November 1912.
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Relations were already shaky during the Ottoman period as well. As Shurman has
noted, the Ottoman ecclesiastical and educational arrangements in favour of the Greek
people over other ethnicities caused hostility from the Slavonic peoples in the Balkan
region, and especially the Bulgarians against Greeks.444 Indeed, the advantage of the
Greeks’ ecclesiastical hegemony was obvious at least since 1870, when the Sultan finally
issued a firman establishing the Bulgarian exarchate. 445
While the same nationalist aspirations and territorial interests inspired both ethnic
populations against Ottoman governance, at the same time it was more than obvious that
they were suspicious of each other as well. Things appeared to change slightly when in
March 1912 two separate agreements were signed; one between Serbia and Bulgaria
which determined their respective military obligations in case of war and the separation
between them, in the event of victory, of the conquered Ottoman provinces in Europe;
and a defensive one between Greece and Bulgaria, which envisaged that in case the
Ottomans attacked either state, the other should provide support with all its forces.446
Finally, on 18 October 1912, Greece, Serbia and Bulgaria declared war against the
Ottoman Empire, while Montenegro had already begun the attack ten days earlier.447
The progress of the hostilities was in favor of the Balkan allies; nevertheless the
antagonism between them was evident. In particular, relations between Greece and
Bulgaria changed dramatically after the capture of Thessalonika when the possibility of
an inter-ally conflict became apparent. As Hall describes the conditions at that time, the
Bulgarians, despite the fact that they had by a hair's breadth lost the race to Thessalonica,
they still intended to insist on their claims to the city. Hall writes: ‘About 25,000 Greek
soldiers and 15,000 Bulgarian soldiers occupied the city. An uneasy co-dominium ensued.
Initially, the Greeks denied the Bulgarians entry into the city. They finally agreed to a
formula in which Crown Prince Boris, his brother, and most of the 7th Rila Division were
admitted as guests of the Greek army.’448
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The treaty of London, in June 1913 found the Balkan allies as winners,
eliminating Turkey from the ‘further settlement of the Balkan question’.449 Indeed, as
Mazower wrote, the end of first Balkan war brought many new areas under the hegemony
of Greece and Serbia, who were the actual winners, while Bulgaria failed to gain what she
actually wanted and probably deserved, due to bad diplomatic handlings and despite her
participation in the war which was larger in terms of troops and loses than the other
allies.450 Nevertheless, according to Koliopoulos and Veremis, ‘the old conflict between
Greece and Bulgaria over which of them would rule Macedonia was left largely
unresolved.’451
The two former allies were eagerly pushing their respective spheres of occupation
without regarding the rights or sentiments of the other ally. The rivalry between them in
the following winter and spring played out in the territory between the Struma and the
Mesta Rivers. The cities of Kavala, Seres and Drama were the main targets of the
antagonism. On 5 March Greeks and Bulgarians clashed at Nigrita, and subsequently
fought at Pravishta, Leftera, Panghaion, and Anghista. However, the comparative
advantage of Greece was that Bulgaria had a second open front at Adrianople against
Turkey. Indeed, Bulgaria’s attempt to change the status of the previous agreements
remained fruitless. As Koliopoulos and Veremis wrote, ‘while attacking Serbia and
Greece, Bulgaria exposed itself to simultaneous offensives from Romania, Montenegro
and Turkey.’452 Hence the Greeks occupied cities in the area from which Bulgarian troops
had been recalled.453 Particularly, in April, fighting between Bulgarian and Greek troops
erupted again northeast of the city of Thessalonika with both sides facing significant
loses. This resulted in the formation of a joint commission between the two sides in order
to investigate these incidents. However, the effectiveness of the commission was
ambiguous and as Hall argued ‘did little to calm the situation. The reciprocal hostility
persisted.’454 The second Balkan war was, according to Clogg, very short and catastrophic
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for Bulgaria.455 According to Walden, Greece and Serbia were the big winners from the
territorial realignments of the Second Balkan War.456 Bulgaria’s defeat began mainly at
the diplomatic level as early as the spring and summer of 1912 when she failed to reach to
a territorial agreement as part of the alliance with Greece. According to Hall, ‘… a
recognition of Greek claims to Salonika in the initial alliance agreement might have
achieved such a settlement. A satisfied Greece would have been unlikely to ally with
Serbia in support of Serbian claims for revision.’457 Instead, Bulgaria insisted on the
principle proportionality, and decided to follow the route of direct conflict against Serbia
and Greece, without however ensuring the support of its traditional patron, Russia.
The outcome of the Second Balkan War is well known. The August 1913 Treaty
of Bucharest awarded Thessalonica and the port of Kavalla to Greece, and the cities of
Serres and Drama as well. Serbia was given northern and central Macedonia and Turkey
reoccupied Eastern Thrace. Nevertheless, the new status quo created chronic instability in
the region since Bulgaria, despite her undeniable defeat, continued hoping that future
circumstances would allow a revision of the treaty.458
The outbreak of World War I brought the two former allies into different camps
again. Bulgaria joined Germany, Austria and Italy, while Greece joined the Entente
powers (France, Great Britain and Russia).459 Indeed, Bulgaria entered the war with
800,000 men, due to promises of Serbian and Greek territories.460 The progress of the
war, however, was once more antithetical to Bulgarian aspirations. In fact, the collapse of
Bulgaria at the end of September 1918 signaled the defeat of the Central powers.461 As
Simkins, Jukes and Hickey wrote, ‘by 17 September the Bulgarian army that had fought
hard and well for three years began to disintegrate as whole units mutinied and made for
home.’462
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The attempts for Balkan unity and peace through the negotiations of a ‘Balkan
Pact’ brought relative stability between the Balkan states. Nevertheless, the negotiation
process became complicated due to Bulgaria’s unwillingness to accept the borders as they
had been agreed through the Neigi Treaty of 1919. Moreover, Bulgaria (along with
Albania) continued bringing into discussion minority issues, and finally declined to sign
the Treaty of Athens in 1934 for the creation of the Balkan Pact.463
The next crucial episode that again triggered a clash between the two riparians
took place as soon as World War II began. The Nazi occupation brought to the surface
pre-existing tension between the different nations in the Balkans, at the same time giving
the capacity to some to modify the status quo. Bulgaria joined the Nazi camp and as pay
back for their catastrophic defeat during the Second Balkan War, Bulgarian troops
appended parts of Greek Thrace by killing thousands of civilians. They also forbid the use
of the Greek language, attempting, unsuccessfully, at the same time to bring Bulgarian
colonists in the region.464
The end of World War II found Greece a victor against Bulgaria once more.
However, even during the Greek Civil War, Bulgaria was somehow involved, providing
political and military assistant to the ‘democratic army’ and its leader Marko Vafeiadi465
(It is also worth mentioning that Yugoslavia under Tito’s leadership and Bulgaria were
pushing for the creation of an independent Balkan federation and a united Macedonia as a
federal state).466 However, Greece’s relations with its northern neighbor improved
somewhat since the entrance of Greece into the Atlantic Alliance (NATO) in 1951.467 In
particular, after a long period of continuing rivalry, especially in the political field, the
relations between the two countries normalized in 1964 with the resolution of the polemic
redresses.468
Since then, relations between the two states remained positive. With the collapse
of the Junta in 1974 and the restoration of democracy in Greece, a new era of GreekBulgarian relations emerged. With Greek accession to the EEC, Greek governments paid
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particular attention to the normalization of relations with their northern neighbors.
Probably the only turbulence during this period was the government in Sofia’s
recognition of FYROM by its constitutional name. Nevertheless, since 1996 Greek
foreign policy towards its Balkan neighbors is gradually transforming. Greece is now
supporting Bulgaria’s accession to NATO and the EU, while Greek investments are
increasing. The Hellenic Plan for the Economic Reconstruction of the Balkans that began
in 2002 characterized the role Greece was seeking to play in the region. Especially for
Bulgaria, the programme envisaged a total of 54.290.000 € from 2002 to 2007 (extended
until 2011).469 At the same time, Greece was one of the major sources of foreign direct
investment in Bulgaria. While the percentage of FDI coming from Greece was not
excessive until 2006, since 2007 things changed dramatically with a boost of 127%
compared to 2006, and in 2008 the approximately €431,5 million had made Greece one of
the major investor countries in Bulgaria.470
Cooperation has also emerged in the field of energy. The TransBalkan Pipeline
(TBS) from Burgas to Alexandroupoli was the result of a major agreement between the
two states and Russia. This was also a sign that the two states understood the common
interests that they have as neighbors, and despite the postponement of the implementation
of the project, the relationship between them remains good.
To sum up, the two neighbors have a past full of suspicion and conflict. In
particular, there are some crucial historical points that characterized the respective
periods. The first incident was during their collaboration against the Ottoman Empire in
the First Balkan War. The occupation of Thessalonica by Greek troops a few hours before
the Bulgarian army arrived proved what was almost obvious, that the allies were hoping
to gain as much of Macedonia and Thrace as they could. The end of the First Balkan War
found Greece and Serbia as clear victors, while Bulgaria despite the significant assistance
offered to its allies, failed to gain what she probably deserved. This also was a historical
milestone for the future of their relationship. Indeed, the outbreak out of the Second
Balkan War was not so unexpected. Bulgaria attacked Greece and Serbia in order to gain
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what she claimed as proportional gains. The outcome was catastrophic once more, but the
ambitions remained and were expressed again during the First World War a few years
later, and again in the Second World War with Bulgaria joining the Nazi camp and finally
losing once and for all.
The fact that Greece and Bulgaria were often found in opposing camps during past
wars has definitely affected the future of their relationship that has been diffused with a
sense of distrust. Nevertheless, in recent years relations between the two states can
characterized as good. Bulgaria has abandoned its ambitions for expansion to the Aegean
Sea, and Greece backed her up in joining the western alliances. Greece and Bulgaria are
members of the European family, which can be seen as a very positive step for further
collaboration. However, will become clear in the following pages, the importance of
water resources for both states remained as an issue of intense political conflict and a
source of tension between them, despite the progress that has been made.

•

The Greek – Turkish past
The other riparian state of the Evros River is Turkey. The story goes deep into the

past, and much has been written to describe this often-tense relationship. However,
looking at the story since the Greek revolution of 1821, there are many incidents that
demonstrate how this relationship has been built. As experts claim, both Turkish and
Greek historiography has been inundated with the ‘victim complex.’ They both consider
their side as the one who has suffered the most at the hands of the ‘bad’ neighbor.
This hostility is characteristically depicted within the school history books. For
instance the cliché phrase “400 years of slavery” (for Greece) and the “Threatening
Turks” work as to create and reinforce ingrained fears and mistrust.471 Equivalent
problems also existed and still exist on the Turkish side. As experts argue, a Turkish high
school book underlines with extreme dramatization the Greek military invasion of 1919,
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noting that Turkish people will never forget Greek cruelty.472 Greeks are portrayed as
aggressive, violent and with long-term expansionist territorial ambitions, and despite the
fact that both countries have made changes to their history books, the opinions towards
each other have remained. For Greece, Turkey is a bad neighbor who always brings new
territorial claims, violations international conventions and agreements, while for Turkey
Greece is a neighbor that wants to suffocate Turkey’s homeland by trying to possess the
whole of the Aegean Sea.
Yet, the common history of the two neighbors is connected to periods of
significant political and military crisis. The end of the First World War and the
ratification of the Lausanne Convention in 1923 led to a compulsory exchange of
minorities. However, this agreement did not work as a panacea for the two states. In fact,
the great variety of incidents that followed, especially with the end of World War II gave
many arguments to those who perceived Turkey as a potential military threat. In the
1950s the relationship between the two neighbors were stressed due to the escalation of
the Cyprus problem and the retaliation against the Greek orthodox community of Istanbul
in 1955. As Veremis wrote, since then the Greek community of Istanbul began moving to
Greece, with only 3,000 Greeks remaining in their homes by early 2000s.473
Since the 1970s this atmosphere of mistrust between the two neighbors intensified.
The Cyprus crisis, in 1974, is believed to be the most crucial turning point for the
relationship of the two states in the post-World War II era. The Turkish invasion and
occupation of the northern part of Cyprus signaled for the Greeks Turkey’s perennial
revisionist attitude.474 At the same time, as Valinakis argues, Turkey raises claims
concerning the FIR over the Aegean Sea with the notice to airmen No. 714 (NOTAM
714) attempting to obtain air traffic control over the eastern-most Greek islands.475
As Tsakonas writes, ‘according to the Greek narrative, Turkish ‘revisionist
actions’ include violations of Greek airspace, refusal to submit the delimitation dispute of
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the Aegean continental shelf to the International Court of Justice, threats of war should
Greece extend the territorial waters limit from six to twelve miles (as allowed under the
1982 Law of the Sea Convention), and challenges to the Aegean status quo as codified by
a number of international treaties,’ such as the Lausanne Convention, the Paris Peace
Treaties, etc.476
Moreover, the incident of April 1987, when a Turkish vessel began conducting a
seismic survey in a disputed area in the Aegean Sea, was another step backwards. Greece
interpreted this action as another sign of Turkey’s revisionist policies targeting at
changing the status quo in the Aegean. Of course at a political level there were attempts
to stabilize the relationship between the two. At the beginning of 1988 the so-called
Davos process of reconciliation and rapprochement between the Greek Prime Minister
Andrea Papandreou, and his counterpart Turgut Özal, was a very well-known attempt.477
The same positive climate also continued during the following years, but in 1996 one of
the most critical incidents took place. The Imia incident brought the two countries to the
edge of an extended military conflict, and it was only after the intervention of the US that
escalation was avoided.478
Since then things have remained stable but in a framework of fear and mistrust.
Incidents such as those of 1998 with the placement of S-300 anti-ballistic missiles in
Cyprus or the case of the Kurdish leader Ocalan, reinforce this climate.
Another important issue for the Greek side is the diachronic issue of the Muslim
minority of Greek Thrace (approximately 1% of Greece’s total population) which consists
of 49.9% Muslims, 33.6% Pomaks and 16.5% Roma. Many Greek security analysts
consider this issue an additional factor of concern. The reason for such perceptions lies
mainly in the active propaganda of the Turkish consulate that exists in the region, in
parallel with irredentist sentiments expressed by leading members of the Turkishspeaking group of the minority. As Tsakonas writes, ‘Greek decision-makers and analysts
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share the belief that, under certain circumstances, Turkish territorial aspirations vis-a-vis
Greek Thrace may eventually become the most important challenge to Greek security.’479
However, the way Greece deals with its Eastern neighbor has changed since 1999
with the summit in Helsinki. There, Greece decided to support Turkey’s accession to the
EU, after it would meet the Copenhagen criteria. This was and still is Greece’s new
security doctrine regarding relations with Turkey. Nevertheless, the casus belli has not yet
appeared, though continuous problems regarding the division of maritime zones in the
Eastern Mediterranean and the Exclusive Economic Zone, disputes over rights to Aegean
airspace and territorial waters are on the daily agenda.

6.3.2 The level of cooperation and the lack of a trilateral agreement

The importance of the river for all three riparian states is unambiguous.
Nevertheless, carefully examining the legal framework under which the management of
the river is taking place, it is quite obvious that, compared to equivalent case studies
internationally, the willingness of particularly the upstream riparian to proceed in a more
effective and binding legal arrangement is questionable. Indeed, up to now, only bilateral
agreements on water-related issues exist between the riparian states. Within the following
lines there will be a thorough reference to the progress of these bilateral agreements,
ending with the current status of the basin.

Greek-Turkish Agreements
The main areas of agreement between the two riparians had to do with issues of
flood protection, erosion control and water diversion with the construction of necessary
facilities. The first agreement between Greece and Turkey was signed in 1934, and titled
“Agreement on the Installation of Hydraulic systems on both Sides of the Meric River”.
As the title reveals, it was an agreement mainly covering the type of infrastructure that
479
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both parties were allowed to build in order to protect them from possible flooding
incidents and at the same time control erosion of the basin. This particular agreement also
included provisions for the exchange of topographic data, notification to the other party
prior to construction, and for dispute settlement between the two parties.480
In 1955 another agreement took place with its main focus, once more, the
construction of flood control measures in the basin. However, we have only a vague
understanding of the agreement since the official document was never published. As
Bilen wrote, the agreement set the framework for the construction of flood control
measures along with a master plan. Accordingly, each government would undertake the
construction of the work needed in its own territory by using its own economic resources.
At the same time, attempting to determine the joint measures necessary against flooding
of the river, Turkey and Greece awarded a contract to the Harza Engineering Company to
prepare a master plan for the Maritsa basin.481
In 1963, the two riparian states signed a new agreement in order to resolve
disputes arising from the master plan and to carry out hydraulic works on both sides of
the Maritsa. The “Protocol on the Rehabilitation of the Meric River Basin Forming the
Significant Part of Turkish-Greek Border in Thrace” introduced articles on the adjustment
of the border between the two parties, as exchange of land was necessary to build
infrastructure on the river. Additionally, it was agreed that any disputes on this matter
would be directly assigned to a General Engineer, appointed by the French Ministry of
Agriculture.482
Since then cooperation has remained at a low level as other issues have affected
the relationship of the two countries. However, the diachronic problems concerning the
management of the river led the two downstream riparians to sign a “Memorandum of
Understanding Concerning Cooperation on Environmental Protection” in 2001. Its
context set a framework of scientific, technical and legal information exchange at the
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highest governmental level, at the same time encouraging academic institutions from both
countries to collaborate and exchange ideas (Article 2). The formation of a Joint
Committee, comprising of five representatives from each of the two countries responsible
for the cooperation in different field of activities, was also agreed upon (Article 8).
However, it is important to stress that within this field of cooperation river management
issues were not specifically included, but some of the areas and the terms mentioned in
the agreement, such as Environmental Impact Assessment, Land-based sources of
pollution etc., could be perceived as potential ground for cooperation on the management
of the Maritsa River.
According to many experts, the Community Initiatives through the INTERREG
III A/Greece-Turkey Programme, aiming at supporting cross-border cooperation projects,
was a positive step forward. The main goal of the 2003-2006 period of the programme
was the promotion of peace and growth in the Eastern Balkan Peninsula and the Aegean
Sea. As far as the environmental sector is concerned, the programme paid significant
attention to the integrated management of the cross-border waters in the foundation of the
Water Framework Directive 2000/60/EC.483
However, Greece and Turkey are the downstream riparian states; thus, even if
they make significant steps towards enhancing cooperation, Bulgaria, the upstream
riparian, will still have the primary role concerning the effective management of the river.
Accordingly, it is more important to examine the framework of bilateral agreements
between the two downstream riparians and Bulgaria.
Turkish-Bulgarian Agreements
The history of bilateral agreements between Turkey and Bulgaria concerning
common waters began in 1968. Then, under the principles of good neighborliness and
international law, the two countries signed an agreement on the “Cooperation of the Use
of the Waters in the rivers flowing in the lands of the two Countries.” The main concern
was the creation of the proper regulations for the common beneficial use of the river.
With this agreement, a strong commitment between the two countries was built on a
483
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strong foundation of common research and cooperation. They both committed themselves
not to inflict serious damages on each other by constructing and operating facilities on the
rivers, to exchange information on flooding and icing as rapidly as possible, and to
exchange hydrological and meteorological data. As a result, a Joint Commission was
formed with equal number of experts from both the riparian states, empowered with the
authority of settling every possible dispute that may arise during the implementation of
the agreement.484
Another reference to issues concerning water uses and water management can be
found in the 1975 “Agreement on Long-Term Economic, Technical, Industrial and
Scientific Cooperation” between the Government of the Republic of Turkey and the
Government of the People’s Republic of Bulgaria. Article 5 states that cooperation
between the concerned Turkish and Bulgarian enterprises and organizations shall be
simplified in all economic fields including “energy production and irrigation, including
the joint use of the waters whose shores are on both countries, for energy production and
irrigation purposes.” (Annex 2)485
The common problems caused by extensive droughts forced the two countries to
sign a new agreement in 1993. This was the “Agreement on Assistance and Cooperation
in the Field of Water for Reducing the Negative Effects of the Drought” which states that
Bulgaria, on a one-off basis and limited to 1993, should make additional water from the
river Tundja available to Turkey. Respectively, Turkey should allocate US$0.12 per m3 of
water provided by Bulgaria.486 Therefore, according to a Turkish Parliament Research
Commission in 2002, Turkey purchased 15,866,000m3 of irrigation water from Bulgaria
at a cost of 1.903.904 US$.487
The next step of cooperation took place in 1998. Then, the two states signed an
agreement concerning cooperation on energy and infrastructure projects. The agreement
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stated that Turkey has accepted the obligation to buy electricity from Bulgaria at fixed
prices, in return for Bulgaria’s decision to give some projects on dam and highway
construction (the Gorna Arda hydropower project and construction of a stretch of the
Maritsa highway) to a particular Turkish company. Accordingly, the Gorna Arda
hydropower project was launched in 1999 and included restoration of existing dams as
well as the construction and function of three new dams near the Turkish border on the
Arda River.488 Nevertheless, economic difficulties at the Turkish Ceylan Holding
Company, the one chosen to participate in the two projects mentioned, in 2000 led to the
abandonment of the project, since no alternative contractor was commissioned. As a
result, Turkey argued that this was non-fulfillment of the 1998 agreement; thus it stopped
buying electricity from Bulgaria in 2002. 489
In 2002, the “Agreement on the Approval of the 15th Term Protocol” was signed
by the Joint Turkish-Bulgarian Committee for Economic and Technical Cooperation.
Within it, both countries clearly expressed support for the idea of strengthening
environmental cooperation to further protect surface and groundwater resources.
Moreover, Turkey reiterated its request to establish a joint technical working group
responsible for investigating the conditions for the construction of the Suakacagi dam on
the Tundja River.490 In addition, both sides supported the idea of continuing the
hydrological data exchange for flood prevention, and also agreed on data exchange
regarding water levels and releases from dams on the Maritsa, Arda and Tundja Rivers.
Within this framework of close cooperation, in 2002 a protocol was signed between the
General Directorate of State Hydraulic Works (DSI) of Turkey and the National Institute
of Meteorology and Hydrology (NIMH) of Bulgaria, related to the implementation of a
hydrologic telemetric station on the Maritza River at Svilengrad.491 Specifically, this
station was used for better monitoring of hydrometeorological data in flood periods.
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Greek-Bulgarian Agreements
The first steps towards untroubled cooperation among the riparians can be traced
back to 1964. Then, Greece and Bulgaria ratified the Helsinki UNECE Water
Convention, which provides a legal framework for mutual cooperation in trans-boundary
water management for protection and use of trans-boundary watercourses (1992; in
Greece in force since 1996) and the Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in
a Transboundary Context (known as the Espoo Convention, 1991).492 After the
implementation of the Helsinki Convention, the two states created a joint monitoring
system that included the Evros-Maritza River. In 1971, another agreement was signed,
again between Greece and Bulgaria, concerning the formation of a joint committee for
cooperation in the field of electric energy and the use of cross-border river waters (Sofia,
1971).
By now an atmosphere of cooperation has emerged between the two states via the
ratification of a number of protocols, setting up a framework of cooperation and technical
and scientific assistance. Nevertheless, only the agreement of 1964 set specific measures
to be taken, mostly concerning flood protection. In particular, the agreement underlines
the obligation of the parties not to cause damages to each other through infrastructure
construction, while at the same time they should exchange hydrometeoroligical data and
information on floods.493 It refers to the series of reservoirs in Bulgaria and operates
between local authorities as a precaution when the Bulgarian reservoir gates release
excess water upstream, while informing and warning the Greek local authorities at the
same time.494 The duration of this agreement was set for 60 years and also included the
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obligation for Bulgaria to release 186 million cubic meters of irrigation water annually to
Greece through the Ivaelogrand dam.495
In 1991 a trilateral initiative took place, which led to the Protocol of the Meeting
of the Joint Greek (GR) - Bulgarian (BG) Committee of Experts for the preparation of a
common proposal to the EU for the joint monitoring and control of water quality and
quantity of the trans-boundary Maritsa/Evros, Mesta/Nestos and Struma/Strymonas
Rivers. This led to the 2000-2006 EU-BG-GR agreement under the umbrella of the
Interreg programme, which supported the installation of hydro-meteorological monitoring
stations to assist with anticipation and prevention of floods. Pollution measuring stations
were set up and equipped on the Bulgarian section of the rivers Nestos/Mesta,
Strymonas/Struma and Evros/Maritsa and wastewater treatment plants were constructed,
using funds from PHARE Cross-Border Co-operation to diminish pollution in the Maritsa
basin from the sewage of the cities of Haskovo, Dimitrovgrad and Stara Zagora. The
Greek and Bulgarian Ministries of the Environment were responsible for managing the
project. However, the success of this initiative is questionable, as the six stations located
on the Greek side of the river never became fully operational, while serious floods were
experienced in 2003, 2005, 2006 and 2010, with no particular warning or preventive
action. These floods caused severe damage to the regional economy in the Greek part of
the river basin.496
To sum up, while Greek official records show a number of past bilateral
agreements with Bulgaria, there is still no agreement involving all three riparian states.
Even the existing framework is questionable.
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Table 6.1 Greece-Bulgaria Agreements

•

GR-BG agreement on co-operation for the use of watercourses flowing through the two countries
(Legislative Decree 4393/1964)

•

Second Protocol of the GR & BG agreement on the regulation of economic questions and
development of economic co-operation (Legislative Decree 4393/1964)

•

Agreement between GR & BG concerning the formation of a joint committee for cooperation in the
field of electric energy and the use of cross-border river waters (Sofia, 1971)

•

Agreement between GR & BG on scientific and technical cooperation (Athens, 1973/1976)

•

Protocol for the Joint GR-BG Technical Working Group and Environment Group (approved 1990)

•

Protocol for the co-operation of GR-BG Experts for flood control of the Strymonas River (approved
in 1980); The 1964 Agreement on flood protection refers to the section downstream of a series of
reservoirs in Bulgaria. It operates between local authorities (when the BG reservoir gates release
excess water upstream, they send a warning to the GR local authorities).

•

Protocol of the Meeting of the Joint GR-BG Committee of Experts for the preparation of a common
proposal to the EU for the joint monitoring and control of water quality and quantity of the transboundary Maritsa/Evros, Mesta/Nestos and Struma/Strymonas Rivers (1991).

•

Both countries ratified the Helsinki Convention for protection and use of transboundary
watercourses

(1992;

in

GR

in

force

since

1996)

and

the

Espoo

Convention.

After the implementation of the Helsinki Convention, GR and BG are cooperating through joint
monitoring in the three common river basins, i.e Struma, Mesta (including the tributary Dospat)
and Maritsa (including the tributary Arda).
•

In the following years, bilateral agreements on the use of other trans-boundary rivers waters were
signed. Also, cooperation in the scientific and technical field for the best management of water
resources is well established. Interreg Progamme 2000-2006.

6.3.3 A complicated decision-making framework for all the three riparian states and
the positive impact of the WFD
One of the issues to be discussed is the complicated decision-making framework
of water management that exists in all three riparian states. Indeed, the numerous public
authorities and institutions engaged in the management of water resources work only as a
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hindrance for integrated water management and good cooperation with the authorities of
the other riparian states.
Starting with Greece, it is the only Balkan country that has followed a different
path as far as the construction of its own public administration model is concerned,
compared to its neighbors. In fact, since the creation of the modern Greek state in 1830,
Greece began creating its institutions based on the French model.497 According to Spanou,
the newly created state was organized on the lines of the Napoleonic model.498 Yet, this
model has never been properly implemented due to the different socio-political and
cultural environment. This has translated into the creation of institutions that have not met
the standards that they have in France, in terms of efficiency and prestige. In other words,
the Greek public administration became a bad replica of the French one.499
The Greek model is characterized by the constitution as de-centralized, so local
self-governance and de-centralization of management are its basic pillars. Yet, it is highly
contested if these principles are implemented in reality. In fact, as was made clear from
personal interviews conducted with local farmers and representatives of local authorities
(such as the general secretary of the Evros prefecture in 2008), there is a lack of
communication channels between the central government and local society, despite the
fact that there have been attempts and reforms of de-centralization in previous years with,
however, dubious success.
For instance, a very ambitious effort was made with the introduction of the
“Capodistrias” plan in 1997. Through this programme, the government attempted to
massively reduce the number of local units in order to create stronger municipalities
capable of dealing with new tasks, promoting local development and offering modern
services to their citizens. The project was implemented with a number of departures from
497
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its initial targets. Yet, as Manojlovic writes, its outcome is highly contested. In fact, it can
be claimed that the new local units acquired more responsibilities than their predecessors,
but compared to the general situation in other EU countries, the jurisdiction of local units
remained rather limited, with most of the tasks important for the everyday life of the
citizens remaining in the hands of the central government.500
Attempts at further decentralization took place in 2011 with the well-known
“Kallikrates” programme. Once more the target was to reduce local units and replace
them with bigger and stronger municipalities that would be able to exercise new
competences. Moreover, this programme attempted to provide a solution to the problem
of competing jurisdictions among the municipalities and the prefectures. Therefore,
prefectures, as a second tier of local self-government, have ceased to exist and their tasks
have been transferred to the regions. The latter will be authorized to exercise even the
competences of the biggest municipalities. This very ambitious reform, however, did not
produce the expected level of decentralization due to two basic reasons. The first is
related to the financial autonomy of the municipalities - their finances remained under the
control of the central government. The second reason has to do with the introduction of
another level of government that was placed above the regions: the directorates. The
seven directorates general were not local self-government units were authorized to
exercise the role regions used to play. The Secretary General, appointed by the central
state, clearly showed that the state was not ready to cede its power. This outcome can be
explained within the FPA analysis framework. In fact, FPA suggests that in practice,
rational foreign policy making can be greatly influenced by the political entities through
which decision makers have to operate, These entities have as their first priority their own
survival and the retention of their power vis-à-vis other organizations. Therefore, the
unwillingness of the central state authorities to transfer jurisdiction to the local level,
creating a ‘bureaucratic labyrinth’ with a fragmented framework of jurisdiction, hinders
the potential for interstate cooperation.
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Transferring this bureaucratic labyrinth to the area of freshwater management, it
can easily be said that the structure of responsibilities is quite complicated, and it is very
difficult to understand the provenance of the decisions taken. Specifically, Greek
institutions involved are the Ministry of Environment, Energy and Climate Change, the
Ministry of Rural Development and Food, the General Secretariat of Civil Protection and
the Public Power Corporation. One could also add the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Ministry of National Defense.
At the local level, the Region of Eastern Macedonia – Thrace, in Komotini,
functions as the authority for collaboration in the basin. The department of Water
Resources Management under the Secretariat of Planning and Development of the Region
(law 2503/97) has territorial competence in the water district of Thrace (Presidential
Decree 60/98). Before the new division and the removal of the Evros prefecture, it was
empowered to manage the irrigation system of the Evros River. Additionally, a
management body for the river’s delta was formed, following Directive 92/43/EEC, and
responsible for water quality control.501 The Public Corporations of Water Supply and
Sanitation of Komotini and Alexandroupoli are both responsible for water cleaning and
distribution to all the cities and villages of the region. The municipal authorities are
responsible for the water supply and sanitation network of cities of less than 30.000
residents.
At the national level, the Ministry of the Environment is responsible for integrated
water management. However, for trans-boundary rivers, such as the Evros, the Ministries
of Foreign Affairs and National Defense participate in their management. Moreover, the
National Water Committee (consisting of six ministers and meeting once per year) is a
policy body formed by the law 3199/03, which has the responsibility of policy-making,
management and protection of the country’s water resources. It is an inter-ministerial
institution that creates the policies for the protection and management of waters,
observing and controlling at the same time the implementation of the decisions made.502 It
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also has the power to approve, after suggestion from the Ministry of Environment and the
opinion of the National Water Council,503 the national programmes for the protection and
management of the country’s water potential.504
Additionally, within the Ministry of Environment, there is also a Special
Secretariat for Water, responsible for the progress and implementation of all programmes
related to the protection and management of Greece’s water resources and the
synchronization of all competent authorities dealing with the water environment.
Moreover, the Secretariat is empowered to monitor the implementation of the Water
Framework and the Marine Strategy Directives and any other related Directives as well.
As is underlined on the official site of the Ministry of Environment, “the Secretariat, in
collaboration with the Regional Water Authorities, formulates and, upon approval by the
National Council for Water, implements the River Basin Management Plans and the
national monitoring program. The Secretariat is composed of four Directorates and is
headed by a Special Secretary, appointed by the Ministry of Environment, Energy and
Climate Change and the Government.”505
The UNECE working group, during a meeting in April 2011, tried to succinctly
describe the decision making framework in Greece: “the Special Secretariat for Water of
the Ministry of Environment, Energy and Climate Change is responsible for defining the

Solidarity, 7. Minister of Rural Development and Food. In the commission can also participate more
ministers after invitation from the president, while the Minister of Foreign Affairs participates in those
cases where transboundary water issues are being discussed.
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the implementation of the Nitrates Directive
the implementation of the Bathing Waters Directive
Transboundary and international water issues
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national water policy and coordinating the activities of the Regional Water Directorates.
Each of the 13 regional directorates is responsible for the implementation of the EU
WFD and the protection and management of the river basins that are assigned to it. The
Regional Water Councils, one in each region, are consultative bodies (having a multistakeholder make-up), while the National Water Council is the equivalent body at the
country level. The National Water Committee (consisting of six ministers and meeting
once per year) is a policy body.”506
The role of the General Secretary of Civil Protection, which was under the
institutional supervision of the Ministry of Interior and is now under the Ministry of
Citizen Protection is also of great importance. The role of the Secretariat was upgraded in
May 2002 with the law 3013/2002. The General Secretary was given more responsibility
concerning local authorities and also planning for extreme situations such as floods.
Apart from this very convoluted decision making framework, another crucial issue
is the absence of local community involvement in the process. Indeed, at least since 2000,
when the European Water Framework Directive was released, the participation of local
communities was totally absent - all decisions were made at the national level with no
involvement of local representatives.
This situation is quite similar in both the other riparian states. In particular, in
Bulgaria, the main institutions responsible for the management of water resources at the
national level are the Council of Ministers and the Ministry of Environment and Water.
The National Assembly is the competent authority for adopting a national strategy on
organization and development of the water sector, while the Council of Ministers adopts
national programmes dealing with the protection and sustainable use of waters. The
Ministry implements state policy regarding water management. It is the institution in
charge of the implementation of the EU WFD, coordinating activities at the national
level. It also supports the Council of Ministers, expanding national programmes and
providing recommendations for its decisions on issues within the range of the Water Law
(which transposes the EU WFD). At a more decentralized level, four Basin Directorates
have been established as regional bodies of the Ministry, empowered with the
506
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implementation of the EU WFD in each of the four Basin Districts. The Basin Districts
also contain consultative bodies, known as Basin Councils, with a multi-stakeholder
make-up.507
In Turkey, international relations on trans-boundary water resources are the
competence of the Prime Minister’s Office and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Department on Regional and Trans-boundary Waters, while the State Planning
Organization under the Prime Minister is the strategic organization providing instruction
and direction for economic and social development through the Five-Year Development
Plans.
The General Directorate of State Hydraulic Works, which is under the institutional
supervision of the Ministry of Environment and Forestry, also plays an important role in
water resource development. With its central headquarters in the capital, the Directorate is
organized around the 25 major river basins in the country, with Regional Directorates in
charge of preparing master plans for the respective basins and for implementing
development plans for water resources.508
In addition, within the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources there is the
General Directorate of Electrical Power Resources Survey and Development
Administration, which conducts hydrological surveys, research and studies for assessing
hydropower potential in the river basins.
The Ministry of Public Works and Resettlement, and in particular the General
Directorate of the Bank of Provinces (Iller Bankasi), is responsible for assisting
municipalities in the financing and construction of water supply and sewerage
infrastructure, while the Ministry of Health is responsible for determining quality
standards for drinking water and other water use, observing these standards and preparing
legislation in these areas.
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The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs is responsible for issues of
irrigation, planning, development as a part of agricultural policy and rural development,
and finally, at the provincial and local level, municipalities and Province Special
Administrations under the Ministry of Interior are responsible for providing water supply
and wastewater collecting and treatment facilities.509
Nevertheless, this situation was to change with the WFD. Indeed, in Paragraph 46
there is a clear indication that the participation of the general public in the establishment
and updating of river basin management plans is necessary.510 Such a prompt could be
considered a two-sided coin. On the one hand, it is important to consider people’s
sensitivity to issues of great importance such as the management of a river that affects the
economic and rural life of a region. On the other hand, however, such an attempt could
complicate the decision making process since it brings more players into the construction
of an integrated river basin management plan. In the political process D. Easton has
described the political system as an environment, where people in the form of different
interest groups make demands (inputs) and at the same time provide support to the
political parties that are playing the role of categorization of these demands. Then the
political system and in particular the executive produces decisions (outputs) which affect
the people.511
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Figure 6.6. The political system

Source: D. Easton (1965)512
In the case of a river basin, the system of management presented by directive has a
lot in common with Easton’s paradigm. Indeed, as the directive indicates, local
communities shall participate in the establishment and updating of river basin
management plans; thus, local communities should express their demands to the next
level of the system, which is the national level (central government). The latter decides
the plan for the management of the basin. However, the difference with Easton’s model of
the political system lies on the grounds that in the case of river basin management, local
communities should be well informed about the status and the progress of the plan. In
addition, due to the transnational character of water management within international
basins, the whole process is taking place within an international environment; thus there
are more factors to be taken into consideration.
Moreover, the directive also emphasizes the administrative changes needed for the
best management of a trans-boundary river.513 In addition, in Paragraph 5 of the same
article it is made clear that in cases of river basins extending beyond the territory of the
Community (such as the case of the Evros River), the Member States concerned “shall
endeavour to establish appropriate coordination with the relevant non – Member States,
with the aim of achieving the objectives of this Directive throughout the River Basin
district.”514
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Figure 6.7. The WFD decision making process

Nevertheless, in the case of the Evros River, the WFD is not fully implemented.
This derives from the absence of local communities and the absence of a complete
management plan for the river. As far as local community involvement is concerned,
personal interviews with the former general secretary of the Evros Prefecture in 2008, and
with local farmers in the region, revealed that despite the great importance the River has
for the regional economy, and despite also the call for an integrated managerial master
plan, the central government remains inactive. For instance in February 2005, Mr
Zampounidis, Prefect of the Evros Prefecture at that time, sent an official Letter to Mr.
Karamanlis, the then-Greek Prime Minister, asking him to take sufficient measures for
flood protection (Annex 3).515 The catastrophic flooding incidents that occurred later on
that year forced the Head of the Prefecture to ask once more for the assistance of the
central government, by sending another official letter to the Prime Minister (March 2005)
making a proposal for the restoration of the damages caused by the floods. The Prefecture
had produced a complete restoration plan with exact budget needs, which however,
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according to the General Secretary of the Prefecture, Mr. Petritzikis, was never taken into
consideration.516
As far as the complete management plan of the River is concerned, in 2011,
Professor Vlachos, in an interview with a Greek newspaper, made clear that in Greece
there is no water policy, in contrast to most of the other European countries, adapted to
the climate change and green environmental economy, and especially to international
policy on international waters.517
Yet, in the next pages, using the well-known technique of SWOT analysis, this
chapter will attempt to categorize and systematize the main points of the preceding
discussion. Therefore, the next chapter will reveal the dynamics regarding the future
prospects of the river, as well as potential obstacles for implementing a sustainable
integrated management plan.

6.4SWOT Analysis of Evros Management

In this part of the chapter there will be an attempt to examine the possibilities of
future cooperation between the riparian states regarding the implementation of an
integrated management plan of the River. This will be done using a tool well-known in
the Marketing and Management field, the SWOT analysis.
SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) is a process
that generates information helpful in matching an organization or group’s goals,
programs, and capacities to the social environment in which it operates. In particular, a
SWOT analysis can be understood as the assessment of an organization's internal
strengths and weaknesses, and its environments’ opportunities, and threats. It is a general
tool designed to be used in the preliminary stages of decision-making and as a precursor
516
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to strategic planning in various applications. In the decision-making process, it is quite
useful to decisively check each project or option to discover its strong and weak points,
and to choose a criterion measuring these issues.518

Figure 6.8. SWOT Analysis

The four factors examined in the analysis are depicted in the figure above. With
“Strengths”, the analysis tries to determine the organization’s advantages.519 What are the
project’s strong points, what is really positive and valuable in the project?520 With
“Weaknesses”, the analysis attempts to discover in what areas improvements could be
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made. What is currently being done unsuccessfully and wastefully? What should be
avoided?521 With “Opportunities”, it attempts to identify the best chances for the project’s
improvement, and the factors external to the project that can actually help. This refers to
prospects the project may have due to causes not directly related to it. Last but not least,
“Threats” attempt to identify the obstacles the project faces and could trigger the whole
progress.522
In the case of the Evros, SWOT analysis could be a very useful way to identify
positive prospects and the obstacles for the management of the river. Indeed, this analysis
could assist in categorizing the positive and negative aspects of today’s status quo, and to
recognize channels of future cooperation as well.
The first thing to do is to evaluate the “Strengths” of the Evros River Basin. As
already mentioned, the Evros Delta is a particular area of environmental interest with a
strong level of protection. The biodiversity of the Delta makes it a pole for
environmentalists and alternative tourism. The cultural diversity of the region also is
another positive aspect. Slavic, Orthodox and Muslim populations live across the basin,
building strong channels of cooperation mostly in trade. Additionally, the fact that the
region is one of the last EU borders to the Southeast, neighboring another prospective EU
member, Turkey, constitutes it as a region of great multi-cultural interest.
Another positive aspect, especially concerning the Greek side, is the welldeveloped urban infrastructure, meaning the water supply system, the sanitation system
and waste management. This is a prerequisite for the protection of surface and ground
waters, and possible flooding incidents caused by extended rainfalls as well. Moreover,
the region’s low population density makes it one of those receiving significant EU
funding for development and reconstruction. As a consequence, the national
infrastructure, such as the road network is developing quite rapidly, making the region
easily reached, and thus improving the possibilities of closer cooperation at a national and
international level.
The diversity of agricultural goods produced on the Greek and Turkish side of the
river is also is a positive factor that contributes to the potential of the region. The
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importance of the river for the Greek and Turkish farmers is a factor that could boost
cooperation.
Also a strong point worth mentioning is the attempt of local authorities from both
the three riparian states to build a network of prefectures.
Figure 6.9. Network of Prefectures

The Cross Border Cooperation Network of Greece, Bulgaria and Turkey
Prefectures was created after the initiative of the Prefect of Xanthi, Mr. George Pavlidis,
to organize a meeting on 8 November 2003 in Xanthi, inviting representatives and
members of the Prefects of Evros, Rodopi, Xanthi, Drama, Kavala, Serres from Greece,
Haskovo, Kardzhali, Smolyan, Blagoevgrad from Bulgaria and Edirne from Turkey.523 At
this meeting it was unanimously decided to create a network of cross-border collaboration
of Prefectures. The collaboration deals with everyday routine issues of common interest,
one of this being the issue of dangerous meteorological phenomena and the pollution of
the environment. In particular, in a meeting that took place in Orestiada on 17 January
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2005, the parties agreed to improve collaboration concerning issues of natural destruction,
pollution and industrial accidents.524
Figure 6.10 The building of the Cross-border cooperation network in Orestiada

Moving to the weaknesses factors - for the Greek side the biggest obstacle for
promoting a strong agenda of demands towards the other riparian states and in particular
to Bulgaria, the upstream riparian, is its complicated decision-making process. The
number of authorities involved in the management of water resources at a national and
local level works only as an obstacle for the formation of an integrated management plan.
However, the situation is not very different to what was described in previous pages
concerning Greece. For example, in Bulgaria, jurisdiction on issues concerning the
Maritza River involve the Ministry of Environment and Water, the Ministry of Regional
Development and Public Works, the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry, the Ministry of Finance, the National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology
and the representatives of Municipalities of the region. As far as the Turkish side is
concerned, there jurisdiction is in the hands of the Ministry of Environment, the Ministry
of Energy and Natural Resources and the local communities. The General Directorate of
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State Hydraulic Works (DSI) is responsible for all water resources (surface and ground
waters) and has the responsibility of controlling, planning and implementing all works.
Thus, overlapping competences and fragmentation of responsibilities among different
institutions and management agencies often occurs, creating extensive problems for the
creation of an integrated plan. The situation becomes more complicated when efforts are
made for more decentralization and management at the local level.525
The dependence of the local population on the primary sector of production,
agriculture and livestock farming, can also be seen as a weakness. This means that when
flooding incidents take place, the damage causes great losses of income for the local
population, negatively affecting further development of the region.
Moreover, the different prioritization of Evros management by the three riparian
states is one of the most significant weaknesses. In particular, Bulgaria’s need to use the
River as a source of electric power on the one hand, and the geographical distance that the
region has from the European and national centre, along with the low level of transport
infrastructures that lead to the ‘isolation’ of the river revealing the low prioritization for
the Greek central authorities on the other side reveals the different positions the River has
in the political agendas of the two states.
Nevertheless, opportunities for a common integrated plan for the river do exist.
One of the most prominent is the entrance of Bulgaria into the EU. Now, two of the three
riparian states are members of the European family, with Turkey, the third, in the process
of negotiating its accession as well. This situation creates a common ground for
cooperation, at least for Greece and Bulgaria, under the Water Framework Directive. The
harmonization of the national legislations of these two riparian states is a prerequisite for
a common plan, and under this circumstances can be achieved more easily.
Another opportunity is related to the international community’s great interest in
the creation of the Burgas - Alexandroupoli energy pipeline. This project has brought the
region into the limelight internationally; thus national authorities of the two riparian states
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could use this project to address the problems of the river’s management and request
economic and technical support from third parties and institutions.
Another tool that could be used as an opportunity has to do with the willingness of
the EU to continue with the enlargement process eastwards. The Interreg Programme III
A Greece – Turkey Programme 2000 – 2006 is an EU-funded initiative supporting crossborder cooperation between Greece and Turkey. It aims to support economic
development and counteract the barriers that exist in the border region.526 In particular,
under the Priority Axis 3 (Quality of Life, Environment and Culture) the project set as an
objective ‘the sustainable management of ecosystems and water resources through joint
cross-border initiatives and actions, in conjunction with the use of renewable sources of
energy.’ In addition, the programme paid significant attention to issues of water resource
management. As is clearly stated, ‘Priority will be given to the integrated management of
the cross-border waters in accordance with Directive 2000/60/EC.’527 Moreover, the
programme has pointed out, ‘actions to protect and manage the water resources
(integrated management and protection of rivers, development of systems to effectively
manage water resources, promotion of systems for saving water, development of
infrastructures to monitor water resources, actions aiming at the sustainability of fishing,
actions concerning the management of coastal areas, interventions to reduce the disposal
of wastes, development of infrastructures to provide information and education about the
environment, and actions whose aim will be to sensitise people to the need of water
resource management).’528
There also are threats that could limit the creation of a joint plan for river
management. The most obvious has to do with Bulgaria’s accession to the EU. As
counterintuitive as it may seem, Bulgaria’s accession might have counterproductive
effects for the implementation of a complete plan. As already mentioned, Bulgaria uses
the river for the production of hydro-electric power, so due to its accession, it will seek
more power in order to cover its new needs for further development. Thus, the channels
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of cooperation could be intensified, despite Bulgaria’s obligation to harmonize its
national legislation with the WFD 2000/60.

6.5 Conclusions
This chapter dealt with the only trans-boundary river, where Greece is a riparian
state, that is shared by more than two states: The Evros river. This particular river enjoys
some very interesting and also unique characteristics that make it special. First and
foremost, it is the second longest river in the Balkans after the Danube, with a length of
430 km. Second, almost 203 km of its length constitutes a Greek-Turkish borderline. This
means that the Evros is practically an EU border, with whatever that means in term of
security, migration and so on. Thirdly, it is not a border between two friendly neighbors.
On the contrary, it belongs to a militarized region due to the ongoing antagonism between
Greece and Turkey. Bulgaria, the upstream riparian, should also be added to the equation,
and, despite being an EU member state, it is still behaving in a peculiar manner not only
towards Turkey but also towards Greece.
An important part of this chapter was devoted to the level of cooperation among
the riparian states. Several attempts at creating a framework of cooperation in the past,
especially at the local level, have been recorded. For example, in November 2003 a
meeting was organized in Xanthi where representatives of the Prefectures of Evros,
Rodopi, Xanthi, Drama, Kavala, Serres from Greece, Haskovo, Kardzhali, Smolyan,
Blagoevgrad from Bulgaria and Edirne from Turkey participated (Annex 4).529 The
participants unanimously decided to create a network of cross-border collaboration of
Prefectures. The aim of this cooperation would have been daily communication for
common action to be undertaken tackling routine issues of common interest such as those
coming from dangerous meteorological phenomena or issues related to environmental
pollution. A step forward was agreed upon on January 2005 during a meeting that took
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place in Orestiada where the parties agreed to improve collaboration on issues of natural
destruction, pollution and industrial accidents.530
Yet, the reality has not demonstrated any important progress. Cooperation remains
at low levels while communication is quite problematic. The reasons for such a negative
situation have been examined in detail. These can be summarized into two main points: 1.
the extremely complicated decision-making framework that exists at a national level in all
the riparians. The number of authorities involved in the management of water resources at
national and local level works only as an obstacle for the formation of an integrated
management plan. Overlapping competences and fragmentation of responsibilities among
different institutions and management agencies are a constant phenomenon resulting in
setbacks concerning the creation of an integrated plan. Moreover, as the research has
revealed, further attempts towards decentralizing authorities and transferring more
jurisdiction and power to the local level further complicates the situation.531 2. The
various uses of the Evros for the three riparian states. For instance, Bulgaria uses the
River as a source of electric power. This, which by the way creates extensive flooding
twice every year in the downstream states, forces the country to withhold vast quantities
of water in their reservoirs so as to secure steady energy production. Therefore, in times
of excessive rainfall Bulgaria, in an attempt to deter possible flooding in its territory,
opens the sluice gates sending extremely high quantities of water to the other countries.
This need is contrast to the two downstream riparians. Greece and Turkey mostly use the
River’s waters for agricultural production, therefore flooding incidents cause severe
economic losses for the farmers of the region, not to mention the properties that are being
destroyed every year in both the two downstream riparians.
To sum up, the aforementioned discussion reveals why this particular river is so
important as well as complicated. The progress made so far is not satisfactory and does
not meet the needs of the local societies in all the riparian states. However, it is very
difficult to foresee how the obstacles mentioned above can be overcome in the future,
changing the dynamic of cooperation and leading, thus, to the implementation of an
integrated management plan for the entire river.
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Chapter 7
The Greek-Bulgarian Rivers, Nestos/Mesta and
Strymonas/Struma

In this chapter the focus will be on two rivers that are shared between Greece and
Bulgaria the Nestos River and the Strymonas River. Initially the historical and
geomorphologic profile of the rivers will be discussed. Then, the analysis will continue
with presentation of the existing problems and pressures on the rivers. The level of
cooperation will be examined mostly for the Nestos River, since it is the river that has
enjoyed the greatest progress so far due to an agreement in the mid 1990s. The findings of
the previous chapter, regarding the reasons, if any, for not having the proper collaboration
framework will be used in the last part where SWOT analysis will present the different
questions on the current status of the rivers.

7.1The profile of the Rivers
The first part of this chapter will present a description of the two rivers, making
specific reference to their historical footprints and their geomorphological characteristics.
It will begin with the Nestos/Mesta and will continue with the Strymonas/Struma River.
Nestos: The Nestos River is one of the five largest rivers in Greece, and one of the
five trans-boundary rivers as well. References to the river can be traced back to antiquity.
In Greek Mythology and in particular in Hesiod’s work “Theogony”, the Nestos is
referred to by the name Nessos, child of Thetis and Ocean, God of Thrace and father of
Callirrhoe who was a naiad.532 In Herodotus’ work, the area between the Nestos and the
Acheloos was presented as extremely dangerous, since it was believed to be full of
lions.533 As time went on, the name of the river changed to Mestus during the period of
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the Roman Empire. Later on, the Slavic female presence, Mesta, gave her name to the
Bulgarian side of the river.534
As far as the geomorphology of the river is concerned, the Nestos river valley is
located between the Pirin Mountains in the West, the Rila Mountains in the North and the
Rhodopi Mountains in the East, offering great natural wealth and strongly contributing to
European biodiversity. The river flows from Rila Mountain (2716m) in southern Bulgaria
and according to experts such as G. Mihailov and R. Arsov, ‘the confluence of the Bjala
Mesta River and the Cherna Mesta River near the town of Jakoruda is accepted as the
origin of the Nestos River.’535 The River Mesta has 25 tributaries, with the Dospat River
the biggest. Moreover, the fact that the Mesta is surrounded by the highest Bulgarian
mountains affects the high average altitude for the whole river valley, almost 1318 meters
above sea level.
After a distance of almost 130km in Bulgarian territory, mostly through a valley
of granite, the river enters Greece, reaching the Rhodopi mountain chain. Then, after
following a south-east direction, crossing an exceptionally beautiful region of crystallized
schist known as the “Nestos Gorge”, it finally, after 120km in Greek territory, flows into
the Thracian Sea (Northern Aegean Sea) east of the city of Kavala.536 The total watershed
area of the river is 5749km2 of which 2312 km2 belongs to Greece (approximately 60% of
the basin area belongs to Bulgaria, while the rest is Greek) contributing to the irrigation
and water supply needs of the Prefectures of Drama, Kavala and Xanthi.537 There are 212
through Acarnania; for neither do the East of the Nestos, in any part of Europe before you come to this,
would you see a lion, nor again in the remaining part of the continent to the West of the Acheloos, but they
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settlements in the basin, 93 in Bulgaria and 119 in Greek territory. In total about 186.000
people live in the basin, mainly in the primary sector.538
Moreover, and as far as river use is concerned, in the Greek part three dams along
the Nestos (Mesta) River valley have been constructed by the Public Power Corporation,
for energy production and irrigation purposes: Thisavros, Platanovrissi and Temenos. The
largest of the three is the pump storage plant in Platanovrissi, which is also the highest in
Europe.539 The reservoir of the upstream dam of Thissavros has a surface area of 18km2
and stores 565x106 m3 of water and the reservoir of Platanovryssi has a surface area of
3,25 km2 and stores 11x106 m3 of water. The capacity of the Thissavros dam is 384MW
and the total electricity generation in 2002 was 568x106 kWh and in 2005 was 440 x 106
kWh, while the installed capacity of the Platanovryssi dam is 116MW and the total
electricity generation in 2005 was 240 x 106 kWh.540 The electric power generation
capacity for the two dams is 692 Gwh/annum.541 The Temenos dam was expected to
begin operation during 2013 but up to today it has not been constructed.542 The
prospective performance of the dam for 2010 was 19MW or 60 GWh/year.543
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Figure 7.1. Platanovryssi Dam

On the Bulgarian side, in 1989 construction works for a dam had begun but in
1990 were cancelled by a decision of the National Assembly. Nevertheless, three small
hydroelectric power plants (HEPP) were constructed: HEPP “Yakoruda”, HEPP “Razlog”
and HEPP “Toplika”. These dams produce in total 7.4 KWh.544 Moreover, in previous
years, a project for the construction of small hydroelectric plants has begun. In particular,
according to a report from the TÜV SÜD Industrie Service in Germany, published on 4
June 2010, in the valley of the Mesta River two hydro-power plants were constructed.545
For the implementation of the two plants Byala and Cherna Mesta hydroelectric power
development project in Pazardzik, Bulgaria, two companies were established: The Byala
Mesta ODD and the Cherna Mesta ODD, both in 2004. According to the websites of the
companies, ‘the project was implemented under an energy efficiency and renewable
energy sources framework agreement, co-financed by the European Bank for Investment
and Development and the International Financial Corporation. The plant is located on
Byala Mesta River near the town of Yakoruda, Blagoevgrad District. The plant has
installed capacity of 650 kW and one vertical turbine “Pelton”, manufactured by the
Czech company MAVEL, processing 0.8 m3/s water flow with net head of 115 m.’546 The
Byala Mesta is the upstream section of Mesta river, and the Small Hydropower Promotion
544
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Project (SHPP) is situated on the mountainous part of the river. On the other hand,
Cherna Mesta is the main tributary of the Mesta River, with the equivalent SHPP located
on the mountainous part of the river as well.547 The Mesta River has the highest waterpower potential in comparison with the other river in the country and very high specific
water-power potential which is utilized in Greek territory.548

Figure 7.2. The Bulgarian part of the catchment area. Mesta River and its tributaries
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Figure 7.3. The Greek part of the catchment area. The Nestos River and its tributaries

Apart from the use of the river as a source of hydroelectric power, there are also
other and very important economic aspects to how the two states exploit its water. As
Mylopoulos et al. argue, the Nestos is the source of economic life in the region. First of
all, as a source of irrigation, the river supplies water for four irrigation systems, two in
Bulgaria and two in Greece.549 For the Greek side, the majority of irrigated land is
situated in the Delta area, at the southern part of the basin. The total area that the two
systems cover is approximately 131 km2, with corn and cotton being the main crops. On
the contrary, agricultural activity in the central and northern part of the catchment area is
limited, with irrigated land reaching only 11km2. The quantity of water used during the
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irrigation period is 352 x106m3 and the total irrigated land in Bulgarian territory covers
174km2.550
The river’s Delta, is an area of extreme beauty covering 440km2 and protected by
the RAMSAR treaty on wetlands. The Delta’s importance has been taken into
consideration even since the construction of the dams, with the planning of a minimum
flow requirement for the protection and sustainability of the wetlands. According to
Mylopoulos et al, ‘the Environmental Impact Assessment study concluded to a minimum
flow of 6m3/s.’551 Several lagoons also are located at the western end of the river, within
the Delta area, mostly used as fisheries.

Strymonas: The Strymonas is the second river that is shared by Greece and
Bulgaria. In Bulgaria the river is also called the Struma and during the Ottoman period
was known as Kara-Sou. The basin of the river lies in FYROM as well as in Greece and
Bulgaria, while the river collects waters from Serbia as well.552 The total area that the
basin covers is 16780km.2 Of those, 7282 km2 belongs to Greece, 8545km2 to Bulgaria
and 1648km2 to FYROM.553 The length of the river is approximately 415km, of which
290km are in Bulgaria and 110km in Greece (estimations vary).
Table 7.1. Strymonas River Basin

Source: UNECE 2011
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The Strymonas has been a famous river since ancient times. Its name comes from
an ancient mythical Thracian king who drowned in the river.554 The springs of the river
are located on the southern slopes of Vitosha (Vitaza) Mountain, southwest of Sofia, at a
height of 2180m. The river flows south through rough ravines and later shapes a fertile
valley between the Rougien and Rila Mountains. Continuing its way to Greece, the
Strymonas opens up a passage between the Males and Pirin Mountains and few
kilometers from Greece is joined by the Stroumitsa, which flows from Plakovitsa
Mountain, southeast of Skopje. The catchment area is mountainous with an average
elevation of approximately 900m. A number of mountains are the source of the river’s
main tributaries. The main characteristic of the topography in the Bulgarian part is steep
slopes, while in the Greek part smooth slopes prevail. The river’s major tributaries in
Bulgaria are: Treklyanska River, Dragovishtitsa River, Rilska River and Bistritsa River.
According to data provided by UNECE’s second assessment there are approximately 60
artificial lakes and dam reservoirs in the Bulgarian part of the basin covering different
needs such as water supply, power generation and irrigation.555 The major ones are the
Studena reservoir and the Pchelina reservoir.
In Greek territory the river flows exclusively within the borders of the Serres
prefecture (in the old administrative division), belonging to East Macedonia’s
hydrographic area. It enters Greek territory at the village of Kula, west of Promahonas.
Then, it goes through the Roupel passage, between the Kerkini and Orvilos Mountains.
Later, impacted by the rough modification of the ground’s incline, the Strymonas splits
into two branches. The west branch goes to Lake Kerkini and then flows southeast where
it again joins the eastern branch near the village of Lithotopi.
In Greek territory, the Strymonas joins the Aggitis River and after going through
the Kerdyllia and Paggaio Mountains it finally empties into the Strymonikos gulf,
forming a small delta. The main Greek tributaries of the river are: Boutkovas, Exavis,
Krousovitis and Xiropotamos.
A very important site on the Greek part of the river is Lake Kerkini. Kerkini is a
large, artificial lake that was created with the construction of a levee in 1933. It is located
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in the area of a former swamp, approximately 47km from the Greek-Bulgarian border,
between two mountains (Kerkini and Mavrovouni). The construction of the reservoir had
many purposes such as the regulation of the river discharges, irrigation and flood
protection. According to Tzovaridis et al, the reservoir’s initial maximum useful volume
was 200x106m3 and its surface was 51km2.556 In the initial plan, the reservoir would be
operational for 80 years. Yet the faster deposition rate and the greater sedimentation of
the lake necessitated a reconstruction of the reservoir. Finally, a new levee was
constructed in 1982. Progressively the lake became a very important wetland and since
1975 is characterized by the Ramsar International convention as a water biotope of
international importance. Apart from Lake Kerkini there are also two other irrigation
dams, one at Lefkogeia and one at Katafyto.
The Strymon’s ecological importance has placed the river on the National list of
regions of European Ecological Network NATURA 2000 according to Community
Directive 92/43/EOK with code GR1260001. Indeed, the river hosts many protected or
threatened species of fauna and flora in both parts.
As far as the river’s utilization is concerned, according to UNECE (2011) its
waters are used by many different sectors. In Bulgaria, for example, more than half of the
total water is used to supply industry, while 7% is used for agriculture and 30% for
domestic purposes. In contrast, in the river’s sub-basin that extends to FYROM’s
territory, water is mainly used for irrigated agriculture. In the Greek part the most
common crops in the plain of Serres, south of Kerkini Lake are cotton, maize, rice and
durum wheat.
Table 7.2. Utilization of the River

Source: UNECE 2011
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Figure 7.4. The Strymonas River

7.2The existing problems of Nestos and Strymonas Management

In the previous part a concise but at the same time in-depth presentation of the
main characteristics of the two rivers was given. Now, this part will be devoted to
discussing the main problems that the two rivers face, mostly due to human activities. It
will begin with the Nestos River and continue with the Strymonas River.
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Nestos: Despite the general statements that Nestos waters are of high quality,
there also are problems of pollution coming from different sources, such as industrial,
agricultural, cattle-breeding and domestic activity. Until 1989, the industrial zone of the
city of Razlog had a strong negative influence on the quality of Mesta river waters and
some of its feeders. The main pollution source of the catchments waters is the wastewater
from the populated areas, which directly or indirectly flow into the rivers that collect the
waters. In fact, purifying stations have not been recorded in any of the cities. Another
main polluter is the waste material from the wood industry (especially in the region of
Yakoruda, Belitsa, Razlog and Bansko). The organized dunghills for solid waste materials
and the agricultural dunghills also are a serious pollution source for the ground and
underground waters.557
According to Papachristou et al, pollution along the Nestos River is categorized
as: urban, agricultural and industrial.558
As far as urban pollution is concerned, Mimides underlines the lack of sewage
treatment plants in small and medium populated cities, which results in the discharge of
untreated sewage directly from the sewer networks into the river.559 Indeed, the area
comprises 82 villages and small towns, with Chrisoupoli being the biggest with almost
7,000 inhabitants. It also is the only town with a central sewerage system followed by a
treatment plant, with the village of Stavroupoli and the other villages having sewer
networks.560 This deficit of treatment plants created insufficient control of untreated
wastewater, which finally ends up in the river.561 Moreover, as scientists argue, there are
cases where urban and livestock solid waste have been found dumped into uncontrolled
and unlined areas of sensitive unconfined aquifers, resulting in groundwater pollution.562
In the Bulgarian part of the river, the situation is quite similar with the lack of sewage
system the rule and not the exception. In particular, in many cities tributaries of the river
or the Mesta itself receive the urban waste. For instance, cities like Jakoruda,
557
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Hadjidimovo, Bansko, Dobrinishte and Gotze Deltchev are dispatching their raw sewage
right into the Nestos River, while other cities, such as Razlog, Belitza, Dospat and
Baroutin are dispatching into Nestos tributaries.563
Other sources of pollution are linked to a great extent with other economic
activities such as aquiculture and tourism, whereas as Mimides argues, ‘deforestation and
agricultural overproduction, especially in the southern part of the basin must be reduced
as they are the main causes of groundwater quality deterioration.’564 The agricultural
pollution is concentrated mostly in the lower part of the river, since as already mentioned,
agricultural activities are limited to the northern, mountainous, part of the Nestos. Indeed,
there are only 15,600 stremmas of cultivated land. On the contrary, in the lower part of
the basin, from the village of Toxotes until the Delta there are many flat fertile pieces of
land with a developed irrigation network. In sum, in the region there are almost 300,000
stremmas of cultivated area (in the former prefectures of Kavala and Xanthi).565 As a
consequence of these activities of the primary sector, fertilizers and pesticides are
transmitted to the Nestos via drainage ditches, as experts point out. The main recipient of
pollution is the Delta of the river.
The third source of pollution, industrial activities, is relatively limited compared
to the two others, thus the burden is not so significant. However, according to
Papachristou and Darakas, there are industrial sources of pollution in both countries. In
particular, on the Bulgarian side and in the city of Yakoruda there are woodworking
industries. In the city of Belitza there is a plastics processing industry, while in
Eleshnitza, there is a uranium mine and a gold enrichment plant. In the cities of Razlog,
Gostum and Gotze Deltchev there are chemical industries, while in Bansko there are food
industries and in Hadjidimovo milk production industries. Finally, in Dospat there are
also textile industry units.566
The dams that have been constructed on the Greek side of the basin have also
caused concerns for their environmental impact. According to Andreadaki et al, ‘the
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construction of the dams implies a reduction of sediment yield at the outlet of the Nestos
River basin and the alteration of the sediment balance of the basin in general, which
results in coast erosion.’567
Other problems are linked with the percentage of the water that Bulgaria allows to
move downstream into the Greek part of the river. According to Ganoulis et al, despite
the bilateral framework of agreements, Bulgaria’s policy of water retention for increased
agricultural and industrial needs in the past has caused great unrest for the Greek
authorities. Indeed, since 1975 the Mesta/Nestos yearly flow has declined from 1500
million m3 to 600 million m3.568

Strymonas: In the preceding presentation of the river, attention was given to the
construction of Kerkini Lake, an artificial freshwater lake, located on a former swamp.
Kerkini was created to cover irrigation needs as well as to decrease the threat of flooding.
According to the UNECE’s 2011 report, Bulgaria claims extended risk of flooding due to
the basin’s geomorphological and hydrological characteristics.569 On the Greek side,
flooding incidents are relatively frequent and there is a fear of escalation in the future due
to a significant increase in the mean annual discharge of the river (more than 40%
increase by 2020).
As mentioned earlier, the creation of Kerkini Lake was necessary because many
large-scale disasters had occured in the past when the river overflowed at that point.
According to Mimides et al, ‘the irrigation canals take away the overflow water of the
river and at the same time inseminate the valley.’570 Yet, the fact that Kerkini has became
progressively a very important and protected wetland worked as an obstacle for
constructing further anti-flooding structures.571
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Apart from the flooding incidents, both the UNECE’s first assessment in 2007 and
the second assessment in 2011 have reported the river’s waters to be of good quality. Yet
pressures have been identified as well. Bulgaria has reported that sand and gravel
extraction from the Greek side of the river causes sliding down the riverbed, affecting
more than 40km in its territory.572 The UNECE report also identified important pressure
factors in the Bulgarian part as well. Hydro-technical constructions (dams for hydropower
generation, irrigation or even drinking water supply purposes) exert pressure on the
environment. Also, the diversion of watercourses towards artificial reservoirs creates
concerns. Traditional significant pressure sources remain: the many small illegal
dumpsites, the livestock breeding units and fish-farming.
In the Greek part, the Delta area has been considerably modified by reclamation
works in order to be agriculturally exploited. In addition, the agricultural activity in the
area and the use of fertilizers has altered the quality of the water, creating
eutrophication.573

7.3 Towards bilateral cooperation
The previous sections have presented the environmental status, the principal transboundary issues as well as the geomorphological picture of these two rivers. The
following pages will present the progress achieved so far between the two riparian states
in setting up bilateral cooperation to respond to the aforementioned issues. Before,
however, proceeding with the analysis, it is important to underline a fundamental
distinction that exists between the two cases. While both rivers are shared between
Greece and Bulgaria, only the Nestos River is subject to an explicit agreement. Therefore,
this section along with the one following, will be devoted to this agreement, also
presenting previous attempts and agreements between the two riparians which apply to
both rivers.
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To begin with, as Psilovikos et al argued, the Nestos River’s drainage basin,
natural environment and deltaic platform have been seriously altered due to human
intervention in the last fifty years. As a result, the river system requires a solid and
integrated management plan for water use with an emphasis on the preservation of the
environment.574 This should have been the principal target of the negotiation process
between the two states, which led to the agreement of 1995. Yet, a strong critique of the
agreement has emerged, questioning its outcomes.
Compared to the Evros river case, presented in the previous chapter, negotiations
between the two riparian states concerning the Nestos’ management resulted in the 1995
agreement. However, negotiations have a quite rich history, dating from 1964, with the
Nestos and Strymonas Rivers part of the central negotiations of the total of transboundary rivers shared between the two states (Nestos, Evros, Strymonas). This resulted
in the Athens agreement dealing with the mutual utilization and management of the water.
The meeting took place in Athens on 9 July 1964, and the two parties agreed on
cooperation over the use of rivers’ waters which flow through them. According to this
bilateral agreement, the riparian countries are bound inter alia not to cause significant
damage to each other by constructing or operating projects and installations on these
rivers. They were also bound to exchange hydrological and technical data.575 In general,
the 1964 agreement was centred on the utilization of the river treating water as a
“commercial product” with three objectives to ensure: a. The use of waters in a way
benefiting both riparians; b. the prevention of floods and c. a level of cooperation between
the competent authorities of the two parties.576 This first attempt to institutionalize
cooperation between the two riparians embodied the two fundamental principles of
customary law, the principle of “restricted sovereignty” and the principle of “equitable
use.”
In 1971, following the signing of an agreement between the two countries, a
Greek-Bulgarian Committee was established to deal with electrical energy issues and the
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use of the waters of the trans-boundary rivers.577 It was also assigned to monitor the
proper application of the 1964 agreement.578 The 1971 agreement did not add anything
very important regarding cooperation between the two riparians, besides the explicit
reference to cooperation in the field of electric energy.
Later on, meetings between representatives of the two riparian states took place in
1975, 1982 and 1988, where the allocation of the rivers flow was one of the dominant
issues. The next episode played out in May 1981, when the two parties scheduled a new
agreement regarding the supply of 300 x 106 m3 of water per annum from Bulgaria to
Greece through the Nestos River,579 an amount which, according to experts, significantly
exceeded the minimum necessary quantities for the conservation of ecological balance
within the river bed, which has been estimated at 130 x 106m3 of water per annum.580
In March 1988, Bulgarian and Greek experts met in Sofia to discuss all relevant
issues regarding water resources of the Nestos/Mesta River. The outcome of this meeting
was the agreement of the two parties to establish the Greek – Bulgarian Committee
(Annex 5).581 One year later, in April, the Greek Republic presented the long-term
Program of Economic, Industrial, Scientific and Technological Collaboration. This
initiative took place in Haskovo, and it involved a wide range of issues concerning the
water resources of the river.582 In these meetings, the discussion was set mostly in terms
of quantity in cubic meters.
However, it was only in 1991 when the two states’ deputy ministers, under the
pressures of the changing politico-economic environment and EU directives, signed an
Aide-Memoire concerning a project for monitoring water quantity and quality in the
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Nestos.583 Thus, on 7 October in Sofia, an agreement of friendship, good neighborly
relations, cooperation and security was signed between the two countries. Even though
the agreement was not exclusively related to trans-boundary rivers, reference was made to
them in several points. For example, in Article 7 both countries affirm their obligation to
reinforce and further their cooperation in the field of hydroeconomy; in Article 9 both
parties commit themselves to take action for the implementation of activities related to
hydroeconomy; bilateral ministerial commissions and working groups are asked to
contribute to furthering cooperation, while in Article 14 special emphasis is given to the
prevention of pollution of the Black Sea, the Mediterranean and the rivers crossing the
two countries.584 In November 1991 in Sofia, the two riparian states signed the protocol
of the joint Greek – Bulgarian Experts Committee for quantitative and qualitative
monitoring of the rivers.585 Thus, the protocol included the establishment, on the
Bulgarian side of the river, four fixed monitoring stations on the: Strymon (Dragodan
site), Nestos (Kremen site), Evros (Simeonovgrad site) and Taouza (Elhovo site). It also
included the establishment of four mobile stations, one on each of the rivers and two
chemical laboratories in Blagoevgrad and Dimitrovgrad as well.586
In April 1994 in Greece another meeting was held within the framework of the
PHARE programme, one of the three pre-accession instruments financed by the EU in
order to help applicant countries of Central and Eastern Europe in their preparations for
joining the Union.587 The purpose of these funds, which were part of the INTEREG
programme, was to assist countries sharing a common border with the Union to move
towards structural changes. In particular, the proposals for projects to be implemented
under the PHARE/INTEREG programme were focused on three water resources
schemes588:
•

water quality and quantity monitoring and control system for the Evros, Nestos
and Strymon Rivers;
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•

the Arda River project;

•

the Erithropotamos (Luda) River project.589

The proposal stated that the respective system in Greek territory was already
implemented and the stations were operational. According to Kallioras et al, ‘the main
objective of the development of such a monitoring system was the telemetric connection
of the two systems of each country and therefore the development of a continuously
updated environmental database for the integrated water resources management of the
above transboundary rivers.’590
Nevertheless, the final act of the ongoing bargaining game between the two
parties played out in 1995 (Annex 6) when, after hard negotiations in which Greece
claimed 1/3 (33%) of the annual water flow while Bulgaria proposed 20%, they at last
reached an agreement for the Nestos River, agreeing on 29%. The agreement signed on
22 December 1995, setting out Greece’s rights to the water of the Nestos at 29% of the
total volume that is generated in Bulgarian territory, will be in force for 35 years. In
particular, the agreement consists of eight articles. Article 1 sets the percentage of 29% of
the annual river flow running into Greek territory. This percentage was based on the
annual average run – off between 1935-1970 (1,500.000.000m3). With Article 3, both
parties agreed to develop communication networks and exchange information, on a
regular basis, concerning the water status and any development plans that could affect the
natural flow of the river. Article 5 also is of great importance, since it enforces the
formation of a cross-border Commission of Hydro-economy, responsible for the
surveillance and control of the implementation of the agreement. The role of the
commission will also be that of an intermediary, forwarding any crucial matters to a
government level in cases that could lead to potential disputes.591 Finally, Article 4 refers
to the effect that European directives and international conventions would have on the
agreement. In particular, according to Mylopoulos et al, ‘international conventions,
standards and European guidance are also applicable for the improvement of water
589
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quality and the conservation of the ecosystem. The estimation of the water quality will be
done using standards and methodologies suggested by EU and accepted by the two
parties.’592 The agreement also predicated the reconsideration of the percentage by the
Hydroeconomy Committee after three years and in the future every 7 years, unless
otherwise decided by the Committee.
As far as cooperation at an administrative level is concerned, the agreement
suggested that the administrative body should be composed of the Joint Administrative
Council and the Joint Working Groups. The first one was related to the joint planning of
activities of the two countries at an international level, while the second dealt with the
implementation of additional activities in the wider area. Within this framework, Ivanova
has indicated that the establishment of the non-governmental organization Euroregion
“Nestos/Mesta”593 between the two riparian states was a successful initiative and a very
positive step for cross border cooperation.594 The administrative structures in each
country are as follows:
•

Management Council for Monitoring and Evaluation (MCME);

•

Joint Assembly (JA);

•

Administrative Council or Joint Administrative Council (AC);

•

Executive Secretary;

•

Working Groups or Joint Working Groups.595

Bulgaria’s European orientation was also a positive parameter for the
enhancement of bilateral cooperation with Greece. During the pre-accession period and in
particular in December 1994, an agreement established between the European
Communities and their Member States, on the one hand, and the Republic of Bulgaria, on
592
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the other. Part of the agreement was Protocol 8, which focused entirely on transboundary
watercourses, according to which the contracting parties evoke the governing principles:

•

the convention on the protection and use of transboundary watercourses
and international lakes;

•

the convention on environmental impact assessment in a transboundary
context;

•

the convention on transboundary effects of industrial accidents;

•

the Ramsar convention.596

It is also agreed that the common riparian Member States must develop ‘a system
to monitor the quality and the quantity of water in their cross-boundary rivers with a view
to’:

•

reducing the pollution level of the water of transboundary rivers to an
adequate extent ensuring the ecologically sound use in the economy and
endeavour to prevent all other forms of pollution of such water, and in
particular pollution resulting from possible accidents;

•

establishing an early warning system to cope with floods or dangerous
levels of water pollution in such rivers;

•

promoting with joint efforts the combat against soil erosion due to
transboundary watercourses;
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•

promoting rational use of water resources from transboundary rivers in
conformity with the provisions of the convention on the protection and use
of transboundary watercourses and international lakes;

•

promoting the effective protection of flora and fauna at the estuary of the
transboundary rivers on their respective territories.597

Figure 7.5. Euroregion Nestos/Mesta

The Greek Government has also ratified the following international conventions
regarding the management of transboundary rivers:
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• 1992 Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and
International Lakes.598
• 1992 Convention on the Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents.599
• 1991 Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary
Context.600

In 2002, a big step forward took place. A new agreement between Greece and
Bulgaria was signed, abandoning the previous exclusive logic of utilization of the waters.
The new agreement introduced cooperation on environmental protection and was
concluded in November 2002 between the competent ministers (Agreement between the
Ministry for the Environment, Physical Planning and Public Works of the Hellenic
Republic and the Ministry of Environment and Water of the Republic of Bulgaria on
cooperation in the field of environmental protection). This agreement has managed to
extend the scope of the previous ones, working as a concrete step from water cooperation
towards cooperation in the field of sustainable development and environmental
protection. One of the most innovative characteristics introduced by the 2002 agreement
was the engagement of a broader network of actors including civil society, NGOs,
universities, research institutions etc. Also this agreement, in Paragraph 4 Article 2,
establishes a concrete link between bilateral cooperation and the WFD.601
On 27 July 2010 in Sofia the two riparian states, through their representatives
(Minister for Environment, Energy and Climate Change of the Hellenic Republic and the
Minister for Environment and Water of the Republic of Bulgaria) signed a joint
declaration reaffirming their intention and willingness to cooperate on the use of shared
water resources. For this reason they decided to establish a Joint Expert Working Group
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focusing on cooperation on water and environment. On 16 May 2011 in Drama, Greece,
the composition of the Group was agreed upon and the first meeting took place, while a
few months later, on 12 October the second meeting took place where three sub-working
groups were created.602

7.3.1 Critique of the 1995 Agreement
The previous section has focused on the developments toward building bilateral
cooperation frameworks for the management of the transboundary rivers. Yet, given the
fact that the most concrete and interesting example of bilateral cooperation was the 1995
agreement on the Nestos River, this chapter will focus on it in order to present the critique
that has emerged of this initiative.
All the aforementioned steps can be easily characterized as quite positive, since
they demonstrate practical evolution towards the implementation of an integrated
management plan. Yet, experts argue that the strong attention and effort of the Greek side
to secure a standard amount of water in her territory led to the failure of the two states to
show an integrated joint effort and put into action a well organized plan.603 Moreover,
skeptics argue that the agreement has never been implemented practically due to the lack
of financial resources and the obvious weakness of the local authorities to play a crucial
role and to undertake the necessary actions.604 In fact, the roles and responsibilities of the
competent authorities are completely absent from the agreement, which that generates
more obscurity at the administrative level.605
The main legal context of the agreement itself is also subject to critique. For
instance, Mylopoulos et al argue that despite the positive steps the agreement has brought,
it is embodied with generalities, which actually hinder its implementation. In particular,
while in Article 1 the 29% proportion is defined, it has been left unclear whether this
number refers to monthly or yearly flows. This finding allows the Bulgarian side to take
602
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the most positive decisions for its own side without any particular cost. The same article
and proportion agreed does not actually cover the water essential for the preservation of
the ecosystems. In practice, the Delta’s ecosystems undoubtedly need larger amounts of
water to avoid stressful situations. The current agreement and in particular the existing
percentage raises great concerns, especially for those periods where extreme droughts
might occur in the future, due to climate change, and the environmental damage that
could be caused and be irreversible. Indeed, there is no precaution for cases of extreme
phenomena, such as floods and droughts.
The field of categorization of hazardous substances and the limits that should be
set is another area of failure. In addition, while the agreement decrees that the two parties
use the same process of measurement, it fails to specify the exact type of measurement
and its frequency. It also fails to set or even propose the exact points of sampling.
Another crucial doubt is related to the implementation of the agreement itself.
Indeed, according to experts, none of the articles has been practically brought into action
yet. Particularly, the way that the two parties agreed on this specific water allocation
scenario by avoiding a thorough study on the exact needs and requirements of the local
populations can easily be criticised. Moreover, according to Mylopoulos et al, ‘the
scheduled updating of the water volumes was never realized and as a result the agreed
water allocation has not been put into force.’606 Cooperation between the two parties in
data exchange is also problematic. Professor K. Ouzounis of the Technical University of
Thrace underlines that the Greek side has expressed strong complaints over the absence
of official and regular information from the Bulgarian side about any waste discharges
into the river and any retaining of the water.607 This resulted in continuous degradation of
the very important ecosystems of the catchment area. In particular, the River’s delta is
subject to many external impacts despite being protected by the Ramsar Treaty on
Wetlands. Also of great importance is the fact that no special attention is given to water
quality issues or alternative allocation scenarios in cases of extreme phenomena.
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7.3.2 Discrepancies with the WFD and the UN Convention

As already mentioned, the WFD adopts a holistic approach by introducing the need
for a joint management plan in the case of a transboundary catchment, even in those cases
where rivers cross EU borders and are also shared by non-member states. The 1995
agreement does not follow this approach, since it refers only to the waters of the Nestos
and all the articles focus merely on water quality and quantity. The conception of
integrated management at the level of a river basin is totally neglected and all the
references are solely to the watercourse itself. A river basin management plan should
have been provided by 2006, but even until now no preparation for the near future has
been observed.
Within this framework, the absence of any kind of reference to coastal waters is also
obvious. While according to the WFD coastal waters shall be identified and assigned to
the nearest or most appropriate river basin district or districts (Article 2 (15)) there is no
such setting within the 1995 agreement, despite the fact that, as environmentalists argue,
there is a pressing need for the protection of the coastal waters of the Nestos basin as the
degradation of the Kavala Gulf is looming and the sea life of the area is being threatened.
Moreover, Article 5 of the WFD declares that each state shall guarantee that an
assessment of the impact of human action on the status of surface waters and on
groundwater, as well as an economic analysis of water use, is undertaken. Yet, something
equivalent is absent from the 1995 agreement.
Another mismatch between the 1995 agreement and the WFD lies on the issue of
public participation, which was introduced by the latter as a basic requirement. In the
Nestos/Mesta case, not only during the negotiations but also within the text itself, the
participation of local authorities or other parties is absent. According to Mylopoulos et al,
‘the agreed allocation scheme seems a result of political bargaining rather than aiming at
meeting the requirements of the local population. For this reason, the agreement has not
received the necessary public support so far.’608 Indeed, public participation and
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involvement in the formulation of a joint River Basin Management Plan is completely
absent.
Moreover, Article 13 of the Directive requests the joint production of a river basin
management plan for international basins by the riparian countries. This plan should
incorporate a general description of the characteristics, pressures, environmental
objectives and other requirements described thoroughly in the Directive. The formation of
such plans demands a thorough and reliable database. However, the 1995 agreement,
apart from making a typical reference to European and international jurisprudence on the
exchange of data and the common management plan, fails to set the essential background
conditions for future implementation.
As far as compliance with the UN convention (Helsinki Convention) is concerned
things are quite similar, since as it has been analyzed in a previous chapter the WFD
adopts many elements from the UN Convention. Consequently, some of the previous
findings also apply here. For example, while Article 3 of the Convention suggests that
water flows should be measured and recorded, in the Nestos case there is a great lack of
data from the Bulgarian side, making the implementation of the agreed water allocation
almost impossible.
Moreover, Article 4 requests that parties establish joint programmes for
monitoring the conditions of the waters, something that is lacking in the case of the
Nestos, since each country proceeds with its own development plans without informing
the other. Of course this reality is more inconvenient for Greece since it is the
downstream riparian and is directly affected by Bulgarian activities. In addition, Articles
6 and 13 of the Convention underline the importance of exchanging information between
the riparian states. Yet, according to Greek protests there is no information on pollutants
discharged into the river from Bulgaria, and hence it cannot respond in due course.
Article 9 of the Convention emphasizes bilateral cooperation and suggests that
any agreement should focus on the establishment of joint bodies aiming at the collection
of data with the installation of joint-monitoring stations in order to create more effective
alert procedures. This would have been the role of the Hydro-economy Committee that
the 1995 agreement established. Yet it has not been put into action.
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7.4SWOT analysis of the Nestos and Strymonas cases.

As in the previous chapter, SWOT analysis will be used as a tool of categorizing
and examining the current status of the rivers’ management and the possibilities for the
future as well. Initially SWOT analysis will be applied to the case of the Nestos River and
afterwards we will move on to the case of the Strymonas.
In the Nestos case, the status of the river as an area of great environmental interest
with a strong status of protection can be considered a strength, while the biodiversity of
the Delta makes it a magnet for environmentalists and alternative tourism, similarly to the
Evros case mentioned in the previous chapter. The fact that both the riparian states are
members of the European Union safeguards the appropriate river flow needed for the
viability of the ecosystems. Nevertheless, the existing agreement of 1995 can only be
perceived as a strength on the grounds that it is a good step for a more solid future
agreement, based on equality standards and targeting the fulfillment of the needs of both
parties. The importance of the river as a source of irrigation in both parts of the river, and
the significant agricultural production are also worth mentioning.
One weakness is the lack of sewage treatment plants in small and medium
population cities. This results in continuing urban pollution, while other sources of
pollution such as agricultural or even industrial to some extent, are also causing
significant damage to the local ecosystems. Weaknesses also exist within the framework
of the 1995 bilateral agreement. As mentioned above, a strong critique has emerged of the
implementation of the agreement and the points of the agreement itself. Indeed, articles of
the agreement remained under question since there is a lack of precision in its terms, and
this vagueness raises concerns about the future.
The opportunities for the two parties are many. First of all, the fact that since 2007
Bulgaria is also a member of the EU can only work in a positive way for the
implementation of an integrated managerial plan of the river, in accordance with the 1995
agreement which references harmonization with EU directives and decisions. In addition,
the trade bonds that have been constructed between the regions of the two parts of the
basin, the Bulgarian in the North and the Greek in the South, can foster cooperation that
can move to other non-trade issues such as environmental ones, such as river management
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and the prevention of pollution. In a personal interview with Mr. Papadimitriou,
representative of the local chamber of commerce in Drama, Greece, who has been
involved in the INTERREG programme, he supported the idea that the bonds with the
communities in the two parts of the river can work as a catalyst to pressure to local and
national authorities of both countries to speed up cooperation.609
Moving on to the Strymonas case, the river also enjoys a generally good
environmental status. According to the previous analysis, it seems that despite the
pressures on the river by the riparian states, the water quality remains good especially for
agricultural purposes. The delta of the river as well as the river itself are protected by
international norms and are included on the national list of regions of European
Ecological Network NATURA 2000 according to Community Directive 92/43/EOK with
code GR1260001. In addition, the fact that since 1964 bilateral cooperation has been at
the forefront of the political dialogue also presents a dynamic that to some point has been
institutionalized.
Yet, the fact that progress toward bilateral cooperation has been slow and hesitant
from both sides, while the pressures on the river continue, are major weaknesses. In fact,
the poorly coordinated initiatives that took place until 2002 have failed to respond to local
needs since they were characterized by fragmented provisions and measures.
An opportunity is that since 2002 and particularly since 2010 attempts for
cooperation have been intensified. Cooperation has gradually changed in nature from
water-law oriented to focusing on sustainable development law. The WFD, also, provides
an appropriate framework for strengthening and intensifying bilateral cooperation.
However, issues related to the management of the river (and all transboundary
rivers) should be relatively de-politicized, something which is not likely to happen quite
soon.
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7.5 Conclusions
Comparing the Nestos River with the Evros, which was analyzed in the previous
chapter, it can be said that it is not such a complicated case mainly for three reasons. First,
the number of riparian states is one less than the Evros. Secondly, the two states are
members of the same “coalition”, the EU. And finally, due to the existence of a bilateral
agreement between the two riparian states, which is practically still in action since 1995.
Nevertheless, the problems that do exist derive mostly from the 1995 agreement
itself. In fact, although the agreement contains principles that were introduced by
international organizations, like the EU or the UN, such as willingness for co-operation,
exchange of data and creation of a cross-border commission, it still remains inactive.610
The critique that has been presented revealed the incorrect basis upon which this
agreement was constructed. The fact that especially the Greek part decided to pay
significant attention only to the amount of water flowing into her territory has left many
other issues untouched or unclear.
Even the legislative framework that was enacted in Greece in 2003611 for
harmonization with the WFD does not concern the policy which should be followed
regarding cooperation between Greece, Bulgaria, Turkey, FYROM and Albania on their
transboundary rivers. So, as it seems, the perception of the agreement remains unchanged.
It is quite notable that the term “transboundary waters” is only mentioned once within the
legislative text, in order to state that the National Water Commission cooperates with the
Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs on issues of international waters.612
Moreover, as mentioned earlier, the main criticism regarding this legislative
framework is that it is characterized by generality and vagueness, while specific issues
regarding its enforcement are not clearly stated. The agreement and its practical nonimplementation represents the failure of the two states to set up a common management
plan and essential background conditions for future accomplishment of such a plan. In
general, the two countries did not proceed with the creation of a thorough management
610
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plan for the whole catchment, but mainly addressing the water allocation issue. Therefore,
instead of an integrated plan covering the whole area of the river basin, each country
created its own strategy for its water resources. As a result, the catchment is divided into
two parts, with two different and independent management plans. For example, as far as
the Greek part of the river is concerned, such a plan was set up by the Public Power
Corporation (DEH) of Greece and approved by the Ministry of Environment (KYA
18492/19-09-1996). It was based on the 1995 agreement as well as on the requirements of
the Ramsar Treaty.613
Yet, the major question is what should be done in order to modify this situation.
According to Kolokytha three basic notions should be incorporated into the agreement:
•

Envisioning of both countries to share the dream and the goals. The
negotiations should be supported by reliable methodological tools for
conflict resolution.

•

Empowerment to provide joint decision making and to share power based
on the ‘right’ of each country to water for the benefit of all.

•

Enactment in order to proceed to implementation and civil engagement,
which

are

the

basic

components

of

successful

shared

water

management.614

Regarding the Strymonas, in contrast to the 1995 agreement for the Nestos River,
there is no specific framework for its management. The 1964 agreement and the 1971
agreement were restricted in their scope and only focused on the utilization of the river as
a “commercial good.” It was only in the 2002 agreement where a departure from the
previous logic was seen in the introduction of cooperation in environmental protection.
The 2002 agreement also enhanced the pre-existing working methods, including the
exchange of information between a wide range of actors and bodies such as competent
authorities, universities, NGOs and so on.
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However, it should be once more underlined that all bilateral agreements apply to
all transboundary rivers, besides the one that specifically focuses on the Nestos’ waters.
The 1995 agreement on the Nestos remains the most concrete example of bilateral
cooperation in the field of transboundary rivers between Greece and Bulgaria.
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Chapter 8
The Axios-Vardar River

This chapter will deal in-depth with the case of the Axios/Vardar River, shared
between the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Greece. The first part of the
chapter will explain the significance of the river as a focal point of interest in the region
through historical references. Then, a concise identification of the problems will be
provided, followed by an analysis of possible negative factors limiting the
implementation of an integrated management plan.

Figure 8.1 The Axios/Vardar River
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8.1The Profile of the River
8.1.1 The Historical footprints
The history of the river goes back to antiquity, with several names used in Greek
history. For example, in the Homeric epics, the author pronounces the river as
“Bαθυδίνην” and “Eυρυρρέοντα” and describes it as “κάλλιστον ύδωρ έχοντα”.
According to Homer, there also was a population leaving in the region between the Axios
and Strymonas Rivers called Bisaltae.615 Euripides in his famous work “Bacchantes”,
calls the Axios “ωκυρόαν”, which means one who flows or runs fast.616
There are two versions explaining how the river took its current name. The first
suggests that the name comes from the Macedonian word “Axos=άξος” which means
forest or material. The other claims that the river flows through the land of ancient
kingdom of Paeonia, and took its name from the legendary Axio, the first of the Paeonian
kings. According to Herodotus at the mouth of the river, more than one million Persian
troops camped during the second campaign against the Greeks in 480 BC. Thucydides,
Strabo and Aeschylus have also made references to the river.617
The river is also known as “Βαρδάρης”, with roots from the Slavic “Vardar” or also
perhaps from the Persian Var Dar which means “big river”. The name Vardar has
remained up to the present, thus the river is referred to as Vardar/Axios in order to
delimitate the Slavic and the Greek side respectively.
Geographically, the Axios and its neighbor the Strymonas are the only openings in
Greece towards the north, and consequently the Balkan peoples’ migration flows took
place through them. The Axios River also served as a key point for the division of
Macedonia into four sections during the Roman era. In particular, the river separated the
first and second sections in the East, from the third and fourth in the West.
During World War I, significant and decisive battles took place between the Allies
and Bulgarian troops the banks of the Axios River. The first clashes occurred from
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October to December 1915 and later on during the second half of September 1918. Yet,
the principal conflict of modern military history known as the “Battle of Axios” happened
in May 1917, and was crucial for the front of Thessaloniki.618

8.1.2 The Region and the importance of the River

Geographically, the Axios/Vardar River has its sources at the border of Albania and
FYROM. The river rises from the Sar Mountains in the northwestern part of FYROM.
According to experts, the main springs of the river are located in the village Vrutok and
are of karst origin. The direction of the river is initially north-east, passing among the
mountains Suva, Gora and Bisora. Later on it flows through the Upper Axios valley, then
turns southeast and passes through the Derven steppe. The river enters Greece in the
prefecture of Kilkis and runs through a part of the Thessaloniki plain. As it flows between
Polykastro and Axioupoli, it continues further south to the region of Evropou and passing
through the municipality of Koufalion empties into Thermaikos Bay forming an extensive
delta, approximately 20 km south of the city of Thessaloniki.
The river’s basin is almost 24,000 km2 covering roughly 80% of FYROM’s territory.
In FYROM the major tributaries of the River are Treska, Lepenec, Pcinja, Bregalnica and
Crna Reka, while in Greek territory there are three main streams that join the lower
course of the Axios River; the rivers Kontza-Ntere, Gorgopi and Vardarovasi.
As far as tributaries to the river are concerned, in FYROM there are 19 major springs,
the most important of which is Rasche which supplies over 600,000 inhabitants of the city
of Skopje and its surrounding region with an average capacity of 3.5 m3/s. On the Greek
side, the western part of the basin has more springs compared to the eastern part due to
the mountains and the karstic geology substrate.
The river is also very important for the local economies. Without doubt, land and
water use are interrelated and this is clear in the case of the Axios. Indeed, in the river’s
catchment, 60% of the land is used for agricultural purposes while forest and urban zones
together cover no more than 40%. Consequently, water is mainly used to cover industrial
and agricultural needs and domestic needs to a much lesser extent. River surface water is
618
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used for agriculture and industry, and industry uses the water to dispose of waste
materials.
According to Milovanovic, an increasing demand for water in industrial, agricultural
and domestic areas in the Axios/Vardar drainage basin has been recorded. He writes,
‘over the last years, country irrigation has been the major consumer of water.’619 As a
result, an extended network of irrigation canals (there are twenty five small irrigation
systems), dams and drain systems covers the drainage basin. Characteristic examples are
the drain systems in Skopje and Ovce Pole. In addition, the river’s water is used for
electric power production. There are two electric power-generating dams in FYROM, the
Matka and Kozjak.
On the Greek part of the river, there is a parallel infrastructure of irrigation and drain
systems such as the canals Atziak-Agiak-Amatovo and Anthophutou discharging into the
Axios River. Additionally, the Axios/Vardar River basin has great environmental
importance since it hosts numerous rare and protected species and a biodiversity of
habitats. In particular, the extended delta that the River forms is protected by the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands and is registered as a Natura 2000 site.620

8.1.3 Identified Problems

As previously mentioned, the Axios/Vardar water is used for various purposes. From
irrigation to municipal and industrial uses, the river receives significant pressure. Almost
3.14 million people live in the basin (1.8 million in FYROM and 1.6 million in Greece).
Yet, pollution accumulates on the route of the river’s flow. While in the FYROM area,
the upstream river waters are relatively clean, moving downstream the situation
deteriorates. The big urban centres across the river create many kinds of waste, such as
industrial, rural and urban. The following map (Figure 7.1) demonstrates this reality.
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Figure 8.2. Map of environmental problems

According to the first UNECE assessment on trans-boundary rivers, lakes and
groundwater, agriculture seems to be the most significant negative factor impacting the
quality of the river’s waters. Specifically, there is an overuse of water in many parts of the
basin mainly for agricultural purposes.621 In FYROM and particularly in the valleys of
Pelagonija, Polog and Kumanovo as well as in the Bregalnica catchment area crop
production and animal husbandry are causing severe damage.
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Figure 8.3. Discharges, Population and Land cover in the Vardar/Axios River Basin

Industrial infrastructure within FYROM’s territory also affects the aquatic
ecosystem. In particular, mining and quarrying activities are located in the catchment area
of the eastern tributaries (rivers Bregalnica and Pcinja). In addition, the metal industry in
Tetovo, as well as the heavy metal industry at Veles, along with the chemical industry,
petroleum refineries and the pharmaceutical industry in the city of Skopje, are significant
sources of pressure. The following map (Figure 7.3) is revealing regarding the industrial
activities within FYROM. Moreover, according to other experts, the waste sewage that
the river receives while flowing through the urban centres of the region is causing severe
damage to the quality of surface and ground water as well.622
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Figure 8.4. Key Industrial Environmental Polluters in FYROM

623

Until 1993, the fabric industry and the chromium treatment industry (Jugohrom) in
Tetovo were important sources of pollution. The situation has changed in a positive
manner due to the end of chromium production since then. The milk factory in the same
area also is a polluting factor. The wastewaters coming from industries and households
are entering the rivers Pena or Axios with almost no treatment.

In addition, the

thermoelectric station of Negotino adds thermic pollution to the river’s waters.
Moving to the Greek side of the river, the Delta area faces pollution problems mainly
from urban and industrial waste as well as from the remains of agricultural fertilizers
coming from both countries. In addition, the unverifiable deposition of litter in the Delta
area and in particular in the areas under the jurisdiction of the Municipalities of Chalastra
and the Community of Malgara is unambiguously a source of pollution.
In the last decade the flow of the river has been reduced due on the one hand to
increasing periods of droughts, and on the other to the increasing all purpose need for
water in both countries. As a result, during the summer months the waters are channeled
to the irrigation network, causing significant decrease or even interruption of the water
flow into the Delta. This reality also results in increasing salinity of the Delta, causing
further problems for the flora and fauna of the area.624
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8.2The Legal Context and the agreements between the riparian states.

This part of the chapter will also examine the legal status of the River’s use agreed
upon between the riparian states. Due to the changes in state borders that took place in the
early 1990s, the two different periods will be discussed chronologically - the first period
prior the dissolution of the former Yugoslavia and the second right after the establishment
of the successor states.

8.2.1 The first period: Greece, Yugoslavia and the Axios River.

As already mentioned, the Vardar-Axios River was initially shared between
Yugoslavia and Greece. The river has been on the political agenda of both states since the
1950s, mainly related to discussions on cooperation over water management and
particularly scarce waters such as those of the Axios/Vardar River. In 1953 under the
umbrella of an agreement on economic cooperation and commercial exchange, the
governments of the two states exchanged official correspondence regarding the existing
problems related to the Axios/Vardar River and the Prespa and Doiran Lakes. These
letters prepared the ground for the Agreement on 18 June 1959 for the two states to share
the complete water resources. The concept of the Agreement, as described in the
preamble, was the promotion of cooperation in the field of hydroeconomy by executing
works and studies for mutual benefit. The ratification of the Agreement by the two parties
led to the formation of a joint permanent committee, which began functioning in 1963. In
the meantime the normalization of the political climate between the two states had a
positive effect on the overall objectives of the committee. According to Rozakis, the
commission’s activity was noticeable, dynamic and productive for the entire period of the
1960s, 70s, and 80s. It had developed a practice that actually brought the general and
theoretical text of the 1959 Agreement to life.625 Moreover, the committee proposed the
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need for financial support for the implementation of the Agreement not only from the
national budgets of the two states but also from the UNDP.
Yet, it was not until the 70s that an agreement was reached between the two states.
Signed on 12 June 1970 in Belgrade, it was an agreement concerning the study of the
overall improvement of the Axios/Vardar basin. The UNDP linked the two parties in
preparing a master plan for the integrated management of the basin, ‘…of the said basin
by the execution of this project, agree to submit a request jointly to UNDP with a view to
the preparation of this study (Art. 1).’ The agreement suggested the establishment of a
Joint Commission composed of five representatives of each government aiming to
develop the Axios/Vardar Basin.626 The scope of the commission was to supervise the
work needed for the preparation of the study in question and to submit to the two
governments the necessary proposals for the smooth implementation of this effort (Art.
3).627
The general concept of the plan was that the initial study would indicate the
feasibility, both economically and technically, of the project for both parties, and then the
governments of the two states should reach an agreement concerning the final execution
of the work necessary for the overall improvement of the basin and the joint financing of
such work, including at the same time provisions for the apportionment of costs and the
method of financing. Moreover, there were two major purposes for the implementation of
this particular project: a. ‘to satisfy the needs of Greece relating to the Axios/Vardar
irrigation system and b. to satisfy as a matter of priority the present and future needs of
Yugoslavia by its free utilization of all the water, other than the quantity of water needed
by Greece’ (Art. 7).628 Nevertheless, the future of the Agreement was not a road paved
with roses. In fact, according to Walden, disagreement on burden sharing and Greek
political reluctance halted the project. This was, however, not the only ambitious project
of the 1970s. Another, also developed by the UNDP in the 1970s, envisaged creating a
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navigable waterway by linking the Thessaloniki bay to the Danube through the
Axios/Vardar River and the Southern Morava. Yet, the outcome was the same.629
In fact this ambitious plan is rooted in the mid 19th century, when it was conceived
of as a part of a potentially greater plan to connect the Danube with the Aegean Sea
through the Morava and Vardar rivers. French companies were the first to show interest
in this project back in 1860 but the whole attempt collapsed four years later. In 1904
efforts were again made to revive the idea of connecting the rivers. The outcome was a
study conducted by a U.S. firm in New Jersey in 1907 investigating the viability of the
project for a navigable route through the Morava and Vardar which was called the “line
of European economic gravity in relation to the Suez Canal”.630 Two years later, Dr.
Stamenkovic, professor at the University of Belgrade, submitted a report to the Serbian
and Turkish governments estimating the cost of building the navigable route DanubeMorava-Vardar-Thessalonika, but the Balkan wars that followed buried the study.631

8.2.2 The Second Period: Greece, FYROM and the Axios/Vardar River
In 1991 FYROM emerged as an autonomous state, and this reality has actually limited
the progress described above. In fact, while in 1987 Greece and the former united
Yugoslav Republic signed an agreement concerning the water flow that the Greek side
should receive (at least 32 m3/s), the newly formed state abstained from ratifying preexisting agreements. This resulted in a significant decrease in the river flow.632 The bad
political relations between the two states have negatively affected their intentions to
follow the strict pre-existing agreements, especially on the side of FYROM.
Initial political suspiciousness was followed by slow progress in political
negotiations, which also included environmental issues such as the Prespa Lakes. Yet, the
629
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Axios/Vardar River remained excluded from the bilateral dialogue. The lack of interest
from the international community and international donors, along with FYROM’s tragic
economic situation, also worked as an obstacle for the development of an integrated
management plan through a successful bargaining process.
Since then, things have not dramatically changed in a positive way. There were
attempts made a few years ago, the most prominent of which was the famous MIRVAX
(Monitoring and Improving the Rivers in the Vardar/Axios Watershed) project
implemented by the Environment and Security Initiative (ENVSEC). Funded by NATO’s
Science for Peace Programme (SPS), the MIRVAX project of applied research and
development targets, as Tuneski and Balafoutas wrote, ‘to create a real – scale procedure
on how trans-boundary rivers may be transformed from an arena of tension, antagonism
and conflicts to a farm of harmony, cooperation and serenity.’633 The programme was
launched in November 2005 and has a budget of 320,000 Euros. It was implemented by
two universities, "Saints Cyril and Methodius" of Skopje and Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki.
The overall objective of this initiative was to promote information sharing, technology
transfer, and peace between FYROM and Greece with respect to the VAX. One of the
first things the MIRVAX achieved was the establishment of the Recourses Engineering
and Administration for Local Development (REALD) Academy in Thessaloniki. REALD
is a technology center that provides municipalities in Greece and FYROM with
technology assistance and timely data on the status of water quality in the VAX.634
According to a NATO overview of ongoing Science for Peace Projects in 2010
significant progress has been recorded in the MIRVAX project. Highlights so far include:
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Table 8.1.The MIRVAX Project: Progress so far

•

Regular meetings between the NPD and PPD as frequently as necessary for efficient work on
the project. The meetings at the Demir Kapija Monitoring Station are very frequent in order to
put it into operation, and to ensure the corresponding maintenance. Close cooperation with the
NATO consultant Dr. Jaroslav Slobodnik.

•

Close and continuous cooperation between NPD and PPD and Dr. Mparmpas and his experts
team in the upgrading and completion of the Demir Kapija Station.

•

Several meetings of the NPD and PPD with the Mayors of the adopted towns and
representatives of the Ministries of Environment and Agriculture (MoEPP & MAFWE) in
FYROM and with other river experts.

•

Detection of operational problems at the existing two monitoring stations in Demir Kopije
(Negotino) and Taor (Skopje). Redesign of the whole monitoring procedure concerning the
entire Vardard/Axios River and preparation of the technical specifications for the equipment
definition of the rehabilitations works necessary to make these stations operational. Demir
Kapija has been putting out monitoring data since 17 March 2008.

•

Design of the Vardar/Axios Monitoring Network, definition of the water quality indicators at
each station.

•

Design of the mobile measuring station and the equipment list. The two mobile units were
operational by 10 June 2008.

•

Supply of the equipment, commissioning and installation of the SCADA and remote data
processing system.

•

Elaboration and establishment of a web-based database, relevant to the MIVAX targets.

•

Preparation and realization, in cooperation with CARDS 2003, of the chemical monitoring
campaign for determination of the chemical makeup of the Vardar/Axios river basin.
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By June 2011, the project had established a contemporary system of monitoring of
Vardar river water, enabling the continual measurement of almost 20 parameters related
to the status of the water. During a speech at the Skopje – based Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering one of the project managers, Professor Atansko Tunevski demonstrated how
the entire system works. Specifically, near Demir Kapija a measuring station was
established, then data is sent to a center based at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
of the Saints Cyril and Methodius University. During the same event, the Greek
Ambassador (Liaison) to FYROM, Ms Alexandra Papadopoulou agreed that the two
states should use the outcomes of this project and take advantage of them in order to
protect the river. She also suggested that the MIRVAX project could be combined with
other Vardar-related projects, giving as an example the construction of a cleansing station
near Gevgelija, implemented with the financial support of the governments of Greece and
Switzerland.636
Moreover, according to the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, the
two states are considering creating a new bilateral agreement to replace the existing 1959
one. The new one will include all recent developments in international law and EU
legislation.637
To conclude, the inadequate management of the river was the outcome of slow
engagement and unwillingness from the two riparian states to create a fruitful discussion
on environmental issues, due not only to lack of any bilateral agreement but also to the
absence of, or more correctly, FYROM’s exclusion from the Community initiative
INTERREG I (1991-1993) and INTERREG II (1994-1999).638 In addition, until 1996,
Greece blocked the extension of the PHARE programme to FYROM.639 Yet, things
gradually changed - striking examples were the INTERREG III/A CARDS (20002006)640 and the INTERREG IV (2007-2013), with FYROM expecting to receive almost
500 million euros through the Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA) between
2007 and 2012.641 Nevertheless, an agreement has yet to be reached. This is due to two
636
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major factors: the bad political relations of the two riparian states deriving from the
famous name dispute, and secondly the complex administrative structures and the
diffusion of responsibilities across different agencies and ministries dealing with river
management. This chapter will further illustrate these two issues.

8.3Bilateral relations between Greece and FYROM as an obstacle for
cooperation
Twenty years ago the two states that share the Axios River changed, as FYROM has
been an independent state since September 1991. Three months after Slovenia and
Croatia declared their secession from the former united Yugoslavia, on 8 September
1991, the Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia held a referendum on its independence.
Official results recorded a voter turnout of 72.16% with 96.44% of voters expressing their
support for a sovereign and independent state of Macedonia, with the right to participate
in a future union of Yugoslav states.642 In November the new state adopted a new
constitution. So far, things have been stable between the newly formed riparian state and
the pre-existing one. The future of their bilateral relations, however, is generally
characterized as “unsteady.”
Initially, as Tziampiris argues, for the Greek side some of the articles of the new
constitution were unacceptably irredentist. This led to strong pressure from the Greek side
that resulted in the amendment of parts of the Constitution. Yet, the most crucial source
of conflict, the name, remained untouched.643
In August 1992, FYROM adopted the 16-point Star of Vergina as its new national
flag and in September of the same year the new school textbooks that were circulated
contained irredentist references to a “Greater Macedonia” (extending into the boundaries
of the Greek state). Moreover, and within a quite fragile climate between the two states,
the newly born state of FYROM expressed its claim to the name “Macedonia”, which
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caused great unrest for its southern neighbor, Greece and brought diplomatic tension.
Greece’s historical self-definition directly led to a severe reaction, with a blockade
starting in 16 February 1994. The embargo lasted one year and banned shipments to
FYROM from all Greek customs points with the exception of food and medication.644
The end of the embargo came with the famous interim agreement of 13 September
1995. The issue of the name was not included in the agreement, and was tabled for future
negotiations. Nevertheless, the agreement managed to settle other bilateral issues on the
basis of mutual compromises leading to the lifting of the Greek embargo and the gradual
normalization of relations. More specifically, the agreement envisaged that FYROM
should abandon the use of the sun or star of Vergina on its flag (Article 7, Paragraph 2)
while at the same time FYROM agreed to make further clarifications of a number of
points in its constitution. FYROM has, as Tziampiris argues, won international
recognition from Greece (Article 1), the end of the economically stifling embargo (Article
8) and also ‘a promise that Athens would not attempt to hinder the efforts of the new
republic to obtain membership of international organizations and institutions’ (Article
11).645
The years from 1995 to 2001 were characterized by a steadily improving climate
between the two states. Right after the signing of the interim accord, the stance of
FYROM shifted and the president of the country, Kiro Gligorov, sought normalization of
bilateral relations. In January 1996, Liaison Offices were established in order to forward
correspondence and promote various technical matters. But, during the summer of 1997, a
delegation from FYROM presented an official motion to Cyrus Vance asking that the
country should be recognized under its constitutional name (Republic of Macedonia).
This move brought talks once again to a deadlock.646 Nevertheless, the years that
followed were characterized by a positive climate between the two states. For instance, an
Agreement on Military Co-operation was signed on 14 December 1999 which was later
expanded via agreements and memoranda, while officers from FYROM’s Armed Forces
attended the Multinational Peace Support Operations Training Centre in Kilkis, in the
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Greek province of Central Macedonia.647 The military programme continued in 2002 and
2003 after a small break during the 2001 inter-ethnic crisis in FYROM.
The “Kosovo crisis” was also an important moment for the two states. Greece
understood that the territorial integrity and cohesion of FYROM served its interests as it
acts as a “buffer state”, protecting Greece from destabilizing tendencies and potential
conflicts.648 Moreover, during the ethnic crisis between Albanian Macedonians and Slav
Macedonians in 2001, Athens stood by Skopje by providing it with financial and
humanitarian assistance, condemning at the same time any radical actions that openly
endangered the country’s viability.649 As experts argue, Greece, by putting aside its
traditional Serbo-friendly and anti-Albanian stance, supported FYROM’s territorial
integrity, playing at the same time a crucial role in the Ohrid agreement and participating
later in NATO’s peacemaking mission.650 In particular, Greece contributed a 400-man
unit to NATO “Essential Harvest” (for the consolidation of stability in FYROM and in
the region in general) and “Amber Fox” (for the protection of international observers)
operations in FYROM. Additionally, according to Kodonis, ‘Greece’s military presence
and contribution continued with the participation of 43 men in the European Union’s first
peace mission outside its own borders, as well as the “Concordia” mission to FYROM
that replaced the NATO “Allied Harmony” mission.’651
At the governmental level, Greek Foreign Minister of the time, George Papandreou,
visited Skopje three times during the 2001 crisis. In fact, he met his counterpart five times
in 2001.652 Leaders of the Greek political opposition such as Karamanlis, then-president
of the New Democracy party also followed a similar path.653 The positive Greek stance
did not waver, despite a shift in FYROM’s government towards an offensive rhetoric
playing the name issue as a negotiating card, with Foreign Minister Ilinka Mitreva
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claiming that the resolution of this crucial issue would safeguard FYROM’s territorial
integrity.654
At the same time, the positive climate was also reinforced by the cooperation of the
two states in various sectors. For instance, in the judicial sector, improvements have been
made in criminal matters and the extradition of prisoners. Regarding police cooperation, a
protocol was signed by both states in 1998 and one year later a decision was taken
concerning the cooperation of border police. As Kondonis argues, ‘significant progress
has been made in co-operation against organized crime, particularly in matters relating to
illegal immigration, illegal cross-border networks, and in the trafficking of drugs and
human beings.’655
In the economic field, the Hellenic Plan for the Economic Reconstruction of the
Balkans also targeted FYROM. Its integration was signed in 2002 and provided a total of
74.84 million Euros for development aid for the following 5 years.656 Yet, the delays that
came up concerning the implementation of the Greek plan due to the ethnic crisis in the
region sent the wrong political messages to FYROM. It is worth mentioning that the
economic ties between the two states remained in stable mainly because of the flow of
foreign direct investments from Greece to FYROM. Indeed, Greek businesses are among
the biggest in FYROM as the following table reveals (Table 7.1). Specifically, Okta
(ELPE) a company of Greek interests is the biggest in FYROM, while of the twenty
largest companies in the country there are many Greek companies such as the USJE AD
and PIVARA Skopje AD. Therefore, the Greek participation in total FDI in FYROM is
particularly high. In 2002 it was the top source of FDI with a percentage of 47, 06%,
while in 2007 Greek FDI reached the $61.16 million enriching the total FDI of $530.66
million.657 It is also worth mentioning that according to estimations the total amount
could have reached one billion dollars of investment through off-shore companies.658
According to studies and numbers from annual reports, Greece and Cyprus are resting at
the top of the list of countries’ profit reinvestment in FYROM. From 2004 to 2006,
Greece was the second investor and in 2007 the forth, while in 2008 it fell seven places.
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As far as Greece’s trade relations with FYROM, they also are at a positive level. Greece
is one of FYROM’s most important trade partners, as the fourth bigger supplier and the
third best customer simultaneously. On the other hand, in 2009 for Greece FYROM took
thirty-fifth place in the list of importance as supplier country and tenth place as customer.
Table 8.2. The Largest Companies in FYROM (2008)
Rank

Rank

2008

2007

Total revenue
Company

Industry

in MKD

1

1

OKTA AD –SKOPJE, Skopje

Oil and oil derivates

40.496.436.206,00

2

3

MAKPETROL AD, Skopje

Oil and oil derivates

24.188.115.501,00

3

6

EVN MACEDONIA AD, Skopje

Distribution and supply of electricity

18.468.750.265,00

MAKEDONSKI TELEKOM AD4

4

SKOPJE, Skopje

Electronic communications

15.118.452.168,00

5

2

FENI INDUSTRIES AD, Kavadarci

Ferrous and non-ferrous matallurgy

13.864.607.130,00

MACEDONIAN POWER PLANTS JSC,

State own company for electricity

6

9

Skopje

generation

12.197.897.517,00

7

8

T-MOBILE MACEDONIA AD, Skopje

Telecommunications

11.076.691.084,00

8

5

MEPSO AD, Skopje

Electricity

10.109.698.798,00

Ferrous and non-ferrous matallurgy

9.343.709.435,00

ARCELORMITTAL SKOPJE (HRM)
9

10

AD, Skopje
ARCELORMITTAL SKOPJE (CRM)

10

7

AD, Skopje

Ferrous and non-ferrous matallurgy

8.453.728.975,00

11

11

MAKSTIL AD, Skopje

Ferrous and non-ferrous matallurgy

6.849.089.028,00

Consulting services

6.008.034.762,00

KAMENIMOST KOMUNIKACII AD
12

16

Skopje-in liquidation

Distribution and trade with electric
13

50

EFT MAKEDONIJA DOOEL, Skopje

energy

5.812.133.689,00
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14

12

FERSPED AD, Skopje

Forwarding agency

5.672.756.930,00

15

13

EURO TABAK DOO, Skopje

Distribution

5.634.214.240,00

16

20

IGM-TREJD DOO, Kavadarci

Ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy

5.211.165.100,00

17

14

USJE AD, Skopje

Building materials

5.207.386.630,00

Company for trading with oil fuels
18

17

LUKOIL MACEDONIJA LTD, Skopje

and services

5.056.471.462,00

19

21

TINEX-MT DOOEL, Skopje

Retail in stores with various goods

4.568.642.075,00

Production of beer and non-alcoholic
20

15

PIVARA SKOPJE AD, Skopje

beverages

4.491.352.773,00

Mines

4.489.199.456,00

RUDNIK SASA DOOEL, Makedonska
21

52

Kamenica

Pharmaceutical, chemical and
22

18

ALKALOID AD, Skopje

cosmetic industry

4.437.460.964,00

23

19

COSMOFON AD, Skopje

Telecommunications

4.125.548.946,00

24

41

BRILLIANT DOOEL, Stip

Production of refined oils

4.103.408.794,00

25

24

GRANIT AD, Skopje

Construction

3.957.665.517,00

PORSCHE MAKEDONIJA DOOEL,
26

27

Skopje

Automobiles and motorcycles

3.745.817.279,00

27

29

IMPERIAL TOBACCO TKS AD, Skopje

Production of tobacco products

3.020.822.320,00

28

25

VEROPULOS DOOEL, Skopje

Various goods

2.958.238.280,00

29

42

SILMAK DOOEL, Tetovo

Ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy

2.935.801.408,00

30

33

NLB LIZING DOOEL, Skopje

Leasing

2.719.720.779,00

31

26

11 OKTOMVRI AD, Kumanovo

Metal processing activity

2.613.215.919,00

32

32

GEMAK-TRADE DOOEL, Skopje

Distribution

2.606.873.336,00

33

FAKOM AD, Skopje

2.370.493.001,00
Design, production and erection of
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steel constructions and equipment
34

48

SWISSLION DOO, Skopje

Food industry

2.350.272.285,00

35

44

EURO AKTIVA DOO, Skopje

Import – export of building materials

2.276.099.496,00

36

43

JP MAKEDONSKI SUMI P.O., Skopje

Forestry, hunting and game care

2.226.719.615,00

37

36

SKOPSKI PAZAR AD, Skopje

Trade

2.156.578.723,00

38

47

KAM DOOEL, Skopje

Trade with various goods

2.079.037.355,00

Production and distribution of
39

34

TOPLIFIKACIJA AD, Skopje

thermal energy

1.963.854.257,00

Production of pork meat, delicatessen
products, eggs, one-day chickens and
40

39

ZITO VARDAR AD, Veles

bakery products

1.954.330.323,00

AD, Skopje

Air transportation

1.949.255.100,00

HYPO ALPE-ADRIA-LEASING

Company for financial leasing

DOOEL, Skopje

and financial services

MAKEDONSKI AVIOTRANSPORT
41

42

28

75

1.904.365.352,00

Production and trade of delicatessen
43

65

PEKABESKO AD, Skopje

products

1.835.378.168,00

44

37

KNAUF-RADIKA AD, Debar

Building materials

1.825.781.824,00

45

63

BUCIM DOOEL, Radovis

Mining

1.790.118.310,00

46

55

MAK AUTOSTAR DOOEL, Skopje

Automobiles and motorcycles

1.759.891.877,00

47

46

MAKOSPED AD, Skopje

Forwarding agency

1.684.255.742,00

Processing of milk, milk products and
48

51

IMB MLEKARA AD, Bitola

natural fruit juices

1.648.794.156,00

Production and trade with flour, bread
49

54

ZITO LUKS AD, Skopje

and rolls

1.645.125.411,00

Source: Report of the Greek Office of Economic and Commercial Affairs, Skopje 2010.
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Other areas of cooperation include cultural and educational issues. For instance,
Greece has contributed, along with international organizations, to the implementation of
numerous bilateral and multilateral programmes such as the 2001-2002 “Pericles
Programme” for the teaching of the Greek language in Bitola and Gevgeli funded by
UNESCO 27.659 According to Kodonis, cooperation can also be seen in a number of joint
educational cooperation programmes which were set under the aegis of the Stability Pact
for South Eastern Europe. Such examples include history textbooks and educational and
cultural exchanges in the framework of the Euroregions.660
The environment also is an area of cooperation. The strongest example is the 2001
tripartite collaboration (Greece-FYROM-Albania) for the formation of the Prespa
International Park. The project came into practice after a meeting of the three prime
ministers in Prespa on 2 February 2000 where they signed an agreement on
environmental protection and sustainable development of the Prespa lakes district and its
environs. It also is worth mentioning that as early as 1996 a meeting was held between
experts from both sides in order to set a framework for protection and cooperation of
fisheries and fish breeding areas, thus promoting the environmental preservation of the
Doiran Lake. A striking example was the meeting held in Athens on 5 July 2002 that
resulted in the creation of a mechanism for monitoring the cross-border waters. Moreover,
the Memorandum of Understanding and Cooperation for Sustainable Development and
the Environment that was signed in Skopje on 4 September 2000 is one more example of
common attempts to enhance bilateral cooperation. Also of great importance is the five
million euros Greece contributed to the construction of a wastewater unit at Strumica,
under the aegis of the Municipal Environmental Action Programme (MEAP), a seventy
million euro programme.
The progressively more positive stance of Greece towards FYROM’s European
perspective also characterized this period. FYROM signed the Stabilization and
Association Agreement with the EU in 2001, with the Greek parliament ratifying it in
2003. In 2004, Skopje submitted its application for EU membership and one year later the
European Council granted FYROM the status of candidate country. Greece’s position
remained focused on using the EU’s enlargement policy as a stabilization tool for the
659
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Western Balkans region. According to Serbos, within an international environment where
FYROM’s constitutional name has gained significant recognition (even the USA has
recognized the name Macedonia Republic - Republika Makedonija) the Greek
government has managed to import regional collaboration and good neighborhood
relations as essential elements for FYROM’s European future.661
The Greek side was seeking a solution based on a complex name with geographic
determination of the term “Macedonia” which will prevail above all (erga omnes) and
will be used in all circumstances. Nevertheless, FYROM’s refusal to concede on the
name has concerned the Greek side. This was especially clear during the NATO summit
in 2008 in Bucharest. There Greece, without technically using the right of veto against
FYROM’s accession to the alliance managed nevertheless to block this prospect on the
grounds that the two states should find a common solution for the name issue first within
the framework of good neighborly relations. Specifically, the common bulletin of the
Summit includes a clear statement underlining that NATO will welcome FYROM’s
accession as soon as a reciprocally acceptable solution is found to the name issue. This
development caused great dissatisfaction for the government of FYROM, even if it was
not unexpected. In response, FYROM appealed to the International Court of Justice to
denounce Article 11 of the Interim Accord, which required that Greece would not bring
any objections to FYROM’s accession to international organizations of which Greece is
already member. The decision of the court in December 2011 supported FYROM.662
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8.4FYROM’s legal context and a complex administrative framework.
8.4.1 The legal context
FYROM’s constitution adopted by the national parliament in 1991 declares that “…
proper urban and rural planning to promote a congenial human environment, as well as
ecological protection and development …” (Article 8)663 constitutes one of the
fundamental principles of the constitutional order of the “Republic of Macedonia”.
However, the right but also the obligation of each citizen to protect the environment and
nature is guaranteed in Article 43 which states the following: ‘Everyone has the right to a
healthy environment to live in. Everyone is obliged to promote and protect the
environment. The Republic provides conditions for the exercise of the right of citizens to
a healthy environment’.664
Moreover, references to environmental protection are also made in Articles 55 and 56
of the Constitution. Article 55 Paragraph 3 allows the possibility of restricting market and
business activities in order to safeguard the natural environment, while Article 56 is more
specific, including the term “cultural environment” since it states that natural resources,
flora and fauna, shared goods and the goods of particular cultural and historical value are
goods of common interest and enjoy particular protection.665
The first essential legislative effort for environmental protection took place no sooner
than 1996, when the basic law for the Protection and Promotion of the Environment and
the Nature was voted on,666 following the 1994 UN model law for the Environment.667
This law was complicated, while at the same time according to Ralf, its legal context was
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not harmonized with the acquis communautaire and did not actually incorporate the
principles and the directives of the EU regarding environmental protection.668
In 2005 the new law for the environment came into effect, replacing the existing one.
According to Article 1, the major goal of this new law was the regulation of rights and
obligations of municipalities and legal and individual entities for the protection of the
environment, aiming at the consolidation of the protection of the constitutional right of
every citizen for a healthy environment as it is guaranteed in Article 43 of the
Constitution. Article 4 of the law describes its goals:
1. The maintenance, protection, restoration and improvement of the quality of the
environment
2. The protection of human life and health.
3. The protection of biological diversity.
4. The logical and sustainable use of natural resources.
5. The implementation and improvement of all the measures and methods for the
confrontation of regional and international environmental problems.

As far as the particular issue of protection and management of water resources is
concerned, in 1998 the government of FYROM introduced the law for water resources.669
The basic provisions of this law regulate the conditions under which water is being used,
as well as its protection. The law also regulates the sources of funding for all activities
regarding water management and all the uses of water that are permitted. It also regulates
the expulsion of waste in waters, water protection from pollution and last but not least
international water resources.670
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In general, the new elements introduced by the new law, compared to the older legal
framework of water resources protection, concern the establishment of financing for
water development works, the foundation of a public enterprise of water management, the
appointment of inspectors for water management and the imposition of fines for pollution
and special limits for sewage.671 Nevertheless, the law does not include provisions for the
pollution of groundwater and for the assurance of drinking water quality under specific
conditions.
Apart from the law for water resources the most significant legal action for water
protection in FYROM are the following:
1. Law for the lakes of Ohrid, Prespa and Doiran.
2. Mining Resources Law
3. Energy Law
4. Law for the supply of potable water and the sewage network.
5. Law for the management of water enterprises.

In 2008 a new law explicitly related to water emerged. The 2008 Law on Waters is
much closer to the acquis communautaire and meets European principles of water
management as described by the WFD. In particular, Article 5 describes the principles for
sustainable water management and the “Pollutant Pays” principle occupies a prominent
place. Article 9 refers to international river basin areas. It divides responsibilities between
the respective administrative bodies according to their nature. For example, depending on
the nature of activities, a state administrative body will be responsible while also having
to cooperate with the respective administrative body responsible for foreign affairs.
Characteristically it states that:
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‘For the purpose of establishing and managing the areas of international river basins with
the respective neighboring countries, the state administrative body responsible for
carrying out the activities in the field of environment in cooperation with the state
administrative body responsible for carrying out the activities in the field of foreign
affairs shall undertake activities for establishment and management of international river
basin areas regarding the river basin areas on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia
that are part of the international river basin area.’672

The second part of the law makes extensive reference to the use of waters, starting
by setting the general provisions from Article 12 to Article 16. The third part focuses on
planning and in Article 66 there is an analytic reference to the provisions of preparing
river basin management plans. Article 67 establishes the importance of access to
information for the public: “…. for the purpose of ensuring the participation of the public
in the preparation of the plan, the draft plan shall be announced and made available for
public insight.”
Article 70 is devoted to international river basin areas. It regulates the way that
FYROM’s administrative bodies should act in order to cooperate with the bodies of the
relevant states to prepare a single plan for the management of international river basins. It
also mandates that as soon as an international agreement is ratified by FYROM defining
an international river basin area, ‘the state administrative body responsible for carrying
out the activities in the field of environment shall ensure management of the part of the
area of the international river basin located on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia
in accordance with law and international agreement ratified by the Republic of
Macedonia.’

8.4.2 Administrative Structure
As already mentioned, apart from the legal context of water management,
administrative responsibilities and how they have been shared across the central
672
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government is also central to the discussion. The autonomous Ministry of Environment,
established in 1998, renamed in 2000 as the Ministry of Environment and Natural
Planning is responsible for environment-related issues.673 More specifically, the Ministry
is divided into 5 sectors. The first deals with sustainable development and coordinates
national environmental policy. The second is the Center of Intelligence, which
coordinates the national system of information management. The third is the natural
planning division, which is responsible for the National Planning Strategy. The fourth is
the sector of European Integration, which is responsible for cooperation with EU bodies
and institutions and the fifth is the legislative sector which prepares legislation and is
responsible for harmonization with EU directives.
As far as the protection and the management of water resources is concerned, the
Ministry of Environment is responsible only for the protection of the water from
pollution, while the fundamental responsibilities for management and protection belong
to the Ministry of Agriculture, Forests and Economy of Water Resources. This Ministry is
responsible for all water uses, from irrigation to industrial uses, for management of floods
and droughts and also for management and control of the quality and quantity of ground
and surface waters. Besides, the Ministry of Agriculture has worked out the Strategic Plan
for Management of water resources. Yet, some sectors of management also belong to
other Ministries, such as the Ministry of Transport and Communication which is
accountable for the water supply network and the sewerage mechanism, the Ministry of
Health which is in charge of the quality of drinking and swimming waters and the
Ministry of Economy which is responsible for the construction of dams and hydroelectric
energy.674
With the new Law on Water mentioned in the preceding section, water management
issues still remain under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Environment. Yet, according
to Article 7: ‘The water management shall be carried out according to river basins, in
hydrographic units separated by water courses of the river basins, taking into
consideration the interconnection of the surface waters and groundwaters, while the
administrative and territorial border of the municipalities, the municipalities in the City of
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Skopje and the City of Skopje shall not constitute an impediment to the integrated
management of river basin areas.’
As far as local authorities are concerned, Article 115 of the Constitution enumerates
their responsibilities, which do not include environmental protection and the management
of water resources. Moreover, it also is interesting that, as has already been described
above in the discussion of legal framework, there was no mandate for relocation of
responsibilities from the central to local authorities and municipalities. However, a first
step towards decentralization of responsibilities of environmental issues occurred in 2002
with the adoption of the new law for local administration. In particular, while the old law
for local administration declared that municipalities were responsible for the management
of drinking water, hygiene and waste management,675 the new law states in Article 22,
Paragraph 1, Part 2 that municipalities are responsible for: “…protection of the
environment, regulation of nature, taking measures for the protection and the prevention
of the pollution of water, soil and air, protection from the noise and radioactivity…”
While this provision could be considered very general, it does allow the central
government to authorize the municipalities to take action whenever environmental
problems occur.676

8.5 SWOT Analysis of the Axios/Vardar Case Study
At this point SWOT analysis will be used as in the previous case studies to
summarize the aforementioned issues related to the river. This will help clarify the current
situation and also identify potential areas of cooperation or conflicts that could threaten
the current situation.
The strength of this basin is important for the local economies in both countries.
As mentioned, the river’s water is vital for industrial and agricultural production. In the
River’s catchment, 60% of the land is used for agricultural purposes while forest and
675
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urban zones together cover no more than 40%. Adding to this, the 17 large dams for
irrigation and flood control located at the river’s tributaries in FYROM and also the small
irrigation dam at its delta, it becomes even more obvious how significant the river is for
the local economies of the two countries.677
However, there are also numerous problems that complicate drawing up and
implementing an integrated plan for the sustainable management of the river. The first
problem and perhaps the most difficult to overcome is the unstable bilateral relationship,
product of the unresolved name dispute. Given that it is not likely for the two countries to
reach an agreement soon, under the current circumstances and with the current political
leadership in Skopje, this disagreement might spill over onto other bilateral issues,
including the management of the river. Another weakness is the discrepancy in the
administrative frameworks of the two countries and particularly in FYROM. The
diffusion of responsibilities to different administrative levels is at the least confusing,
since there are some cases where local authorities can take initiative while in other cases
the ministry’s opinion and permission is needed.
Nevertheless, things are not as dramatic as they may seem. A positive
development that could be a window of opportunity for the promotion of bilateral
cooperation between the two riparian states is FYROM’s eagerness to join the EU. The
prerequisite for this is, among other things, the harmonization of the country’s national
legislation with the EU acquis, which could be an important step for the improvement of
the regulatory framework. Another opportunity, though perhaps too optimistic, is the
utilization of the river as a navigation route. As mentioned earlier, many attempts have
been initiated for the implementation of this ambitious project. Yet, and despite the fact
that the benefits from this project would be important for all FYROM, Greece and Serbia,
since they will become linked to central and western parts of Europe, Greek political
circles have shown poor or no response, indicating that the navigable channel has not
been considered as a serious option to explore.
As far as the threats are concerned, these are still present and should not been
neglected. Apart from the bilateral political issue which undermines the potential for
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cooperation, the overexploitation of the river for the aforementioned purposes, such as the
reservoir construction, has resulted in dramatic modifications to water bodies.678

8.6 Conclusions
Despite the great importance of the river for the two countries, there are many
obstacles preventing the potential cooperation on an integrated management plan. Some
of these have their roots in historical setbacks between the two countries and unresolved
disputes. Others have to do with structural deficiencies and scattered regulatory and
administrative frameworks in both countries that make cooperation and coordination
almost impossible. This lack of coordination of various actions that are required for the
improvement of the river status might also mean conflict of interest and definitely no
exchange of information between the different institutions. Therefore, water resources
management remains incomplete and ineffective in both countries. In addition, the river’s
importance for FYROM’s economy might also act as a limiting factor given the projects
that have been planned regarding the construction of 12 hydropower plants along the
river, extending from Kosovo to the Greek border. This ambitious 15-year mega-project,
which will cost almost 1.5 billion EUR will be financed up to 85% by a loan from the
China Development Bank and will be executed by China’s International Water and
Electric Cooperation.679 In case the project is realized, its impact on the river’s status will
no doubt be immense. Besides, as experts indicate, the “Vardar Valley” project is a
multipurpose project aiming to boost several sectors such as energy, transport,
agriculture, tourism and industry.680
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Chapter 9
The Aoos-Vjose River

In the Northwest of the country, where Greece meets Albania, a large
transboundary river named the Aoos-Vjose is found. The Aoos is the only large
transboundary river that originates from Greece and descends into neighbouring Albania.
Despite being a large river of great importance for the local population, there are very few
studies implemented regarding the status of the river, possible pollution problems and
generally cooperation over its management. The aim of this chapter is to present the
current situation of the management of the river, revealing at the same time the reasons, if
any, behind the slow progress made so far. The structure of this chapter will follow the
general structure of the previous chapters, beginning with an analysis of historical
references to the river in order to show its continuous significance since antiquity. Then,
the geographical setting of the river will be described, and the third part will be devoted
to a summary of the fundamental problems and challenges the river faces nowadays. The
fourth part intends to explain the reasons for the fairly basic bilateral approach of the two
riparian states regarding the co-management of the river. Finally, the fifth and final
section will include conclusions regarding the current status of the river and the
possibilities for a more fruitful cooperation between the two parties, Greece and Albania.
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Figure 9.1 The Aoos/Vjose River

9.1Historical Footprints
The River Aoos has been well known since antiquity. There are different ideas
about the origins of the river’s name. A well-known theory suggests that its etymology
derives from the Indo-European root “αχ” which means water. Another equally
convincing stance claims that the name comes from the word “Αώς” which means
«Ανατολή=Dawn». Moreover, according to Greek Mythology,681 Aoos or Aous is an
epithet also used to describe Adonis, the Greek God of beauty.682 In fact, Aoos was the
name of the god Adonis in Cyprus (‘….In Cyprus, under his native name Aoos, Adonis
has no place in any rituals except in a festival of Aphrodite…’).683 In Cyprus, a river and
a mountain were also named Aoos while according to Fontenrose, the first king of Cyprus
was also called Aoos.684 Throughout history, the river has received other names, like that
given by Hecataeus who referred to it as Aias (Αἴας). Plutarch, in his Life of Caesar uses
the name Anios (Ἄνιος), while Polybius and Strabo used the term Aoos. References to
681
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the river can also be found in Pausanias’ work where he writes about beasts and sharks in
the river as it flows through Thesprotia.685 Later on, in the 6th century AD, Stephanus of
Byzantium mentions the Aoos as Avos (Αύος).
Furthermore, the Aoos was an important point where crucial historical incidents
took place. For example, in 274 BC Pyrrhus of Epirus defeated Antigonus II Gonatas near
the river’s banks, while in 198 BC, Philip V of Macedonia and the Roman Titus
Quinctius Flamininus clashed at the Battle of the Aous. Research conducted by a Danish
historian, M. Hansen, on behalf of the Copenhagen Polis Centre- the Danish National
Research Foundation in 2005 has revealed that there were some indications of the
existence of a harbor in Vjose.686 During the Byzantine era, Aoos was also an important
strategic spot. In the wider area one can find monasteries of the Byzantine and PostByzantine era. In contemporary history, the Aoos valley was “theater” during both the
Balkan Wars and the Greek-Italian war.

9.2Geographical Setting
As mentioned in the introduction, the Aoos-Vjose is one of the 5 transboundary
rivers that Greece shares with its neighbors. It is, however, the only one where Greece is
the upstream riparian state. The second riparian state, where the river ends is Albania with
its estuary in the Vlora Bay in the Adriatic Sea. According to the criteria in Annex II of
the WFD, the Aoos is considered a large transboundary river with a basin area that covers
6710 km2 (2,154 km2 approximately in the Greek area). Its total length is 260-270 km
with only 70-80 km in Greek territory. The springs of the river are located in the Pindus
Mountains near the village of Vovousa in Epirus, near the Smolek and Agos Mountains.
The river flows from southeast to northwest, through the Vikos-Aoos National park,
forming canyons of unique beauty. It passes through channels formed by the nearby
mountains of Trapezitsa 2,022 m (6,634 ft), Tymfi and Raidovouni 1,957 m (6,421 ft),
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creating another gorge that is 10 km long.687 The canyon’s direction is east-west and it
features numerous stone single-arched bridges that make the landscape even more
impressive. It passes through Konitsa and enters Albania near Carshove. Continuing
northwest, it also passes through Permet, Tepelene and Novosele before reaching its
deltaat the Adriatic Sea. The Vjose is fed in Albania by the Drino and the Shishice Rivers,
while its major tributaries are the Sarantaporos (870 sq. km) and Voidomatis (384 sq.
km).688
The Mediterranean climate obviously affects the hydrological characteristics of
the river, with characteristic discharge extremes in late summer-autumn and in late
winter-spring.

9.3Existing Problems and Pressures
Chatzinikolaou et al have accurately described the different uses of the river in
Greece and Albania. In particular, in the Greek part, due to the roughness of the terrain
there are limited forestry, cattle breeding and aquaculture units. Greece also hosts the
Aoos Springs Hydroelectric Dam.
Moreover, the river section between the village of Vovoussa and the city of
Konistsa is used mostly for different water sports and activities such as rafting and
canoe/kayakjng, while tourism is an important economic activity in the area, especially in
traditional Greek villages like the Zagorohoria located near the river.689
On the other hand, in the Albanian part, the most important activities are
agriculture and cattle breeding.

The untreated effluents from 5 urban settlements

(Konitsa, Permet, Argirokastro, Tepelen, Mamalje, Selenica), also present a minor
problem for the quality of the river’s waters, as do small-scale industrial discharge and, in
the lower parts, some byproducts of petroleum extraction. Yet, according to
687
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Chatzinikolaou et al, it appears that the Aoos-Vjose River is almost unpolluted,
predominantly undisturbed and without major human interference.690
In general, the main pressures on the river currently result from agricultural
activities, animal production and aquaculture. However, there are several plans for the
construction of dams in the Albanian part of the river that might affect its uninterrupted
course. A striking example is the project for the Kalivac Dam, which is funded by
Deutsche Bank and would be implemented by an Italian company. The Albanian
government has stated its intention to construct eight large dams on the Vjose River and
many other smaller ones along its tributaries, which has raised important concerns for
environmentalists in Albania who claim that these projects will be disastrous for the
river’s natural standards.691

9.4Trans-boundary cooperation on the Aoos/Vjose
Trans-boundary cooperation is disproportionately low in terms of the river’s size
and importance for the two countries and their local populations. Indeed, attempts to set
up a cooperation framework cannot be found before the early 2000s, when the two states
started discussing issues related to trans-boundary fresh water resources, with
prominently the Prespa Lake. The Aoos has also attracted attention but it was not until
2003 when the two riparian states decided to institutionalize their cooperation and agree
to a minimum of obligations regarding the sustainable use and protection of the river.
In 2003 Greece and Albania decided to form a joint permanent commission on
trans-boundary freshwater issues. The agreement was an important step for the protection
of shared water bodies. Each side could have nine representatives in the commission.
Once a year, for at least five years, the commission would have regular meetings while its
term would automatically renew after the first five years unless one of the parties
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objected. The Greek parliament ratified the agreement in 2005.692 The final signatures for
the establishment of the Greek-Albanian commission were given on 3 April 2007 in
Athens, while the proceedings of the first meeting were signed on 10 April 2008 in Tirana
and ratified by the Greek state on 10 July 2008.693
In the conclusions of the meeting, the Aoos was mentioned several times. Perhaps
the most important development was that the two states agreed on the need for an
exchange of information and views regarding the joint management of the river basin
district. They both acknowledged the importance of the protection and sustainable use of
the Aoos/Vjosa river basin. The Greek side, in particular, presented data on the status and
characteristics of the river. To this end, Greece and Albania decided to create a subcommission aiming at the creation of a single management plan for the whole river basin
district.694
The EU has no doubt acted as a great catalyst for cooperation between the two
countries in the region where the Aoos-Vjosa lies. An ambitious project, “the Vjosa-Aoos
River Ecomuseum,” was funded by EU and National Funds within the framework of the
IPA Cross-Border Programme “Greece-Albania, 2007-2013.”695 The project was
implemented by four organizations, two from each country. From Greece the
Mediterranean Institute for Nature and Anthropos (MED-INA) and Pindos Perivallontiki,
and the Institute of Nature Conservation in Albania (INCA) and the Forest Directorate in
Permet from the Albanian side.
The two countries have combined forces in order to establish the River
Ecomuseum to safeguard the natural and cultural heritage and identity of this transboundary area and also to provide a path towards a sustainable future for the entire area,
aiming at a balanced co-existence of nature and culture that could contribute in a positive
way the livelihoods of the local population. The outcome of extensive research and
contacts with local associations, scientists, academics and local citizens, it took two years,
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from 2012 to 2014, for the Ecomuseum to be established but its impact is expected to be
significant for the entire region.
Yet, it is important to understand why such delay took place. The reasons are
rooted mostly in historical bilateral political relations and will be explained in detail
within the following pages.

9.4.1 Greek-Albanian Relations
Greece and Albania have always been historically linked, but these bonds were not
always positive. Nevertheless, it appears that in recent years relations have significantly
improved to the level of normalization leading to the creation of stronger political ties.
Yet, discrepancies still exist, and the following pages will examine the historical roots of
this shaky relationship.
To begin with, in an article published in 2011 in Mediterranean Quarterly, Helen
Abadzi presented an analysis of the history of Greek-Albanian relations. As she correctly
notes, the history of the two states goes back centuries. Greece and Albania have been
separate countries only since the nineteenth century. Until then and for almost twenty-two
centuries they were parts of the same state, in various forms. Even deeper in the past,
ancient Greeks and Illyrians were both parts of the greater Indo-European tribe. With
their arrival in the Balkan Peninsula almost four thousand years ago, they intermarried
with pre-Hellenic populations. Migrations were very regular, and as the article mentions,
historical discoveries have shown that migration flows took place to and from the others’
lands. For instance, in antiquity, Greek cities like Corinth established colonies on the
Illyrian coast, while in the Middle Ages, Arvanites, Albanian speakers, migrated across
Greece. Yet, despite this geographical and historical relationship, the feelings of the two
societies are far from being described as friendly. The reasons for such a discrepancy are
many, as long historical acquaintances can cause negative feelings instead of long-term
friendship. Historical incidents and political decisions also play a catalytic role. For
instance, for many Greeks the names of Albanian cities remind them of painful tragedies
from the Second World War. The increased crime levels in Greece right after a large
wave of Albanian immigrants in 1987 has also influenced the bilateral landscape. The
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Cham issue696 is also a diachronic discussion causing difficulties in communication. The
name dispute with FYROM had a great impact, since many Albanians and particularly the
youth, tend to believe Alexander the Great was Illyrian in origin, and they therefore
support FYROM’s claim to be called “Macedonia”. What is more, young Albanians argue
that they are original descendants of the ancient Pelasgians, the indigenous inhabitants of
the Balkans, while in contrast, the Greeks do not accept such a theory claiming that in
reality Albanians are not even descendants of the ancient Illyrians. This argument finds
support from some Arvanites too who, however, also believe that they speak a type of the
ancient language of the Pelasgians. In a nutshell, as Abadzi has pointed out, ‘…past and
present stories create stereotypes on both sides.’697 These stereotypes have prevented the
two neighboring states from coming closer and creating stronger ties and communication
channels several times. While physical borders have gradually opened to traffic, people’s
minds are less progressive.
However, avoiding a deep historical analysis, which is not the objective of this
chapter and this thesis in general, the following pages will be devoted to the
contemporary history of the relations between the two riparian states. Within this context,
contemporary history of Greek-Albanian relations can be divided into three main periods.
The first includes the years before the establishment of the Hoxha regime in 1944, the
second covers the Communist period in Albania under Hoxha and his successor and third
begins right after the collapse of the Communism to the present day.
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• The pre-Hoxha period.
While the Ottoman Empire was gradually declining, Greece sought to increase its
territory. These claims were expressed during the Congress of Berlin in June 1878. Yet,
the Albanians, who were also under Ottoman rule for four centuries, had different plans.
The League of Prizren that followed the gathering of Albanian intellectuals in Prizren,
Kosova, presented at Berlin the hopes of the Albanians for the creation of an independent
nation. Yet, Bismarck’s position of not recognizing any Albanian nation, along with the
rival claims by Serbia, Montenegro and Greece limited the Albanians’ hopes. Greece was
given a free hand to negotiate directly with the Porte for land in Northern Epirus.
Negotiations concluded in 1881 and following the Berlin Congress and the summit of the
official representatives in Istanbul, this resulted in the northern expansion of Greek
territory to include Thessaly and Southern Epirus (Arta).698 This also had the blessing of
Great Britain as it could work as a buffer for Russia’s desire to gain access to the
Mediterranean.
The end of the Balkan Wars in 1913 found Greece once more on the winning side,
acquiring even more territory within Epirus and particularly the capital city Jannina.
While at the same time, neighboring Albania apart from its hopes to incorporate Epirus,
also lost Kosova to Serbia. Albania’s hands were tied and after recognition of statehood
in November 1912, they could practically do very little and were fortunate not to lose the
entire nation in the end. The First World War that followed was another important
historical moment for the region and the relations between the two countries. Within a
context of secret agreements between allies in order to ensure further territory, Greece
managed to secure its northern border at Albania’s expense.
The interwar period was relatively calm, though World War II and the immediate
post-war era was quite challenging. The Italian invasion of Albania and its incorporation
into the Kingdom of Italy in 1939 provided Mussolini with the opportunity to later use
Albania as a launching pad for his invasion of Greece during October 1940. Yet, Greece
with Great Britain’s assistance was able to repel the Italians. In the meantime, the antifascist resistance groups that started emerging in both Greece and Albania received
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material support from Britain’s Special Operations Executive. However, as described by
Gus Xhudo, ‘the variety of resistance movements in Albania thwarted Allied efforts to
consolidate these groups into anti-fascist organizations as they often quarreled amongst
themselves and, in some instance, collaborated with the Axis powers that were willing to
cede their territorial demands’.699 In the meantime, Mussolini’s failure to conquer Greece
was followed by German assistance. German troops remained in Albania until 1944,
which meant for the Albanians gains in territory at Greece and Yugoslavia’s expense.
Greece responded by declaring war on Albania for assisting the Axis troops, and this state
of war remained for almost 40 years.

• The Hoxha Period
This open state of war characterized the relations of the two countries for almost four
decades. When Hoxha came to power, he expressed his frustration with Greek claims that
Albania be considered on the side of the Axis alliance on the grounds that it provided
“assistance” for Italy’s invasion of Greece through its territory. This anomaly resulted in
the lack of any attempts for diplomatic exchange during the 1960s and the 1970s.
Moreover, the end of World War II also demonstrated Greece’s ambitions for territory
within Albania, specifically Northern Epirus. This sentiment existed among the Greeks
living in this region who formed a delegation and in February 1946 travelled to London
and the US to argue their case during the peace process. To this end, the Greek
government also sent a memorandum to the Paris Conference of Foreign Ministers
supporting the claims of the Greek delegation pointing to the 1919 Accord between
Venizelos and Tittoni and the US Senate resolution of 1920 as well that was in favor of
Northern Epirus’ incorporation into Greece. Greeks’ visit to the US resulted in a
Congressional resolution that was passed unanimously by the Senate in July 1946 and
awarded to Greece territory in Southern Albania mainly inhabited by ethnic Greeks.
The civil war that started in Greece right after World War II was a focal point for
Greek-Albanian relations. During 1944, Hoxha’s partisans had made contact with ELAS
(National Popular Liberation Army), the military wing of the KKE (Greek Communist
699
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Party). Indeed, Hoxha attempted to intervene in the civil war by providing support to the
Greek communists, placing several small units under ELAS command. In return ELAS
handed over a number of “war criminals” that had fled to Greece just before the regime
change in Albania and the establishment of communism. Hoxha realized the need of KKE
to create alliances with neighboring countries in order to have better chances to take over
the power since they did not enjoy the support of the Great Powers (the US and Great
Britain). Therefore, the Greek communists did not make any mention of territory within
Albania. Yet, Albania’s interference in Greece’s internal affairs caused much animosity
between the two countries and further strained relations between Albania and the West.
Indeed, the timing was not good for Albania since the civil war coincided with the
expulsion of Yugoslavia from COMINFORM (the Communist Information Bureau). Due
to this development, the Western powers tried to bring Greece and Yugoslavia together
by enhancing their relations to work as a buffer against Soviet influence in the region.
The Greek communist party lost a very important ally, Yugoslavia under Tito, and it then
needed to find support elsewhere, with communist Albania being the only immediate
choice. The official Greek government understood this development and believed that a
possible direct action against Hoxha’s regime would seriously harm KKE’s support
structure and prove crucial for the final outcome of the civil war.
In 1952, once the Greek civil war had ended and the Greek official government
prevailed, Greece entered NATO. This development allayed Greek fears over Albanian
territorial incursions but placed most of these local border disputes within the bipolar
context of the Cold War. During the 1950s and 1960s there were no major developments
regarding the relations of the two countries, while contact between them was mostly
limited to minor incidents occurring along the border and near Corfu, which often had to
do with Albanians seeking to escape to Greece, or Albanian and Greek border patrols
exchanging fire for straying too close to the border.
During the 1980s severe economic turbulence in Albania impacted the country’s
doctrine of self-reliance. Supply shortages compelled Hoxha into a political shift of his
attitude toward the outside world. At some point between 1983 and 1984, air links with
Greece re-opened while a series of cultural, scientific and technical agreements were
signed between the two countries. Also, a road link was opened by the end of 1984 on the
Kakavija border near Gjirokaster, the first since 1945.
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• The post-Hoxha period
Hoxha died in April 1985 and his successor, the longtime Communist Party member
Ramiz Alia took over. Alia found the country in a terrible economic situation, given the
national principles of rejecting any kind of foreign loan. Alia, in contrast to Hoxha, was
more pragmatic. He began constructing communication channels with Albania’s
neighbors. He understood that normalization of relations with Albania’s neighbors would
serve as a road to economic development. To this end, during the fortieth session of the
UN, Albania through its Foreign Minister, Reiz Malile, signed a number of agreements
with Greece including plans for the construction of a chrome processing plant in Albania
by a Greek company, as well as plans to open ferry links between Corfu and Sarande.
In 1987, the Greek government of Andreas Papandreou ended the official state of
war that had existed for more than 40 years between the two nations. In that year also
industrial projects were agreed upon, while the aforementioned ferry link was finally
established. Moreover, Albanian and Greek delegates participated in Balkan conferences
that took place during these years. However, Albania’s economic situation worsened. By
1991, the country had accumulated a budget deficit of almost $580 million, a balance of
payments deficit of $400 million and a foreign exchange deficit of $170 million. This
situation along with the collapse of the USSR and the rising democratic sentiment across
Eastern Europe resulted in strong pressure towards a democratic change. Nevertheless, as
Xhudo wrote, ‘relations with Greece took a turn for the worse….tentative links, followed
by mutual pledges towards cooperation, and finally deterioration due to incidents such as
border shootings, mutual refugee and ethnic minority mistreatment, and recriminations
from both sides’.700
The political vacuum that followed in Albania with the consecutive interim
governments that accompanied the collapse of the communist regime further deteriorated
the situation. Neighbouring Albania was facing extensive economic setbacks, leading to
massive migration flows mainly to Greece and Italy, and in Greece the government of
Constantine Mitsotakis was unprepared to cope with them. Even in the streets of Greece’s
capital, with hundreds of Albanian male youths roaming and engaging in looting and
other crime, created negative feelings among Greek society. The relations between the
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two nations get worse when the Greek Prime Minister decided to launch “Operation
Broom” and expel thousands of Albanians without proper documentation from Greece.
Albanians were also accusing Greek border patrols of opening fire against Albanians
attempting to cross the border while the newly formed Albanian government under
Berisha called on Greece to soften its position and show some understanding toward the
Albanians.
At the same time, in Albania, a Greek minority party called Omonia sought status as
a political party. Just before the March elections of 1992, the Albanian parliament
unanimously denied this request. Despite the warnings from the EC and the threat of
losing guest status in the EC Parliamentary Assembly, the Albanian government claimed
that while Omonia would not receive political status as a party itself, it would be allowed
to field independent candidates at will. Besides, according to the claims of Albania,
minority rights were fully respected, but measures could not be avoided in cases of
groups, such as Omonia, advocating a return of Greek inhabited lands, specifically
Northern Epirus, to Greece. Simultaneously, relations between the two neighbouring
states deteriorated significantly when Albania turned against the Greek minority with
hostile actions.701
The Greek minority issue was always on the agenda of discussions between the two
states. In the early 1990s the Greek state claimed that ethnic Greeks were not being
allowed to freely practice their religion. The Greek government also accused the Albanian
one of prohibiting schoolchildren from using the Greek language in schools, while Greek
cultural events were either banned or disrupted by Albanians. Last but not least, the Greek
administration claimed lack of adequate representation of the Greek minority in the
Albanian government, at the local as well as national level. However, the leaders of the
two nations, in an attempt to put aside their differences, met in Tirana in May 1992. The
discussion between Mitsotakis and Berisha included guarantees for rights for both Greeks
in Albania and ethnic Albanians residing in Greece in an area known as Cameria, but the
talks remained inconclusive
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Meanwhile, the name dispute between Greece and FYROM was cause for severe
concern to the Albanians as well. The collapse of the Mitsotakis administration and the
growing power of the newly born political party “Political Spring” raised Albania’s
concerns. Nevertheless, both Greece and Albania were pushed by the EU and the US to
continue dialogue in order to resolve their differences. Low-level diplomatic exchanges
mostly dealing with the issue of illegal migration and the guarantee of fair treatment for
ethnic Greeks in Albania took place several times. Other economic relations between the
two nations were also on the agenda, with a focus on the Greek investments in Albanian
agricultural and technological projects.
While it could be claimed that step-by-step the relations between the two states were
becoming smoother, an incident that took place in late June 1993 scaled back the
progress. At that point the Albanian government decided to forcibly expel a Greek cleric
for advocating anti-Albanian propaganda. Greek Archimandrite Chrysostomos, was
expelled from Albania under the accusation of supporting anti-Albanian activities. Tirana
accused him of preaching “Enosis” – union with Greece. This also led to wide scale
attacks on Greek-owned property in southern Albania.702 In reaction, the Greek army
marched on Gjirokaster but was turned back. The Greek government, claiming an
immediate need to contain the massive waves of immigration, replied with large-scale
deportations of Albanian refugees, further escalating the situation. This policy
accentuated anti-Greek feelings in Albania, thus burdening Greece’s foreign policy with
yet another conflict.703
With the new Greek administration (following the national elections of 10th October
1993), steps were taken to ease tensions. The new Greek foreign minister, Karolos
Papoulias, visited Tirana and met his Albanian counterpart, Alfred Serreqi in November
1993. The main topic discussed was the rights of their respective minorities and ways to
improve regional relations as well. Yet again, however, this meeting was more show than
substance. Shortly after this visit Albanian soldiers were killed, with the Albanian
government claiming that members of the National Liberation Front of Northern Epirus
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(MAVI), perhaps funded by Greek intelligence, were responsible. Athens denied those
claims, but Tirana decided to recall its ambassador and cut its embassy staff in half.
Gradually, relations with Albania have improved. Despite the well-known problems
concerning illegal immigration, the enduring mistrust concerning minority issues, and
Greek concerns over evolving Albanian-Turkish friendship, Greece has supported
Albania’s path to European accession since the late 1990s. Moreover, Greece
implemented a programme of bilateral development assistance during the “Pyramid
Crisis” in 1997, thus helping preserve Albania’s social cohesion and unity.704 At the same
time, thousands of Albanians who arrived in Greece were supporting their homeland’s
economy with remittances, thus enhancing interdependence between the two neighbours.
At the same time, the Greek state moved towards the adoption of key measures for the
legalization and inclusion of many Albanians living in Greece. However, even though
Albania chose to prioritise EU accession, problems with Greece did not completely
disappear. As many scholars have argued, issues relating to Albanian nationalism - such
as the Cham issue - that were supported by specific domestic political forces and media,
remained unresolved.705
In April 2009, Greece and Albania signed an agreement regarding the delimitation of
maritime zones, including the continental shelf and the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).706
The agreement was based on the International Law of the Sea and on relevant UN
decisions. Yet, this agreement - which was part of a broader Greek attempt to close all the
open pendencies related to its sea borders in every direction - was annulled by Albania’s
constitutional court, following the condemnation of the agreement by the Albanian
opposition as being harmful to the Albanian interests.707 In accordance with the new
doctrine of supporting the Western Balkans’ European integration prospects, successive
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Greek administrations continued to favour Albanian accession to Europe and NATO.
Albania’s NATO accession was finally agreed upon during the 2008 NATO Summit in
Bucharest. Additionally, in April 2009 the Stabilization and Association Agreement
between the EU and Albania was finally signed, and during the same month the country
submitted its membership application. Greece, already engaged in an ongoing dispute with
FYROM, decided to encourage Albania’s Europeanization as a way of promoting its own
interests.
Following the change of administration in Albania in June 2013, new efforts for the
improvement of bilateral relations developed. The Greek President Papoulias visited
Albania in November 2013, showing the willingness of the Greek government to move
beyond past grievances. A first step was achieved in 2014 when the two parties reached an
agreement regarding the use of place names in Albanian passports. Moreover, Albania was
granted EU candidate status during the Greek Presidency in 2014. However, open issues
remained unresolved, such as the Cham issue, and maritime borders. Besides, a study
published by ELIAMEP in December 2013 showed that the societies in both states keep its
distance from the politico/diplomatic field. Both societies seemed to have different
perceptions on what should be considered as a threat, what is a problem that needs to be
solved and so on. In sum, the societies are closely inter-connected but also separated by
different social perceptions, cultural models and historical pasts.

9.5Albania: National Legislation on the Environment

The Water Framework Directive (WDF/2000/60) has been analyzed in depth in
preceding chapters, and with two major contributions to the discussion of integrated water
management. The first has to do with the organization of water management around river
basins, which are considered the most suitable unit for implementation of the Directive’s
requirements. The second is related to the introduction of economic, environmental and
ethical issues in water management. In particular, regarding ethics, through the WFD the
EU has promoted public participation. It has also identified newly vested economic
interests in water supply, as well as the growing concerns and sensitivities towards
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environmental protection, and therefore promoted the need for adopting an approach of
sustainable use and development.708 Yet, it is important to see the progress made so far in
the regulation framework in Albania and to what extent the latter has been fully
harmonized with the EU acquis.
Article 56 of the Albanian Constitution (1998) establishes citizens’ constitutional
right to be informed about the status and the protection of the environment. This right
seems to reflect the suggestions of the WFD regarding the ethics of public participation.
As already mentioned, Directive 2000/60 requires states to inform the public regarding
the management plans for river basins. Therefore, it could be argued that this article of
the Albanian constitution incorporates the values promoted by the WFD regarding
information provided to the public on environmental issues.
Also, Article 59 declares the state’s obligation, in the framework of the constitution,
to support private initiative and responsibility, through, among other things, the assurance
of a healthy ecological environment for present and future generations and the rational
exploitation of forests, water resources, grasslands and other natural sources on the basis
of the sustainability principle. Once more, it seems that elements of the WFD can be
found in a constitutional article. The WFD has paid significant attention to the sustainable
use of water resources, as does this article of the constitution. Moreover, actions against
non-sustainable use of the environment are also described in Articles 201-207 of the
country’s Penal Code L.7895/1995. Within this law there is a description of the penal
sanctions for “criminal actions” at the expense of the environment (air pollution, toxic
waste transportation, water resource pollution, illegal fishery, illegal logging etc.).709
Within this context, Article 624 of the Civic Code (L. 7850/1994), which deals with the
country’s environmental responsibility, also states the obligation of those who have
harmed the environment to pay reparation.710 In addition, Article 159 affirms owners’
obligation for the protection and preservation of the environment in their area. Finally,
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Article 276 states estate owners’ obligation to provide drinking water for the fulfillment
of their neighbors’ basic needs when those do not have access to clear drinking water.
The country’s basic law on environmental protection is L.8934/05.09.2002,711 as it
was amended by L.9537/18.05.2006, L.9890/20.03.2008, L.10137/11.05.2009 and
L.10431/9.6.2011.712 The law is structured into the following chapters: General
Provisions (Articles 1-6), Environmental Policies (Articles 7-10), Usage and Protection of
Environmental Sites (Articles 11-25), Assessment of Environmental Costs (Articles 2633), Authorization for Activities that Affect the Environment (Articles 34-48), Prevention
and Reduction of Environmental Pollution (Articles 49-51), Monitoring and Data
(Articles 52-58), Environmental Inspection (Articles 59-63), Duties of the State
Institutions for the Protection of the Environment (Articles 64-76), the Role of the Public
(Articles 77-81), and Sanctions (Articles 82-90).
According to Article 1 of L.8934,713 the basic aim of the legislation is the regulation
of the human-environment relationship, the protection of the environment and the
assurance of sustainable development through the appropriate regulatory framework for
the application of the constitutional right to an ecologically healthy environment.
As far as the protection of water resources is concerned, in the law there are two
articles included (14 and 15), where the concept of “Water Protection” is delimitated,
surface and ground waters are determined and the criteria of water resources usage are
laid out.
The Albanian regulatory framework for the protection of the environment also
extends to other legal provisions, in addition to the aforementioned L. 8934/2002. The list
includes:
• L.8906/06.06.2002714

for

Protected

Areas,

which

was

amended

by

L.9868/04.02.2008.715 According to this law, protected areas are ranked in six
711
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713
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categories: strictly protected natural shelters, national parks, national
monuments, areas of natural management of the habitats and species, protected
landscapes, protected areas of administration/areas of multiple uses.716
-

L. 9587/20.07.2006 for the Protection of Biodiversity is designed to ensure the
longevity and protection of biological variety in accordance with the provisions of
the Convention for Biodiversity.717

As far as legislation for water resources is concerned, L.8093/21.03.1996 is most
relevant,718 as it was amended by L.8375/21.03.1998,
L.8736/01.02.2001,721

L.9837/03.12.2007,

719L.8605/20.04.2000,720

L.10137/11.05.2009,722

and

L.10345/4.11.2010.723
L. 8093/21.03.1996 provides a complete legal framework for the management of the
country’s water resources. It involves all water resources and their usages, inside the
borders of Albanian State. Minerals and curative waters are excluded, as they are

the specification of the limits and the procedures for the specification of the specially protected areas and
the roundabout natural parks.
716
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regulated by other laws.724 More specifically, L. 8093/21.03.1996 is structured in 16
chapters and contains 74 articles. The aims of the law, according to Article 1, are:
-The assurance of the protection of the growth and sustainable usage of water resources.
-The fair distribution of water resources according to their usages as well as
their efficient management.
-The assurance of their protection from pollution and dissolution.
-The determination of the institutional framework at a national level and at the level of
the basin for the facilitation of the implementation of the national policy for water
resources management, benefiting the public and the country’s socio-economic interests.
Article 5 deals with the administrative structure and jurisdiction regarding water
policy. According to this article, the main inter-institutional body in charge of
determining water policy and major water-related decisions in the country is the National
Water Council (NWC) and the Technical Secretariat. The NWC’s composition is
determined by the Ministry of Environment, Forestry and Water Administration which
has the overall responsibility for water administration.725 The NWC is responsible for the
Technical Secretariat as well as the Basin councils. The latter are the competent
authorities at the regional level and have been established by the NWC as the local
authorities responsible for managing water resources in each of the six river basins.726
Each basin has a water agency (part of the Environment Ministry structure) which is the
executive unit of the respective Council. Law enforcement is delivered by several
inspectorates that are in charge. Regarding the particular case of border waters, the
Cabinet, following the NWC’s proposal, can appoint a Special Commission for
management and the promotion of cooperation with neighboring countries, according to
Albanian legislation and the relevant international conventions. Articles 6-8 determine the
competencies and the functions of the above administrational authorities
724
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Available at:
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Other important legislations for water resources are:
-

L. 8102/23.08.1996, as amended by laws Ν.9352/03.03.2005, Ν.9584/17.07.2006,
Ν.9845/17.12.2007 and Ν.9915/12.05.2008. The aim of the Law is the enactment
of a normative framework and the creation of an Independent Regulatory
Authority for the water supply as well as for sewage distribution and
processing.727

-

L. 8905/ 6.6.2002 for the Protection of the Marine Environment from Pollution
and Damages. Through this law the provisions of the Barcelona Convention and
its Protocols were incorporated into the Albanian legal system.

-

L. 9115/24.7.2003 for the Environmental Processing of Polluted Waters. The aim
of the law is the protection of the environment and human health from the
negative ramifications of polluted waters, through the enactment of rules for the
processing of those waters (i.e. civic sewage, industrial sewage, irrigation waters)
before their disposal in a water environment (i.e. in the sea). L. 9115/2003 was
amended by L. 10448/11 on environmental authorization.
- L. 9103/10.7.2003728 for the Protection of Border Lakes. The implementation
field of the law is the Albanian part of Prespa, Ohrid and Skodra Lakes. The aim
of the law is the environmental protection of the border lakes, the assurance of the
necessary conditions for the growth of life and of the lakes’ ecosystems thought
the promotion of activities consistent with the principle of sustainability and the
prohibition of activities that could have negative effects on the lake ecosystems.
The law is structured in 26 articles, which are included in its 7 chapters (General
Provisions, Protection of the Border Lakes, Usage and Utilization, Environmental
Authorization, Monitoring and Management, Inspection, and Sanctions). Article 8
is one of the most important articles of the law, as it mandates the creation of an
administrative managerial constitution for every lake.
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The Republic of Albania, Law No.8102, on the Regulatory Framework of the Water Supply and
Wastewater Disposal and Treatment Sector, 28 March 1996
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The Republic of Albania, Law No.9103, On the Protection of Transboundary Lakes, 10.07.2003.
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In conclusion, it is clear that the country enjoys a rich legal armory for the
protection of the environment and water resources. The laws-frameworks 8093/1996 for
water and 8934/2002 for environmental protection up to today are useful legal tools for
the assurance of sustainable development. The majority of the legislation that has been
examined is considered well-written and understandable. This gives the impression that
the regulatory framework fits WFD standards. However there is still room for
improvement. For instance there is a lack of consistency in the legislation’s reference
scope. Despite the fact that all the laws contain definitions, principles, rules of monitoring
etc, in all the legislation that has been examined there is no reference to the existing
regulatory framework, which disrupts the inclusive normative coherence. Another
disadvantage of the environmental normative framework is the lack of technical
specifications and standards for the establishment of rational environmental management.
These discrepancies can be overcome due to the country’s European prospect
which constitutes a significant motivator for the modernization and cohesion of the
environmental normative framework. Due to the development of the Community water
legislation, modernization of the relative regulatory framework is necessary. As of 2007,
the National Strategy for Environment Protection (2007) foresees the expansion of the
country’s legal and regulatory framework. Within this context in 2010, the competent
Ministry compiled a legislation project for water resources management, which
incorporates the provisions of the WFD into national law.729 The publication of the
relative law was expected in 2014.

9.6SWOT analysis of the Aoos management

This analysis provides us with many different aspects of the complicated issue of
the Aoos management. Moving to a SWOT analysis will help to identify potential future
transboundary developments regarding this particular river’s management.
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The project is available online at:
http://www.moe.gov.al/en/ftp%20upload/legislation/public/Draft%20Law%20on%20Water%20Manag
ement.pdf (last accessed on 21/08/2014)
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One positive point for this river is the very good environmental status that it
undoubtedly enjoys. It is also perhaps in its favour that the upstream riparian is an EU
member state that needs to comply with the EU acquis. Also the fact that the Greek side
does not believe the Aoos to be a very important river for energy production has limited
the likelihood of flooding incidents in the downstream state.
On the other hand, the difficult history of the two riparian states is a negative
point. This past has created politico-diplomatic tensions and is always at the forefront
with the potential to affect bilateral agreements and the work of the joint commission for
the management of the Aoos. Also, weaknesses do exist in the Albanian regulatory
framework as described above, but perhaps these will pass with new legislation.
Opportunities are deriving mostly from the fact that Albania is eager to become an
EU member. The fact that it obtained official candidate status in 2014 is a positive sign
for the harmonization of its legislation according to WFD standards.
Lastly, the Albanian government’s plans for the construction of several dams can
be considered a threat to the river’s future. If such a plan is fulfilled according to
environmentalists in Albania, it might cause severe harm to the river’s flow. Of course,
the different kind of pressures mentioned in the previous pages remain a threat to the
quality of the river’s waters and the possibility of Albania’s EU accession could speed up
economic development, causing more pressure on the waters.
To sum up, it appears that despite the historical problems between the two riparian
states, the Aoos enjoys a healthy environmental status. Even so, concerns have emerged
in the last two years, mostly from Albanian civil society where environmentalists have
expressed their fears of dramatic changes due to the government’s intent to construct
several dams.730 The EU acquis is a potential safety net, but does not necessary imply that
the pressure on the river waters will remain at the current low level in the future.
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Chapter 10
The Prespa Lakes Case Study: A Success Story

Within the previous chapters, the five transboundary rivers entering or originating
in Greece have been analyzed in detail. The analysis makes clear that in each of these
cases, an integrated water resource management plan is lacking. The reasons for this
shortfall are many - some have their roots in historical issues and past rivalries.
Nevertheless, there is one case where three neighboring countries engaged in the
management of the river basins have managed to put aside their past and move on,
creating the conditions for joint cooperation efforts for the management of a shared water
body. This case, which is very well-known in a regional context, is the Prespa Lakes.
Within the following pages the historical context within which cooperation between the
three littoral states has flourished will be analyzed.

10.1 Geographical setting
The Prespa Lakes is a region of particular interest in many ways. The basin is
unique, as the lake complex is separated into two different lakes (Macro Prespa and
Micro Prespa) connected by a small land surface. Secondly, the littoral states have a long
history of mistrust and generally complicated relations and thirdly, the complex has
significant environmental importance. More specifically, the Prespa region is situated in
the Balkan Peninsula and encompasses parts of Albania, FYR of Macedonia and Greece.
It is a mountainous basin encircled by high mountains (over 2000m above sea level)
covering an area of 1519km2.731 Regarding its environmental status, it is considered to be
an ecosystem of global importance and has been identified as one of Europe’s 24 major
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trans-boundary “ecological bricks."732 The entire Prespa region is widely known for its
natural beauty. It hosts unique biotopes that are important from both a European and
global conservation perspective. In addition, the lake region is considered to be of great
cultural and historical importance.733

Figure 10.1. The Prespa Lakes Complex

10.2 Protecting the Basin at National Level
The three littoral countries have long since acknowledged the ecological
importance of the region. Hence, all three littoral countries have granted protection status
to parts of the basin. In particular, the whole Prespa basin in Albania and Greece is
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declared a National Park, while in FYROM there are three separate national protected
areas. Additionally, international and European conventions and legislation like the
Ramsar Convention and the Natura 2000 ecological network have provided Prespa with a
protected status.734 Yet, initial attempts to preserve the region were not all inclusive. On
the contrary, each littoral state has tried to set a framework for the protection of the basin.
Greece has declared almost all of Greek Prespa to be a National Park since 1974.
The Greek parts of Micro and Macro Prespa Lakes and the slopes of the mountains
Triklario and Varnoundas overlooking them define the extent of the Park. It occupies an
area of 256.9km² while the core of the park, a zone of absolute protection including all of
Micro Prespa Lake, has an area of 49km². In 1975 the area was also declared a
‘Landscape of Outstanding Natural Beauty.’ Moreover, a large part of the Prespa National
Park and a large section of Varnoundas Mountain were included in the NATURA 2000
network of protected areas.735
In July 2003 the Greek state established the Prespa National Park Management
Body (PNPMB)736, a Legal Entity of Private Law aiming to contribute to the management
of the protected area and to safeguard the valuable natural features of the National Park.
On 23rd July 2009, with a common ministerial decision the old Prespa National Park was
redefined, covering an area of 327 km².737 In addition, since 1974, Micro Prespa Lake
was included in the group of 10 Greek wetlands which were described as being of
international importance, coming thus under the aegis of the international Ramsar
Convention.738
FYROM (part of the Former United Yugoslav at that time) established the
Galicica National Park in 1958. The objective was the restoration and protection of the
area’s unique ecosystem. The Park covers an area of around 250km² and is situated on the
mountain of the same name which lies between Macro Prespa Lake and Lake Ohrid. In
734
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1948, Yugoslavia also established the Pelister National Park situated to the east of Macro
Prespa Lake at the Greek border. The Park covers an area of 125 km.² Later on, in 1966,
the Ezerani Protected Reserve was established, situuated on the northern shore of Macro
Prespa and covering an area of 20.8 km². Moreover, the Ezerani Reserve and the 189.2
km² of Macro Prespa Lake which belongs to FYROM has been a Wetland of International
Importance under the Ramsar Convention since 1995. Macro Prespa Lake has been
declared a ‘Natural Monument’ since 1977. Lastly, Albania established the Prespa
National Park including an area of 277.5 km² in 1999, aiming for the restoration and
protection of the important land and water ecosystems in the region.739

10.3 Initial attempts at trilateral cooperation
At an interstate level the first attempts towards cooperation began in 2000 during
a meeting of the Prime Ministers of the three littoral countries. On World Wetlands Day,
in February, when realizing the international ecological importance of the area and in
particular the need for sustainable water management for the mutual benefit of the nature
and the inhabitants, the three leaders declared Prespa as the first transboundary protected
area in Southeast Europe. The Prespa Park was established.
The Prespa Park initiative was supported by the creation of an interim multistakeholder institutional structure/body, the Prespa Park Coordination Committee
(PPCC). The newly formed Committee was empowered with the coordination of planning
and implementing joint activities. It was a non-legal entity composed by representatives
of the Ministries of Environment, the local municipalities and members of NGOs from
each state party. The MedWet/Ramsar Initiative was also present with a permanent
observer. For its first 10 years the Committee was quite active.740 Although the PPCC has
no substantial budget from the three countries and the three governments have not
obligated themselves to support the PPCC, financially or otherwise, thirteen meetings
were held to promote the implementation of joint projects and activities with the technical
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support of a Secretariat consisting of three officers from the collaborating NGOs.741
Indeed, it was only for the first year that the PPCC Secretariat’s operation costs were
covered through funding by the Greek government. Since then it has been dependent on
support from WWF-Greece, with some funding directed to ‘external’ communication
activities (website creation, newsletter publication, promotion in media and meeting
organization) from the German GTZ (Gesellshaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit). The
support from the Greek government continued on an ad hoc basis as did the contribution
from the German development aid institution KfW (Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau).
The production of the Strategic Action Plan (SAP) for the Sustainable
Development of the Prespa Park was a cornerstone for successful collaboration. The chief
priority of the SAP was the recording of the ecological and socio-economic situation in
the transboundary protected area in order to later evaluate and identify the main
management issues. The SAP set objectives, quantity and quality measures for the region
fostering cooperation between the littoral states and it was adopted in May 2004 by the
PPCC (SAP, 2005: 3-7).
During the following years a noteworthy number of initiatives were carried out in
the region including meetings of the national protected area authorities, the competent
veterinary services and the fire-fighting authorities of all three sides of the basin. In 2006
and 2007 a Memorandum of Understanding and a Cooperation Protocol were signed by
the mayors of the three sides of the basin respectively, setting the framework for regular
cross-border meetings.

10.4 The role of third parties
As mentioned earlier, national level initiatives have been ongoing separately in
each littoral state for several decades. Yet the joint efforts that began in 2000 were result
of the Society for the Protection of Prespa (SPP), a Greek local NGO and WWF-Greece
under the auspices of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands. These two NGOs mobilized
the
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Prespa Park. This was a period of great challenges in Southeast Europe since the crisis in
Kosovo was still unfolding and the prospect of a spill-over into other parts of the region
was threatening the neighboring states. As Christopoulou and Roumeliotou argued, the
Simitis administration in Greece perceived this proposal as an opportunity for Greece to
take the lead as a peace facilitator in the region by promoting an agenda of cooperation
and sustainable development.742
The idea of the SPP and WWF-Greece was met with positive responses from
NGOs in Albania and FYROM. In particular, the Albanian NGO PPNEA (Protection and
Preservation of Natural Environment in Albania), the oldest national environmental NGO
in the country with notable presence in the region provided vital support for the
establishment of the equivalent Prespa National Park in the country. On the FYROM side
there was an alliance of 25 small NGOs participating in the initiative. Yet, their
insufficient capacity and internal coordination problems hindered any substantial input to
the transboundary cooperation.
Consequently, the SPP was the strongest link in this network. Indeed, its
contribution was catalytic in backing up, along with the MedWet/Ramsar, transboundary
cooperation in the region, by supporting the scope of the PPCC. The role of the SPP,
apart from being a successful lobbyist at national and international levels was also to
provide continuous technical support to the Secretariat of the PPCC. Characteristically,
since 2001, the seat of the Secretariat was held by the SPP. Moreover, NGO’s have been
instrumental in playing the role of intermediates regarding the implementation of the
Prespa Park objectives (Najam et al. 2004:32).743 NGOs and particularly the SPP and
WWF-Greece managed to mobilize the donor community even further. Indeed, as
mentioned earlier, international donors were present since the preparatory stages of
trilateral cooperation. Even before that, German bilateral assistance in both Albania and
FYROM was a fact since the mid-90s contributing substantially to local conservation
efforts in Prespa.
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10.5 The role of International Donors
The international donor community mobilized from the beginning in order to
engage in the protection of Prespa Park. For example, the MedWet initiative has
contributed significantly from the first steps. Indeed, the first working meeting of the
three sides in Tirana in October 2000 was held at the initiative and under the
chairmanship of the Ramsar Convention Secretary General, demonstrating the catalytic
role that international institutions and the secretariats of multilateral environmental
agreements can have in regime building.744
The most prominent project in the basin was the ‘GEF project.’ It was a large
multi-donor international project prepared by the Global Environmental Facility and
approved in the winter 2005-2006. The PPCC efforts found fruitful ground and in 2004
the GEF approved a PDF B grant for the development of a full-size proposal. The
proposed budget, submitted by the PPCC in July 2005 was US$ 13.5 million while the
title of the project was ‘Integrated Ecosystem Management in the Transboundary Prespa
Park region.’ The whole attempt led to the approval of a five-year regional project on
integrated ecosystem management in the Prespa Lakes basin which commenced in
2006.745
The project was co-funded by the GEF, the governments of the three littoral
states, local authorities and other international donors, such as the KfW and SDC, and it
was implemented by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). Activities in
the Greek part of the basin were financed by the Greek government. The main area of
focus included environmental conservation, protection of biodiversity, mitigating
pollution, encouraging sustainable resource use, strengthening stakeholder participation,
building institutional cooperation and promoting integrated water management. In
addition, the project included the establishment of a trilateral Prespa Working Group on
Water Management as a subsidiary organ of the PPCC. NGO involvement was
instrumental in assisting the PPCC with carrying out the GEF project in various ways
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such as facilitating consultations or providing technical assistance to the various agencies
and consultants involved.
In 2007 the GEF/UNDP project established a Monitoring and Conservation
Working Group (MCWG), consisting of experts from ministries, academia/research,
national parks and the NGO sector from all three countries. The MCWG aims to satisfy
the need for scientific and political guidance, ensure ownership of the TMS project, as
well as tap expert resources from the three countries. The MCWG regularly convenes two
to three times a year, with funding and support from the GEF/UNDP Prespa project.
The next stage of the TMS process involved the development of an Expert Study.
Trilateral thematic expert groups consisting of experts from the three littoral countries,
and leading international experts from France, Austria and the USA met in the Prespa
area in 2009 and worked on seven monitoring themes: water resources; aquatic vegetation
and habitats; forests and terrestrial habitats; fish and fisheries; birds and other
biodiversity; socio-economics; and land-use.
The Expert Study also recommended the national institutions that should be
responsible for the future monitoring system, whenever it will be deployed – in
accordance with national legislation, the conclusions of the trilateral thematic groups and
the recommendations of and the supervision by the MCWG members. The final draft of
the Expert Study was presented to the MCWG in November 2009.746 The development of
the Expert Study was followed by the purchase and installation of equipment, supported
by the GEF/UNDP Prespa Park Project, the SPP and the national monitoring institutions.
The importance of international donors in the functioning and implementation of
different projects and initiatives in the basin can be deduced from the data published on
the official website of the SPP. As the following chart shows during the previous year
(01/07/2011 – 30/06/2012), the income from foundations amounted to 78% of the entire
amount, with income coming from the EU reaching 11%, from governmental aid agencies
3% and from private companies 4%.
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Figure 10.2. Income Sources
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10.6Making Progress
Since the 2000 kick-off of high level meetings almost 13 years have passed.
During this period a number of steps and actions have been taken in order to promote an
integrated water management approach combining institutional capacity building and
scientific research. As already mentioned, these steps included the creation of the PPCC
and scientific projects, such as the GEF project, aiming to improve cooperation and
ensure environmental conservation. Within this context, representatives from the water
authorities of the three littoral states held, in autumn 2006, their first joint meeting as a
parallel session to the 9th PPCC meeting in Korcha, Albania. With the closure of the
discussion, the representatives decided to establish an ad hoc trilateral working group
with an emphasis on water management issues in order to develop a transboundary
monitoring system in the basin. The GEF/UNDP project contributed to the composition
of a draft proposal by providing recommendations for the working group, which were
discussed later in 2008 at the second meeting of the water management authorities in Pyli,
Greece. Moreover, in 2007 another four-year project commenced with the involvement of
experts from the littoral countries. It was a project focusing on the development of a joint
environmental monitoring system (Transboundary Monitoring System). It was
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implemented by the SPP with the assistance of the Tour du Valat, a French research
centre and in coordination with the ongoing GEF/UNDP project.748 In 2011, the original
TMS was revised by a group of national water experts. The revision was based on the
WFD 2000/60.
Yet, the lack of further progress was due to the absence of an in-depth and
formalized cooperation between the three countries. According to Mantziou and Gletsos
‘the adoption of joint management measures in sectoral areas, such as water management,
faced difficulties due to the lack of a binding commitment amongst the states.’749
In November 2009, however, during the tenth anniversary of the Prespa Park, the
Prime Ministers of the three countries met in Prespa, expressing their willingness to
advance transboundary cooperation through the adoption of an intergovernmental
agreement on the protection and sustainable development of the basin.750 The three
leaders made a commitment to establish appropriate mechanisms for the development of
joint strategies, plans and measures for the effective conservation and management of the
region. Particular reference was also made to integrated water management initiatives.
Later on, in February 2010, at a ceremony in Pyli, Greek Prespa, the Ministers of
Environment of the three littoral states with the presence of the European Commissioner
for the Environment signed a legally binding agreement for the Prespa Park, restating
their commitment for the fortification of this unique ecosystem.751 This was undoubtedly
a significant step forward as it set up a solid legal frame for cooperation and integrated
water management, fulfilling at the same time the efforts of various stakeholders which
had been closely and intensively collaborating towards this goal for the last ten years.
EU involvement in the aforementioned agreement was central to its success.
Indeed, the EU participation as a party in the Prespa Park Agreement underlined the
importance of this particular basin for Europe, demonstrating the EU Commission’s
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willingness to support and promote cooperation in the region. As the 27 June 2006
decision of the Council initiated, the EC participates in negotiations aiming at the
conclusion of international river basin agreements with the ultimate goal being the radical
improvement of cooperation in European river basins shared between certain member
states and third countries.752
As far as the agreement itself is concerned, it has brought new developments
regarding the management of the basin. Initially, the PPCC was replaced by the Prespa
Park Management Committee (PPMC). The new institution would consist of
representatives of the Ministries of Environment, the local communities, the protected
area management authorities, environmental NGOs and the EU, as well as of two
permanent observers, one from the MedWet/Ramsar initiative and the other from the
Ohrid Management Committee. A high-level segment consisting of the Ministers of
Environment and the EU representative will hold regular meetings to prepare the agenda,
provide political guidance and review progress.
One of the pillars of the agreement is the commitment of the parties to promote
IWM within the EU legislative framework and in particular the WFD (Article 5).
Additionally, in order to achieve the required quantity and quality standards, the
Agreement provides for the establishment of a trilateral working group on water
management (Article 14). The working group will consist of representatives of the
competent authorities and stakeholders of each state and will serve as a technical expert
body of the PPMC to facilitate coordination of efforts for integrated water management,
as reflected in the EU WFD.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the Agreement, though already approved by
the EU, has not been ratified by Greece, which paradoxically was its most prominent
supporter among the three littoral states.753
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10.7 Cross-border Cooperation and Development: Tourism in the
Prespa region.
One of the major instruments for achieving cross-border cooperation was the
“Interreg” programme. In 1991, the European Commission recognized that border regions
were disadvantaged, and thus “Interreg” programmes became a tool for development and
especially job creation. Throughout the years of implementation of cross-border
programmes, it became clear that closer cross-border contacts boosted trust particularly to
the point where important joint conservation works took place.754
A principal goal for all the European Territorial Cooperation programmes is
sustainable development in the targeted regions. According to the famous Brundtland
report (1987) “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”
Within this context, the social and economic challenges that people face are tied together
with the carrying capacity of natural systems. In the examined cross-border region a way
to achieve this is controlled tourism. As already mentioned, the Prespa Lakes is a very
successful case study where local groups with support from international NGOs like
theWWF and the GEF, have contributed to the promotion of sustainable use of this
unique environment.
According to Petrescu, traditionally tourism has the capacity to strengthen local
economies. However, in its general form, the impact that tourism may have on natural
resources, consumption patterns, pollution and social systems can be crucial.755 Thus,
there is a need for sustainable/responsible planning and management. The tool to achieve
such an ambitious objective is through sustainable and responsible tourism practices.
Although there is not a precise definition of sustainable tourism, the most
widespread way to understand it is by applying the basic principles of sustainable
development. Thus, sustainable tourism has been broadly defined as “tourism which is
economically viable but does not destroy the resources on which the future of tourism
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will depend, notably the physical environment and the social fabric of the host
community.”756 Putting it differently, sustainable tourism is about the interaction between
the needs of the visitor, industry, community and environment.757 Should all these
stakeholders perform in harmony, the outcome would be equally distributed leading to a
win-win situation.
The role of the stakeholders was also described with the adoption of a new term –
“responsible tourism”. Although, the differences with sustainable tourism are not too
palpable, the new term that was introduced at the Cape Town Declaration in 2002,
attempted to clearly stress the role that stakeholders should play. This term put an
emphasis on the responsibility that all who are involved should show. As Petrescu states,
responsible tourism is about ‘the legacy and the consequences of tourism.’758
Going back to the examined area, the Prespa Region is situated at the border of
Albania, Greece and fYROM. Although it lies in a relatively peripheral location from the
main tourism routes of the three countries, its unique and comparable advantage is its
natural beauty. Yet, as Gottfried Hilz-Ward correctly observed in 2008, despite the
valuable and plentiful tourism resources, the tourism industry is in its infancy and has
never truly reached its potential if one compares Prespa with Ohrid Lake for instance.759
Moreover, during the previous years there was a slightly unequal development of
tourism infrastructure with the Greek side of Prespa benefitting considerably from EU
programmes, such as LEADER or Interreg, especially as small-scale public tourism
infrastructures are concerned. On the contrary, tourism in the Korca region, which is
concentrated mostly in tourist villages in Prespa, faces the problem of the absence of
communities in the process of building, developing and implementing plans and
strategies. According to Shkira et al, ‘communities in these areas are good oriented in
agriculture but not sufficiently informed in tourism impacts and benefits.’760
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Yet, the National Parks and the trilateral agreements mentioned earlier in this text
have clearly shown that cooperation is not something unknown. In fact, it is based on this
legacy that more joint efforts focusing on development should take place, constructed
around the value of environmental sustainability. Besides, within the SAP the objectives
of the Prespa Park include both environmental protection and sustainable economic and
social development.

Objective I: Conservation of ecological values and functions of the biological
diversity in the Prespa Park area.
Objective II: Enhance opportunities for the sustainable economic and social
development of the local societies and the prudent use of natural resources for the
benefit of nature, local economies and future generations.
Objective III: Preservation of cultural values such as monuments, traditional
settlements and traditional human activities and cultural elements that promote the
sustainable management of natural resources.
Objective IV: Seek participation, co-operation and involvement in decisionmaking and in benefit- or loss-sharing of stakeholders in the three countries.761

Thus, building upon the progress made so far with the National Parks and the
other joint initiatives mentioned earlier, more recreational and learning opportunities for
incoming visitors should be provided, while at the same time the local population in both
parts should be better informed about the potential of sustainable tourism.
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10.8 SWOT Analysis of the Prespa case study

From the analysis so far the conclusion that can be reached is that in contrast to
the other cases of transboundary rivers that Greece, Albania and FYROM share, in this
particular case positive outcomes have been realised. Entering into a SWOT analysis of
this interesting case will help congregate all the variables that have contributed to the
current situation as well as identify those that could impact future developments.
A strength, of course, is the significant ecological importance of the complex as
well as its meaning for the local economies, which was understood by all three littoral
states. This was coupled with the interest in this site from both organized civil society,
mainly in Greece, as well as the mobilization and finally the involvement of international
donors towards the improvement of its ecological status. Unquestionably, the European
Union’s policies to boost development of bordering regions, such as those lying in the
Greek, Albanian and FYROM parts, through funding bilateral projects, along with
Greece’s willingness to play a more active role as an EU member in the region, were
crucial to the initiatives taken, and their success.
A weakness, which has notably been overcome, was the unstable relations
between the three states which still have open issues on their agendas. Also, the fact that
the three states were in different institutional as well as development-related positions
could also work to impair the development of a cooperation dynamic.
Opportunities are still present and are attached mostly to the European prospect of
the two out of three littoral states, Albania and FYROM. With these two nations eager to
join the EU, the situation can be further improved. Meeting EU standards and following
EU requirements and directives will enhance communication between the three countries
and thus improve the organizational capacity of the trilateral management body in the
complex, harmonizing the administrative structure of the three states. In addition, a
potential EU accession could work as a catalyst for the solution of all open issues and the
improvement of the climate between the nations engaged in Prespa’s management.
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A potential threat is always the possibility of the failure of the EU scenario, which
could worsen relations between Greece as an EU member and the other two nations.
Misconceptions could again come to the forefront of the discussion and perhaps all the
success so far would be abandoned as a response to nationalistic rhetoric. Such a scenario
might have a domino effect on the involvement of third parties, such as international
donors and organized civil society, since they would no longer have grounds to promote
and establish cooperation channels towards an effective integrated water management
approach.

10.9 Conclusion
The Prespa Lake case study is a striking example of a generally successful
collaboration between littoral states aiming to establish a framework for the protection of
the basin. While, initially each littoral state attempted to do so by establishing
environmental parks, a shift occurred in 2000 with the high level meeting between the
prime ministers of the three states.
Nevertheless, the role of third parties including NGOs and international donors
was crucial for this progress. The role of NGOs was twofold since they contributed to the
mobilization of state authorities and at the same time they managed to attract funding for
the support of the various initiatives. International donors have engaged in different ways
and on different levels. Since the mid-1990s, German bilateral development assistance
funds have been providing institutional and technical support to the National Parks in
Albania and FYROM from the KfW (German Bank for Reconstruction), engaging at the
preparatory stages of the trilateral cooperation. The donor community continued to stand
by the initiative, providing the means at practical level such as the establishment of
monitoring systems. International donors also contributed to setting up the legal
framework for the institutionalization of trilateral cooperation. This was mainly achieved
through EU involvement in the 2010 Agreement, as well as with the 2000/60 Water
Framework Directive.
All these indicate that in the Prespa case, international donors have engaged at
different stages, adopting different strategies. From strictly funding assistance, to capacity
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building of existing structures and construction of legal frameworks, international donors
have participated actively in the success of the Prespa initiative. They have both
mobilized cooperation and been mobilized to provide support, making their engagement
instrumental for the fulfillment of the implemented projects.
The success of the Prespa Lake project has occured despite the negative political
climate between the three littoral states. It is widely accepted that the three states have
important bilateral issues to solve such as the well-known name dispute between Greece
and FYROM; yet this initiative has been perceived by many as a positive development for
the improvement of relations between the littoral states. Even if this not the case per se,
the Prespa initiative has managed to bring representatives from all the riparian states to
the same discussion table, creating constructive communication channels. A characteristic
example was the 2001 meeting in Thessaloniki held by the PPCC where representatives
from both Albania and FYROM were present, despite the fact that it occurred during a
period of intense political unrest in FYROM, with government forces practically fighting
against ethnic Albanian insurgents in the north and west of the country.762 However, the
view that the Prespa Initiative could work as a “Trojan horse” to enhance cooperation and
improve relations between the three littoral states can not be considered credible, since
despite the progress on this issue so far, no connection can be made directly to other
problems that remain unresolved.
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Chapter 11
Conclusions

The main hypothesis of this thesis was that trans-boundary freshwater resources
have an important impact on the relations among the states sharing them. To this end, the
main research question was whether the challenges for the management of trans-boundary
freshwater resources promote conflict or cooperation. Our conclusion is that
transboundary water resources promote cooperation. Yet, it is impossible to actually
predict what the future holds.
This research’s area of focus was the Balkan Peninsula, and particularly transboundary freshwater resources in which Greece is a riparian or littoral state. This choice
was made mostly because, after preliminary research, it became clear that this is an
understudied area, but one that is of tremendous academic interest due to a number of
peculiarities in historical, geographical, economic and political developments that have
been explained in depth in the preceding chapters. Our hypothesis was that due to the
importance of these resources for the local and national economies of the states
sharing them, their case would be of particular interest. Thus, the specific question
this thesis answers is whether or not these particular trans-boundary freshwater resources
have created a fertile ground for cooperation between Greece and her neighboring
countries regarding their management. Therefore, the evolution of the management of
these resources has being analyzed in depth from different perspectives and using a
number of variables, such as politico-historical, administrative and legal factors in each of
the case studies.
There are many conclusions that have been reached, depending on each particular
case study but also beginning from the theoretical chapters as well. The most important
conclusion, however, is that while trans-boundary freshwater resources are placed
on the foreign relations agendas of both Greece and its neighbors, very little
progress has yet been made in setting up a realistic and sustainable framework of
cooperation for their management, with the exception of the Prespa Lakes. This,
however, does not necessarily mean that there is a high potential for conflict. On the
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contrary, what is more noticeable is a state of lethargy in moving things forward,
demonstrating that there are other issues worrying these states.
But before summarizing the conclusions deriving from the analysis of each case
study, let us summarize the main answers to a set of working hypotheses that have been
presented at the beginning of this thesis and set the overall framework for this research.
The first working hypothesis is that the environment has become a political issue
and thus it constitutes a research agenda for political science. This hypothesis has been
confirmed in the first chapters of this thesis. Indeed, environment has gradually become a
political issue. As was mentioned in Chapter 2 the term “Green Politics” can be traced
back

to

the

1950s.

This

term

has

progressively

become

a

“political fashion” and used to be linked mostly with the “radical ideas and policies of
Green political parties.”763 In the 1970s the environment was internationalized as a
political issue through the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment held in
Stockholm from 5 to 16 June 1972. Almost simultaneously, the governments of important
states, like France, began introducing a host of measures in response to the growing
demand for environmental protection. Later on, in the early 1980s, the concept of
sustainable development was introduced by the UN Secretary General, Gro Harlem
Brundtland, the former Prime Minister of Norway.
The second working hypothesis that was also confirmed was that environmental
resources are closely linked to the security of a state. This conclusion derived from the
analysis of environmental security as a term in Chapter 2. In fact, the term
“environmental security” is used in two ways. The first focuses mostly on the protection
of the environment, an “ecological” security which requires collective action on the
grounds that environmental problems are universal. This is mostly the view of the United
Nations, which defines environmental security as the quest for relative stability of Earth’s
ecosystems against human acts (e.g. global environmental change, greenhouse gases,
etc.). On the other hand, environmental security has the meaning of securing the
environment and environmental resources (renewable or non-renewable) in order to
maintain the security of the state, its citizens and its institutions. This definition reflects
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the belief that environment should be taken into consideration along with the security of
the state; thus nation-states should still work toward ensuring environmental security.
The third working hypothesis is based on the great value of trans-boundary
freshwater resources, which has gained attention internationally due to the impact of
freshwater on large populations across the globe. The data presented in the introduction
clearly justifies this hypothesis. More precisely, while there is an abundance of water on
earth, only approximately 2.7% is potable with most of it isolated and inaccessible in the
form of ice in the poles and on the top of mountains. In addition, the growing global
population requires an increase in agricultural production. This has a direct impact on
freshwater resources, since 73% is used for agricultural purposes.764
In addition, almost 40% of the world’s population lives within the basins of
international rivers, and, as Sadoff and Grey wrote, over 90% of the world’s population
lives within the countries that share these basins.765 According to existing data there are
263 trans-boundary lakes and river basins that cover almost one half of the Earth’s land
surface. These basins represent approximately 60% of the global freshwater flow, while
145 states share the sovereignty of these basins and 30 countries lie entirely within them.
The fourth working hypothesis was that the lack of an internationally accepted
institution dealing with trans-boundary freshwater resources, as well as the lack of
internationally accepted binding rules, weakens the relationships among the states sharing
trans-boundary freshwater resources. Indeed, as was analyzed in-depth in the main text,
much academic debate has focused on the relationships of states sharing transboundary
freshwater resources. The potential for conflict was examined, and the conclusion was
quite revealing since up to now, history has provided us with numerous examples where
freshwater resources worked as a motive for cooperation rather than conflict. Yet, there is
also no doubt that, as water scarcity increases due to a variety of reasons like climate
change or the growth of global population, the prospect of a violent conflict cannot be
ignored, especially in those areas where the levels of available freshwater are insufficient
to cover the needs of the populations sharing them.
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The validation of the aforementioned hypotheses was the motivating factor for
this thesis. They became the foundations for the analysis that followed, revealing the
great significance that trans-boundary freshwater resources have for the states sharing
them. To this end, the author approached the six case studies that were analyzed in the
main text with these basic hypotheses in mind. Yet before explaining the main findings of
the analysis, it is important to summarize the basic points that were examined so as to
reach the main conclusions.
The fifth working hypothesis was that the particular case studies analyzed in this
thesis may share some common characteristics defining them. Indeed, from the analysis
presented in the main part comes out that the general rule embodied in all the case studies
but the Prespa lakes is that transboundary freshwaters are not being placed within the first
places of the states’ foreign policy priorities agendas. This results in low density levels of
cooperation attempts and almost an absence of signed agreements or better put it
agreements in effect.
The Variables
The dependent variable of the research is the lack of an integrated trans-boundary
freshwater resource management plan in the case studies analyzed. Why this deficiency
exists and what impact it might have on the relationships of the riparian states were the
main research questions throughout the analysis. These questions were addressed by
examining a number of independent variables: political relations in a historical
perspective; weaknesses in administrative capacity; the different uses of the rivers
covering different kind of needs; differences in national legal frameworks; and the
regional context - especially the role of the EU.

The case studies
The case studies that were examined, especially the trans-boundary rivers Evros,
Nestos and Strymonas, fit into the theoretical discourse regarding environmental security.
Initially, the fact that there is no precedent of conflict and also the fact that there has been
progress toward cooperation signal the dominance of the cooperation scenario, following
the international trend. However, the initial agreements also verified the triumph of
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environmental security, in terms of utilization of the waters and implementation of norms
of customary law. Environmental security was linked with state security, and to this end
initial agreements focused on quantity rather than quality issues. However, the
progressive shift towards environmental security in terms of sustainable development and
protection of the environment was obvious. In any case, however, various deficiencies as
well as politicization of the rivers’ management has resulted in a slow process of
replacing norms of international water law with those of international environmental law,
and thus retaining cooperation at a very low level. Nevertheless, each case study
examined enjoys some unique characteristics that are presented in the five chapters.
Chapter 5 deals with the Evros River case study. This is the only trans-boundary
river where Greece is a riparian state and that is shared by more than two states. Of course
there are also common characteristics with the other case studies examined in this thesis,
like the fact that one of the riparian states, in this case Turkey, is not an EU member. Yet
there are also features that designate the Evros as a unique case. First and foremost, we
are talking about the second longest river in the Balkans, after the Danube, with a length
of 430km. Second, almost 20km of its length constitutes a Greek-Turkish border. This
means that the Evros is practically an EU boundary, whatever that means in term of
security, migration and so on. Thirdly, it is not a boundary between two friendly
neighbors. On the contrary, it belongs to a militarized region, due to the antagonism
among Greece and Turkey. Bulgaria, the upstream riparian, which despite being an EU
member state is still behaving irrationally not only towards Turkey but also towards
Greece, should also be added to the equation.
Within this framework and after a thorough analysis of various issues related to
Evros management, a number of conclusions were presented in the form of SWOT
analysis. The first conclusion is that the river and in particular its Delta area is extremely
important in environmental terms, enjoying strong protection. This, coupled with the
cultural diversity across the river, means that it is an area of vast cultural and
environmental interest that could be the basis for joint initiatives exploiting its potential
(touristic, developmental etc.) among the riparian states. Another important strength, not
of the river per se, but of the region in general that has had positive effects in building an
integrated cooperation scene is the fact that it receives a large portion of EU funding for
development purposes and reconstruction. This has the result that infrastructure, such as
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the road network, is developing quite rapidly, making the region more easily reachable,
and thus improving the possibilities of closer cooperation at a national and international
level. The river’s strong potential is also represented by the great diversity of agricultural
products that are produced on both the Greek and Turkish side, as this could be a
contributing factor to further cooperation at the transnational level.
All these factors have played an instrumental role in leading local authorities from
the three riparian states to initiate attempts to build up joint cooperation initiatives. To
this end, in November 2003 a meeting was organized in Xanthi where representatives of
the Prefectures of Evros, Rodopi, Xanthi, Drama, Kavala, and Serres in Greece, Haskovo,
Kardzhali, Smolyan, and Blagoevgrad in Bulgaria and Edirne in Turkey participated.766
The participants unanimously decided to create a network of cross-border collaboration of
Prefectures. The aim of this cooperation would have been daily communication for
common action to be undertaken tackling routine issues of common interest, such as
dangerous meteorological phenomena or issues related to environmental pollution. A step
forward was agreed upon on January 2005 during a meeting that took place in Orestiada,
where the parties agreed to improve collaboration concerning issues of natural
destruction, pollution and industrial accidents.
Yet, and despite the positive intentions mentioned above, the reality is different,
as the analysis has shown. Cooperation remains at low levels while communication is
quite problematic. The reasons are many. For instance, taking as a first example Greece,
the decision-making process at the national level regarding issues related to Evros
management can be characterized as complicated at best. The number of authorities
involved in the management of water resources at the national and local level works only
as an obstacle for the formation of an integrated management plan. However, the situation
is not very different in the other two riparians as well. For example, in Bulgaria,
jurisdiction on issues concerning the Maritza River are scattered among the Ministry of
Environment and Water, the Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works, the
Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, the Ministry of Finance, the
National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology and the representatives of
Municipalities of the region. As far as the Turkish side is concerned, jurisdiction is in the
hands of the Ministry of Environment, the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources and
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the local communities. The General Directorate of State Hydraulic Works (DSI) is
responsible for all water resources (surface and ground waters) and has the responsibility
of controlling, planning and implementing all works. Thus, overlapping competences and
fragmentation of responsibilities among different institutions and management agencies
are a continual occurrence resulting in setbacks concerning the creation of an integrated
plan. Moreover, as the research has revealed, further attempts towards decentralizing
authority and transferring more jurisdiction and power to the local level further
complicates the situation.767 Another negative characteristic that can be seen in this case
study, though not exclusively, is the various uses of the Evros for the three riparian states.
For instance, Bulgaria uses the River as a source of electric power. This, which by the
way creates the extensive flooding that take place twice every year in the downstream
states, forces the country to withhold vast quantities of water in their reservoirs so as to
secure a steady energy production. Therefore, in times of excessive rainfall, Bulgaria in
an attempt to deter possible flooding in its territory opens the sluice gates, sending
extremely high quantities of water to the other countries. This need is in contrast to those
of the two downstream riparians. Greece and Turkey mostly use the River’s waters for
agricultural production, therefore flooding incidents cause severe economic losses for the
farmers of the region, not to mention the properties that are destroyed every year in both
the downstream riparians.
Other important development plans for the region might also have a positive
impact for the management of the river. A striking example that was mentioned in the
analysis was the Burgas - Alexandroupoli energy pipeline. Such projects could have
brought the region to the fore of international discussions, impacting the situation in a
positive manner by including the Evros as a potential sub-project. Yet the fact that this
specific project remained only on paper limited this potential.
Opportunities, however, for the promotion of cooperation among the three
riparians are not limited to such projects. The EU’s enlargement agenda could also push
for cooperation. Such an agenda includes programmes like Interreg. The Interreg
Programme III A Greece – Turkey Programme 2000 – 2006, mentioned in the analysis,
aims to support economic development and counteract the barriers which exist in the
767
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border region.768 In fact, one of the priority axes, axis no 3 is devoted to enhancing
cooperation through environment and culture (Quality of Life, Environment and Culture).
As mentioned in the main text, the project set as an objective ‘the sustainable
management of ecosystems and water resources through joint cross-border initiatives and
actions, in conjunction with the use of renewable sources of energy.’ Within this context,
water resource management, as a priority, takes a prominent place. As is clearly stated
‘Priority will be given to the integrated management of the cross-border waters in
accordance with Directive 2000/60/EC.’
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Moreover, the programme has pointed out

‘actions to protect and manage water resources (integrated management and protection of
rivers, development of systems to effectively manage water resources, promotion of
systems for saving water, development of infrastructures to monitor water resources,
actions aiming at the sustainability of fishing, actions concerning the management of
coastal areas, interventions to reduce the disposal of waste, development of
infrastructures to provide information and education about the environment, and actions
whose aim will be to sensitise people to the need of water resource management).770
Yet, EU accession is not a panacea. For example, Bulgaria’s EU accession has not
brought significant changes regarding the establishment of an integrated plan for
cooperation. Even the WFD does not seem to have such a positive and direct impact on
the way that the upstream riparian and EU member state behaves. Thus, a similar attitude
could be expected regarding Turkey, a country that is undergoing accession negotiations.
Besides, as was stated in the text, EU accession might also trigger a series of structural
changes in the economies of the new Member States. For instance, economic growth
following accession might change the energy demands of a country, leading it to seek
more power from renewable resources, for instance, impacting neighboring states. In our
case this can be very easily applied to the Evros River, since Bulgaria’s EU accession and
the prospect of economic growth could definitely impact the ways the country uses river
resources in the future.
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The Nestos and Strymonas Rivers, which were analyzed in Chapter 6, have
similar characteristics with the Evros as well. The upstream riparian is the same, Bulgaria.
There are issues of pollution as well, while their Deltas also have high environmental
value. In addition, these two rivers are being used for various purposes, like the Evros.
From agricultural and water supply to energy production, the river is a very important
factor for the development of local economies. Yet, they are not as complicated cases as
the Evros. This is due to specific characteristics. The Nestos and the Strymonas are shared
only by two riparians, Bulgaria and Greece. Both the riparians are EU member states.
Finally, in contrast to the Evros and to the other case studies examined in this thesis,
Nestos management is specifically based upon a bilateral agreement signed in 1995.
Despite the 1995 agreement, however, things are not running smoothly, as one
might expect. In fact, following a thorough investigation and evaluation of the agreement
it turned out that it is the agreement itself that causes problems. Regardless of the
adoption of international principles and norms, and despite the cooperation discourse that
is present throughout the text, the truth is that the agreement remains practically
inactive.771 Moving to the practical part of the agreement, a negative development was the
significant attention paid by the Greek side to the amount of water flowing yearly into
Greek territory, which has left many other issues untouched or unclear, while specific
issues regarding its enforcement are not clearly stated. For instance the agreement does
not foresee the goal of a joint management plan or even the preparations for a future
accomplishment of such a plan.
More importantly, the research has revealed that in practical terms the two
countries did not prioritize the creation of a thorough management plan for the whole
catchment. They rather focused on how to overcome the water allocation issue.
Therefore, instead of an integrated plan covering the whole area of the river basin, each
country created its own strategy for its water resources. As a result, the catchment is
divided into two parts with two different and independent management plans. For
example, as far as the Greek part of the river is concerned, such a plan was scheduled by
the Public Power Corporation (DEH) of Greece and approved by the Ministry of
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Environment (KYA 18492/19-09-1996). It was based on the 1995 agreement as well as
on the requirements of the Ramsar Treaty.772
But even if we focus only on the Greek legislative network, noting that Greece is
an old EU member state relative to Bulgaria, we could expect a more comprehensive
approach towards creating channels of cooperation. Yet, in practice the reality does not
meet our expectations. The legislative framework that was enacted in Greece in 2003773
for harmonization with the WFD does not concern the policy that should be followed
regarding the cooperation between Greece, Bulgaria, Turkey, FYROM and Albania for
the management of the trans-boundary Rivers. So, the perception of the agreement
remained unchanged. It is quite odd that the phrase ‘trans-boundary waters’ is only
mentioned once within the legislative text, in order to state that the National Water
Commission cooperates with the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs on issues of
international waters.774
Moving forward, the conclusions from Chapter 7 are also not promising. The
SWOT analysis tool that has been used to discuss the current situation and the prospects
of the Axios River has revealed that while the river is very important for the local
economies of both riparian states (in the river catchment, 60% of the land is used for
agricultural purposes; there are 17 large dams for irrigation and flood control located at
the River’s tributaries in FYROM and also a small irrigation dam at its Delta),775 this
importance is paired with with the historical and unresolved bilateral issue of the
Macedonia name dispute. This means that, while in any other case the importance of a
trans-boundary river for both riparians would have inspired cooperation initiatives, in this
case the two riparians think selfishly, not creating cooperation mechanisms due to their
unsteady political relationship. This situation does not seem likely to change soon, since it
is not likely that the two countries will reach an agreement under the current
circumstances and with the current political leadership in Skopje. But, apart from the
problematic bilateral relations there are also other issues and weaknesses that create extra
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difficulties for the promotion of joint and collaborative efforts. Following thorough
research on the administrative structures in both countries, it became clear that a variety
of different and difficult-to-reconcile views exist. The diffusion of responsibilities within
different administrative levels is at the least confusing, as there are cases where local
authorities can take initiatives on specific issues while in other cases the ministry’s
opinion and permission is needed.
Even when it comes to discussing future prospects and opportunities that one
could expect in the future, and particularly those deriving from a future FYROM EU
accession that would automatically mean a harmonization of the country’s national
legislation with the EU acquis, once more the name dispute and slow negotiation process
hinder any possible progress. Another opportunity, though too optimistic as well, is the
utilization of the river as a navigation route. As mentioned earlier, many attempts have
been initiated for the implementation of this ambitious project. Yet, and despite the fact
that for experts mainly from FYROM and Serbia the benefits of the project would be
important for all three countries connecting southern Europe to central and western parts
of the continent, Greek political circles have shown poor to no response, indicating that
the navigable channel has not been considered a serious option. These stalemates do not
seem likely to fade away soon. Thus, as long as the overexploitation of the river continues
without a concrete and strict trans-boundary management plan, the situation will continue
to deteriorate, with permanent consequences for the environment.
To sum up the situation regarding the Axios River, the most crucial and
determining factor in the years to come will be the progress around the name dispute,
which will allow the two countries to put aside historical burdens and begin collaborating
on practical issues, such as joint management of the river. Besides, finding a commonly
accepted solution on this issue will eventually unblock FYROM’s EU prospects, giving a
stronger boost to the implementation of the EU acquis in the neighboring country. In
addition, it should be underlined that the current lack of coordination of various actions
that are required for the improvement of the river’s status might also mean conflict of
interest and lack of information exchange between the different institutions at a national
level. The outcome is that the framework of water resource management remains
incomplete and ineffective in both countries. Lastly, the fact that FYROM is showing
great interest in expanding the use of the river for economic reasons, planning to
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construct 12 hydropower plants along the river extending from Kosovo to the Greek
borders, with the support of Chinese funds but without, however, consulting the
downstream riparian might also negatively impact relations between the two countries,
not to mention the environmental deterioration of the River.
In Chapter 8, the only case study where Greece is the upstream riparian was
analyzed, the Aoos River. In contrast to the other cases where Greece is the downstream
riparian, this one has some very interesting characteristics. The first is that the
environmental status of this river is very good compared to the other trans-boundary
rivers. This is due to Greece’s EU membership, which imposes specific measures and
rules that it has to comply with. Another characteristic has to do with the importance of
the river as an energy resource. It is the only case where the upstream riparian does not
consider the river as a potential source of hydro-electric power, thus limiting the potential
of flooding in the downstream state. Yet, following the trend that was presented in all the
other case studies, with the exception of the Nestos River, the historical past of the two
riparian states and the suspiciousness of bilateral relations can affect the existing bilateral
agreements and the work of the joint commission for the management of the Aoos. This is
the biggest fear, since even the existing weak Albanian regulatory framework will be
overcome with the introduction of the new legislation. Albania’s EU accession prospect is
also a great opportunity for the construction of a more effective integrated management
plan in the future. Another threat compounding the problematic bilateral relationship is
the prospect of the construction of several dams for energy generation on the Albanian
side. While this development will not directly affect Greece as the upstream riparian, it
has raised a lot of concerns from many environmentalists in the neighboring country and
not only, since it could cause severe harm to the river’s flow. Of course, the different kind
of pressures mentioned in Chapter 8 are still a threat to the quality of the river’s waters
and an Albanian EU accession in the future could speed up the economic development of
the country, thus causing more pressure on the waters.
Yet, it appears that despite all the problems between the two riparian states, the
Aoos enjoys a good environmental status. Even so, concerns have emerged in the last two
years, mostly from Albanian civil society, where environmentalists have expressed their
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fears of dramatic changes due to the government’s intention to construct several dams.776
The EU acquis is a safety net, but that does not necessarily imply that the pressure on the
river will remain at low levels in the future.
In Chapter 9 an optimistic side of shared waters’ management is presented. The
case study analyzed, the Prespa Lakes complex, is a striking example of a generally
successful collaboration between littoral states aiming to establish a framework for the
protection of the basin. Very useful conclusions are drawn from the analysis of this case
study. The first conclusion is that in order for cooperation initiatives to flourish, political
will is required, especially from the most advanced state or regional power involved.
Indeed, it was only when the Greek administration decided to change its policy regarding
the country’s presence in the region and relations with its neighbors in early 2000
beginning the construction of a more active profile and promoting herself as a guarantee
of stability and cooperation in the region. Yet, as research has shown, this was not
enough. Even if we accept that political will can trigger positive developments laying the
foundations of the trilateral cooperation that followed, the difficulties that emerged made
it clear that more help was required by different players. These were third parties, NGOs
and international donors. In particular, as the evolution towards establishing trilateral
cooperation has shown, the role of third parties and particularly NGOs was catalytic,
since they contributed to the mobilization of state authorities and at the same time they
managed to attract funding for the support of the various initiatives. The historical
discussion has presented the engagement of international donors in national frameworks
significantly before the establishment of trilateral cooperation. Their support was also
evident and vital to the creation of the legal framework needed for institutionalizing
trilateral cooperation. For instance, EU presence and support was catalytic to the 2010
Agreement, while with the 2000/60 WFD an important legal framework was created,
supporting the institutionalization of the agreements. Moreover, the analysis has shown
that international donors have engaged at different stages, adopting different strategies
during the previous years. From strictly funding assistance, to capacity building of
existing structures and construction of legal framework, international donors have
participated actively in the success of the Prespa initiative. They have both mobilized
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cooperation and been mobilized for providing support, making their engagement
instrumental for the fulfillment of the implemented projects.
Another important conclusion from the examination of this very interesting and
also promising case study is that all this progress was achieved despite the existing
negative political climate among the three littoral states. It is unnecessary to list the
various bilateral issues and historical burdens that have limited cooperation, but it is
important to underscore that this initiative has been perceived by many as a positive
development for the improvement of relations between the littoral states. Indeed, the
Prespa Initiative has managed to bring to the same discussion table representatives from
all the riparian states, creating constructive communication channels. A striking example
was the 2001 meeting in Thessaloniki held by the PPCC where representatives from both
Albania and FYROM were present, despite the fact that it was a period of difficult
political conditions in FYROM with government forces practically fighting against ethnic
Albanian insurgents in the north and the west of the country.777 However, it is definitely
not safe to generalize by arguing that the Prespa Initiative could bring an era of improved
cooperation and better relations among the three littoral states, especially since other
issues have remained unresolved, while fluctuations of the political climate between the
littoral states is a very common phenomenon, without, however (and perhaps here lies the
success of this case study) impacting the cooperation over the Prespa Lakes.
Putting things together, there are some general conclusions that can be
summarized in a few lines. The first is related to the progress of bilateral cooperation on
the management of the aforementioned river case studies. It seems that attempts for
cooperation are more evident in those rivers where Bulgaria is the upstream riparian.
These attempts date back to 1964, and validate the international norm implying that
cooperation is the most usual scenario.
Yet, the first agreements followed the general international trend of treating water
as a “commercial product” rather than “heritage” under protection. Riparian states,
following the traditional IR theory of realism, and influenced by a past of politicomilitary hostilities, moved in the direction of claiming sovereignty rights over these
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waters. This was the general concept of the agreements since the 1995 agreement over the
Nestos River. The riparians took initial steps to build cooperation, embraced issues of
utilization of the waters referring to the control over works being constructed on the river
basins which could have severe negative impacts on the other riparians. However, even at
this very early stage, cooperation prevailed since the overall objectives of the agreements
focused on ensuring benefits for all the riparians by use of the waters. The agreements
embodied the most common principles of customary law such as “restricted sovereignty”
and “equitable use.” Nevertheless, they failed to avoid fragmented cooperation measures,
something which gradually changed with the 1995 agreement between Greece and
Bulgaria on the Nestos and afterwards with the 2002 bilateral agreement between the two
riparians as well.
Yet the analysis revealed that despite the agreements mentioned, cooperation has
been slow and quite hesitant from all sides due to a variety of reasons such as insufficient
administrative capacity, lack of trust stemming from hostile historical relations and lack
of political will.
River

Number
of
riparians

Level of
Agreements Problems/Pressures Causes of
cooperation in effect
mismanagement

Evros

3

Low

No

Floods and quality
issues

Political
relations/different
uses/complex
decision making
framework in
national level

Nestos

2

Low

Yes

Mostly quality issues

Political
relations/complex
decision making
framework

Strymonas

2

Low

No

Floods and quality
issues

Political
relations/complex
decision making
framework

Axios

2

Low

No

Mostly quality issues

Political
relations/complex
decision making
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framework
Aoos

2

Low

No

Limited quality issues

Political
relations/complex
decision making
framework/low place
in national agendas

In a nutshell, through attempting to make a cross-case study comparison, some
very interesting conclusions can be deduced. The first is related to the hydro-hegemony
paradigm as applied to the Prespa Lakes case study. Progress was achieved when Greece,
the regional power at the time (the only EU and NATO member in the region enjoying
military and economic security) decided to incorporate the management of Prespa,
through the promotion of trilateral cooperation, into her broader foreign policy agenda
towards the Balkans. This can be explained with the FPA tool. More precisely, it was the
Greek administration’s change of perception regarding the role that Greece should play in
the region as its most powerful country that has catalytically impacted the decisionmaking process and resulted in this initiative’s launch. In the Danube case, presented in
Chapter 4, again the perceptions of the hegemon have driven the cooperation initiatives
from time to time. Of course there are profound differences with the other case studies
examined earlier, the most striking of which is that Prespa is a lake while the other
transboundary waters are rivers, and thus there is a greater variety regarding their use.
Yet, this example partially contests one of the Maryland School’s arguments about
cooperation on multilateral basins, since all three littoral states are included in the
cooperation framework. Another interesting conclusion comparing the case studies is
related to the 1995 agreement on Nestos management. This agreement was an outcome of
bilateral negotiations that were intensified mostly because of the density of rainfall during
the early 1990s, which was extremely low, threatening the operation of Greek
hydroelectric dams as well as the sustainability of the river’s Delta. The finalization of the
agreement and the institutionalization of bilateral cooperation has confirmed Dinar’s
theory, presented in Chapter 2. Dinar has supported the idea that moderate scarcity can
foster transboundary cooperation while abundance or extreme scarcity can threaten it. In
the case of the Nestos, prior to the beginning of the negotiations, there was no urgent need
for regulating the use of the river’s waters, yet as soon as scarcity began became a
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practical issue, the two states sat down at the negotiating table, finally reaching an
agreement. However, in the meantime the level of yearly rainfalls increased, solving the
problem and thus leaving the agreement almost inactive. The Evros case, in contrast to
the Prespa lakes case study, confirms a component of the Maryland’s School’s theory. As
described earlier, the Evros is the only river shared by three states. According to the
Maryland School, when the number of riparians of a river increases, the potential of for
integrated cooperation decreases. In fact, various examples around the globe verify the
assumption that it is very common for bilateral agreements to be reached regarding rivers
with three or more riparians, than agreements including all the riparians. The case of the
Evros fully complies with this general rule. In fact, as was presented in Chapter 5, there
are several bilateral agreements between Greece and Turkey, Turkey and Bulgaria and
Greece and Bulgaria, but none with all three of them. Another common characteristic is
related to the “friendship” status among the riparians, and whether this impacts any
progress towards cooperation. Absence of formalized and institutionalized cooperation is
present across all the examined case studies. Even in those cases where bilateral relations
seemed to be moving forward, like between Greece and Bulgaria (both EU Members),
other causes (like a problematic and intricate decision-making framework at the national
level; or public opinion, also an area examined by FPA in order to explain decisionmaking processes) hinders the establishment of basic communication channels that could
foster cooperation later on. Lastly, a final conclusion is that Greece’s placement as an
upstream riparian state does not seem to make a great difference to the promotion of
cooperation, as the Aoos River case reveals.

The future
Making predictions for the future is something quite risky. Yet the only thing safe
to say is that conflict is not expected at any level, but political accusations and
complaints, especially as long as issues of flooding and pollution remain, are widespread.
However, no one can predict precisely the impact that different factors can have on the
waters of the trans-boundary rivers. In order for trans-boundary cooperation to move
forward to more sustainable river management, a relative de-politicization of the
measures related to water protection and management could be a first step towards
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rationalization and systematization of the goals set by the existing agreements. Moreover,
it is perhaps important that the riparian states sharing the examined rivers proceed in
further amending the provisions of the bilateral agreements in force in relation to the
WFD. In addition, the Prespa Lakes case study should be taken as a good example that
could be a model of cooperation. Third parties should be motivated to engage in the
management of the examined case studies either by providing funding for joint projects
(like monitoring systems) or by providing capacity building. Therefore, the creation of a
framework for partnerships and participatory practices and networking with stakeholders
would be a great asset that could boost cooperation. The positive thing is that since 2002
there is an impetus towards enhancing cooperation for a more environment-oriented
approach, including issues of sustainability of the preceding agreements of utilization,
especially in the trans-boundary rivers coming from Bulgaria.
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ANNEX 1
The Helsinki Rules on the Uses of the Waters
of International Rivers
Adopted by the International Law Association at the fifty-second conference, held at Helsinki
in August 1966. Report of the Committee on the Uses of the Waters of International Rivers
(London, International Law Association, 1967)
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL
Article I
The general rules of international law as set forth in these chapters are applicable to the use of
the waters of an international drainage basin except as may be provided otherwise by
convention, agreement or binding custom among the basin States.
Article II
An international drainage basin is a geographical area extending over two or more States
determined by the watershed limits of the system of waters, including surface and
underground waters, flowing into a common terminus.
Article III
A "basin State" is a State the territory of which includes a portion of an international drainage
basin.
CHAPTER 2. EQUITABLE UTILIZATION OF THE WATERS OF AN
INTERNATIONAL DRAINAGE BASIN
Article IV
Each basin State is entitled, within its territory, to a reasonable and equitable share in the
beneficial uses of the waters of an international drainage basin.
Article V
I. What is a reasonable and equitable share within the meaning of article IV to be
determined in the light of all the relevant factors in each particular case.
II. Relevant factors which are to be considered include, but are not limited to:
1. The geography of the basin, including in particular the extent of the drainage area in the
territory of each basin State;
2. The hydrology of the basin, including in particular the contribution of water by each basin
State;
3. The climate affecting the basin;
4. The past utilization of the waters of the basin, including in particular existing
utilization;
5. The economic and social needs of each basin State;
6. The population dependent on the waters of the basin in each basin State;
7. The comparative costs of alternative means of satisfying the economic and social needs of
each basin State;
8. The availability of other resources;
9. The avoidance of unnecessary waste in the utilization of waters of the basin;
10. The practicability of compensation to one or more of the co-basin States as a means of
adjusting conflicts among uses; and
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11. The degree to which the needs of a basin State may be satisfied, without causing
substantial injury to a co-basin State.
III. The weight to be given to each factor is to be determined by its importance in comparison
with that of other relevant factors. In determining what is reasonable and equitable share, all
relevant factors are to be considered together and a conclusion reached on the basis of the
whole.
Article VI
A use or category of uses is not entitled to any inherent preference over any other use or
category of uses.
Article VII
A basin State may not be denied the present reasonable use of the waters of an international
drainage basin to reserve for a co-basin State a future use of such waters.
Article VIII
1. An existing reasonable use may continue in operation unle ss the factors justifying its
continuance are outweighed by other factors leading to the conclusion that it be modified or
terminated so as to accommodate a competing incompatible use.
2. (a) A use that is in fact operational is deemed to have been an existing use from the time of
the initiation of construction directly related to the use or, where such construction is not
required, the undertaking of comparable acts of actual implementation.
(b) Such a use continues to be an existing use until such time as it is discontinued with the
intention that it be abandoned.
3. A use will not be deemed an existing use if at the time of becoming operational it is
incompatible with an already existing reasonable use.
CHAPTER 3. POLLUTION
Article IX
As used in this chapter, the term "water pollution" refers to any detrimental change resulting
from human conduct in the natural composition, content, or quality of the waters of an
international drainage basin.
Article X
1. Consistent with the principle of equitable utilization of the waters of an international
drainage basin, a State:
(a) Must prevent any new form of water pollution or any increase in the degree of existing
water pollution in an international drainage basin which would cause substantial injury in the
territory of a co-basin State;
(b) Should take all reasonable measures to abate existing water pollution in an international
drainage basin to such an extent that no substantial damage is caused in the territory of a
cobasin State.
2. The rule stated in paragraph 1 of this article applies to water pollution originating:
(a) Within a territory of the State, or
(b) Outside the territory of the State, if it is caused by the State's conduct.
Article XI
1. In the case of a violation of the rule stated in paragraph 1 (a) of article X of this chapter, the
State responsible shall be required to cease the wrongful conduct and compensate the injured
co-basin State for the injury that has been caused to it.
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2. In a case falling under the rule stated in paragraph 1 (b) of article X, if a State fails to take
reasonable measures, it shall be required promptly to enter into negotiations with the injured
State with a view towards reaching a settlement equitable under the circumstances.
CHAPTER 4. NAVIGATION (Articles XII-XX)
CHAPTER 5. TIMBER FLOATING (Articles XXI-XXV)
CHAPTER 6. PROCEDURES FOR THE PREVENTION AND SETTLEMENT OF
DISPUTES
Article XXVI
This chapter relates to procedures for the prevention and settlement of international disputes
as to the legal rights or other interests of basin States and of other States in the waters of an
international drainage basin.
Article XXVII
Consistently with the Charter of the United Nations, States are under an obligation to settle
international disputes as to their legal rights or other interests by peaceful means in such a
manner that international peace and security and justice are not endangered.
It is recommended that States resort progressively to the means of prevention and settlement
of disputes stipulated in articles XXIX to XXXIV of this chapter.
Article XXVIII
1. States are under a primary obligation to resort to means of prevention and settlement of
disputes stipulated in the applicable treaties binding upon them.
2. States are limited to the means of prevention and settlement of disputes stipulated in
treaties
binding upon them only to the extent provided by the applicable treaties.
Article XXIX
1. With a view to preventing disputes from arising between basin States as to their legal rights
or other interest, it is recommended that each basin State furnish relevant and reasonably
available information to the other basin States concerning the waters of a drainage basin
within its territory and its use of, and activities with respect to, such waters.
2. A State, regardless of its location in a drainage basin, should in particular furnish to any
other basin State, the interests of which may be substantially affected, notice of any proposed
construction or installation which would alter the regime of the basin in a way which might
give rise to a dispute as defined in article XXVI. The notice should include such essential
facts as will permit the recipient to make an assessment of the probable effect
of the proposed alteration.
3. A State providing the notice referred to in paragraph 2 of this article should afford the
recipient a reasonable period of time to make an assessment of the probable effect of the
proposed construction or installation and to submit its views thereon to the State furnishing
the notice.
4. If a State has failed to give the notice referred to in paragraph 2 of this article, the alteration
by the State in the regime of the drainage basin shall not be given the weight normally
accorded to temporal priority in use in the event of a determination of what is a reasonable
and equitable share of the waters of the basin.
Article XXX
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In case of a dispute between States as to their legal rights or other interests, as defined in
article XXVI, they should seek a solution by negotiation.
Article XXXI
1. If a question or dispute arises which relates to the present or future utilization of the waters
of an international drainage basin, it is recommended that the basin States refer the question
or dispute to a joint agency and that they request the agency to survey the international
drainage basin and to formulate plans or recommendations for the fullest and most efficient
use thereof in the interests of all such States.
2. It is recommended that the joint agency be instructed to submit reports on all matters
within its competence to the appropriate authorities of the member States concerned.
3. It is recommended that the member States of the joint agency in appropriate cases invite
non-basin States which by treaty enjoy a right in the use of the waters of an international
drainage basin to associate themselves with the work of the joint agency or that they be
permitted to appear before the agency.
Article XXXII
If a question or a dispute is one which is considered by the States concerned to be incapable
of resolution in the manner set forth in article XXXI, it is recommended that they seek the
good offices, or jointly request the mediation of a third State, of a qualified international
organization or of a qualified person.
Article XXXIII
1. If the States concerned have not been able to resolve their dispute through negotiation or
have been unable to agree on the measures described in articles XXXI and XXXII, it is
recommended that they form a commission of inquiry or an ad hoc conciliation commission,
which shall endeavor to find a solution, likely to be accepted by the States concerned, of any
dispute as to their legal rights.
2. It is recommended that the conciliation commission be constituted in the manner set forth
in the annex.
Article XXXIV
It is recommended that the States concerned agree to submit their legal disputes to an ad hoc
arbitral tribunal, to a permanent arbitral tribunal or to the International Court of Justice if:
(a) A commission has not been formed as provided in article XXXIII, or
(b) The commission has not been able to find a solution to be recommended, or
(c) A solution recommended has not been accepted by the States concerned, and
(d) An agreement has not been otherwise arrived at.
Article XXXV
It is recommended that in the event of arbitration the States concerned have recourse to the
Model Rules on Arbitral Procedure prepared by the International Law Commission of the
United Nations at its tenth session b/in 1958.
Article XXXVI
Recourse to arbitration implies the undertaking by the States concerned to consider the award
to be given as final and to submit in good faith to its execution.
Article XXXVII
The means of settlement referred to in the preceding articles of this chapter are without
prejudice to the utilization of means of settlement recommended to, or required of, members
of regional arrangements or agencies and of other international organizations.
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